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A rigorous treatment of the symmetric multigroup transport equation is given by developing the functional 
calculus for the transport operator. Von Neumann spectral theory is applied to nonorthogonal cyclic 
subspaces, and the isometries onto C( N) are explicitly evaluated. 

Hangelbroek and Larsen and Habetler have indepen
dently provided rigorous techniques for solving the time 
independent one speed linear transport equation. 1,2 
While the Larsen-Habetler approach has the distinct 
advantage of demonstrating, as its central result, that 
the transport operator is spectral, when this result is 
already evident, as for example, with a self-adjoint 
kernel, the Hangelbroek approach appears to provide 
a most effective setting for understanding the underlying 
properties of the transport operator. In fact, Hangel
broek has succeeded in showing that the Wiener-Hopf 
factorization, which has been used as a basis for ex
tending the solution of the full range problem to the half 
range, can be derived from a study of projections in the 
representation space of the full range theory. 3 

Recently, Zweifel has extended the Larsen-Habetler 
technique to the multigroup transport equation. 4,5 In this 
article we wish to show that for a symmetric kernel the 
functional calculus can be developed for the multigroup 
as by Hangelbroek for the one-speed equation. 

Since it will be necessary to evaluate the isometries 
between subspaces of the solution space and the repre
sentation spaces explicitly, the von Neumann spectral 
theory will be applied to nonorthogonal cyclic subspaces. 
The subcritical case, C < S, is considered in detail first, 
with extensions in the last section to more general 
kernels. 

1. THE ALGEBRA GENERATED BY A-I U 

We consider the Hilbert space 1-/ = EBi=l L 2(1), the 
direct sum of n copies of L 2(1), where I is the real in
terval [- 1,1]. For 1 ~ i ~ n, let C i E 1-/ be the zero func
tion in each L 2(1) except the ith copy, where it is the 
unit constant function. A vector i/J EH will be written i/J 
= {i/Jj}~=1 with (4), cp) H = '7,':=1 L\ dll1Pj(U) 1>i(U). 

Let S be a positive, diagonal nXn matrix, C a real 
symmetric matrix, and assume for simplicity that S 
- C > O. Throughout we will write ai for Sw Define the 
orthogonal projection P: 1-/ -1-/ by 

n 

pcp = ~"6 (CP,Ci)HCp 
i=1 

and the bounded operators A: 1-/ -1-/ and M: 1-/ -1-/ by 

159 

A=S-CP, 

(Mcp)(u)=ucp(u), 11 EI. 
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Noting that P commutes with every constant matrix, the 
inverse of A is computed to be 

A-I = S-I + S-IC(S _ C)-Ip. 

Write K for the linear space 1-/ with inner product 

{cp, i/J}= (Acp, i/J) H' (1) 

On K, A is still positive, and additionally, B = A -I M is 
self-adjoint. LetA be the C* algebra generated by Bon 
K, (N) the C* algebra of continuous, G:-valued functions 
on the spectrum N = a(B) of B with uniform norm, P(I-/) 
[resp. peA), pCC)] the subspace of polynomials in each 
component in K [resp. A, C], and E the unit constant 
function in C (N). For each integer i, 1 ~ i ~ n, define M; 
cK by Mi = peA )Ci' 

Lcmma 1: If Tc=: peA), then TCiF p(K) for each i, 
and the degree satisfies: 

deg T= deg(Tc i , c) Ii' 

degT~deg(Tci,ci)H +2, j*i, degT>L 

Denoting by L, S. the linear manifold spanned, we have 

M;n{L,S. U Mj}=cp, 
H; 

L,S. U Mj=P(K), 
j=l 

Proof: If T E p(A) and degT = n, then 

BTc; = cr/uTc; + S-IC(S - C)-I p(uTcl ), 

and the first part follows by induction, with 

Bc; =UOjIC p B 2c; = u2aj2cj + tS-IC(S _ C)-IS-lei' 

For the last part it is sufficient that, for each i, all 
polynomials rpcK with (rp,cJ)=O unlessj=i can be ob
tained, Assume, by induction, that all such polynomials 
for all i and degrp ~ N can be obtained, and assume I/J 
= (aN+luN

+
1 + PN(U)C i • If 

let 

'6 SN'/B)Cj = QN(U)C O 
J 
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indicated degree. Then 

aN+1a"f+1 BN+1ei +I:luN,j(B) - SN,/B) - TN_1,j(B)]ej=I/J. 
j -

For each i, define 7fi:A-Mi by 7f t : T- Te i and let K: 
A -C(N) be the Gelfand isomorphism. If T~A and 7f t(T) 

=0, then TAej=ATei=O so T=O onAei" Since T=O on 
Mt, this proves: 

Lemma 2: 7fj is a bounded linear isomorphism of A 
onto A e j • 

Define F i : K -C (N) by Fi = K7fil onA e j and F=O on 
Mto Let C j(N) be the linear space C (N) with inner 
product 

(rp, I/J)i = {Fi 1rp , Fi11/J 

Then Fi is an isometric linear isomorphism onA e l , 

and Fi(e j ) = K 

Lemma 3: For a unique positive Lebesgue-Stieltzes 
measure ai' 

(rp, I/J)i = 1 rp(v)if(v) da i(V), 
N 

for rp,I/JF pC). 

Proof: Defining the linear functional 1i: rp - (rp, E)i for 
rp F pC), the estimate 

I (rp, E)i I = I k1 rpe p eJ I"" Iki d{e;. ej } 

= sup I rp(v) I {e i , ei } 

proves 1i F P(C) *. Hence, 

(rp, I/J)i = {rp(B)e;. I/J(B)e i }= {if (B)rp(B)e p e i } 

= (/frp, E)i = I rp(v)/f(v) dai(v)o 
N 

If rp is positive, rp(B) is a positive operator, by the 
spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators, so 

f rp(v) dai(v) = (rp, E)i = {rp(B)e;. e;} >- O. 
N 

By the Lemma, Fi extends to an isometric linear 
isomorphism of NIi onto L 2(N, ail. Write Nt for the 
bounded operator on L 2(N, ai)' 

(Mrp)(v) = vrp(v), rp (C L 2(N, ail. 

Corollary: For any rp E K, Fi(Brp) = NIFi(rp). 

For Fi(Brp) = vrp(v) if <P =I/J(B)e i F NIl' and Mt is an 
invariant subspace of B. 

2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 

Let N. represent the nonnegative/nonpositive sub
sets of N, and p. the orthogonal projections of L 2(N, a) 
onto L 2(N., a), viewed as subspaces of L 2(N, a), pJ 2(N" 
a) = O. The solution of the n-group isotropic nonhomo
geneous linear transport equation is provided by the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 1: Let q: 1R - K be uniformly HOlder con
tinuous, and (q(x), q(x» Ii uniformly bounded. Consider 
A -lq = 't~=1 q i with q i: 1R - Ati . Define 

'Pi.(X) =.L exp[- (x - o v-1](P.Fiqi) (1;) d~. (2) 

Then 
n 

z!;(x) =lVrlA 2:: F;I(<Ph + 'PiJ j=l 
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is the unique solution of the transport equation 

d 
dx MI/J(x) =Az!;(x) + q(x), (3) 

satisfying (MI/J(x), z!;(x» Ii uniformly bounded. 

The proof of the theorem is an immediate consequence 
of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 4: l/Ji:1R-K is a solution of 

(4) 

satisfying (Mz!;i(X), l/Ji(X)) Ii uniformly bounded if and only 
if rpi(X) = F iA-1MI/Ji is a solution of 

d _ A_I 
dx <Pi (x) - - M 'Pj(X) + Fiqj(x), (5) 

satisfying (<Pi (x), <Pi (X»i uniform bounded. 

Lemma 52: Suppose g: JR - X is a uniformly HOlder 
continuous function from 1R to the Banach space X, and 
Ilg(x) II is uniformly bounded. If f3 < 0 and - (T + {:J) is the 
generator of a bounded holomorphic semigroup,6 then 

<p(x) = f: { 2!i f r exp [A(x - ~)] _ ; + AdA} g(x) dx 

for a contour r about aCT), is continuously differentiable 
in JR, and is the unique solution of 

d 
dx rp(x) = - T'P(x) + g(x) , 

satisfying II 'P (x) II unifor mly bounded. 

Lemma 4 is established immediately by the isomor
phisms F i , and Lemma 5, the generalization of a result 
from Hille-Yosida semigroup theory, is proved in 
Ref. 2. 

If {I/Ji} satisfies Eq. (4), then 1/J=l'::=lz!;j is clearly a solu
tion of the transport equation (3), so the problem reduces 
to a consideration of Eqo (5) 0 Since L 2 (N., a) are 
invariant subspaces of lVI, it is sufficient to solve the 
equations on each of the subspaces. But on L 2 (N., a), 
the restrictions of ill are semi-bounded self-adjoint 
operators, and Lemma 5 is applicable. Equation (2) re
sults trivially from evaluating the contour integral in 
Lemma 5 for T= l/vo 

3. EVALUATION OF THE ISOMORPHISMS F; 

It remains to compute the maps Fi and Fjl explicitly 
in order to apply Theorem 1, and it is desirable as well 
to derive the measure a. 

Lemma 6: Let VI denote the poles of A(A)-1 for 1 
=1, .. . ,111 andR(v l ) the residues. If rpc:P(C), then 

m 

(F'h))()l) = .0 <p(vl)(vII - )lS-I)-IR(vl )e i + (1/27fi) 
1=1 

xp f dV'P(v)(vI - )lS-I)-I(A-1(vt - A-I (v)+)e i 
-1 

+ ~T S ('PA-t + + 'PK1-)()l)ei' 

where A-I. are the boundary values of A -I along the cut 
I, and for any function HI: 1R - L (K) from 1R to bounded 
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operators on K, 

(e k, (7 s w)(x)~) = (e k, W(X/O"k)~) , 
H H 

for all 1 ",; k ",; n and ~ E Ko 
Proof: Since B - AI = A(A)(S-lu - AI), Fi1 can be evalu

ated on analytic functions by a contour integral of the 
resolvent applied to the constant vectors ej, i. e. , 

(Fil~)(/l) = (~(B)ej}(/l) 

= (1/21Ti) fr dA ~(A)(AI - S-l/l)"lA-l(A)ejO (7) 

computation of the contour integral is routine, contribu
tions rising from the same terms as in the one group 
case. 

For ~,1jJE K, let 
n 

[~, 1jJ]=~ ~k1jJko 
k=l 

Lemma 7: If ~E P(A)ej and Q: ([; - L(K) satisfies 

(a) [A-l(A)ej, (7;lQ(A»ej] = 1 on a neighborhood of N, 

(b) [e k , Q(A)ej] analytic on the complement of I, 

then 

(Fj~)(v) = (1/21Ti) ~ dA[~(A), (AI - vS)"lQ(A)e;J, VE N 

for a closed contour r about No 

Proof: If r ' is a contour about N inside r, 
$(v) = (1/21Ti) J dA/[~(A/), (A'l - vS)-lQ(A/)ej] 

P n 

= (1/21Ti) J dA(F~)(A)(1/21Ti):Z= 1" dA/(l/O"kA - A') 
r k=l r 

X [SA-l(A)ej, ek][(A'I - vS)"lQ(A/)ej' ek], 

using Lemma 6. From property (b) and the known analy
tic behavior of A(A), the r ' integral can be evaluated 

n 

<p(v) = (1/21Ti)~ fr dA(F~)(A)[SA-l(A)ej, e k] 
k=l 

n 

= (1/21Ti) 1, dA(F~)(A)(l/A- v)~ [A-l(A)ej,e k] 
r k=l 

Corollary: Q(A) defined by 

Q=(7sA)t, 

satisfies Lemma 7. 

Proof: For any A E ([;, 

[ 7sl (7 sAlt (A)ei, e k] = [(7 sA) t(Ao" k)ej, ek] 

= [7 sA(AO"k)ek, ej] = [A(A)e k, ej]. 

The subspace spanned by {e j}j=l is an invariant subspace 
of A(A), and the restriction Ac(A) of A is a constant 
matrix. Then for A ri N, 
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where D = S-lC (S - C)"l, so 

(Ac (A/O"k)t)kl = Dik + U ~jk III (/l/ /l - A) d/l, 

which is analytic for AE ([;/1. 

where 

-l<v<l 

v=v1 

and (e k, T51~(/l)ej) = ~k(O"kV). 

To compute U conveniently, it is helpful to collect 
some properties of A. 

Lemm(J 8: For AE([;, 

Ac(A)- - Ac(A)+ = 21TiADSWx, 

where 

IAI",;l/uk 

IAI>l/uk 

is diagonaL For A ri N, 

A-l(A) = I - (I + DTx)"lDPM(S-lM - AI)-l, 

where 

(TX)kk= t t (uk/ll/l - AUk) d/l 
-1 

is diagonal. Hence, 

A -1 (D)' = I - S-lCp. 

Proof: Since A(A) = 1+ DP/l (S-l/l - AI)-l, Ac(A) = I 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

+ DTx and 1- DTx is invertible if A ri No Multiplying Eq, 
(9) by A and suitably collecting terms proves the opera
tor inversions: 

AA -1 =1 - {(I + DTx)"lD + D - DTx(I + DTx)"lD}PIJ. (S -1/l - AI)-l 

= I - {- (I+ DTx)(I + DT x)-l + I} DP/l (S-l/l - AI)-l 

=1= A-1A. 

Since 

and To= S, 

A -1(0) = I - (I + S-lC(S - C)"lS)-lS-1C(S _ C)-lSp 

= I - (S-l(S - C)C-1S + I)-lp . 

Finally, 

A(A) =I+DPSS-l/l(S-l/l- An-1=I+DSP(S-1/l- An-1, 
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and thus, 
1 

Ac(A)~k=(I+DS+ADSP I d{.l(S-1{.l-AIt1 
. -1 

±ADS7Tio(i A i ",l/ak»jk 

Theorem 9: For each 1 "'j"'n, and 1 "'i"'n, 

(Fie j)(v) da(v) = 1 G (S - C)CS-1D(v)ei' e ~ H' V= VI, 

«(S - C)C-1SA -1 (vtDSWyA -l(v)+ ei, e j) 1/ dv, 

-l<v<1. 

Proof: Since Fi1 is an isometry, for all CPE P(C), 

IN cp(v)Fie j(v) da(v) = (cp, Fie j) N = {Fi1cp, Fi1 Fie j} 

= {cp(B)e i , e j } 

= (1/27Ti) J dA cp(A){(AI - B)-lei' eJ. 
r 

Rewrite A as in the proof of Lemma 8 to obtain: 

{(AI - B)-lei' e J= {(AI - S-l{.l)-lA(A)-lei , eJ 
= «(AI - S-1{.l)-lA(At1ej,Ae) h 

= (l/A) (PA(AI - S-1{.lt1A(A)-lei , (S - C)e j) 

= (1/A)((C-1S - 1+ P 

- (C-1S - 1)A(A»A(A)-lei , (S - C)e j) H 

= (l/A)((S - C)C-1SA(At1e;, e j) 

- (l/A)((S - C)(C-1S - 1)ei' C), 

Therefore, the integral can be expanded. The contour 
integration is completely analogous to that in the proof 
of Lemma 7, i. e., 

i cp(v)Fje j(v) da(v) 

=-1-1 dA cp(A) «(S - C)C-1s A-l(A)C. e.) 
27Ti A " J 

r 

1 

=6 CP(VI) «(S - C)C-1SR(v » .. +~pf dv cp(v) 
V I J' 27Tl V 

I I -1 

x «(S- C)C-1S(A-l(vt- A-l(v)+))jj 

+ icp(O)((S - C)C-1S(A -1(0)+ 

Equation (10) of Lemma 8 gives 

Hs - C)C-1S(A-l(0)+ + A-1(Ot) = (S - C)(C-1S - 1) 
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so the last two terms of Eq, (11) cancel. Moreover, 

A-l(v)- - A-l(v), = - A-l(vt(A(v)- - A(v)+)A-l(v)+ 

= 27TivA-l(v)- DSWyA-l(v)+ 

from Eq. (8), Since P(C) c e(N, a) densely, the 
integrands are equaL 

Note that Theorem 9 gives a(v), since Fie i = ci '" L 

4. EXTENSION TO SELF-ADJOINT KERNEL 

The functional calculus approach which has been de
veloped above can be extended in toto to the case of the 
general symmetric kernel: S diagonal, C = C*, det(S 
- C) '* 0 (or C similar to a self-adjoint matrix, S in
variant), by considering H as a Pontrjagin space with 
indefinite metric defined by Eq. (I), More precisely, 
for every pair of imaginary eigenvalues, a two-dimen
sional invariant subspace is split off from 1/, and for 
each real eigenvalue such that (Acp, cp) H < 0, a one
dimensional eigenspace is removed. On the remainder, 
B is similar to a self-adjoint operator. This decomposi
tion is due in general to Krein's Invariant Subspace 
theorem. 

In the case of the 2-group, the assumption C = C* can 
also be dropped. For it is evident that C can always be 
symmetrized by a similarity transformation which 
leaves the diagonal matrix S invarianL 

For details on these Pontrjagin techniques, see Refs, 
3 and 7. 
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By using the resolvent integration technique introduced by Larsen and Habetler, the one-speed, isotropic 
scattering, neutron transport equation is treated in the infinite and semi-infinite media. It is seen that the 
results previously obtained by Case's "singular eigenfunction" approach are in agreement with those 
obtained by resolvent integration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The linear transport equation with c = 1 was treated 
by Shure and Natelson, 1 who used the Case singular 
eigenfunction approach. 2 Larsen and Habetler3 later 
rederived Case's formulas using a contour integration 
technique which was not subject to some of the criticism 
which had been levelled at Case's approach through the 
years, mainly that the derivations were in fact only 
heuristic arguments. However, Larsen and Habetler 
were unable to treat the conservative case, C = 1, but 
claimed (Ref. 3, p. 536) that the results for that speci
fic case could be obtained by taking the limit c - 1 in 
their derivation for c"* 1. This contention has recently 
been attacked by Kaper, 4 and since Kaper's remarks 
seem to have merit, we present here the explicit analy
sis, along the lines developed in Ref. 3, for the case 
c = 1. This case, incidentally, which corresponds to a 
critical half-space in neutron transport theory, has 
more physical significance in the context of radiative 
transport theory in stellar atmospheres, where it cor
responds to a gray, conservative atmosphere in local 
thermodynamic equilbrium. (See Ref. 2, Sec. 10.5.) 

An alternative to the Larsen-Habetler analysis was 
independently developed by Hangelbroek, s who proved 
that for c < 1 the transport operator was similar to a 
self-adjoint operator, and so was able to apply von 
Neumann spectral theory. Lekkerkerker 6 has extended 
Hangelbroek's work to the case c = 1 by defining a 
suitable subspace of the original Hilbert space, on which 
the transport operator is similar to a self -adjoint 
operator, obtaining a spectral theorem for the restric
tion of the transport operator to this subspace, and 
finally extending the results to the full space. 

Our technique, following Larsen-Habetler, was 
inspired by Lekkerkerker. Specifically, the Larsen
Habetler technique fails for c = 1 because the transport 
operator, K-1 in their notation, is not invertible. How
ever, a suitable restriction of K-1 is invertible, and the 
entire Larsen-Habetler method of analysis can be car
ried out for this restriction. The extension of the results 
to the full space is then almost trivial. We feel that 
our analysis has some advantages over that of Ref. 6, 
in that it is considerably shorter and simpler, and in 
addition, is not restricted to a Hilbert space. Further
more, the Larsen-Habetler technique appears to have 
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some real advantages over both the Case and 
Hangelbroek methods in the analysis of the multigroup 
transport equation,7,8 and it is pl~ned to use techniques 
similar to those reported here to attempt to extend the 
multigroup results, which are so far restricted to the 
subcritical medium (but see Ref. 9). 

II. THE RESOLVENT OPERATOR AND THE FULL 
RANGE EXPANSION 

As in Ref. 6, we consider the one speed transport 
equation with isotropic scattering for a conservative 
medium, c=l, Le., 

with 

(K-1j}(x,u) = (l/u)[j(x,u) -1 tj(x,u')du']. (lb) 
-1 

A solution of Eq. (1) is understood to be a differentiable 
function ;J;: ill. - Xp, p> 1, where Xp is the Banach space 
of functions j: [- 1,1] - <r satisfying 

Iltllp = (~: I uj(u) I p du PIp < 00, 

and the vector t/J(x) has been written t/J(x,u). The non
homogeneous term q(x,u) is specified with (l/ll)q(x,lI) 
EXp. 

Equation (lb) defines a densely defined, closed, un
bounded, noninvertible operator 1\1: Xp - Xp with do
main D(1\l) ={JEXp Ij=ug, gEXp}' The choice of Xp
norm has the result that the operator K-1 =u-1A cor
responds, for p = 2, essentially to the product Au-1 of 
operators on L2 used by Kaper lO for a related problem 
in the kinetic theory of gases, rather than the product 
u-1A used by Lekkerkerker in Ref. 6. In fact, the 
unitary transformation U: X2 - L2 given by (U/!(u)=uj(u), 
transforms K-1 into U1\lU-1 =uu-1Au-1 =Au-1 • This 
avoids considerable difficulties encountered in Ref. 6; 
in particular, in our treatment, D(u-1 ) = D(1\l). 

In most of the remainder, explicit x-dependence will 
not appear, as the transport operator K-1 is studied in 
Xp. This notation agrees, except for minor variations, 
with that of Refs. 3 and 2, Sec. 6.9. Note that the ex
tension of the analysis of Ref. 3 to Xp for c"* 1 has been 
given in Ref. 11 for p> 1. While it appears that the 
forthcoming analysis could be carried out in XII that 
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would require substantial alteration of the technique. 12 

The essence of the Larsen-Habetler technique is to 
invert K- 1 to obtain K, calculate the resolvent (z1 - K)-r, 
and then integrate the resolvent along a contour sur
rounding the spectrum of K. Application of the Cauchy 
theorem yields the so-called Case completeness 
theorem. This technique fails in the present case be
cause K-1 is not invertible on its range. In fact, A=O is 
an eigenvalue of K-1 with eigenvector eo defined by 

eo(l,) = 1, -1 < 11 < 1. (2) 

Furthermore, 

K-1e1 = eo, (3a) 
where 

e1(u)=u, -1<u<1. (3b) 

We shall see that eo and e 1 span the A= 0 root linear 
manifold of K-1

• 

As explained in the Introduction, we now define a 
subspace Yp C Xp such that WI I Yp is invertible. To this 
end, define 

Yp={jExpl j'\.tij(u)du=O, i=I,2} 
-1 

and 
Ypa = Sp{eo, e1} 

Theorem 1: The direct sum decomposition Xp = Yp 
+ Ypo reduces K-1

• 

Proof: The linear functionals 

PI: f - i f uj(ll) dll , 
"1 

have the property 

p/(e)=oli' i,j=O,l. 
Hence, 

P:f- Pa(fleo + PI (/Je1 

(4a) 

(4b) 

is a continuous projection onto Ypa , and Yp is its topol
ogical supplement. The computation p/(K-1/J = 0 for j 
E Yp follows immediately from Eq. (lb), and since 
PD(K-1) = Ypo CD(K-l), the subspaces are reducing" 

Theorem 2: K-1
1 Yp is invertible, and its bounded in

verse K is given by 

Kg=ug-i r s3g (s)ds. 
-1 

Proof: Consider the equation 

W 1j=g with gt:: Yp. 

This may be written 

f-~ tj(s)ds=ug. 
• -1 

If the equation is multiplied by u2 and integrated over u 
from - 1 to 1, one obtains 

r j{s)ds= - 3 J 1 u3g(U)rlu, 
-1 -1 

and the result follows. 

Theorem 3: For zE([/[-I,I] andgE Yp , 

(z1 - K)-lg = Z ~ U {g -[l/2A(z)J fll [sg(s)/ s - z] rls} , 

where 

A(Z)=~ -~ l:(z/z-s)ds J 
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is the usual dispersion function2 for c = 1. 

Proof: The analysis of Ref. 3 can be followed to 

arrive at the result 11 [ J 
- 3 J 1 S3g (S) 

(z1-K) Ig=(l/z-u) g+" -1 s_:z rls 

x[.+{ ,~t dJ 1 
Then the identities 

u3
/ (z - u) = - 1/

2 - uz + uz2
/ (z - 11) 

=_u2 _llZ_Z2+Z3/(Z_u), 

can be used to simplify the two integrals in the expres
sion, yielding the stated result. 

Note that this expression for the resolvent is identical 
to that obtained in Ref. 3, and so a great deal of the 
analysis given there can be taken as verbatim. 

The spectrum of K can be obtained immediately from 
the expression for the resolvent in Theorem 3: a(K) 
= [- 1,1]. Although A(z) - - 1/3z2 for large z, Cl (sg(s)/ 
s - z) ds - 1/ Z3 in the same limit, so the resolvent (z1 
- K)-1 converges to zero at infinity, reflecting of course 
the boundedness of K. Thus, 

1 = (1/21Ti) 1 (z1 - K)-l rlz, 
r 

where r is any closed contour surrounding the cut 
[-1,1]. 

Since the Holder continuous functions are dense in 
Yp by an easy application of the Weierstrass theorem, 
if 

Hp = {jE Yp If is of class H*}, 

then Hp + Ypo is dense in Xp. It is also easy to see that 
Hp n D(K-1

) is dense in Yp. Here by "of class H*" is 
meant2

,13 that f is Holder continuous on the interior of 
[-1,1], Le., 

Ij(u) - j(u') I '" constx Iu -11' I", (l' > 0, 

and also that f near the endpoints b = ± 1 of the interval 
is a product of a function Holder continuous on [ - 1,1] 
and the function (II - b)B, {3 > - L The Larsen-Habetler 
analysis utilizes the pointwise evaluation of the boundary 
values of certain analytic functions of z in the domain 
of the resolvent (z1 - K)-l. For that reason it is neces
sary to stay on the manifold Hp, and extend the final 
results as in Ref. 11. 

Alternatively, we may have chosen to "compute" on 
functions Holder continuous on the entire interval 
[ - 1,1], whence the Case transforms A(v), as well as 
A(V )A( 1'), would have vanished at the endpoints b [by 
virtue of the fact that A(V)/ N(v) - 0 at the boundaries; 
see Eq. (6)]. However, this would lead to no simplifica
tion of the arguments. 

In this manner, the analysis of Ref. 3 yields results 
analogous to the case of c< 1; Le., for eachfc Hp 
there exists A E Xp of class H* satisfying: 

j(u)=fA(v)¢v(u)rlv, (6a) 
-1 

1 /1 A(v)=-( -) uj(1I)¢v(u)rlll, (6b) 
N v _1 
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where ¢v is the usual Case "singular eigenfunction" 
corresponding to c = 1; namely, 

¢v(u) = (v/2)P(I/v - u) + MA +(v) + A-(v)]6(v -u) (7) 

and 

N(v) = vA +(v )A-(v) 

converges to infinity at the endpoints ± 1. The notation 
is the same as that of Refs. 2, 3 and 11. In the language 
of Ref. 2, we would say that every IE Hp can be 
expanded in terms of the Case continuum eigenfunctions 
alone. 

To deal with IE Ypo , write 

I=iao-ia1 (8) 

where the factors ± i have b0en introduced to conform 
with standard notation. Multiplying Eq. (8) by 11 or u2 

and integrating, one finds 

aj =3t(-zd- j j(1l)dll. (9) 
-1 

Let ;\.(v) denote 

;\.(v) =MA+(v) + A-(v)]. 

We wish to show that the linear transformation 
F: I -;\.A defined by Eq. (6b) for Iof class H*, 

(F/!(v) = [;\.(v)/ N(v)] t uj(u)¢v(u) du, 
-1 

(10) 

extends to an isomorphism F: Yp - Xp. Define F': <jJ - I, 
the natural candidate for F-1

, by 

(F'<jJ)(U) = t [<jJ(v )/;\'(v )]¢v(u) dv 
-1 

for any <t of class H*. Equations (6a) and (6b) establish 
the relationship F' F= Ion Hp, which is dense in Yp. We 
must ascertain, however, that F' is a bounded transfor
mation into Yp, or else the extension of F to all of Yp 
might no longer be invertible. Moreover, it is neces
sary to prove that the range of F is dense in Xp in order 
to insure that the solution of a transport problem solved 
in terms of the transformed function A(v) will be the 
image under F of a vector in Xp. 14 

In Ref. 2 it is shown that if I is of class H*, then A 
will be of class H*, and hence so will ;\'(v)A(v). Further
more, any A of class H* will yield a function Iof class 
H* via Eq. (6a), since 

j(1I)=;\.(u)A(u)+ip t[vA(v)/v-u]dv, (11) 
• -1 

and the boundary values of the Cauchy integral of a 
class H* function are also of class H* . 

In Ref. 11, the inequality 

t !1 1;\.(v)A(v)!Pdv""Mp t !uj(u)!Pdu, 
-1 -1 

(12) 

where Mp is a constant depending upon p, proves that 
ME Xp if IE Hp, and that F is a bounded transformation. 
Let 

1/: = {A E Xp! M E Xp of class H*}. 

Then the same argument used to derive Eq. (12) also 
yields 

1~ !uj(u)!Pdu""M;L~ !v<jJ(v)!Pdv, 
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for <jJ E H:, which implies that F is one -one on Hp. Com
bining these remarks, we obtain bounded transforma
tions F and F' on Yp and XP' respectively, with F' F= 1 
on Yp , and FF' =1 on Ran(F). 

A direct computation shows F' <jJ EC Yp for I/J E H:. For 
example, 

Po(F'J!) = J)vl/J(v)/;\.(v)]P l~ (u 2 /v - u) du dv 

+ t[<jJ(v)/A(v)]v2 ;\.(v)dv 
-1 

=0, 

since 

P F(u 2/v-u)du=-2v;\.(vl. 
-1 

Thus, to prove Ran(F) is dense in XP' suppose A E H: 
and 

(13) 

Defining 

n(z)=tA(v)v/(v-z)dv, (14) 
-1 

expanding Eq. (13) as in Eq. (11), and using the Plemelj 
formulas with Eq. (14), yields 

(1/27Til[n+(u) - n-(u)];\.(u) + i[n+(u) + n-(u)](u/2) = O. 

With the substitution 

u = (1/1Ti)[A+(u) - A-(u)], 

and Eq. (10), this becomes 

(1/27Ti)(n+A+ - n° A") = 0, -1 < 11 < 1. 

If J(z) is defined by 

J(z) = n(z)A(z), 

(15) 

then Eq. (15) proves that J is an entire function. But 
A(oO)=n(oO)=O, so by Liouville's Theorem, J=O, which 
proves A(v) = O. Hence FF' =1 and F' = F-I • Using the 
denSity of Hp and H: in Yp and XP' the transformations 
in Eqs. (6a) and (6b) may be extended by continuity to 
all of Xp. 

The above results can be summarized in Theorem 4. 

Theorem 4: Let IE Xp. Then I has an eigenfunction 
expansion of the form 

I=iao-ialu+ tA(v)¢v(u)dv, (16) 
-1 

where a j are given by Eq. (9), A(v) is given by Eq. (6b), 
and ¢v is the Case singular eigenfunction defined in Eq . 
(7). The linear transformation F:I- M is an 
isomorphism F: Yp - Xp. 

III. HALF RANGE EXPANSION 

Let X~ be the Banach space of functions f [0, 1] - C 
with 

11J11; = [t ! uj(u)!p duJ1lp < 00. 
o 

The object for the half range theory is to find an opera
tor E: X; - Xp with certain analyticity properties given 
below. Then the full range expansion of EI will cor
respond to the "half range expansion" of I (cf. Ref. 3, 
Sec. 4). It will in fact be necessary to restr ict E to a 
subspace Y; eX; such that E! Y; will have its range in 
Yo' Then the expansion of (E! Y;)Iwill give the half 
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range "continuum modes," while the discrete modes 
can be separately treated. 

We require the operator E to have the properties: 

(i) (zI - K)-1 Ef analytic in z for all Rez < 0, fEy;,. 

(ii) Pa(E/J == ° for all fE Y;, 

(iii) P I(E/J = ° for all fE X~. 

The first proper guarantees that the expansion of Ef 
contains only eigenfunctions CPv with v> 0; the second 
and third guarantee that EfE Yp; while the third also in
sures that the discrete coefficient a 1 of Ef vanishes. 

Before the subspace Y; may be specified explicitly, 
let us recall some properties of the dispersion function 
A. The Wiener-Hopf factorization of A(z) provides a 
function X(z), analytic for Rez < 0, such that 

X(z)X( - z) =' 3A(z). 

Moreover, 

X(z) = t [y(u)/u - z] dU, 
o 

where 

11 X-(u) 
y(u)==2 A-(u)' 

Now we may define Y~ C X; by 

Y; = {jE X; f Y(J-L)f(J-L) d J-L = O}. 

(17) 

(18a) 

(lSb) 

By analogy with transport in absorbing media, we are 
led to study the transformation E: X; - X P' defined on 
fE X; of class H* by 

l
' 1 3 fl sj(s)ds 
--- u<O, 

(E/J(u)== X(u) 2 0 X(-s)(s -u)' 

j(u), u>O. 

(19) 

Since X(u) is analytic and bounded away from zero for 
u < 0, we see from the Holder inequality that E extends 
to a bounded operator from X~ to Xp. 

Property (iii) is verified by Theorem 5. 

Theorem 5: For allfEX~, PI(E/J="0. 

Proof: From Eq. (19), 

3 sj(s) u du f
Ill 0 

u(E/J(u) du = f uj(u) du + '2 i ds X( - s) f X(u)(s - u) 
-1 0 0 -1 

for f of class H*. Changing variable from u to - u in 
the second term above and utilizing equations (lSc) and 
(lSa), the identity 

t y(u) dll = 1, 
o 

and the continuity of E, the result follows. 

Next we shall see that property (ii) is satisfied. 

Theorem 6: For allfEX;, 

PI (E/J =" ~ f y(u) j(u) du. 
o 

Hence, if fE Y;, then EfE Yp. 

Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5, we compute 
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(20) 

+~ i 1 

sj(s) dsfl u
2

du 
2 X(-s) X(u)(s -u) . 

o 01 

The change of variable u - -u along with Eq. (l8b) re
duces this to 

1>2(E/J(U) du J: I1l2j(U) du +~ 1 ;ts1) ds £1 ~~~; du. 

Finally, writing u/(s + II) = 1 - sirs + u) and using Eq. 
(lSa), we obtain the desired expression for Pa(E/J. 

This result, along with Theorem 5, proves that Ef 
E Hp if fE Y; and is of class H*, since the Cauchy in
tegral in Eq. (19) preserves HOlder continuity. 

Let Y;o denote the subspace of X; spanned by e~(u) = 1, 
u E [0, 1]. As a corollary of Theorem 6, we obtain 

Corollary 1: 

X; =" Y; + PPO' reduces E. 

Proof: From equation (18) we obtain 

X(u)=t t sds/X(-s)(s -u), (21) 

and thus compute 

(Ee~)(u) =' eo(u). 

Defining the bounded linear functional 
1 

p~:f- J y(u)j(u)du, 
o 

and the projection 

pl:f - p~C/)e~, 

the identity equation (20) and Theorem 6 prove the 
reduction. 

The remaining property of E to be confirmed is given 
by the following theorem. 

Theorem 7: (zI - K)-I(E/J(u) is analytic in z for Rez 
< 0, fE Y;. 

Proof: Analyticity is assured except for a possible 
branch cut [ - 1,0]. However, using Theorem 3 and Eq. 
(19), and applying Eqs. (17) and (18), yields for u < 0, 
after some rearranging, 

(zI - K)-I(E/J(u) =' (1/ z _ u){~ 1 dt y(t) 

x j(t) [X(u)~t -u) - X(z)~t - z) ] }. 

From this, the analyticity along [ - 1, 0] can be 
concluded. 

The expansion of a function fE X; is accomplished by 
applying the full range expansion of Sec. II to Ef. In 
particular, let p" represent the "projection" onto Yp 
along Y;o, P" = (I - P)E. Then 

(E/J(u) = ~ao + P"fi.u) , 

since a
1 

= ° by Theorem 5. The expansion of P"f is 
made as in Eq. (16), while ao can be calculated from 
Theorem 6. Thus, 
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(22a) 

with 
1 

A(v)= [vjy(v)N(v)] fa j(u)y(u)¢)u) du (22b) 

and 

1 II ao= 2 J y(u)j(u)du/ y(u)du. 
o 0 

(22c) 

The solution of the half range neutron transport 
equation at c = 1 may now be carried out as described 
in Refs. 3 and 11. The eigenfunction expansions devel
oped here are used to choose ao and A(v) to satisfy the 
boundary conditions at x = ° and x - 00, and the full 
solution is expressed in the form 

<p(u)=tao+ tA(v)¢v(u)exp(-x/v)dV. 

For details, see the references cited. 

IV. SOLUTION OF THE MI LNE PROBLEM 

We seek the solution <PM(X,U), of the homogeneous 
transport equation in a half space subject to the 
conditions 

(23a) 

and 

<PM(x,u)-h, (23b) 

as x - 00. The Milne problem is solved by 

<PM(x,u)=tao+t(x-u)+ tA(v)¢v(u)exp(-x/v)dv, (24) 
o 

where 

z = - ao= - t uy(u)du/ t y(u) du (25) 
o 0 ° 

is the so-called "extrapolated endpoint," and 

A(v) = [vjy(v)N(v)H t u¢v(u)y(u) duo (26) 
o 

It is trivial to verify that the first two terms of equation 
(24) do indeed satisfy Eq. (1), and sincell 

wy= t(l/ v )A(v )¢v(u) dv, 
° for allfE y~, that the third term does also. The coeffi-

cient ao has been determined by setting x=O, multiply
ing both sides of equation (24) by y(u), integrating over 
u, and using the boundary condition (23a), as well as 
Theorem 6 to conclude that the integral does not con-
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tribute. Similarly, to solve for A(v), imposing the 
boundary condition (23a) and using the fact that ao E Y;o, 
one obtains expression (26). 
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Inverse problem for complex ",a-analytic" potentials of 
finite range * 
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We present a simple solution to the inverse problem for the Schrodinger equation at fixed energy for 
complex" ra-analytic" potentials of finite range. This is done via an interpolation formula for the regular 
radial solutions as functions of complex angular momentum. The interpolation formula is derived by 
Frobenius techniques and Cauchy's theorem. As an application we study an inverse problem for a 
spherically symmetric cold plasma perturbed by a small oscillatory electric potential of fixed (finite) 
frequency. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Sec. 1 we derive an interpolation formula for the 
regular solutions of the fixed energy radial Schroo.inger 
equation as functions of complex angular momentum. 2 

The result is valid for complex potentials which are 
analytic in r", Rea> 0, and their generalizations of the 
form 

J 

u(r)=6ur"a, n.a=Lmjaj, 
n D j=l 

nj = 0, 1,2, ... , Rea} > 0. 

This interpolation is then used to obtain an interpolation 
formula for the logarithmic derivatives at a fixed radius 
R. We show in Sec. 2 that this interpolation formula 
gives a simple solution to the fixed energy, finite range 
inverse problem of determining the potential from the 
logarithmic derivatives at finite radius. This much can 
be viewed as an extension of Loeffel's3 results to a lim
ited but large class of complex potentials. Our methods 
are, however, elementary. We use only Frobenius se
ries and Cauchy's theorem. They are thus amenable to 
generalization. We give a method for constructing this 
interpolation for any finite number of logarithmic deri
vatives by using rational functions. We give a method 
for constructing these rational interpolations for the 
simplest case J = 1, but show that it is unstable and can
not be extended to an infinite data set. As far as we 
know this same instability problem (in constructing the 
interpolation) is also open in Loeffel's case. 

In Sec. 3 we present an application of this technique 
to the inverse problem for the linearized plasma equa
tion \l . [w~(r) - w2 

- iwv]\l<l>,.,(x) = 0, where w~(r) ex ion 
denSity is to be constructed from the set of surface lo
garithmic derivatives {RdRln<l>,(R)}, where 

r= lxi, XElRD, D=2 or 3, x=x/r. 

Our solution1 works with data at fixed finite frequency 
w, as opposed to a previous solution by Degasperis4 at 
w - 00. The basic idea used is that [w~(r) _ w2 

_ iWV]1/2 

X <P,.,(x) satisfies an equation of the Schoo.inger type with 
a complex potential, and thus we can apply the above 
method. Our solution for this plasma problem is in-
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complete because we have not given sufficient conditions 
which will ensure that the ion density is positive. 

1. THE INTERPOLATION FORMULA 

In this section we derive the following interpolation 
formula, (1. 1), for the regular solution of the fixed
energy radial Schroo.inger equation with an "ra-analytic" 
potential 

u(r) = (2m/If)[r2v(r) - r2E]=L unr"·a, r<R, 
11>0 

where Un EO <c, n· a = I; f=lnjajo aj EO <C with Reaj > 0, nj 
= 0, 1, 2, ... ; n> m means nj - mj ? 0" j but n * m and it 
partially orders {n}. The range of the summation is 
controlledbyuD=O, n:l>O, 0=(0,0, ... ,0). Thesepoten
tials are obviously a generalization of potentials analytic 
in r, where k is real. We will obtain the interpolation 
formula 

h(X; r) = 1 + L cDr"&h(n' a; r), CD EO <C, r < R, (1. 1) 
D>O X + n -a 

for solutions of 

(rdT + A)rdrh(X; r) = u(r)h(X; r), (1. 2) 

lim h(A; r) = 1 (regular normalization condition for 
r40 Re X? 0) (1. 3) 

by studying the Frobenius solutions in the X plane. We 
will show that {CD} completely characterizes the solution 
and the inverse problem will reduce to finding these 
constants5 from appropriate data, i. e., the set of lo
garithmic derivatives {rdrlnh(n. a; r) I r=RI' R j < R, n> O}. 

The usual form of the radial Schrodinger equation is 
obtained from (1. 2) by substituting h(A,; r) = r"I/!,(r), 
11., = 21 + D - 2, D = 2 or 3 is the number of dimensions. 
(It is in fact valid for any integer D? 2. ) 

It is straightforward to verify that (1. 1) satisfies the 
given radial equation and boundary condition providing 
that 

u(r)=2rdr6cny"·&h(n.a; r), r<R. 
11>0 

We will show that if 

u(r) =6 uDr'·a, 
.>0 
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(1. 4) 

(1. 5) 
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then the regular solution of (1. 2), (1. 3), which is well 
defined for ReX ~ 0, satisfies the interpolation formula 
(1. 1). This will be done by using Frobenius techniques 
and Cauchy's theorem. It will then follow that u(r) sat
isfies (1.4). Evaluating (1. 1) at X = n· a, n> 0, will give 
us a matrix equation in l~, from which we will show 
that {cJ uniquely defines {h(n. a; r)} and thus determines 
u(r) via (1. 4). So the inverse problem will indeed be the 
determination of {cJ from the data. [Logarithmic sur
face derivatives are appropriate data because they are 
independent of the normalization of the regular solu
tions and can be determined from surface measure
ments on any regular solution set. Clearly u(r) is un
changed by changes in normalization of h(X/; r). ] 

The derivation of (1. 1) is exactly analogous to that 
of the Simplest case J = 1. For that case we outline the 
standard procedure. Suppose h(X; r) = L: n"O hn(X)r"a, 
ho(X) = 1, and obtain the recursion relation 

Thus hn(A) has poles at X = - ma, m = 1, 2, ... , n. It 
follows that 

where lul(r)~L:n>olunr"al. From this bound deduce 
that, for any E > 0, r-'S Rt < R, 

(i) the Frobenius solution converges uniformly for 
XE:<rE, <rE~HzE:<rllz+mal~E, m>O}, 

(ii) h(A; r) - 1 - 0 as X _00 in <rE , 

(iii) lim Eh(E - na; r) = r"ab(na; r) and b(na; 0) is finite. 
E ~O 

A 11 the results hold if we replace na with n' a, ma with 
m· a, and n1 < 11 with m < n since un_m '" 0 for n:l> m. 

Since h(X; r) has simple poles at X = - n· a for n> 0 
as its only possible Singularities in the X plane, and 
since h(X; r) - 1- 0 as X _00 in <rE for any E > 0, Cauchy's 
theorem gives us 

h( X' ) -1 = '" y"'ab(n.a; r) <R 
,r L.J +X' r . 

n>O n· a 
(1. 6) 

[For the general case the reader should convince him
self that for E small enough we can indeed find a se
quence of contours in <rE, at ever increasing distances 
such that Cauchy's theorem will give us (1. 6). ] If n· a 
= m . a, but n * m, we must only count one of them in 
(1. 6), which is related to the following redundancy. 
Un and um are not well defined if n· a = m . a since they 
then multiply the same power of r. We eliminate this 
redundancy once and for all by ordering {n} and counting 
only the first such index that occurs. [e. g., extend the 
partial order to all n by defining n> m whenever n * m 
and either Re(n - m) . a > 0 or both Re(n - m) . a = 0 and 
Ilk> mk , Ilj = n1/'rl j > k hold. ] We do this formally by 
putting un'" 0 if n> m and n· a = m . a, and omitting n 
from the summation L: n>O' 

It remains to show that b(n. a; r) = cnh(n· a; r), c. E: <r. 
Clearly y"'ab(n.a; r)"'lim~~~n'a(X+n.a)h(X; r) satisfies 
(1. 2) with X = - n· a. The operator identity (rdr - n· a) 
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x rdrr" 'a", r"'"'(rdr + n· a)rdr then shows that b(n· a; r) 
satisfies (1. 2) with A = n . a. It is thus a linear c ombi
nation of the regular and irregular solutions. But the 
irregular solution would change the normalization of 
h(X; r)-cf. (iii) above (obtained by detailed examination 
of the residue) which shows directly that b(n • a; r) is 
regular. Thus b(n.a;r)=cnh(n.a; r) (we extend our con
ventiontocn:cm"'Oif m>n, m·a=n.a), and we have 
verified (1. 1), (1. 2) in the following sense. The h(X; r) 
given by (1. 1) is the unique solution of (1. 2), (1. 3) for 
Re X ~ 0 and it gives the analytic continuation to the 
whole A plane. Equation (1. 4) follows by applying (1. 2) 
to (1.1). 

It is perhaps worth noting that (1. 1), (1. 4), (1. 5) must 
all have the same radius of convergence as the series6 

L:n>ocn r" 'a '" q( r). 

2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

We show first that the {cn} in (1. 1) uniquely deter
mines the vector h(r) with components h(r)m'" h(m. a; r). 
Evaluating (1. 1) at X = m . a, m > 0, gives us the matrix 
equation 

h(r) = e + MC(r)h(r), 

where en = 1, Mn m = l/(n + m) . a, C(r)n m = on mcnr"·a. 
As an operator i~ l~ the norm of MC(r)' is bo~nded by 
L:n>O I cnr"'al /Re(n. a + ~), r < R, where we have assumed 
that 0 < Re~ -'S Rea2 -'S ••• -'S ReaJ. This bound tends to 
zero like r"t as r ~ O. Thus MC(r) is contractive for r 
small enough, say r< ro. Thus h(r) is uniquely deter
mined by C(r) for r<ro, and so is u(r) via (1.4). Ana
lytic continuation then determines them uniquely for 
r < R. So we have shown that {cn} determines u(r) for 
r<R.7 

We now want to construct {cn} from {B(n. a)}n>o, where 
J3(n . a) = rdr logh(n. a; r) I r=Rt. Differentiate (1. 1) and 
evaluate both (1. 1) and its derivative at r= Rt • 

h(X; Rt ) = 1 + L bn/(X + n· a), 
n>O 

B(X)h(A; Rt ) = 6 [bn/(X + n· a) ][f3(n. a) + n· a], (2.3) 
n>O 

where bn '" cnRrah(n. a; Rt ) E: <r. If we can find {bn} from 
{f3(n. a)}, we will be done because (2.2) will then give 
us h(n. a; Rt ) and {cn} can then be obtained from the de
finition of bn • 

Clearly (2.2) and (2.3) give us 

B(X) =L b~ /(1 + L bm 
) 

n X+n·a m A+m.a 
(2.4) 

where 

b~/bn = f3(- n· a) = B(n. a) + n· a. (2.5) 

It remains to construct this interpolation of 
{f3(n. a)}o>o' Equations (2.4) and (2.5) are the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a potential 
u(r) = L: u>ounr"'a, which will generate {J3(n . a)} 0>0 via the 
regular solutions of the radial equation. 

Can we construct such an interpolation? The answer 
is yes for any finite data set, but no for an infinite data 
set. 
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Let us consider the finite interpolation 

b'N )( b
N

) i3N (A) = L n 1 + 2..; n 
O<n<N A + n . a O<m",N A + m ,a ' 

N;o (N, N, ... , N). (2,6) 

This corresponds to the case cn;o 0 for n:> N; a finite 
number of poles for h(A; r) at A = n· a, 0 < n ,<; N. 

This {3N (A) is a rational function of A. It is the ratio 
of two polynomials, QJN-1 IpNJ (A), of order IN - 1 and 
NJ, respectively. These polynomials are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the 2NJ constants {b:N

, b~}; 

pNJ (A) ~pNJ (A) (1 + ~b~ I(A + n, a») , 
QNJ -l(A) ~ j)N J (A) Lb:N /(A + n. a), 

n 

where pNJ (A) ~nO<n<N(A + n ·a). This rational function 
has 2NJ free parameters and can be constructed uni
quely from its values at A = ± n . a, n~' O. 

We need only interpolate {{3N (n . a), (3N (- n' a) = (3N (n . a) 
+n.a} by QJN-l(A)/pNJ(A) = {3N(A) to satisfy (2.4), (2.5l. 
Then b;;' = lim~ __ n.a(A + n· a)pNJ (A)/j)NJ (A) gives us a 
solution to the inverse problem for the finite data set 
{{3N (n' a)h<n"'N' We cannot, however, guarantee the sta
bility of these interpolations as N - 00, nor can we guar
antee that the data generated by (2.6), {{3N (n. a)}n>N, will 
be small. We do not expect it to be small in general. 

In the simplest case J =: 1 we have studied this insta
bility in more detaiL Evaluating (2.6) at A=: na, n 

=: 1, 2, . , . ,N, gives us the NxN matrix equation 

(2.7) 

where {3~,m = on,m!3N (na), H~,m = l/(n + 111) in the NXN 
segment of the Hilbert matrix, e~ = 1, and t< = (l/a) 
X [/3 (na) +na]b~, /l~,m= On,mllO, The finite segments of 
the Hilbert matrix are invertable; 

(HN)-l=ANHNAN, AN =0 (_)m-
1
r(N+1II+1) 

n,m n,m r(N _ m + l)r(m)r(m + 1) 

(2.8) 
Thus 

~ = [IN _ (HN)-l{3N HN ({3N + /IN)-l ]-1 (HNt1{3N eN, (2.9) 

where IN is the N x N identity. The inverse of [IN - ••• ] 
can be constructed by finite matrix techniques for almost 
all data sets. Of course, b~ = a[{3 (na) + na ]-1t< gives us 
b~. 

We cannot extend this technique to N = 00 because the 
infinite Hilbert matrix does not have an inverse matrix. 
This is the cause of the instability. 

Pade approximants may give a stable way to numeri
cally construct these rational interpolations. The author 
is at present investigating this possibility. 

It may be worth noting that the set {(3(na)};l usually 
contains an infinite number of points which are not given 
by physical measurements. It may be possible to choose 
the values at the nonmeasurable points in such a way as 
to reproduce the measurable points at least to within 
experimental error. 
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We have based an extensive analysis of this stability 
problem on the "diagonalized" form of the infinite 
Hilbert matrix obtained by Rosenblum, 8 The difficulty 
with the infinite Hilbert matrix is that if H(d lex) is the 
multiplication operator on L2(dp(x» such that the ortho
normal basis {'P"(x)} turns H(d lex) into the Hilbert ma
trix, I rlp(x)cp:(X)H(d )(X)CPm(X) = l/(n + m), then [H(d )(X)]-l 
has no matrix elements with respect to {cp"(x)}. Rosen
blum constructed {'P"(x)}, p(x), H(d lex) explicitly, Using 
his results, we have translated the infinite version of 
(2.8) into a Fredholm equation of the third kind, Such 
equations can be shown to have singular (distributional) 
solutions in some cases. Extending work done by Bart 
and Warnock, 9 we have tried to solve this Singular 
Fredholm equation, Our conclusion was that we would 
not be able to regenerate the matrix equations for these 
Singular solutions because they are singular in just the 
same places as is H(d lex) and thus do not have compo
nents relative to {cpnC-\:)}. 10 

In short we have no positive results on a stable way 
to construct interpolations of the form (2,4) for infinite 
data sets. 

Our results arc: (i) The existence of our interpolation 
(2.4), (2,5) is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of u(r) = L:n>ounr"'a, 

(ii) Interpolation of finite data sets by (2.6) is equi
valent to interpolating {S(- n· a), (3(+ n. aJ}O<n"'N by a 
rational function /3 N (A) of appropriate order, given the 
condition (3(- n· a) = n· a + S(n. a). 

(iii) Stability of such interpolations is an open 
question. 

(iv) The methods used to obtain the interpolation for
mula are simple and amenable to further generalizations. 

Brief comparison with related approaches 

Our results should be compared with those of Loeffe13 

for a real potential of finite range satisfying much weak
er assumptions than analyticity, As far as we know he 
too can give a necessary and sufficient interpolation 
formula without being able to construct it in a stable 
way. 

The simplest version of our interpolation formula was 
already found by Sabatier2 in 1967, but it was not fully 
exploited for the inverse problem. It was, however, by 
means of interpolations that he was able to develop an 
inverse method for spin-orbit potentials. 11 

The identity l/(A + na) = Io1(dt/t)I'+"a for Re(A + lIa) ~. 0 
connects our formulation to algebraic moment problems 
and also to generating formulas (with I-independent 
kernels) 

h(AI; r)=l+ -k(r,!r)! I, k(r,I')=6c"y"ah(na; r), lo
l dt , 

(I ! 

(2.11) 

~ h(A
I

; r) = 1) + i r 
(~:' [(~) (0-2) i\(r, v'YY)]v l

• (2.12) 

This is Loeffel's3 transformation equation [his Eq. (27)], 
Equations of the Gel'fand- Levitan, Regge-Newton 
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type12 can be obtained from (2.12). It is interesting that 
this machinery is not necessary for this case. 

We wish to note that for a very large class of real 
potentials Sabatier13 gives a constructive solution to the 
inverse problem. To adapt his results, one would have 
to isolate the potentials of finite range in the large class 
of scattering-equivalent potentials produced by his 
method. Then one would have to find a new method to 
actually feed in the data for complex phase shifts. It is 
only in this last step that his formalism depends on the 
reality of the potential. 

From the point of view of construction [Eq. (2.7)] our 
method resembles that of NewtonS with the difference 
that his method replaces the powers of r with spherical 
Bessel functions. The matrix he obtains instead of our 
M has an inverse matrix, and thus he is able to con
struct solutions for infinite data sets. We do not com
pletely understand why one case is stable but the other 
not. 

3. INVERSE PLASMA PROBLEM 

As an application of the results obtained in Secs. 1 
and 2 we give here, in brief outline, the physical in
verse problem which actually motivated the above study. 
Unfortunately, our method does not give a complete 
solution of the physical problem. 

Consider a finite, cold, neutral, spherically symme
tric plasma which is originally static and is then per
turbed by a small electric potential applied at its sur
face. We want to solve the inverse problem of deter
mining the distribution of the heavy ions inside the plas
ma from measurements of the angular dependence of 
the applied potential and the responding electric field 
at the plasma's surface. The magnetic field will be ig
nored. We will only be interested in one frequency com
ponent, exp(- iwt)<I>w(x), of the residual forced oscilla
tions of the electric potential, <I>(x, t). The transient 
oscillations, which are damped out exponentially by 
collisions, will play no part in our approach to the in
verse problem. It might reduce the class of equivalent 
potentials in a more general formulation if additional 
data could be fed in; but compatibility problems could 
also arise. 

Following the analysis by Barston, 14 we obtain the 
following linearized plasma equations: 

v· [w;(r) + a~ + Vat ]vexp(- iwt) <I>w(x) 

= exp(- iwt)V. [w;(r) - w2 
- ivw]V<I>w(x) = 0. (3.1) 

Here w;(r) =([Melec/47Te2] Ion(r)} is the square at the 
"plasma frequency" which, as is indicated, is propor
tional to the positive ion density Ion(r); <I>w(x) = (1/27T) 
x r: dt exp(iwt) <I> (x, t) is the Fourier time transform of 
the residual electric potential <I>(x, f)-these are forced 
oscillations coupled to an external driving field; finally 
V is a positive constant called the collision frequency, 
which is introduced to represent the average damping 
effect of collisions. The ions are assumed to be too 
heavy to oscillate. 

The inverse problem for this equation is to construct 
the ion density given the measurable surface data 
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<I>w(Rx) and 0R<I>w(Rx), respectively the electric potential 
and the normal component of the electric field at the 
plasma's surface; x E R D

, D = 2 or 3 for the cylindrical 
and spherical cases respectively; 1 xl'" r is the radius 
variable and x=x/r is a unit vector representing the 
angle variable. Starting from these two functions of 
angle, we wish to construct w~(r) to within a normaliza
tion constant, say, wp(O) [or equivalently wp(R)]. Clearly 
the potential <I>w(x) cannot give us this information. 

Spherical symmetry decouples the equations for the 
harmonic components of <I>w(x), <I>z(r) ex fd(x)Ytm(x)<I>w(x), 
Z = 0, 1, 2, . .. [for D = 2, Yz m(~) - exp(± il II)], giving us 
the following equation for Iz (r) '" r-z <I>z (r): 

[(rdr + Az)E(r)rdr +ZE'(r)]tj(r)=O, 1/(0)=1, (3.2) 

where E(r) '" w~(r) - w2 - iwv, E' (r) '" rdrE{r) , Az '" 21 + D - 2. 
Providingw~(1')-w;(O)-ra, a>Onear1'=O+, (3.2) 
defines Iz(1') uniquely for ReAz ~ 00 Notice that 10(1') '" 1 
is the only constant solution if E(1') is not constant. 

The implied equation for 1f,(1') 12 is obtained by multi
plying (3.2) by h(r). The result when integrated gives 
us 

(3.3) 

Now (1/w) ImE{1') = v = const > 0. So the imaginary part 
of the right-hand side of (3.3) is strictly positive for 
l' > ° and I real but nonzero. [If v = const :> 0- v(1') > 0, 
v'(1').-,s 0, this conclusion holds for I> 0. ] Noticing that 
1'drl!z(1') 12=21/,(1') 1 Re[rdr In/z(1')], we deduce the follow
ing necessary consequence of w;( 1') real and v = const 
>0: 

liz (1') I > 1, Rerdr In/z (1') > ° for 1':> 0, and all real 
nonzero l. (3.4) 

(This result has an analog for nonspherical plasmas. 15) 

We would actually like to obtain necessary and suffi
cient conditions on RdR lrVz (R) as a function of complex 
1 which would ensure the reality and positivity of w;(1')o 
We have not been able to do this yet, but it seems to 
us that more useful information should be obtainable 
from (3.3). 

We now pose the inverse problem of constructing E{1') 
to within a normalization constant given the set of lo
garithmic derivatives {RdR lrV, (R)};:1' (If the plasma is 
in a container with known dielectric properties, this 
data at the surface of the plasma can be generated from 
data at the surface of the container by solving a standard 
direct problem-Poisson's equation.) 

Degasperis4 solved this inverse problem at the asymp
totic fixed frequency w - 00. There are unsatisfactory 
aspects about w - 00 from the points of view of measure
ments, validity of various phySical approximations built 
into the equations and consistency problems which arise 
if interpolation-extrapolation proceedures are to be 
used to generate asymptotic data from data at finite 
values of w. We discuss his approach and these prob
lems more fully in Appendix A. 
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Our approach requires us to transform to Schrodinger 
form. The linearized plasma equation (3.1) has the form 

V. E(r)V<Pw(x) = 0, E:(r) 0= w~(r) - wZ - iwv. (3.5) 

It is easy to verify that ,,; E:(r)<pw(x) 0= <P(x) satisfies 

[VZ_ V(r)]<p(x) =0, V(r)O=[E(r)]-l/Z{vZ[E:(r)]lIZ}o (3.6) 

[Take w;(r) E ([z for example; we assume stronger con
ditions.] Now consider the inverse problem for the ra
dial equation for <p(x). Define h(AI ; r), Al = 21 + D - 2, by 

h(lI.l ; r) '" r-llJil(r) '" [E:(r)/ E:(O) ]1/2 r -1 <Pl(r) 

"'[E:(r)/E:(0)]1/2fk). (3.7) 

Its radial equation is 

(rdr + A1)rdrh(AI ; r) = u(r)h(AI ; r), h(lI. l ; 0) = 1, (3.8) 

where 

u(r) '" r2V(r) = [E:(r) J-1/2(rdr + Ao)rdr[E(r) J1/Z (3.9) 

This defines h(Al; r) uniquely for ReAl ?o 0. Notice that 
h(Ao; r)= [E:(r)/E(O)]l IZ. [From the point of view of the 
inverse problem we are constructing a set {h(AI ; r)};:'o 
whose elements have the l-independent "property" u(r) 
in common, and anyone of the h(AI ; r) could be used to 
define it. J If w;( r) - w;(O) = 2;'::1 wnyna (convergent for 
r~ R), a'> 0, then u(r) =2;;lUnrn" (also for r~ R), /{nE ([ 

if w satisfies the sufficient condition 

(WZ +~VZ) >~V4 +sup[w~(r) _ w~(0)12. (3.10) 
T~R 

We can now apply the results of Secs. 1 and 2 (with J=l) 
providing the data set {i3(na)};l can be deduced from the 
measured data {RdR In<P1 (R)}t:1' From (3.7) we obtain 

(3(11./) "'RdR lnl1(lI. l ; R) 

= RdR In<pl (R) -I + ~RdR InE(R) for l = 0,1,2'00' . 

(3.11) 

From the interpolation formula or more general prin
ciples we know that (3(Al) - ° as l- 00. Thus 

(3(11. 0) "'~RdR lnE:(R) = lim[l- RdR In<P1(R) J. (3.12) 
I-~ 

It follows that the sets {(3(A1)};:0 and {RdR In<P I (R)};:l can 
be uniquely determined from each other via Eqso (3.11) 
and (3.12). [The fact that <po(r) = const played an essen
tial role. ] So the inverse plasma problem has been re
duced to interpolating the known values {(3(Al), (3(- AI)}I~=O' 
(3(- 11.1) = (3(AI) + Al by equation (204) with J = 1 provided 
that {(3(A I)}7=1 is included in {(3(na)}7=l' This is a restric
tion "a": both D/ a and 2/ a must be integers. 

If we want to apply the constructive approximation 
procedure given in Sec. 2 following Eq. (2.6), we must 
introduce a further restriction on "a" for the case D = 2. 
This is because then AI) = 0 but (3(0) <i{(3(na), (3(- na)}~=l' 
We must now fit (3(0) by adjusting a nonphysical value 
in the set. It seems reasonable that this can be done 
but we have no proof. If, however, {(3(na)Yn=l is to con
tain nonphysical points for D = 2 we must have 1/ a 
integeL 

The possibility of nonphysical points in these kinds of 
inverse problems was first noticed by Sabatier. 5 It may 
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turn out that there is a way to adjust them so that the 
approximation procedure will become stable. The quas
tion is open as for as we know. 

We have given necessary but not sufficient conditions 
for E;(r) to be real. The absence of sufficient conditions 
on (3(11.) which guarantee e:~(r) real and positive leaves 
our solution incomplete. If vCr) d~ Re{[wv(O) + iw~(O) - iw2] 
x [h(Ao; r) ]2}? 0, v", v(O), we could argue that the colli
sion frequency depends on r. This is, of course, not 
really a satisfactory replacement for what is needed. 
[v(O), wp(O) can be determined from vCR), wp(R) but not 
from <pw(X) , 1 
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APPENDIX: RESUME OF DEGASPERIS' APPROACH 
AND DISCUSSION OF PHYSICAL APPROXIMATIONS 

In 1970 Degasperis4 solved this inverse problem for 
the two dimensional plasma at the "fixed" frequency 
w - 00. He expanded the radial logarithmic derivatives 
of the electric potential at fixed radius in an asymptotic 
Taylor series (essentially powers of w-z, about w=oo). 
He was then able to show that the (2l- l)th algebraic 
moment of the ion density is determined by the lth har
monic component of the first order coefficient of that 
Taylor series. lIn his paper the ion number density, 
nCr), is often mistakenly called an electron density. 
The correct meaning is given in his appendix, 1 This al
gebraic moment problem is soluble and is in fact closely 
related to the inversion of the Hilbert matrix. Degas
peris also showed that similar relations held for the 
higher order Taylor coefficients and thus that the in
verse problem was overdetermined, given data at all 
frequencies, 

The physical objections to working at the asymptotic 
limit w - 00 are that the neglect of the magnetic field 
and the use of the fluid approximation for the plasma 
are then invalid. We discuss this somewhat more fully 
in Sec. 2, ° of Ref. L It must be shown that there exists 
a range of frequencies w where the asymptotic equations 
are valid simultaneously with the physical approxima
tions embodied in the linearized plasma equation (3.1). 

Another consideration of practical importance is that 
data must be measurable, at least in principle, with 
a good signal-to-noise ratio. The measured data must 
show enough sensitivity to the ion distribution to pro
duce Significant differences for different distributions, 
The very convergence of the asymptotic Taylor series 
itself shows that in this limit data tends to zero; in this 
limit the ion distribution hardly counts. In fact, the 
only way to get significant data for w - 0() would be to 
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interpolate and/ or extrapolate data at finite frequencies 
in some self-consistent (and unknown) way. 

For the plasma the most sensitive frequency range 
is controlled by the maximum and minimum (expected) 
values for the ion density. This is the range where re
sonant oscillations are likely to occur. However, if the 
interaction is too big, the linear approximations may 
be invalidated. The only way to check this seems to be 
self-consistency; i. e., check to see if the neglected 
terms are really small. Discussions of what is involved 
in the linear approximation are absent from the publica
tions of Degasperis4 and Barston. 14 Since this may be 
important in physical applications we refer the reader 
to Ref. 16 for more detailed discussion. 

*This work has been done as a part of the "Recherche Cooper
ative sur Programme No. 264. Etude interdisciplinaire des 
problemes inverses." 

tPhysique Mathematiques et Theorique, Equipe de recherche 
associee au CNRS No. 154. 

IThe results presented here are based on the author's Ph. D. 
dissertation: Inverse Methods from Scattering Theory to a 
Spherical Plasma, 1974, Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Indiana 47401. 
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A new topology is proposed for strongly causal space-times. Unlike the standard manifold topology 
(which merely characterizes continuity properties), the new topology determines the causal, differential, and 
conformal structures of space-time. The topology is more appealing, physical, and manageable than the 
topology previously proposed by Zeeman for Minkowski space. It thus seems that many calculations 
involving the above structures may be made purely topological. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1964 Zeeman published a paper! showing that the 
causal structure of Minkowski space M, already implied 
its linear structure. Causality was defined by means 
of a partial ordering on M, and it was shown that the 
group of automorphisms of M preserving the ordering 
is generated by the inhomogeneous Lorentz group and 
dilatations, (This is the homothecy group H of M, com
prising all affine automorphisms which preserve the 
Lorentz metric up to a cons tant factor. ) He then pro
posed2 that the conventional (positive definite) metric 
topology !Ii of M should be replaced by a new topology 
J (the fine topology) which is related to the causal 
structure. J has the following properties 2

: 

(1) J is defined to be the finest topology on M which 
induces the one-dimensional Euclidean topology on every 
straight timelike line, and the three-dimensional 
Euclidean topology on every spacelike hyperplane. Thus 
J is finer (and, in fact, strictly finer) than /y: • 

(2) J incorporates the (homothetic) Lorentz structure 
at the primitive level of topology (rather than, as is 
conventional, after imposing linear structure); the 
homeomorphism group of J is H. 

(3) If the path of a particle is inte rpreted as a J -
continuous map y of the unit interval I into M such y 
preserves order, the image of y is piecewise linear, 
consisting of a finite number of straight timelike line 
segments, like the path of a free particle undergoing 
a finite number of collisions. 

(4) J is Hausdorff, connected and locally connected, 
but not normal, locally compact or first countable. 

This new topology obviously has several advantages 
over the standard one, which merely characterizes the 
continuity of M. Its very definition (1) is more intuitive
ly appealing than that of!f1, since it requires a set to be 
open when (a) every inertial observer "times" it to be 
open,7 and (b) every section of time Simultaneity inter
sects it in an open set. The definition of!f1 involves 4-
spheres in space-time, which have no particular physi
cal meaning. The idea of (2) incorporating causal, 
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linear and even homothetic structure already in a topol
ogy IY! is certainly phySically appealing, and the idea (3) 
that the requirement of continuity of a curve should al
ready restrict it to be physically meaningful is fascinat
ing. However, there are disadvantages: 

(1 *) A 3-dimensional section of simultaneity has no 
meaning in terms of phySically possible experiments. 
Also, the use of straight timelike lines in defining J 
suggests that J from the beginning has been equipped 
with information involving inertial observers, so that 
the emergence of linear structure in (2) is less surpris
ing. (Though in fact this is not the reason for its 
energence. ) 

(2 *) While the isometry and conformal groups of M 
are certainly significant physical, it is not necessarily 
clear that this is so for the homolhecy group of M. 

(3*) The set of J-continuous paths does not incorpo
rate accelerating particles moving under forces in 
curved lines. 2 

(4*) J is technically complicated. 2 In particular, the 
fact that no point has a countable neighborhood basis 
makes J hard to calculate with. 

Zeeman suggests2 that criticism (3*) could be over
come by generalizing his theory to general relativity, 
where the image of y should become piecewise geodesic 
(thus accounting for gravitational forces), This gener
alization has recently been carried out by Gobel3 who, 
for strongly causal space-time manifolds, replaced 
(1) by replacing "time axis" and "space like hyperplane" 
by "timelike geodesic" and "spacelike hypersurface." 
He then proves that Zeeman's conjecture about the 
generalization of (3) is correct, and, with the help of a 
theorem of Hawking' relating causal to differential 
structure, that the homeomorphism group is again the 
homothety group. 

However, even in general relativity, particles need 
not move along geodesics since, for example, they may 
be charged and an electromagnetic field may be present 
(and this applies in special relativity also). 8 Thus the 
generalization to general relativity of the topology J 
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(we also call the generalizations ]) only partially 
answers (3*), and leaves the other criticisms (1*), (2*) 
and (4*) as before. 

In this paper, we propose a new topology P for 
strongly causal space-times M which share the attrac
tive features of the topologies], but which also answer 
some of the above criticisms and have additional attrac
tive physical features. The topology P, the palh topolo
gy, has the following properties: 

(1') P is defined to be the finest topology on M which 
induces the Euclidean topology on arbitrary (not neces
sarily smooth) timelike curves. 

(2') The topology P incorporates the causal, differen
tial, and smooth conformal structure; the homeomor
phism group of P is the conformal group. 

(3') The set of p-continuous paths incorporates all 
timelike paths. In fact, the set consists of all "Feynman 
paths" (described below). 

(4') P is still technically complicated, but less so than 
]. Indeed, P is Hausdorff, connected and locally con
nected, but not normal or locally compact. However, 
every point has a countable neighborhood basis, and this 
makes P much easier to deal with than]. 

The definition (1') has an immediate physical inter
pretation which is more appealing than (1): a set is open 
whenever every observer (accelerated or not) "times" 
it to be open. No nonphysical experiments are required. 
Also, (1') does not require any smoothness properties 
to define p, so that the emergence of smooth and con
formal structure is more surprising. Again, (2') 
answers criticism (2*), and (3') shows that all possible 
observers, accelerated or not, are described by P
continuous curves. The fact that P has a countable 
neighborhood basis at each point makes it much easier 
to deal with than]. Thus the computation of the set of 
all p-continuous paths becomes relatively easy (Zeeman 
only finds the order preserving paths for ]).9 These 
paths are (possibly accelerated) "Feynman paths" which 
zigzag with respect to time orientation, like the 
Feynman track of an (accelerated) electron. This same 
"basis" property makes it relatively easy to find the 
general properties of P. In fact, P is path connected 
and locally path connected, but not regular or paracom
pact, in addition to having the properties mentioned 
above. The relative ease of calculations with P suggest 
that it could be usefully applied to "practical" problems 
in general relativity. If one could show (using the baSis 
property) that a space-time must admit a (local or 
global) P-homeomorphism, this would mean that the 
space-time admits a (local or global) conformal 
diffeomorphism. 

Thus we suggest that, while Zeeman's topology2 and 
its general relativistic analogs3 represent a radical and 
fascinating departure from the conventional schemes, 
our topology P has all of the required features, but is 
more intuitively appealing, manageable, and physical. 
Section 2 is devoted to standard results and definitions. 
In Sec. 3, timelike paths (not necessarily smooth) and 
Feynman paths are defined, and the topology is de
scribed. In Sec. 4 it is shown that P is not comparable 
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to], and the important basis property is proved. This 
is used to show that the set of continuous paths is the 
set of Feynman paths, and to prove various general 
properties of P. In Sec. 5 it is shown that P carries 
the chronological structure of M, and in Sec. 6, that P 
carries the causal, differential, and conformal struc
ture of M. The final theorem is that the homeomorphism 
group of P is the group of conformal diffeomorphisms 
of M. 

The burden of the argument is as follows. First we 
show that p-homeomorphisms take timelike curves to 
timelike curves. Then we show that this implies that 
p-homeomorphisms preserve causal relations. This is 
used to show that they are diffeomorphisms preserving 
the null cones, that is, conformal diffeomorphisms. 

2. STANDARD DEFINITIONS AND RESULTSs 

Space-time is taken throughout to be a connected, 
Hausdorff, paracompact, C~ real four-dimensional 
manifold M without boundary, with a C~ Lorentz metric 
(only a few orders of differentiability will actually be 
needed) and associated pseudo-Riemannian connection. 
M is taken to be time orientable throughout (that is, M 
admits a nonvanishing timelike vector field). For sub
sets A and B of M, the chronoloffical futurc r(A,B) 
of A relalil)e 10 B is the set of all pOints in B which can 
be reached from A by a future directed smooth (i. e. , 
C~) timelike curve in B of finite extent. The causal 
fulurc J+(A, B) of A relaUne 10 B is the union of A (1 B 
with the set of all points in B which can be reached from 
A by a future directed smooth causal curve (i. e. , 
nonspacelike curve) in B. Thefulure horismos E+(A,B) 
of A relali7lc 10 B is defined as r(A, B) - I"(A, B). These 
definitions have duals, often regarded as self evident, 
in which "future" is replaced by "past·' and "+" by "-." 
If A is the singleton set {p} for a point p EM, we write 
r(p, B) rather than r({p},B), for example, and r(p) 
for r(p, M). The relations p e r(q), p E J +(q), and 
p e E+(q) will sometimes be written q < p, q "" p, and 
q - p, respectively. These last relations are respec
tively called, chronological, causal, and horismos 
relations. The definitions and results5 below will be 
needed in this paper. They are only stated in the 
gene rali ty needed: 

2.1 If /I is an open set, q E r(p, V) implies p 
E r(q, V), and conversely. Similar results hold for J 
and E. r(p, V) and r(p, V) are open sets. In particular, 
these statements hold for r(p) and r(p). 

2.2 If V is an open set, either 

q e r(p, V), rE r(q, V) } 
qEr(p,V), rEJ"(q,V) imply rEr(p,V). 

2.3 Let Tp(M) denote the tangent space of p E M, and 
exp: T p(M) - M, the exponential mapping. Then there 
is an open neighborhood N of the origin of Tp(M) such 
that lj = exp(N) is an open convex normal neighborhood 
of p EM. That is, every pair of points in lj can be 
joined by a unique geodesic curve in lj, and geodesics 
in U through p are the images of straight lines through 
the origin in Nc T.(M). Further, p possesses a neigh
borhood basis of open convex normal neighborhoods. 
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Furthermore, the normal neighborhoods may be taken 
to be normal neighborhoods of every point in them. Let 
E > 0 be sufficiently small so that the Euclidean open 
ball B of radius E, centered at the origin, is contained 
in N. We define B.(p, E) = exp(B), and whenever such a 
set is referred to, it is assumed that E > 0 is sufficiently 
small. '0 

2.4 Denote the normal coordinates of q E U by Xi (q), 
where i=O, 1, 2, 3, and Xo is the time coordinate, 
x', x2, x3 the space coordinates. Then xi(p) = 0 and 

J+(p, U) ={q E U I (XO(q»)2 _ (X'(q»)2 _ (x2(q») 2 

_(X3(q»)2", 0, ~(q)'" O}. 

rep, U) satisfies the same condition except that ~(q) 
.,; 0, and r(p, lj) are defined analogously, except that 
all inequalities are strict. Define, for any open set V, 
the cones (possibly) with and without origin by 

C(p, V)=J+(p, v)ur(p, V), 

K(p, V)=C(p, V)u{p}, 

and, for an open convex normal neighborhood U of p, 
define 

L.(p, E) =B.(P,E) nK(p, U). 

Note that L.(P,E) - {p} is nonempty [the point with coor
dinates (~E, 0, 0, 0) belongs to B)p, E) n rep, U) J as is 
B,/p,E) -L.(p,E) [take coordinates (O,O,O,~E)l. 

2.5 A space-time M is chronological, if there is no 
closed smooth future (or past) directed timelike curves 
in M. Equivalently, M is chronological, if and only if, 
r(p)nr(p)=cj> for allpEM. Analogously, M is causal, 
if there are no future (or past) directed causal curves. 

2. 6 Denote the manifold topology of M by /11. Consider 
the collection of all sets of the form rep) n r(q) for 
p, q EM. These sets are open and (together with, 
possibly, the empty set rp) clearly form a basis for a 
topology on M. The topology is called the Al exandroff 
topolor;y If of M, and in general, is coarser than /11 . 

2. 7 A cauS alit y neir;hborhood D of a point p E M is an 
/I1-neighborhood of p such that, whenever 1': F~ M is a 
smooth causal path, y-'(D) is connected. (Here F is a 
connected interval of the real line R.) M is stronJ{ly 
causal at p, if and only if, p has a neighborhood basis 
{Do:(p) I O::EA} such that, for each crEA, D,.(p) is a 
causality /11 -neighborhood. M is slronr;ly causal, if it is 
strongly causal at each point. Another useful charac
terization of this property is given by the following 
consequence: 

M is strongly causal = M is A -Hausdorff <0=;"--1/ =/11 

2. 8 If U' is an open convex normal neighborhood of 
p EM, E+( p, U,) consists of future directed null geodesics 
in U from p, and E+( p, U) u E-( p, U,) is the image of the 
null cone Nri Np C Tp(M) in the neighborhood N of the 
tangent space Tp(M) under expo 

2.9 The metric r; at p E M is determined up to a con
stant by the tangent null cone Np C Tp(M). 

2.10 The isometry, homolhecy and conformal groups 
of M are those groups of C~ diffeomorphisms of M which 
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preserve, respectively, the metric tensor, the metric 
tensor up to a constant factor, and the metric tensor 
up to a (posSibly variable) factor. 

3. THE TOPOLOGY P 

3.1 Let F be a connected interval of the real line R. 
(The singleton closed set [x, xl is excluded. For our 
purposes we may take F to be bounded, for there is an 
order preserving C~ diffeomorphism tan-' 0 R 
~ (- 7T/2, 7T/2). Thus F is a finite, closed, open, or half 
open half closed interval.) A map 1': F- M is called a 
palh, and its image a cur1Je (the same symbol I' often 
being used for either, it being clear from the context 
which is meant). A path I' is continuous if y is continu
ous with respect to /11 and the topology on F induced from 
the standard one on R. A point q E M is said to be an 
initial end point of a continuous path y: F ~ M, if for 
every neighborhood N of q there is a tN E F, such that 
'E F and t <IN implies yet) E N. If a continuous path y 
has an initial end point q E y(F), one may find a new 
continuous path y': F U {t,} ~ M such that 1" I F = I' and 
I' '(I,) = q where I, is the greatest lower bound of F. We 
shall therefore assume without loss of generality that 
continuous paths contain both their initial and final 
endpoints if they have them. 

3.2 A path 1': F- Mis called5 future directed and 
timeUlle at to E F, if and only if I' is continuous and there 
is a connected neighborhood U of to in F, and an open 
convex normal neighborhood U of p =y(to) such that 

lEU and 1 < fo -'>y(t) E r(p, lj); 

'E U and 1 >10 ~y(t) E rep, lj). 
A path is called future directed and timelike, if it is 
future directed and timelike at each to E F. Similar dual 
definitions hold for "past directed. " A path is limelike 
al 10' if it is either future or past directed and timelike 
at 10' and limelike, if it is either everywhere future 
directed, or everywhere past directed and timelike. A 
curve is time like, if it is the image of a timelike path. 

Proposition 3.3: Let 1': F- M be a continuous path 
which is timelike at each 10 E intF. Then I' is a time like 
path. 

Proof: Suppose I' is future directed at 10 E intF. Let 
U and (j' be as above. Suppose there were a t, E U with 
I, > to such that I' was past directed at t ,. The coordinate 
Xo of y(t) will be a continuous function of t. Thus there 
will be some £2 such that 0(1'([2)) is the maximum value 
of 0(1'([1 0 , t ,])). Since I' is future directed at 10' 12 must 
be greater than to' Similarly, 12 would have to be less 
than I,. Consider the point q =y(tJ. On r(q, lj) the 
coordinate Xo would be greater than its value at q. This 
would mean that y([lo, t, J) could not be timelike at 12 , 

This shows that y must be future directed for all 1 E U 
with I?- 10 , A similar argument shows that y must be 
future directed for all t E U with 1 ~ to' Thus, the set of 
pOints at which y is future directed is open in intF. 
Similarly, the set on which I' is past directed is open. 
Because F is connected, I' must be either everywhere 
future directed or everywhere past directed in intF. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that I' is future 
directed. Suppose that q =1'(1,) is an initial endpoint. 
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Let U be a connected neighborhood of 11 in F and let U 
be a convex normal neighborhood of q. Let t2 E U with 
t2 > 11' Then y(/1> t 2» C r(r, U), where r=y(t2 ). There
fore, by continuity qEr(r,U)=J-(r,U)' Thus, r 
E J+(q, U). However, by a similar argument one can 
find a t3 E (II> t2 ) such that y(t3) E ~(q,U) nr(r,UL 
Therefore, by 2.2, r E r(q, lj). Hence y is also future 
directed timelike at its endpoints .• It follows from 
2" 2 and 3.2 that a timelike path is locally 1-1, that 
is, each to E F has a neighborhood V such that y I v is 
1-1. Notice that time like paths need not be smooth. 
The point of this definition is that P will be defined 
independently of smoothness properties, but neverthe
less smooth structure will emerge from P (Theorem 5). 
Curiously enough, a path may be timelike and smooth 
without being timelike. Let y: R- M be the path defined 
in Minkowski space (usual coordinates) by yet) 
=(1, sint, 0,0). Then y is time like and smooth, but not 
smooth time like , since it is null at the pOints t = n IT for 
integral n. However, r(A,B) and r(A,B), as defined by 
smooth time like curves, agree with r(A,B) and [-(A,B) 
as defined by time like curves. 

3.4 We now define a class of paths which are similar 
to timelike paths, in that their curves are constrained 
to lie within local light cones, but which may zigzag 
with respect to time orientation. A path y: F - M is a 
Feynman path, if y is continuous and, for each to E F, 
there is an open connected neighborhood U of to, and an 
open convex normal neighborhood U of p =y(lo) such that 

y(U) CK(p, U)' 

A locally 1-1 Feynman path will be called a Feynman 
track. Suppose y is a Feynman track, 1-1 in a neigh
borhood V of to. Let W be an open connected neighbor
hood of to in un V. Then, using the fact that W is con
nected, and that y I w is 1-1 and continuous, it is easily 
shown that y is either time like at to or y( W) C r(p, lj) 
U {p}, or y( W) C rep, U) U {p}. Obviously time like paths 
are Feynman tracks, but there are many nontimelike 
Feynman tracks. 

3. 5 Suppose Y 1 is a time like curve with future end
point q, and Y2 is a timelike curve with past endpoint q. 
Evidently the union y, U Y2 is also a timelike curve, 
which may be parametrized as a future or past directed 
time like path. Any such path will be called a product 
path y, Y2' and qualified with "future directed" or 
"past directed," according to the choice of the direction 
of the parameter. If Yl is as before, but with Y2 now 
with future endpoint q, we may similarly define product 
paths, denoted 02=Y' which are timelike everywhere 
at y-l(q). However, Y-;:Y2 is always a Feynman path. 

3.6 Define a new topology (the path topology) P of M 
by specifying the collection P of open sets of the topolo
gy as follows: P is the finest topology satisfying the 
requirement that the induced topology on every timelike 
curve coincides with the topology induced from /h . 
Thus, if a set E c Mis P-open, for every timelike curve 
y there is an 0 E /h with 

Eny=ony. 

Conversely, if E satisfies this condition, it is P-open, 
and P is the largest collection of such sets. Obviously 
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o E/h implies 0 E p, so P is finer than /h. We shall see 
below that it is strictly finer, and that P is not com
parable to the general relatively analog of J. 

4. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF 

Here we show that P is strictly finer than /h, but not 
comparable to J, and find an explicit neighborhood basis 
for P. Then we show that the p-continuous paths are 
Feynman paths, and various general properties of P 
are proved. 

Proposition 4.1: Let y: F - M be a path. If y is P
continuous, y is /h -continuous. If y is time like , y is 
p-continuous. 

Proof: The first assertion follows since P is finer 
than /h. For the second, note first that E E P implies 
En y= ony for some OE/h. Hence y-l(E)=y-l(Er1y) 
=y-l(ony)=y-l(O). But y is timelike and so, in particu
lar, continuous. Therefore y-l(E)=y-'(O) is open. _ 

Proposition 4.2: Sets of the form K(p), K(p, lj), and 
Lu(P,E) are p-open. 

Proof: Let y be any timelike curve, Suppose first that 
p E y. Then by definition, y c rep) U rep) U {p}=K(p), 
so y U K(p) =y U M. Suppose next that p <Of y. Then y 
r1K(p)=yn(r(p)ur(p». In either case, ynK(p) 
=y r1 0 for some 0 Eft!. The proof that K(p, U) is P
open is similar (replace M by U), and the proof for 
L«(p, E) follows because B,,(p, E), being /h -open, is 
a fortiori P-open. _ 

This proposition shows that P is strictly finer than 
/h, since, for example, p E K(p, U) has no /h -neighbor
hood contained in K(p, U). We will show further that P 
is not comparable to Zeeman-type topologies J. Define 
S to be the set [Bu(p, E) - [E+(p, U) U E-(p, U)]], where 
E > 0 is smaller than t [and also sufficiently small for 
Bu(p, E) to make sense]. Let y cUbe the curve defined, 
in normal coordinates, by the timelike path y = [- E, E I 
- U, with equation y(t)=(I, t 2

, 0, 0). ConSider the set 
R = (S - y) U {p}. Then any timelike geodesic will have 
an open intersection with R, as will any space like 
hypersurface. Therefore R is J -open. However, R is 
not P-open Since R n y = {p}, which is closed. On the 
other hand, K(p, U) is P-open but not J-open, since the 
intersection of any spacelike hypersurface containing 
p with K(p,U) is {p}. 

Theorem 1: Sets of the form Lu(p, E) form a basis for 
the topology P. 

Proof: We must show that, for any P-open set E and 
any PEE, there is a P-open neighborhood of p of the 
form Lu(p, E) contained entirely in E. Suppose this to 
be false. Then there is an open convex normal neighbor
hood U of P such that, for every ball Bu(p, E) c U and 
corresponding Lu(p,E), there is a qELu(p,E) with q~E. 
Fix such a set Lu(p, E, ) and assume, without loss 
of generality, that it contains a q I> not in E, with q 1 

E rep, U). [If there is no such q1> all points of the re
quired type lie in rep, U), and the proof is as before 
with r, r and "future," and "past" interchanged. I Since 
p belongs to the open set r(q" fJ), we can find a 15 > 0 
with Bu(p,l5)cr(p,U). Let E2 be any positive number 
satisfying E2'" minCE, tE,), There is a P2 E Lu(p, E2) with 
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q2 E E. Assume without loss of generality that q2 
E rep, U). [If all q2 of the required type lie in rep, U), 
discard ql and start with q2' interchanging r. rand 
"future," "past." J Construct E3 "" ~E2 and q 3 E L U( p, E3) 
analogously, and inductively construct En+1 "" h n "" 2 -nEI 
and qn+1 E LU(p,En+I ). This way, possibly after discard
ing a finite number of pOints, we obtain a sequence 
S={qn} of distinct points sc r(p,U) and Sq:E, with the 
property that consecutive points qs and qS+l can be joined 
by a (unique) time like geodesic curve. Form a past 
directed timelike product path 1: = (qlq2)(q2q3)' .• as in 
3.5. Because En+l ~ 2-"E1 , {qn} converges to p in the 
topology;11, and thus 1: has past endpoint p. From 3.1 
there is, therefore, a unique timelike curve 1'=1: U{p}. 
Since E is P-open, En I' = 0 n I' for some 0 E;t. Since 
Scj-E, Sq:Elly=Ofly, therefore SCM-(Ony)=(M-O) 
U (M -1'). But SCI', so s1: M -I'; therefore, S={qn} 
c M - O. But M - 0 is ;11-closed and {qn} is;11 -conver
gent to p, therefore p E M - 0, so p Ej: O. Hence, p Ej: 0 n I' 
=Eny. Butp belongs to both E and 1', so we have a 
contradiction, and the theorem is proved. _ 

This basis property, which has no analogue in the 
fine topologies J, makes the path topology p-much more 
manageable. Below, it will be used to prove all the 
basic general properties of p. But first, we shall find 
the set of all p-continuous paths. 

Theorem 2: A path 1': F- Mis p-continuous if and 
only if it is a Feynman path. 

Proof: Suppose first that I' is a Feynman path. We 
must show that, for each 10 E F, the inverse image of 
each p-neighborhood of 1'(/0) is a neighborhood of to' Let 
U be the open convex normal neighborhood of p =1'(10) 

used in the definition 3. 2. Let {L"(P, E)} be a P-neigh
borhood basis of p for all sufficiently small E > 0, Then 
y-'(L"(p, E») =y-'(K(p, lj) n B"(p, E)) =y-l(K(p, U)) 
riy-'(B"(p,E»). But y-'(K(p,U») contains an open con
nected neighborhood U of 10' and y-'(B,,(p,E)) is an open 
neighborhood of to (because I' is ;11-continuous). Thus I' 
is p-continuous. 

Suppose next that yis p-continuous, and let U be an 
open convex normal neighborhood of p = 1'(10)' Then 
K(p,U) is a P-neighborhood ofp, so y-l(K(p,U») is a 
neighborhood W of to' Let U be an open connected 
neighborhood of loin W. Then 1'( U) C K( p, U), and 1', 
being also ;11-continuous, is a Feynman path. 

Obviously P is first countable, since a countable 
neighborhood base at P r:= M is given by {Lu(p, 1/ n); 
n = N, N + 1 ... } for some integer N. Because M admits 
a countable covering {UJ by normal neighborhoods, P 
is also separable (take pOints with rational coordinates 
in U;l. Note that sets of the form K(p, U), rep, lj), 
rep, U) and L,,(p, E) are p-path connected, since any 
pair of points in any of these sets can be joined by pro
duct curves 1'11'2 or 02 of the type discussed in 3.5. 
Thus P is locally path connected, because every p
neighborhood E of P E M contains a neighborhood of the 
form LU(p, d. Also it is not hard to show that P is path 
connected. Indeed, since Mis /11-connected and Mis 
a manifold, Mis ;11-path connected. If p, q EM are any 
pair of points, they may be joined by an;11 -continuous 
path 1': 1- M from the closed unit interval I into !h. It is 
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then easy to approximate y(I) by a Feynman path, show
ing that M is p-path connected. Before proving further 
general properties, we need: 

Proposition 4.3: L"(p, E)P = L"(p, E) - «(lB,.(P, E) 
rl CiK( p, U»), (Here the lefthand side denotes the P
closure, and all other topological symbols refer to 111 • ) 

Proof: Certainly Lu(p, E)P c L.,(P, E) since P is finer 
than;11. Now pOints q E ~B,.(P, E) () AK(p, U), have P
open neighborhoods of the form L"(q, ~E) which do not 
meet Lu(p, E), so L"(p, E)P'~ L,,(p, E) - (riB,,(/J, r) 
rl aK(p,U»). If rE M is in this latter set, every P
neighborhood of r contains a p-neighborhood of the form 
LuCr, 0) which is easily seen to meet L)/J,c). • 

Theorem 3: P is first countable and, separable. Pis 
Hausdorff, path connected and locally path connected 
(and so a fortiori connected and locally connected). 
However, P is not regular, normal, locally compact 
or paracompact. 

Proof: The first sentence has been dealt with above. 
P is Hausdorff because P is finer than Ih. The connecti
vity properties have been dealt with above. To show 
that P is not regular, consider the P-neighborhood 
LU(P, E) and show that p has no P-closed neighborhood 
S contained in LU(p,E), using the basis property and 
4.3. To show that PiS not normal, consider the dis
joint P-closed subsets LU(p,E)Pand [aBU(P,E) 
n aK(p, lj) 1, and show, using the basis property, that 
these sets cannot have disjoint p-open neighborhoods. 
To show that P is not locally compact, use the fact that 
closed subspaces of compact sets are compact, the 
basiS property and U, and note that L,,(j)---;0fJ is not 
i11 -closed, so certainly not Ih -compact, hence not p
compact, since P is finer than /h. P cannot be para-
compact because paracompact spaces are normal. II • 

5. P AND CHRONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 

We wish to prove p-homeomorphisms 11, take time
like curves to timelike curves. Obviously II takes P
continuous curves to p-continuous curves, but, of 
course, P-continuous curves (Feynman paths) need not 
be timelike. We single out a subclass of p-continuous 
curves, by adding restrictions made only in terms of 
P. This subclass will coincide with timelike curves. 
This will enable us to prove that for strongly causal 
spacetimes p-homeomorphisms preserve or reverse 
causal relations. 

Definition 5.1: A path 1': F - M is said to be re~ul ar, 
if and only if: 

(A) I' is p-continuous and locally 1-1. 

(B) For every toE F, there is a connected neighbor
hood U of to and a P-neighborhood 110 of p =1'(/0), such 
that: 

(1) y(U) c 110 

(2) Whenever to E intF (the interior of F) and a, h E U 
satisfy a < to < b, every p-continuous curve in 110 joining 
yea) to y(b) contains p = 1'(10). 

Proposition 5.1: A p-homeomorphism takes regular 
paths to regular paths. 
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Proof: The definition of regularity involves only set 
theoretical and P-topological notions. Since h is a P
homeomorphism, it preserves all required properties. 

• 
Theorem 4: 1': F- Mis timelike, if and only if, I' is 

regular. 

Proof: Suppose first that I' is time like and, for 
definiteness, future directed. By W I' is P-continuous, 
so satisfies (A) of the regularity condition. For to E intF 
let U and U be as in 3.2. Set 110 =K(p, U} where p 
= y(to). From 4.2, 110 is a p-neighborhood of p 0:= y(t o}. 
Since I' is future directed and timelike, y( U) C 11 0 , 

Suppose next that a, b E U satisfy a < to < b. Since I' is 
future directed y(a}E[-(p,U) and y(b)Er(p,U). Let?; 
0:= [r, s 1- 110 be a P-continuous path with y(a) = ?;(r) and 
y(b}o:=?;(s). Since?; is P-continuous, ?; is, by 4.1, con
tinuous, so 1;([r,sj) is connected. Ifp~?;([r,s]), ?;([r,sj) 
cr(p,(j}nr(p,U), then ?;([r,sJ) is contained in a dis
joint union of open sets, and meets both. This contra
dicts the connectivity of ?;([r,sj), so in fact, pE?;([r,s]) 
and I' is regular. An analogous proof holds if I' is past 
directed and timelike, so the first half of the proposi
tion is proved. 

Suppose next that I' is regular, and that 110 is a P
neighborhood of p = y(to} satisfying the required condi
tions. Because I' is p-continuous, 'lis continuous. 
From Theorem 1, P has a p-neighborhood of the form 
Lu'(p, d contained in 11 0 , Choose an open convex normal 
neighborhood U of p with (j CBu'(p, d. Then the P
neighborhood K(p, (j) of p is contained in Lu(p, E). Since 
y is p-continuous, y-I(K(p, (j}) is a neighborhood 
of to' Let U C y-l(K(p, U» be a connected neighborhood 
of to such that 1': U - M is 1-1. Then 1'( U) C K(p, (j). 
Assume now that to E intF, and choose a, b E U with 
a <to <b. Since I' is I-Ion U, both y(a} and y(b} lie in 
r(p, U) u r(p, U}. Assume for definiteness that y(a) 
E r(p,(j). Then y(b) cannot belong to r(p,U) also, since 
otherwise, in view of the P-path connectivity of r(p, U), 
there would be a P-continuous path in r( p, U) which 
joins y(a) to y(b) but which does not contain p since 
p ~ r(p, U)' Therefore, y(a) E [-(p, (j) and y(b) E r(p, U). 
Let Uo- and Uo+ denote the disjoint connected intervals 
{I E U It < lo} and {I E Uil > to}, respectively. Since y is 
1-1, y(U)cK(p,(j), andy(Uo-) and y(U';) both belong to 
the disjoint union [-(p, (j) u r(p, U) of open sets. But I' 
is P-continuous, hence continuous, therefore y(Uo-) and 
y(Uo') are connected. However, we have just shown that 
Y(Uo-) meets r(p, U) and y(Uo') meets r(p, U), so in fact 
y(U;)cr(p,(j} and y(U;) cJ+(p, U), therefore I' is future 
directed and timelike at 10 E intF (or past directed 
and timelike at to E intF). Applying the same reasoning 
to each to E intF, we conclude that I' is 1-1 and timelike 
at each 10 EintF and therefore, by proposition 3.3, y is 
a time like path • 

Here and henceforlh, M is always assumed 
chronological. 

Proposition 5. 3: A P-homeomorphism h takes cones 
C(p) bijectively onto cones; h(C(p» =C(h(p». 

Proof: There is a timelike path I' joining q to p if and 
only if q E C(p). By proposition ~ and Theorem 4, the 
image path hoy is timelike, and it jOins h(q} to h(p). 
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Therefore h(q) E C(h(p», and since h is bijective, it 
maps C(p) bijectively onto C(h(p». 

Proposition 5.4: For a fixed rEM, a p-homeomor
phism h maps r(r) [respectively r(r)] bijectively onto 
either J+(h(r» [respectively r(h(r» J or r(h(r» 
[respectively J+(h(r» j. 

Proof: Suppose first that there is apE J+(r) with h(p) 
E J+(h(r» and let q E r(r). Join p to rand r to q by past 
directed timelike paths 11, respectively; and form a past 
directed product path I' = 11?;. The image curves ho11, 
ho?;, and hoy are timelike, and since h(p)EJ+(h(r», ho11 
is past directed. Therefore hoy is past directed and 
timelike. Hence, h (q) E reM r» for every q E r( r). A 
similar construction starting with a given q E r(r) shows 
that h(s) E J+(h(r}) for all s E r(r). This completes the 
"either" part of the proof. If there is no p E J+(r) with 
h(p) E J+(h(r», a similar construction gives the remain
der of the proof. -

Proposition 5.4: The previous proposition holds with 
"a fixed rEM" replaced by "every rEM. " 

Proof: Suppose that, for a given rEM, h preserved 
time orientation, h(r( r» = r(h(r» and h(r(r» = r(h(r». 
Let A eM be the set of pOints at which h preserves time 
orientation. Then certainly p EA whenever C(p) n C(r) 
'* (2). We assert that A is Ih -open. Indeed, choose a 
point s E r( r). Then r E [-(s) and since r(s) is open, 
there is an open neighborhood U of r with uc res). Then 
for any q E U, r(q} n r(r) contains s, so a fortiori 
s E C(q)n C(r). Therefore q E UcA, and A is Ih -open. 
The set M -A of pOints at which h is time orientation 
reversing is also open. But M is connected and rEA, 
so M =A. If there is no rEM satisfying the above con
dition, every point satisfies the opposite condition. 

Proposition 5.5: A P-homeomorphism is anA-
homeomorphism. 

Proof: This follows immediately from 5. 4 and the 
definition of the Alexandroff topology. 

6. P AND CAUSAL, DIFFERENTIAL AND 
CONFORMAL STRUCTURE 

• 

The fact that P-homeomorphisms preserve or reverse 
chronological relations enable us to prove that, for 
strongly causal space-times, they locally preserve or 
reverse causal relations. In particular, they preserve 
null geodesics. It is then shown that P-homeomorphisms 
are diffeomorphisms and, since they preserve null 
cones, conformal diffeomorphisms. 

Proposition 6.1: Suppose now and henceforth M is 
strongly causal. Then a p-homeomorphism h is Ih -
homeomorphism, and h maps null geodesic curves to 
null geodesic curves. 

Proof: Since M is strongly causal, it is a fortiori 
chronological, hence h is a A -homeomorphism. Strong 
causality also implies A =Ih, so h is an Ih -homeomor
phism. Let D be a causality neighborhood of rEM and 
U cD an open convex normal neighborhood of r. Then 
causality relations restricted to D, agree with causality 
relations relative to D. Now, in (j c D the horismos 
relations can be expressed in terms of chronology 
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relations since, for p, q E: (J, q - P is and only if 
(q f p and z <q =;> z <p]. Since h is a !11-homeomor
phism, h((j) and h(D) are !11-open. Let (J', D' be respec
tively, an open convex normal neighborhood and a 
chronology neighborhood of h(r) with (J' cD' C h((j). In 
V"" (J (j h-I«(J'), h will preserve chronology (and hence 
horismos) relations or reverse them. Suppose y is the 
unique null geodesic curve joining s,tE:(Jnh-I«(J'). Then 
1 E Y if and only if r - t - s. Therefore h(r) satisfies 
h(r) - 17(1) - h(s) or h(s) - h(t) - h(r), that is h(t) lies on 
a null geodesic joining h(r) to h(s). Hence, h(y) is a 
null geodesic curve in h((j) n (J'. • 

Theorp>n 5: A!11 -homeomorphism h: l'vl - M, which 
takes null geodesic curves to null geodesic curves is a 
Coo diffeomorphism. 

Proof: (This is a theorem of Hawking4 which is given 
here in an improved from since it has never been 
published.) Let (J be a convex normal neighborhood and 
Yi: F i -(J(i=1-4) be four Coo null geodesic paths such 
that: 

(1) For each t,E F" there is a unique null geodesic 
curve A in (J joining the point y, (t ,) to the null geodesic 
curve Y2' 

(2) For each 13 E F3 there is a unique point q E: A, such 
that q and y 3( 3 ) lie on a null geodesic curve in (J. 

(3) For each point q E A there is a unique '4 E: F 4 , such 
that q and Y4(t4) lie on a null geodesic curve in (J. 

(4) The map 1jJ: F,XF3-F4 defined by 1jJ(t,,/3) =/4, 
where 1, ,1 3 and 14 are as in (1)-(3) above is C~, and is 
such that O)~jat, and oljJjal 3 are nonzero. 

For a sufficiently small neighborhood (J, the metric 
differs by an arbitrarily small amount from that of 
Minkowski space. Comparison with Minkowski space 
shows that Yi can be chosen to satisfy the above condi
tions. Condition (4) cannot be satisfied in less than 
three dimensions. 

By the assumption of the theorem h( y;l will be four 
null geodesic curves contained in h«(J). Thus one can 
find four C~ paths 'Yi: F;-h«(J) which define the same 
null geodesic curves as 17(y;), but which may be para
metrized differently. Let it i: F; - i i be defined by hi 
= 9i'lzy;. The maps it i will be continuous and monotonic 
(because h preserves or reverses ordering). Therefore, 
by Lesbegue's theorem, they will be differentiable 
almost everywhere. Let J: P\ XF3 - F4 be defined simi
larly to ~I. Then 

h4(i)J(t" 13 » = ~(h,(t,), h3(13»' 

Differentiating (1) with respect to 13 one has 

(I) 

(II) 

Because 1~3 is differentiable almost everywhere, it 
follows from property (4) that fi~ exists and is continu
ous. Similarly, by choosing different combinations of 
null geodesic paths one can show that each hi is C ' . 
Now, differentiating (II) with respect to I, gives 
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Therefore, h4 is C 2
• By repeating the above process, it 

may be shown that each hi is Coo. In other wordS, Iz 
maps a Coo parameter on a null geodesic curve to a C~ 
parameter, 

Let Y i' F i - (J be four Coo null geodesic curves, and 
W,~ (J be a neighborhood such that the map r: W - {an 
open set of R4} defined by r(q) = yj'(J+(q, (J» is a C~ 
diffeomorphism. (Comparison with Minkwoski's space 
shows that this is possible for W sufficiently small. ) 
Pairs of the form (W, r) form a C~ atlas for M which is 
preserved by h. Thus lz is a Coo diffeomorphism. • 

Corollary: A P-homeomorphism is a Coo 
diffeomorphism. 

Theorem 6: A P-homeomorphism lz is a smooth con
formal diffeomorphism. 

Proof: Since h is a diffeomorphism which, locally, 
preserves null cones, and the metric g at p E: M is de
termined up to a constant by the tangent null cone, Ii 
preserves the metric up to a constant factor which 
must, since h is smooth, be smooth. 

• 

• 
Thporem 7: The group Homeo (M, P) of p-homeomor

phisms of M coincides with the group G of conformal 
diffeomorphisms of lvI. 

Proof: By Theorem 6, Homeo (M, P)' G, and it re
mains to prove the opposite inclusion. Suppose E c P, 
so that whenever Y is time like , Ell Y"" 0 II Y for some 
0011. Then if g E: G g(E) n g(y) = gO ,; gy. But J.,'Y is 
timelike because 11 is conformal, and gO is J11 -open. 
Therefore, J;E E: p, and g is P-open. Similarly, g is 
p-continuous so g EC Homeo (M, Pl. • 

It is instructive to give an example of a manifold for 
which G is strictly larger than the homothecy group. 
This is not the case for Minkowski space because, 
though the infiniteSimal conformal group is larger than 
the infiniteSimal homothesy group, the infinitesimal 
conformal group cannot be exponentiated to give a global 
action on Minkowski space. However, consider the 
manifold N obtained by removing the following closed 
set S from Minkowski space M. 

The conformal group of this manifold is generated by 
the homogeneous Lorentz group (including space, time, 
and space-time reversal), dilatations, and the inver
sion I given, in coordinates, by 

U( ( » x"(q) 
x Iq = [.xD(q)]2_[.c?(q)]2_[X2(q)]2_[X3(q)]2 ' 

(jJ.=O, 1, 2, 3). 

In fact, infinitesimal conformal diffeomorphisms 
which are not infinitesimal isometries are rather rare. 
DeFrise-CarterG has shown that the infinitesimal confor
mal diffeomorphisms of Lorentz manifolds are with two 
exceptions, essentially isometries. The exceptions 
are Minkowski space and the "plane wave" space-
times. In the former, there are five linearly indepen
dent infiniteSimal conformal transformations which are 
not isometries (the dilatations and "accelerations"), 
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and in the latter, only one (the dilations). Only the 
homothecy group acts globally on Minkowski space, but 
N admits global conformal transformations which are 
neither isometries nor homothesies. 
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We present exact expressions for the electromagnetic fields associated with arbitrarily charged Kerr-Newman 
black holes in a magnetic universe. In the particular case of charge Q = 2 Bo J, where Bo is the magnetic 
field parameter and J = m a is the angular momentum, exact expressions for the gravitational field are also 
presented, while for arbitrarily charged black holes metrical corrections of order Bo are evaluated. 

In this paper we shall employ a method devised1 by 
Ernst in order to extend in two respects the study of 
Kerr black holes in uniform magnetic fields initiated2 

last year by Waldo First, we shall construct an exact 
solution of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations, which 
upon linearization in the magnetic field parameter Bo 
reduces to Wald's approximate solution with charge 
Q = 2B 0 J, which he identified as desc ribing the end pro
duct of charge accretion. In the second place, we shall 
find the exact electromagnetic fields in the case 
Q *- 2Bo J, but we shall work out the metrical correc
tions only to the first order in Bo. It should be men
tioned that the exact solutions always approach asymp
totically the Melvin magnetic universe, 3 for it is im
possible to have a "uniform magnetic field" extending 
throughout all space while asymptotic flatness is 
preserved. 

1. MAGNETIZING THE KERR-NEWMAN METRIC 

The Kerr-Newman metric can be expressed in the 
form 

ds2 = 1: (d: +de2 _ ~ dT2) 

+ A s~n2e (d¢ _ (2mr,; e
2

) a dT) 2 

where 

t. =,,-2 +a2 - (2mr- e2), 1: =,,-2 +a2 cos2e, 

A = (,,-2 + a2)2 - t.a2 sin2e, 

(1. 1) 

(10 2) 

By comparing our Eq, (10 1) with Eq. (2.1) of Ref. 1, 
we can identify the fields 

d1:=2-1/2 (:1~2 +ide) , p=t.1/2 sine, 

P = (A 1/2 sine)-t, f = - A sin2e /1:, (1. 3) 

w = (2mr - e2) a/A, 

The orthonormal components of the electromagnetic 
field for a "locally nonrotating observer" are derivable 
from a complex potential <I> such that 

(10 4) 

while the complex gravitational potential [ is defined 
by 

(10 5) 

where cp is the twist potential, If one introduces the 
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symbol 

V=t.1/2 ~ +i~ ar ae' 
the twist potential may be evaluated by using the 
equation 

- p-lfvw =iVcp + <I>*V<I> - <I> V <I> * 0 

(1. 6) 

(1. 7) 

For the Kerr-Newman metric the complex potentials 
<I> and [, which were displayed in ReL 1 also, may be 
written in the following form: 

<I>=-iecose+ ~a e sin2e, 
r+zacos (10 8) 

[ = - [(,,-2 + a2 ) sin2e + e2 cos2e] + 2mai cose(3 - cos2e) 

According to ReL 1 magnetization of the Kerr
Newman metric will be achieved if we replace f and w 
by f' and w', where 

(1. 9) 

Vw'= iAi 2vw+pr1(A*V'A-AV'A*)o (1.10) 

It is a simple matter to evaluate the complex field 

(1. 11) 

but the determination of w' entails considerable labor. 
Finally, to obtain the orthonormal components of the 
electromagnetic field, one must replace <I> in Eq. (1. 4) 
by 

(10 12) 

2. EXACT SOLUTIONS (0 = 280 J) 

If one restricts attention to a vacuum metric such as 
the uncharged Kerr metric, Eq. (1. 10) can be replaced 
by the simpler equation 

d(w'-w)= 116B~[cpdx-(f+CP)dW], (2,1) 

where X is a new potential such that 

- ip r 2V' (j2 + c(2) = V'X, 

and, of course, 

- ipr 2V'cp = V'w. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The existence of the potential X is guaranteed by the 
vacuum field equations, 4 
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In the case of the Kerr metric we have evaluated X 
and have succeeded in integrating Eq. (20 1)0 The result 
is expressible in the form 

w' = (a - i3t.)/(il + a2), (2.4) 

where 

a = a(l - B~ 111
2a2), 

a'Z B4 ( i3=A + 1~ -8mracos2e(3-cos2())-6mrasin4
() 

(205) 

2 3' 6() 
m a sIn [( .. ? 2) 2 2] + A r,+a + ma 

4m
2
a

3 
cos

2
() [(.2 2) (3 2e)2 4 2 . 2e ]) + A ' + a - cos - a sm . 

Since the field A is well-behaved as t. - 0, the non
singular nature of the event horizon can be established 
by finding a new coordinate system such that 

dil e2 t. 2 d I dT -t;+d -}fdT an drp-w 

are both replaced by expressions which are well-be
haved as t. - O. Such a coordinate system is provided 
by (r,e,rp',u), where 

il + a2 0' 
dT = du - -t.- dr and drp = drp' - ~ dr, (206) 

for 

+ 2(il + a2) du dr - t. du2], (207) 

drp - w' dT = drp' - w'du - i3 dr. (2.8) 

Finally, the orthonormal components of the electro
magnetic field for the locally nonrotating observer are 
given by 

H . - 1B A-2 at r+zEr-- 2 0 P a() 

= Bo A -2 A -1/2 [(il + a2) cos() + mai sin2() 

(
3 4aicose a2 Sin2())] 

x - r + ia cos() + (r + ia COS())2 , 

H + iE =1.B A-2 pt.1/2 at e e 2 0 or 
(209) 

[ 
ma2 sin2e ] . = - Bo A-2 ,,112 A-1 /2 () ... r - ( . (})2 sIn. r+zacos 

These somewhat awkward expressions can be simplified 
by transforming to an alternative frame of reference 
moving along the rp direction at velocity v relative to 
the locally nonrotating observer's frame, where 

vic =t.1/2 a sinel(il +a2). (2.10) 

In the new reference frame 

H~+iE~ 

183 

=A -1/2[ (il + a2)(Hr + iEr) - it.1/2 a sine (He + iEo)] 

= B A -2 (cose + ia .sin
2e + im~ sin

2
e ) 

o r + za cose (r + w cose)2 
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H~+iE~ 

=A -1/2[ (il + a2)(He + iEe) + it.1/2 a sine (Hr + iEr)] 

. e 
=-B A-2 t. 112 ~m 0 

o r+wcose 

(20 11) 

3. COMPARISON WITH WALD'S SOLUTION 

On the symmetry axis the electric field is given by 

(3. 1) 

In the linearized theory the corresponding electric field 
would vanish. This suggests that our exact solution of 
the Einstein-Maxwell field equations should be identi
fied not with Wald's Q = 0 solution, but rather with his 
Q = 2Bo J solution, the natural end product of the process 
of charge accretion. 

Further evidence that this is the proper identification 
is provided by evaluating the integral5 

(3.2) 

over a 2-sphere (r=const, f=const). To the first order 
in Boone gets precisely Q = 2B 0 J. 

A detailed comparison of the electromagnetic fields 
shows that when all terms beyond the first order in Bo 
are deleted our solution indeed reduces to Wald's ap
proximate solution with Q = 2Bo J. It should be noted, 
however, that even for small values of Bo Wald's solu
tion must break down as r - 00, since the linearized 
solution is asymptotically flat, while the exact solution 
resembles Melvin's magnetic universe asymptotically. 

4. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (0 -=1= 280 J) 

With a little more effort one can evaluate the exact 
electromagnetic fields for the solution which results 
from the application of the magnetizing technique to an 
arbitrarily charged Kerr-Newman black hole. 

In the alternative frame of reference the electromag
netic fields are given by the expressions 

H~+iE~=A-2 [(l+ tBJD ( .ie e)2 
r+zacos 

1 ( ia sin2e +Bo(1+2Bo<l» cose+ . e 
r+zacos 

ima sin2e - eZ cose) ] 
+ (r + ia cose)2 , 

H'+iE'=-B A-zt.1/2(1+1.B<I» sine 
(4 0 1) 

o 0 0 2 0 r + ia cose ' 

where the complex potentials are given in Eqso (10 8) 
and A is defined in Eq, (10 11), 

5. APPROXIMATE DETERMINATION OF w' (Q =1= 2 8 0 J) 

Obtaining the metric in this case is extremely 
tedious, for while f' is easily evaluated using Eq. (1. 9), 
the determination of w' from Eq. (1. 10) tries one's 
patience. Not having access to electroniC symbol manip
ulation, we have not attempted to derive w' exactly. 
Nevertheless, we found that it is not difficult to derive 
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the approximate expression for W', from which it is 
possible to show that to the first order in Bo the event 
horizon remains nonsingular. 

In the linearized theory we may replace A by 1 + Bo<I>. 
Then Eq. (1. 10) reduces to the simple equation 

In the case of the Kerr-Newman metric this equation 
is easily integrated, and we find that w' again has the 
form given in Eq. (2.4), where this time 

(]I =a - 2Boer, (:3= (a/A)(~ + 2Boera sin2e). (5.2) 

Because (]I is independent of e, it is again possible to 
introduce new coordinates (r, e, <p', u) in terms of which 
the nonsingular nature of the event horizon can be 
displayed. 

While astrophysicists may be disappointed that our 
solutions are not asymptotically flat, general theorems6 

seem to indicate that it will be necessary to consider 
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nonstationary fields if an asymptotically flat solution is 
to be constructed representing a black hole in an exter
nal magnetic field. 

IF. J. Ernst, J. Math. Phys. 17, 54 (1976). 
2R. M. Wald, Phys. Rev. D 10, 1680 (1974). 
3W.B. Bonnor, Proc. Phys. Soc. Lond. A 67, 225 (1953); 
M.A. Melvin, Phys. Rev. 139, B225 (1965). 

4W. Kinnersley called our attention to the possibility of for
mulating the vacuum field equations entirely in terms of di
vergence equations; F. J. Ernst subsequently showed that the 
electrovac field equations could also be expressed entirely 
in terms of divergence equations. It is, therefore, possible 
to generalize the potential X for use in the electrovac case. 

5Throughout this paper we refer to this solution as the Q 
~ 2 Bo J solution, although in fact there are contributions to Q 

of highe r orde r in B o. 
6J. Ipser, Phys. Rev. Lett. 27,529 (1971); R.M.Wald, Ph.D. 
thesis, Princeton University, 1972 (unpublished); B. Carter, 
in Black Holes, edited by C. DeWitt and B. DeWitt (Gordon 
and Breach, New York, 1973). 
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The master analytic function and the Lorentz group. I. 
Reduction of the representations of 0(3,1) in 0(2,1) basis 

Debabrata 8asu and S. Datta Majumdar 

Department of Physics. Indian Institute of Technology. Kharagpur, India 
(Received 10 June 1975) 

The reduction of the principal and supplementary series of representations of SL(2, C) in the SU(I,I) basis 
is carried out by using a basis function which formaJly resembles the coupled state of two angular 
momenta. The spectrum of the SU(I, I) representations contained in SL(2, C) and the transformation 
coefficients are obtained by expanding the SU(2) in terms of the SU(I,I) bases with the help of the 
Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. The orthogonality conditions for the principal and supplementary 
series are discussed. For the principal series this foJlows easily from the standard Sturm-Liouville theory 
of the second order differential equations. For the supplementary series the orthogonality condition is 
obtained from the fourth order differential equation satisfied by the Fourier transform of the basis function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The unitary infinite-dimensional representations of 
the Lorentz group [or SL(2, e)l were discovered in the 
forties [Gelfand and Naimark (1946, 1947), Harish
Chandra (1947)]1 and laid the foundation for the study 
of noncompact groups. These representations have 
been used extensively in the context of the local field 
theory for "infinite multiplets" [Feldman and Matthews 
(1966, 1967), Fronsdal (1967)], 2 in connection with the 
saturation of current algebras with infinite sets of par
ticle states [Fubini (1967), de Alfaro (1967)], 3 and in 
the harmonic analysis of the forward elastic scattering 
amplitude [Hdjioannou (1966), Boyce (1967), Delbourgo 
et al. (1967), Toller, (196B)].4 

Invariance under the Poincare group p 0= SL(2, e) 
x T 4, where T4 is the group of space-time translations, 
is an essential prerequisite for all such investigations. 
For the analysis of scattering amplitude, the procedure 
which uses only the invariance and unitarity properties 
is equivalent to the usual partial wave expansion and is 
commonly called the "crossed partial wave analysis. " 
The group which occurs most naturally in such analYSis 
is the SU(1, 1) subgroup of SL(2, e). In recent years 
various kinds of partial wave expansions of the relativis
tic scattering amplitude have been proposed. The pur
pose of these expansions is to separate out the kine
matical part of the amplitude in the form of basis func
tions of irreducible representations (IR) of P and then 
make various assumptions (like analyticity) which can 
be tested against experiment about the dynamical part. 
The functions occurring in the expansion are the bases 
of IR's of the little group of p, which is 0(3) or 0(2,1) 
according as the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator 
p2 of P are positive or negative. The 0(2, 1) expansion 
is related to the analytic continuation of the 0(3) ex
pansion in the crossed channel at values of the param
eters pertaining to the physical region of the direct 
channel. This is found to be identical with the Regge 
continuation of the amplitude by means of the Somer
feld- Watson (SW) transformation. The principal series 
of the 0(2,1) expansion is related to the background 
integral of the SW transform and the discrete series 
to the "nonsense channel" terms. 

In view of possible applications to particle physiCS, 
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such as those mentioned above, it is of interest to 
study the IR's of SL(2, e) reduced with respect to the 
SU(1, 1) subgroup. Mathematically, the problem is 
much harder than that treated in an earlier paper (I) 
[Basu and Majumdar (1973)]5 in which the SL(2, e) rep
resentations are reduced with respect to the compact 
SU(2) subgroup. The problem has been treated at length 
by Mukunda (M) [Mukunda (1968)]8 and by Sciarrino 
and Toller (ST) [Sciarrino and Toller (1967)]1 amongst 
others [Strom (1967)]8 and some important results 
have been established. These results are, to a large 
extent, complementary to one another. While M obtains 
the reduction of the prinCipal series for integral jo 
[see Eq. (2.5)] and also of the supplementary series, 
ST do this for the principal series only but for both 
integral and half-integral jo. On the other hand, while 
ST determine the coefficients of transformation from 
the SU(2) to the SU(1, 1) basis in one particular case 
but do not derive the spectrum of the discrete j'-values 
in the decomposition of the prinCipal series, M derives 
the spectrum by using the completeness relations for the 
basis functions but does not determine the transforma
tion coefficients. In the case of the supplementary 
series, no baSis functions are defined, and the nature 
of the spectrum is determined by expanding the kernel 
appearing in Naimark's definition [Naimark (1964)]9 
of the scalar product in a function space with a nonlocal 
metric. 

In the present paper we make a fresh attack on the 
problem along entirely different lines and not only de
rive all the results enumerated above in a simple and 
unitary way but also go, to some extent, beyond the 
work of our predecessors. For instance, while the 
principal series alone is considered by ST, we have 
succeeded in finding the transformation from the 
SU(2) to the SU(1, 1) basis for both the prinCipal and 
the supplementary series. The success is attributable 
to the choice of the basis functions which are taken to 
be formally identical with the coupled states of two 
angular momenta jt and h. As shown by one of the 
authors [Majumdar (1958)]10 a long time ago, the 
coupled state I/!Jm can be written in a compact form in 
terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function (HGF) with 
jbi2,j, m contained in it as parameters. This function 
or, more properly, its analytic continuation in h,h,j, 
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has been used already to study the !R's of SU(3) [Basu 
and Majumdar (1970, 1973)]11 and SL(2, C) reduced with 
respect to the SU(2) subgroup and has led to consider
able simplification of the mathematical treatment. En
couraged by these successes we now use the same 
function for solving the problem of reduction of SL(2, C) 
in SU(I, 1) basis and the Clebsch-Gordan problem for 
the group SU(I, 1). Because of its usefulness in a var
iety of problems in the representation theory of the 
simplest Lie groups it can be legitimately called "The 
Master Analytic Function." 

We conclude this section by outlining the procedure 
adopted for carrying out the reduction. It will be seen 
from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) that the basis states 
1/J~~(2), 1/J~~{I,1) of the SU(2) and SU(I, 1) subgroups have 
nearly the sa~e form and are functions of the same 
variable x = zz. For obtaining the reduction we can 
therefore expand 1/J~~(2) in a series of the functions 
1/J~~ (1,1). This is easily done by breaking up 1/J~~ (2) into 
a power series and expanding each power of x in a 
series of HGF's of the appropriate type by means of 
the Burchnall-Chaundy formula. The series thus ob
tained yields the continuous and discrete spectra of 
the SU(I, 1) representations after the SW transforma
tion. Since, according to the present viewpoint, the 
two apparently unconnected problems mentioned in the 
last paragraph are seen to possess similar mathemati
cal features, the same technique is applied to the CG 
problem discussed in Paper II. In order that the expan
sion coefficients found after the SW transformation 
may be the coefficients of a unitary transformation it 
is essential for the basis functions to fulfil the require
ment of orthonormality. In the case of the principal 
series of representations of SL(2, C) it can be easily 
shown, with the usual definition of the scalar product, 
that the functions (2.11) do not form an orthogonal set. 
However, an orthogonal set is easily obtained by taking 
the linear combination (2.13) of 1/Jjm and <P-J-lm' The 
proof of the orthogonality follows easily from the stand
ard Strum- Liouville theory and is given in Sec. 5. In 
the case of the supplementary series the scalar product 
is defined in a function space with a nonlocal metriC, 
and the proof of the orthogonality becomes much more 
difficult. The difficulty is resolved by adopting Nai
mark's alternative definition of the scalar product in 
the Fourier space. The differential equation satisfied 
by the Fourier transforms of the basis functions is 
easily set up and the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions 
of the resulting fourth order equation is established 
after elaborate calculations. From the form of the 
orthogonality condition the normalization factor of the 
basis function follows immediately. In the case of the 
CG coefficients of SU(I, 1) the normalization factor is 
determined in an elementary way by comparing the 
coefficients of the direct and the inverse transformation. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASIS FUNCTIONS 

The elements of the group SL(2, C) are complex 2 x 2 
matrices of the form 

186 

a = (a 11 a 12) with det a = 1. 
a21 a22 
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(2.1) 

The generators J j = tal> F j = (i/2)aj (i = 1, 2, 3) of this 
group satisfy the commutation relations 

[Ji,Jjl = i€ i}1,Jk , [J j , F j] =i€jJkFk, 

(2.2) 

In the space of functions of four variables ~j, ~2' 111, 
112 where (~j, ~2)' (11j, 112) are spinors transforming ac
cording to the fundamental representation and the com
plex conjugate representation, respectively, the gen
erators can be written as first order differential opera
tors of the form (2.3), (2.4) of 1. Since all the irreduc
ible representations of SL(2, C) including the infinite
dimensional ones can be generated by conSidering only 
homogeneous functions / (~1' ~2 ; 111, 112) of degree 2it 
in (~1' ~2) and of degree 2jz in (111,112) the differential 
operators can be written in terms of two variables 
z, z in the form 

F . a .- a .( 1) 
3 = zz az + zz Clz - Z 0'- , 

F -' CI '-2 CI .- ( • 1) 
,-zaz- lZ Clz+ zza - Jo - , 

CI CI 
F_=-iz2 az +i az +iz(a+jo-l), 

CI - a 
J 3=- Z -a +z -a- +jo, z z 

(2.3) 

CI -2 CI - • 
J = - - - Z -=- + z(a - Jo - 1) , Clz Clz ' 

2a a ( . ) J_=z - + --= -z a+Jo-l 
Clz az 

where 

Substitution of these into the eigenvalue equations of 
the Casimir operators 

(- JiJi + FiFi + a2 + j~ - 1)/= 0, 

(FiJi + 2ijoa)/= 0 
(2.4) 

gives 

a=it+j2+ 1, jl-j2=jO' (2.5) 

The values of a and jo are restricted by the condition 
of unitarity of the representations. For the principal 
series of representations jo is an integer or a half
integer and a is purely imaginary and for the supple
mentary series jo = 0 and a is a real number in the 
interval 0 < a < 1. 

The subgroup SU(2) of SL(2, C) is made up of all 
unimodular unitary matrices of the form 

( (1' .B) with I 0' 12 + I .B12 = 1. 
-.8* 0'* 

(2.6) 

In the space of the monomials ~t ~2 b (with a + b = 2j 
= const) its generators J i = taj can be represented as 
differential operators of the form 

(2.7) 
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Finally, the noncompact subgroup SU(l, 1) consists of 
all elements of SL(2, C) of the form 

(;* :*) with I ala_Ii3la=1. (2.8) 

Its generators F1, Fa, J3 can be represented as differ
ential operators of the form (Barut and Fronsdal 1965)la 

F+=F1+iFa=i~10a~a' F_=F1-iFa=i~aoaS1 (2.9) 

with J 3 given by (2.7). 

Operating on sf s~ with these and using the hermiticity 
condition, one obtains the following four types of VIR's 
of SU(l, 1) [Bargmann (1947)]13: 

(a) The continuous nonexceptional (principal) series of 
representations 

j=-i+ill., _00<11.<00, m=O, ±i, ±1, .... 

(b) The exceptional (supplementary) series of 
representations 

j=-i+s, -i<s<i, 

m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, .... 

(c) The positive discrete class: j = a negative integer 
or half integer m = - j, - j + 1, .... 

(d) The negative discrete class j = a negative integer 
or half integer m = j, j - 1, .... 

A comparison of Eq. (2.3) of I with Eq. (2.7) shows 
that the generators of the SU(2) subgroup of SL(2, C) are 
formally identical to those for the coupling of a pair of 
angular momenta j1, ja. The coupled states10 

(2.10) 

where 

ifJmJ =(1 +zz)0-J-1F(_j_ 111, jo-j;- 2j; 1 +zz) 

can, therefore, be taken to form the bases of UIR of 
SL(2, C) reduced explicitly with respect to the SU(2) 
subgroup. The operators Fh Fa, J3 of the subgroup 
SU(l, 1) are likewise formally identical to those for the 
coupling of two representations [)h and [)Ja of SU(1, 1)0 
The basic states of VIR of SL(2, C) appropriate to the 
reduction of SU(1, 1) can therefore be written as 

'PmJ' = NJ'rnzJ o-rn(1_ zz)O-J '_1 F(- / - m, jo - j' ; 

- 2/; 1-zz) 

where 

( 
r(m _ j') \ 1/2 

NJ'm= r(m + j' + 1)/ . 

However, since the values of j1, j2 as given by Eq. (2.5) 
do not occur in the representations of SU(2) or SU(l, 1), 
the above construction of the basic states must be re
garded as purely formal. Nevertheless they prove to be 
very helpful in studying the irreducible representations 
of SL(2, C). 

The basis functions (2.11) are solutions of the 
equation 
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(2. 12) 

The functions (2. 10) have been already used in I for 
finding the j-values of SU(2) representations contained 
in SL(2, C) and for determining the matrix elements of 
the generators and of finite transformationso Before 
using (2. 11) for a similar purpose we must see that they 
fulfil the requirements of completeness and orthonormal
ity. Although from the development of Sec. 3 it is evi
dent that the functions form a complete set, a simple 
test shows that they are not orthogonal and hence are 
unsuitable for use as basis functions. However, as has 
been shown in Sec. 5, an orthonormal set can be easily 
constructed by taking instead of one solution, a linear 
combination of the first and second solutions of the hy
pergeometric equation to which Eq. (2.12) can be re
duced. The appropriate linear combination turns out to 
be 

j' r(m - jo + 1)r(2j' + 1) (1 x)"-J'-l 
urn r(m+j'+l)r(j'-jo+l) -

x F( - / - m, j 0 - l' ; - 21' ; 1 - x) 

+ r(m - jo + l)r(- 21' - 1) (1 _ )o+J' 
r(m - j')r(- j' _ jo) x 

x F(j' + 1 - m, j 0 + l' + 1; 2/ + 2 ; 1 - x) 

and 

j' _ rVo- m + 1)r(21' + 1) (1 )"_j'_l 
vrn - 1'(j' + 1- m)r(jo +)' + 1) - x 

XF(- j' - m;jo-/; - 2j'; 1- x) 

+ rVo - m + 1)1'(- 2j' - 1) (1 _ )o+i' 
r(- j' _ m)r(jo _ j') x 

xFv'+1-m,jo+1'+1;21'+2;1-x) 

= (1- x)o-i'-lF(_ j' - m,jo - 1'; 1 + jo- m; x) 

for m -jo < O. 

(2.14) 

The hypergeometric functions in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) 
converge within the unit circle x = zz = 1. In the region 
outside the unit circle one must use a different pair of 
solutions of Eq. (2.12), namely 

for jo +m? 0, (2.15) 

(2.16) 

By the standard formulas for the analytic continuation 
of the hypergeometric function [Erdelyi (1953) ]14 these 
can be similarly written as linear combinations of two 
hypergeometric functions of the form F(a, b;c; 1 - l/x). 

3. REDUCTION OF THE PRINCIPAL SERIES OF 
REPRESENTATIONS OF 0(3,1) 

For the determination of the complete spectrum of 
j-values appearing in the reduction by the technique of 
the following sections a knowledge of the discrete part 
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seems to be necessary. This can be easily had by ap
plying the operator F3 to the function (2. 11) and using 
the hermiticity condition: 

F f j·_- i [( .,)( +")]1/2 (+")~fj'-l 
3f m --2 m-)m) Ci}.a) m 

aj'_l 

_ inzajo f}'-2'[( -:'-1)( +"+1)]1/2 )'(j' + 1) m t m) m) 

X(a-1' -1)~fmj'+l 
aj '+l 

where 
. 2 "2 

)0 -) 

The condition 

(F J~'+l,! mj') = Ifm}'+l, FJm}') 

then gives 

j 
aj'_lj2 _ I)' + a1 2{j02 _ j'2) 

a
j

• - 4)'2(41'2 - 1) . 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3,3) 

(3,4) 

For this to be positive j' must have the set of values 
- jo, - jo + 1, ' ., - ~ or O. 

Since j', l' + 1, j' - 1 cannot be simultaneously of the 
form - ~ + is the above method obviously fails in the 
continuous case. To determine the continuous part of 
the spectrum of j' values, we expand the function <Pmj 

of the SU(2) basis in powers of x = zz and use the 
Burchnall-Chaundy formula [Erdelyi (1953)]15 

x r =6(_)n an b n 3F 2 (l_x)n 
~ () () [-Y' c+n-l, _nJ 

n=O (c +n- l)nnl a, b 

XF(a+n,b+n; c+2n; I-x). (3.5) 

Forx<l, m""Jo, a=m+l-a, b=l-jo-a, c=2(I-a) 
the process yields 

<P } = 2
a
-J

-
1 exp[i1r(m - jo)] i (_)n 

m r(1 + m - a)r(1 - jo - a) n=O 
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r(m + 1- a+n)r(-jo + 1- a+n)r(l- 2a+n) 
x~------~r~(~2~(I~_~a~+-nT)-_~lT)n-!~~-----

x Sj'mJ o(1 - x)n F(1 - a + n - m, jo + 1 - a + n; 
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2(1- a+n); 1- x) (3.6) 

1-2a+n, 

1 + m - a, 

-a-f+j+l J 
.l 

1 - jo - a ,2, 

Ci=-j+m, i3=-jo-j, y=-2j. (3.7) 

The expansion (3.6) of the SU(2) basis function has the 
desired analytic form but contains inadmissible values 
of 1'. To circumvent this difficulty we express the sum 
(3.6) as a contour integral in the complex l' plane and 
apply the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. The 
various terms in the sum are easily recognized as the 
residues at l' = a- n - 1 of the analytic function 

(j ') _ r(m - j')r(- jo - 1')r(l + j' - a)r(- a - j') S}' }' 
X - r(- 2)' _ 1) jmjoam 

(3.8) 

where 

J' _". Cit t2t .l 
J-m( ) ({3) ~1'_a, 1+1'-a, -a-t+j+l~ 

Sjmjo-to (Y)ttl 3
F

2 l+m-a, I-jo-a ,2, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

sj:U o and amj' are entire functions of l' and X(j') is a 
meromorphic function going to zero rapidly as 11' 1 
tends to infinity in the region Rej' < 0 (see Appendix). 
The singularities of X(j') arise from the r-functions in 
the factor 

r(m-j')r(-jo-1')r(- a-1')r(1 +1' - a) 
r(- 2/ - 1) 

and, as shown in Fig. 1, are located at the points 

1'=a-l?-l, -a+l?, -jo+l?, m+l? (l~=0,1,2,.o.). 

The singularities at - a + l?, m + l? for l? "" 0 and at - jo + k 
for k > jo lie in the region Rej' "" O. The remaining sin
gularities which are all simple poles lie in the region of 
interest Rej' < O. Because of the occurrence of 
r(- 2j' - 1) in the denominator no singularities occur at 
the points j' = 0, - t. Let us now choose a contour C 
consisting of the infinite semicircle S on the left and the 
line Rej' = - ~. The singularities enclosed by the con
tour are the simple poles at j' = a- k - 1 (l? = 0,1,2, ... ) 
and at j' = - jo + l (l = 0, 1, 2, ... jo - ~ or jo)' Therefore, 
by Cauchy's theorem, 

-2
1
.,( X(j') dj' =2:;Res[x(j')]j'=a-k_1 

1ft]:, k 

+ :0Res[x{j') t'=-j 0+1 (3.11) 
1 

Since the first term on the rhs equals ¥m by our previous 
analysiS and since the integral on the lhs vanishes on S 
according to the analysis given in Appendix, the equation 
can be written as 

1 i_1/2+i~ 
<P~ = -2 . X{j') d1' - L.,Res[x(j') ]j'=-jo+I' 

1ft _1 12-i ~ 1 
(3.12) 

Folding the integral about the real axis and evaluating 
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the residues of the last term in Eq. (3.12), we have 

</Ji 2"-i-1 exp[i7T(m-jo)] 1 
m r(m+1-a)r(1-jo-a) r(m-h+1) 

X (_
1 L-1 /2+i'" r(m - j')r(m + j' + l)r(- jo - j')r(- jo + j' + 1) 

27Ti -1/2 r(- 2/ - 1) 

x r(- j' - a)r(l + j' - a) Si' i'd" 
r(2/ + 1) imioum J 

..Jo 

+ L 
i'=-l or -3 /2 

r(m - j')r(m - jo + l)r(- a- j') 
r(j'+jo+1) 

r - a J - 0 i' ., (1 + .,)( )i +i' ) 

X r(- 2/ _ 1) Sirniocrm' (3.13) 

The absence of the identity representation in the decom
position is in agreement with the observation made by 
Fulling [Fulling (1974)]16 in a more general context. 

In the second case x = zz < 1, m < jo, a similar calcu
lation shows that the discrete spectrum does not extend 
beyond - m if jo > m > 0 and does not appear at all if 
m<O. 

In deriving Eq, (3.13) we have used two different 
Kummer forms of the HGF occurring in </J~, This was 
necessary to reproduce the correct j'-values for the 
discrete part of the spectrum which is determined un
ambiguously by the unitarity condition (3.4). In fact, we 
need all the four Kummer forms of the HGF for obtain
ing the expansions and the spectrum of the j' -values in 
the four cases 

(i) x < 1, m? jo (ii)x<l, m<jo 

(iii) x> 1, jo + m? 0 (iv) x> 1, jo + m < O. 

In case (iv) the expansion takes the form 

</J~ 2
o

-
J

-
1 exp[i7T(j - jo)] ( 1 1 

r(- m + 1- a)r(l-jo- a) 27Ti r(l-jo- m) £-1 /2+i '" ., r(- m _ j')r(- m + j' + l)r(- jo + j' + l)r(- jo - j') 
x dJ ( .1 1) -1/2 r - 2J -

-i 0 
x r(- a- j')r(- a + j' + 1) (_),,-i'-lSi' Vi' 

r(2j' + 1) i-m io m 
+ (_)io+CT-1 6 r(- m - j')r(j' + 1- a)r(- a- j') 

r(- 2/ - l)r(j' + jo + 1) 

XSj:mioa;':) 

and for the case (iii) the discrete spectrum, 
terminates at j' = - m. 

(3.14) 

as before, 

The above formulas show that in addition to the conti
nuous nonexceptional series of SU(1, 1), in the first two 
cases (i) and (ii) the reduction yields only the positive 
discrete series while in the cases (iii) and (iv) we have 
only the negative discrete series, 

4. REDUCTION OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES 

For the supplementary series jo= 0 and a is a real 
number lying in the interval 0 < a< 1. Since jo= 0 the 
spectrum of the SU(1, 1) representations do not contain 
any discrete part. Using the technique of the previous 

. sections, we now have for x < 1 

</J~ 2"-J-1(=F)m '£ (_)n 
r(l+ Iml-a)r(l-a)n=o 
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xr(1 m I + 1- a+n)r(l- a+n)r(l- 2a+n) S'! 
r(-1+2(1-a+n))n! ilmlO 

X (1- x)np(_ m + 1- a+n, 1- a+n; 2(1- a+n); 1- x) 

(4.1) 
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i'=-l or -3 /2 

where positive or negative sign is to be taken according 
as m § O. The series on the rhs can be regarded as the 
sum of the residues at j' = a- n - 1 (n = 0, 1,2, ... ) of the 
analytic function X(j') of Sec, 3 [Eq. (3.8)] with jo = O. 
Besides these, the function, as shown in Fig. 2, pos
sesses singularities at the points j' = - a + k, j' = m + k, 
j' = k (k = 0, 1, 2, ... ). If 0 < a < i the only singularities 
that lie on the semiinfinite plane Rej' < - i and are en
closed by the contour C of Sec. 3 are the simple poles 
at j' = a- n - 1 (n = 0,1,2, ' .. ). Since the integral on the 
semicircular part of C again vanishes, we have 

. 2"-i-1(_)m 1 
<J;J= _ 

m r(l- a)r(m + 1- a)r(m + 1) 27Ti 

J-1 /2+i '" r(m - j')r(- j')r(m + j' + l)r(j' + 1) 
x (' ) -1/2 r 2j + 1 

x r (j'+l-a)r(-a-j') j' j' ., 

r(- 2/ _ 1) U m SimO dJ 

for m? O. (4.2) 

If, on the other hand, i < a< 1, then the pole at j' 
= - 1 + a nearest to the imaginary axis occurs between 
the points 0 and - i and so lies outside Co For this range 
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of a, however, one pole of r(- a- j'), namely, the one 
on the extreme left at j' = - a lies inside C. The ex
pansion of </J~, therefore, now contains two extra terms 
besides the integral on the line Rej' = - ~. Because of 
the relation (2. 13) between the solutions of the hyper
geometric equation the two terms combine to give 
[u~'L'=_a and we have 

</Jj = 2a-j _1(_)m( r(m + a)r(a) S -<1 

m r(m + 1)r(2a- 1) jmUm 

+ 1 _1_ 
r(m + 1- a)r(1- a)r(m + 1) 271i 

Xf_1 /2+; ~ r(m - j')r(m + j' + 1)r(- j')r(j' + 1) 
-1/2 1'(2/ + 1) 

x r(- a- j')r(j' + 1- a) j'sj' d·') 
(_ 2/ _ 1) Um imO J (4.3) 

for m? 0 

where 

s. = '\' (a)t ({3)t 2t 
3

m t..: (Y)tt! • 

The extra term on the rhs corresponds to a represen
tation D _l+a of the exceptional series of SU(1, 1). Thus 
IR belonging to the supplementary series of 0(3, 1) de
composes into lR's of the continuous nonexceptional se
ries only of 0(2, 1) if 0 < a < ~ and into lR's of the non
exceptional series and one member of the supplementary 
series of 0(2, 1) if ~ < a < 1. The same conclusions are 
drawn by Mukunda [Mukunda (1968)] from entirely dif
ferent considerations. The other cases, namely x < 1, 
m < 0; x> 1, m"" 0, can be investigated in an analogous 
manner and as they give similar results these need not 
be discussed separately. 

5. ORTHOGONALITY OF THE BASIS FUNCTIONS 
AND THE TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 

In the case of the principal series of the SL(2, C) re
presentations the scalar product is defined in the tradi
tional way and the orthogonality of the basis functions of 
the SU(1, 1) representations appearing in the reduction 
can be established easily from the standard Sturm
Liouville theory of second order differential equations. 
Since for the discrete class the HGF terminates and the 
orthogonality becomes trivial we shall consider here 
only the continuous nonexceptional class of SU(1, 1) re
presentations corresponding to j' = - t + is. The differ
ential equation satisfied by the real function, 

for jo - m ? 0, is 

d~ (xi o-m+1(1_ X)2 :x cp~) - (jo- m + 1- mjo)xio-mcp~ 

= - (t + S2)Xj o-mcp:'; . 

If cp:';, [' = - t + it, is another function satisfying the 
same equation, then we have 

e xjo-mcp~ cp:'; dx= lim Cj.l'(_. _1_ r(1_ X)i(t-S) 
Jo x-1 2 z(s - t) L 
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(5.1) 

- (1 - X)-i (t_S)] + i{s ~ t) [(1 - X)i (t+.) _ (1 _ X)-i (t+.~) 

(5.2) 

where 

[r(jo - m + 1) ]2r{2j' + 1)r(- 2l' - 1) 
r(jo + j' + 1)r(j' + 1 - m)r(jo - l')r(- l' _ m)' (5.3) 

We now set (1- x) = exp(- r) so that limx _1 implies 
lim,. _ .. and note that 

i{s ~ t) [(1 - x)i(t-S) - (1- X)"i (t_S)] = ~i:r:.f: exp{iu(t - s» du 

= 2710(t - s). 

Since a is purely imaginary for the principal series of 
SL{2, C), this gives 

(1 j' 1'*.fo-m+1 d Cm [( ) ( )] 
)0 VmVm :r X=71 j'l' 0 t-s - 0 t+S • (5.4) 

Similar orthogonality conditions hold for the functions 
u~, U~, V~ defined by the Eqs. (2.13), (2.15), (2.16) 
with the weight factors x m

-J 0 and x± (j o+m), respectively. 

For the supplementary series of representations the 
Hilbert space is different and the above scalar product 
does not define a unitary representation of SL(2, C). 
Construction of the Hilbert space for this particular 
class of representations involves a nonlocal metric ap
pearing in the definition (Naimark 1964) 

if1.!Z) = J J i1 (zl)ft(zz)K(Zl, zz) dZ1 dz z 

where 

Zk=xk+iYk, dzk=dxkdYk (k=1,2). 

(5.5) 

To avoid the complexity of nonlocality we formulate 
the orthogonality condition in terms of the Fourier 
transform of the basis function defined by 

uJ'm{z, z) = 2~ f f exp[i(ux +vy)]cp(u, v) dudv (5.6) 

where 

Z =X +iy=rexp(ie), z =rexp(- ie), 

(5.7) 
- - -The generators Flo F z, J 3 of the SU(1, 1) subgroup in the 

Fourier space can be constructed in the usual way and 
these are given by 

F1=-t u+- u-+v-+2a -i-J - [a ~ a a 1 a-] 
au au ilv ilv 3 , 

(5.8) 
- 1 [ a ~ a a ). a -~ F Z=-2: v+- u-+v-+2a +z-J av au av au 3 , 

Since the algebraic structure of J 3 is the same as that 
of J 3, the Fourier transform cp(u, v) must be of the form 

cp(u, v) = exp(- im</J)gj'm(P) 

where 
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u =p coslj!, v =p sinlj!, 

gj'm(P) = fat J m(pr)rm+1(1_ r2)a-j'-l 

XF(- j' + m, - j'; m + 1; r2) dr, (5,10) 

For the sake of algebraic simplicity we shall treat here 
the special case m = 0; the general case for arbitrary m 
can be treated essentially in the same way. The differ
entjal equation satisfied by gj'(p) =gj'o(p) can now be set 
up from the basic equation 

[PI + F~ -;;~ + j'(j' + 1) kj.(P) = 0 

and elaborate calculations using (5.8) lead to a differ
ential equation of the fourth order. To make the equa
tion self adjoint we multiply it by the weight factor p1+2a 

and the resulting equation is given by 

~ 3+2a d2gj. + 2.!:£ 3+2a dgj. 
dil' p ---ciiT dp P dp 

= _ 4j'(j' + 1)p1+2agj .(p). (5.11) 

If gj' and gl' be two solutions of the above equation be
longing to the eigenvalues j' = - t + is and [' = - t + it, 
respectively, the Eq. (5.11) then leads to 

[~ gj.(p)gl.(p)p1+2a dp 

. (3 + 2a)p2+2a 1/ 1/ 

= hm 4( 2 t2) [gl.(gj' + gj') - gj·(gl' + gz')] 
p_~ s-

To evaluate the rhs of Eq. (5.12) a knowledge of the do
minant term of the integral 

(5.13) 

for arbitrarily large values of p is necessary. This can 
be obtained by noting Eq. (2.13), the standard formula 
[Ryzhik and Gradshtein (1951)],17 

and the asymptotic form of the Bessel functions [Erdelyi 
(1953)].15 

To evaluate the derivatives appearing on the rhs of 
Eq. (5.12) we substitute, as before, Eq, (2.13) in 
(5.13) and assume the validity of the standard rules of 
differentiation under the integral sign. We write down 
here the final results which follow after differentiating 
the resulting equation and using the well-known recur
rence relations 

in conjunction with the formula (5.14) and the asympto
tic form of the Bessel functions 
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g., - - A..p cos p---- +A'i'.p _(2)1/2[ -<r+j' ( 11 1111) -a_j'_l 
J 11P J 4 2 J 

g:~_ (;J 1/2 [Aj,p_a+j, sin (p _ ~_ ~11) 

+ A1.p-a-j·-1 sin (p - ~ - 11;11)] , 

gj' + g;. ~ (;p) 1/2 [(1 + 2a _ 2j')Aj .p-a+j'..1. sin (p _ ~ _ ~11) 

+ (3 + 2j' + 2a)A1.p-a-j· -2 sin (p - ~ - 11;11)] , 

g;. + g;: ~(;p) 1/2 [(1 + 2a- 2j')A j.p-a+j'-1 cos (p _ ~ _ ~11) 

+ (3 + 2j' + 2a)A1.p-a-j'-2 cos (p - ~ - M ;11)] , 

(5.15) 

where 

2a- j
'-1 r(2j' + l)r(a _ j') 
[r(jl + 1) )2 

M=a-j'. 

(5.16) 

It is now easy to verify that the first term on the rhs of 
Eq. (5.12) goes to zero as lip and on setting p = e~ the 
second term leads to 

I Gj '1' I l' [ h( + t)~ (exP[i,\(s - t)] - exp[ - i'\(s - t)]) 
1m cos s 2 .( t) 1T ~_~ lS-

( )11 (exP[i,\(S + t)] - exp[ - i'\(s + t)])] 
+ cosh s - t "2 i(s + t) 

where 

(5.17) 

We therefore have the following orthogonality condition 
in the Fourier space: 

Jo W gj .(p)g/.(p)pl+2a dp 

= 21 G~'z.1 cosh11s[B(s - t) + B(s + t)]. (5.18) 

For arbitrary m the normalizor G~:"z' can be obtained in 
a similar manner and its value is given by 

am 22a+I'-j'+1[r( I m I + 1) ]2r(2j' + l)r(a- j') 
Gj,z' = r(j' + l)r(j' + 1 + 1m I)r(-l')r(-Zl + 1m I) 

x r(- 2Z' - l)r(a + [' + 1). 

Using these orthogonality conditions for the principal 
and supplementary series it is now a straightforward 
matter to obtain the transformation coefficients from 
the SU(2) to SU(l, 1) basis. For example, for the prin
cipal series, we obtain from Eq. (3. 13) 

(~~ (2), ~y~l.l») = (_)m-j02a-i-1r(m _ jo + 1) 

r(- a- j')r(- a+ j' + 1)1T .• 
x r(m + 1- a)r(- jo + 1- a) ~mjo' (5.20) 
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For the supplementary series we have similarly 

( ,',sU (2) ",sO' (1 ,1» 
4Jjm ,4Jj'm 

= 23a-;+!'-;' cos [(2/ + 1)~J 

x rem + l)r(a- j')r(a + j' + l)r(- a- j') 
r(l- a) 

r(- a+ j' + l)(_)m j' 
x s· 0 rem + 1 _ a) J m • 

(5.21) 

APPENDIX 

In what follows we shall investigate the asymptotic be
haviour of the function 

, .• rem -j')r(-jo-j')r(-/ - a)r(l +j' - c) 
x(j )=X;m 

r(- 2/ - 1) 

X(1 )a-j'-lF(" .., 2" 1 )sj' -x -} -m,}o-}; - }; -x jmjo 

on the infinite semicircle S (see Figs. 1 and 2) in the 
complex j' -plane. The behaviour of the HGF can be 
estimated by recalling Watson's formula [ErdE~lyi 
(1953) J15 

F(-/ -m,jo-1'; - 2j'; I-x) 

(A1) 

'" 2-2m
+
1 r(~ 2j'~,r(t)(1 + x~lm+J' (1 + 2/X ) m+J' 

r-:yr(jo-})r(-}o-}) l+x (A2) 

The function S~~j 0 which is a finite sum of 3F 2 (t) 
functions, 

j-m ( ) (14) ~., + 1- a, - j' - a, - a- t + j + 1 ~ 
; • _ " at'" t 2t .~ 

Sim;o - t'o (Y)tt! 3
F

2 m + 1- a, 1- a- jo ,2 , 

(A3) 

is an entire function of j' and its limiting value on Scan 
be obtained by using the contour integral representation 

3
F

2 ;z = - 4r(e)r(e _ c) sin1Tc sin1T(e _ c) 
e,j ~

' b, c ~ exp(- i1Te)r(C) 

x[sC_1(1_s)e-C-1F(a,b;!; sz)ds (A4) 

where p stands for the Pochhammer contour. We now 
set 

a = - a - t + j + 1, b = - j' - 0', C = 1 + l' - 0', e = m + 1- 0', 

! = - j 0 + 1 - 0', ! - a = t - j - j 0 = - r (A5) 

where r is a positive integer and note that by a Kummer 
transformation the HGF appearing on the rhs of Eq. 
(A4) can be transformed into F(- r, - jo + l' + 1;!; sz) 
which for large Ij'l is given by 

F(-r,-jo+j'+l;!; sz) 

'" exp(- i1Tr) ~ra) «1 + j' - jO)Z)T ST. (A6) 

When this is substituted in Eq. (A4) the resulting inte
gral then becomes identical with the Pochahammer con
tour integral representation of the HGF: 

f SB-l(l - s)C-B-1(1_ SZ)-A ds 
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= _ 4r(B)r(C - B) sin1T(C - B) sin1TB F(A B' C· z) 
r(c) exp(i1TC) , , , 

(A7) 

withA=b+r, B=c+r, C=e+r. Using (A7) we obtain 
after some Simplification 

[

a, b, c ~ P(j ., l)T (., ) F .~ '" o-}- r1+}-a+y 
3 2 , 2 r (1 + j' _ a) 

e,j 

XF(- u+ r- j', 1- a+r+ 1'; e + r; ~) 

(AS) 

where P is a numerical constant independent of 1'. The 
asymptotic behaviour of the HGF appearing on the right 
can be estimated from the formula [Erdelyi (1953) ]15 

( ./ ". ")_ r(l-i3-j') 
Fa-},i3+},d'2 -V-}'r(d-i3-j') 

x [p 1 exp(- i(1T/2)j') + P 2 exp(i(1T /2)j') 1 (A9) 

where Pi> P 2 are numerical constants. The formula (A9) 
shows that for 11' 1- co the first or the second term will 
be dominant according as 1mj' § O. Using (A9) we obtain 
after some calculation 

sj. - P 3(- j')i+io exp[± i(1T/2)1' 
jmjo -.r::y r(m -nr(l + j' - u) sin1T(a- r-j') (A10) 

where the positive or negative sign is to be taken ac
cording as 1m1' § O. Using (A1), (A2), and (AlO) we fi
nally obtain the estimate 

x (1 + 2/X ) m+; 

l+x 

where the upper or lower sign holds according as 1mj' 
§ 0 and this goes to zero rapidly on S. 
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The master analytic function and the Lorentz group. II. 
The Clebsch-Gordan problem for 0(2,1) 
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The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the noncompact group 0(2,1) representing Lorentz transformations in 
three-dimensional space-time are calculated in the compact 0(2) basis. Considerable simplification is 
achieved by introducing a variable x and replacing all algebraic equations by differential equations. The 
coupled state appears in the theory as a solution of an ordinary differential equation reducible to the 
hypergeometric equation by a simple substitution. The coefficients in the Taylor-Laurent expansion of this 
solution in powers of x are shown to be identical with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The inverse 
expansion, obtained by the use of certain identities for the hypergeometric function and the Sommerfeld-Watson 
transformation, yields the normalization factor and the values of j appearing in the reduction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Clebsch-Gordan problem for the group 0(2, 1) or 
its covering group SU(l, 1) was investigated by Holman 
and Biedenharn (1966, 1968), l,Z Ferretti and Verde 
(1968),3 and Kuo-Hsiang Wang (1970)4 amongst others 
[Andrews and Gunson (1964),5 Sannikov (1966, 1967),6 
Pukanszky (1961)7]. Holman and Biedenharn based their 
investigations on the fundamental recurrence relations 
satisfied by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (CGC). 
Their first paper was mainly concerned with the coupl
ing of two representations of the discrete class, and 
other cases of coupling were considered in the second 
paper. Unnormalized CGC for the coupling of two re
presentations of the continuous class were derived by 
Ferretti and Verde. Their investigations were based on 
the formula 

d~m1 (z)d~Z~mz(z) 

= ~ C(jJJ; m;m;)C*(j1jJ; m1m Z) d~{+m~,m1 +mz(z) 
J 

where, the d's are representation functions, the C's are 
CGC, and L denotes summation over discrete and inte
gration over continuous j-values. The expansion was 
obtained by the use of the Burchnall-Chaundy (1944)8 
formula followed by the Sommerfeld-Watson transfor
mation (SWT). The results of Ferretti and Verde were 
extended by Wang4 to all cases of coupling except that 
of the supplementary series. All these authors used a 
compact basis for the irreducible representations (IR) 
of SU(l, 1). More recently, Mukunda and Radhakrishnan 
(1974)9 have made a departure from the previous prac
tice in evaluating the CG coefficients in a continuous 
noncompact basis. As a result of these investigations 
many important results have been established and the 
theory has reached a very satisfactory stage. The ob
ject of the present paper is, therefore, not so much to 
derive any new result as to approach the theory from 
a new angle and effect certain simplifications. 

A major step towards the stated objective is taken by 
replacing the recurrence relations for the CGC by a 
pair of first order differential equations for the coupled 
states Xjm and Xjm+1' Elimination of Xjm+1 from the two 
equations leads to a second order equation for Xjm which, 
by a simple substitution, can be reduced to the hyper-
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geometric (HG) equation. These equations are formally 
the same as in the author's earlier paper [Majumdar 
(1958) ]10 on angular momentum and only the values of 
jb jz, j are different. This difference has the consequence 
of making the CG problem of SU(l, 1) much more com
plicated than the problem of coupling of angular momen
ta. As there are no simple CGC of SU(l, 1) for special 
values of the magnetic quantum numbers, there is no 
convenient starting point for the calculations, and it 
becomes difficult to see which particular solution of the 
HG equation would lead to the correct coupled state. The 
situation becomes clearer from the series solution 
L amzxmz of the equation for Xjm' The coefficients amz, as 
will be seen later, are identical with the unnormalized 
CGC. From the series solution the solution in terms of 
the hypergeometric function (HGF) is obtained by com
paring coefficients. 

To determine the normalization factor (NF) and the 
spectrum of j-values the simple power x mz representing 
a product state is expanded in a series of the Xjm-func
tions. The expansion is brought into the right form and 
the j-values are determined by the SWT. If bmz are the 
expansion coefficients, then the NF is given by (b~/ 
a )l/Z 

m2 • 

2. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION AND ITS 
SERI ES SOLUTION 

As shown in Paper I, Sec. 2,11 the generators if1,jZ,j3) 
=t(iU1, iuz, u3 ) of SU(1, 1) can be represented as differ
ential operators of the form 

- if+ = - if1 + fz = ~1 aa~z' - if_ = - if1 - f2 = ~z aa~l ' 

j3 =t (~1 aa~l - ~z aa~J. 
For the product state 

M1 +m1 ~~1-m1TTi.2+mz~z-mz = (~1 ~2)j1(1)11)Z)jz (t) m (t~J mz 

the operators are 

- iF+= - if1+- if2+= a (X(l- x) :x +j1 +jzx- a aaa) , 
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Operating on Xjm and Xjm+1 these give 

[x(l- x)D + j1 + jzx - m]Xjm = (j - m)xjm+1, (2.3a) 

~1 - x)D + j1 +~ + m + 1J Xjm+1 = (j + m + l)Xjm, (2.3b) 

a 
D= ax. 

Eliminating Xjm+1 from these equations, we have 

+ (j1 - m)jz/x + (j1 + m)jzx + j1 (j1 + 1) + jz(jz + 1) 

-j(j+1)}G=0 (2.4) 

as the fundamental differential equation satisfied by the 
coupled state Xjm. Although this is the same as Eq. (7) 
of Ref. 10, the fact that jb jz, j can now take negative 
integral (half-integral) or complex values renders the 
task of obtaining a solution and interpreting it much 
more difficult. Writing G = 2: amzxmz we have the recur
rence relations 

(jz + mz + 1)(j1 - m1 + 1)amz +1 + (F1 + F z - F + 2m1mZ)amz 

+ (jz - n1 z + 1)(j1 + m1 + 1) a mz-1 = 0 (2.5) 

where, F1 = j1 (j1 + 1), etc. A formal solution, for un
restricted j1, jz, j, is 

a(l)=r F(l) 
[

-jz +111z, -j1- m1,jo- m + 1 J 
mz jz+mZ+1,j1- nl1 +1,-2jz,-(J-m+1 3 z 

with 

[

_jz-mz,_(J-j,-(J+j+1; ~ 
3F~1)=3Fz 1 , 

- 2jz, - (J- m + 1; 
(2.6) 

jO=j1- jz, (J= j1 +jz + 1. 

That (2.6) satisfies (2.5) is easily verified by using the 
relation 

- (d- a)(e- a)F(a-1) 

+[- bc- a(s -1) + (d- a)(e- a) + (a- b)(a- c)(l-z)]F(a) 

+ [8 - 1 + (- 2a + b + c - 1)(1 - z) ]aF(a + 1) 

+ a(a + 1)(1- z)F(a + 2) = 0 (2.7) 

where F(a) =3FZ(a, b, c; d, e; z), s=d+e- a- b - c. 

Evidently, it should be possible to obtain another 
formal solution for unrestricted j1, jz, j by the operation 
!J, that is, by the simultaneous interchanges j1 -jz, 
nil - - m z. This second solution has the form 

a(Z) = r F(Z) ~
-jz+mz,-j1-mb-jo+m+1 J 

mz jz+mZ+1,j1- m 1 +1,-2j1,-(J+m+1 3 z 

where 
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[

-j1 +mb-(J-j,-(J+j+1; ~ 
3F~Z) = 3FZ 1 . 

- 2j1, - (J + m + 1; 

(2.8) 

Let us now assume that one of the representations 
coupled belongs to the discrete class. The assumption 
simplifies the mathematical problem a good deal and 
removes aU uncertainties with regard to the conver
gence of the various series arising in the problem, If 
jz belongs to the positive discrete class D+, then the 
coefficients amz may aU be taken to be zero for nl z < - jz 
without violating (2.5) 0 The series, in this case, begins 
with m z = - jz and the coefficient has the general form 
(2.6). If, on the other hand, j1 belongs to the negative 
discrete class D-, then the series begins with m z= III 

- j1 and the general form of the coefficient is given by 
(2.8). Thus, the unnormalized CGC is obtained easily 
from the series solution of (2.4) when at least one of the 
representations coupled belongs to the discrete class. 
When jz belongs to D+, j1 belongs to D- and 111 lies be
tween j1 + jz and - j1 - jz, we are at liberty to choose 
either form of the CGC. In this case it is easily shown 
[Slater (1966) ]lZ that 

(2.9) 

For the convergence of the various series arising in 
the subsequent sections it is necessary to assume that 
x is a real or complex variable lying in the region 0 
< Ix I < 1. Nothing prevents us from making such an 
assumption for x may be regarded as a hypothetical va
riable introduced merely to reproduce the results of 
operation by the generators. 

We conclude this section with a remark on the con
vergence of the expressions for the CGC for three con
tinuous series. If j1, jz, j aU belong to the continuous 
(nonexceptional) class DC, then 3FP) diverges for 1111 ~. ~ 
and 3F~Z) diverges for 17Iz < - ~. In this case one must 
use alternative expressions for the coefficients which 
remain convergent for aU values of the magnetic quan
tum numbers. One such expression is 

1- jz + 1/12' - j1 - 11/1, J 
r Ez + niz + 1, - (J + j + 1, - jz - j - nil 

r
-j -1I1,jo- j,j1- nil + 1; ] 

X3 FZ 1 . 

jo - 111 + 1, - jz - j - nil; 

(2.10) 

That this is a solution of (2.5) is easily seen from the 
relation 

(d- a)(e-1)F(a-1, e-1) 

+ [ate - a) + (e - l)(a - d) + (b - a)(c - a)zlF 

a 
_ a(e - a)(l- z)F(a + 1) - -. (e - b)(e - c)zF(a + 1, e + 1) 

c 
= 0 (2.11) 

where 

F= 3FZ(a, b, c; d, e; z), F(a - I, c - 1) 

=3Fz(a-1, b, c; d, e-1; z), etc. 
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From (2.10) another expression for the coefficient is 
obtained by the operation!). A third expression is 

(_ )i2+m2r ~
'1 +]2 -] + 1 ] 

]2 + m 2 + 1']1 - m2 -] + 1 

[

-]2- m2,]0-j, -j- m; ] 
x Fl. 

32 jl- m2-j+l,jo-m+l; 

3. THE DISCRETE PART OF THE SPECTRUM OF 
i-VALUES 

(2.12) 

For the determination of the spectrum of j-values 
appearing in the reduction it seems necessary to express 
the solution of (2.4) in terms of known functions of an
alysis. This is easily done by the sUbstitution e 
= x-iZ(l_ X)"-i-l F which reduces (2.4) to the HG equation 

x{1- x)F" + [2j + (1- X)(jl - j2 - m - 2j + l)]F' 

+ (j + m)(jo - j)F = O. (3. 1) 

Two solutions of interest to us are 

e(l) = X-i 2E(1) 

= x- j2 (1 - X)"-j-i F(- j - rn,]o -], jo - rn + 1, x) (3.2) 

and 

(3.3) 
These are identical with the series solutions of Sec. 2. 
Equation (3,2) corresponds to positive discrete ]2, and 
(3.3) to negative discrete jl' If j2, jl both belong to D+ 
(D-), then it follows from elementary considerations 
that the spectrum of j is purely discrete, of the positive 
(negative) class, and lies in the region] <s jl + j2' ]0 - 111 

+ 1, in this case, is negative but numerically greater 
than j2 + 1112, If j2 belongs to D+ and it to D-, then one of 
the two cases must occur: Either (i) m2 will attain the 
value - j2 or (ii) ml will attain the value jl' It is easily 
seen that jo - m'" 0 in case (i) and <S 0 in case (ii). So, 
the denominator catastrophe does not happen when the 
HGF's in (3.2) and (3.3) are expanded. 

The discrete part of the ]-spe~trum is determined 
easily by applying the operator J 3 = jl,3 - j2,3 to the 
coupled state and using the hermiticity condition. For 
positive discrete j the coupled state can be written in 
the alternative form 

with z = I-x, 

Operating with 

- a a 
J 3 =a-+2(1-z)-

G a GZ' 

we have 

j <P = (_ '2 + 2). (j~ - i)( a + j) . 
3 jm J 111 2f(4f _ 1) <P i _i m 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

This result is obtained by using the relations 

(1 - )dF=ab.F_ab(c-b)(c-a). F( +1 b+1 +2) 
Z dz c ca(c + 1) z a , , c 

(3.6) 

and 

(1 )F _ab(c-a)(c-b). 2F( +1 b+l +2) 
- z - CZ(CZ _ 1) z a , , c 

c(c - a - b - 1) + 2ab F + F( 1 b 1 2) 
- c(c _ 2) . z a - , - , c-

withF=2Fl(a,b,c,z), etc. 

The hermiticity of j 3 now gives 

1 ~12 _ (a*Z-i)4i(4l-1) 
Ai _1m - (-l +ma) 1 a+ j IZ(j~_l) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where AJm is the normalization factor (NF) of <Pim . This 
equation determines the NF and the range of j-values, 
but with a degree of uncertainty. Since the remaining 
factor on the rhs of (3.8) is positive for m 2 > l, the 
ratio IAim/Ai_l ml will be positive if (a*2-l)/(j~-i) 
is so. For discrete ]1>]2 the latter quantity is positive in 
the region j <S jl +]2 and also in the region j > - Ijo I. The 
first region has an upper boundary at j = jl + j2 which j 
cannot cross, and the second region has a lower bound
ary at] = - Ijo I. It is not possible to decide from (3.8) 
alone in which of the regions j will lie in any particular 
case of coupling of two discrete representations. The 
two regions are separated by no man's land stretching 
from - Ijo I to]l + j2' For the coupling of one discrete 
and one continuous representation the situation is more 
definite. Equation (3.8), in this case, permits all values 
of j < - t, - 1 to appear in the reduction. 

4. THE SOMMERFELD-WATSON TRANSFORMATION 

For the determination of the NF and the complete 
spectrum of j-values it is necessary to expand xiz+mz 
(or Xil -mi ) in terms of the coupled states Xjm' The ex
pansion coefficients are complex conjugates of the CGC 
to be determined. We start from the identity [Erdelyi 
(1953) ]13 

~ () (b) [-r,c+n-l,-n; ] 
xr=L(_)" 1(a~ "1) '3F 2 1 

"=0 n. c n - " a, b; 

X(I-x)"F(a+n,b+n, c+2n, 1-x) 

with 

r=jz+m2, n=a-j-1, a=-a-m+1, 

b=- 2]z, c=- 2a+2. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

In the case of coupling of Dj2 and D;l' (4.1) and (4.2) 
give 

_~ [a+m,jo-j, - (J-j ] 
x jZ+m2 = ~ r 

i=Jt+jz j+m+1,-2jz,-2j-1,a-j 

X3F~1){1_x)il+iZ-i F{-j - 111,jo-], - 2j, 1- x) (4. 3) 

=6r [a+m,jo-], - a-j, - 2j, -jo +m J 
i j + 111 + 1, - 2jz, - 2j - 1, a- j, - j + m, - jo -] 
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(4.4) 

The values of j, therefore, decrease from it + ja to 
- 00 in steps of unity, the ratio of the NF's of Ell) and 
Xja+m2 is 

(1)- FIl) 

[

-j2 +ma, -jl +mb <1+m J 
ama -1' j2+ m a+ 1,jl +ml +1,-2ja,-io+ m 3 a 

and the CGC (without the phase factor) is 

(b 11 )*all»l /a = F(l)(_ 2j _ 1)1 /a. 1'(<1+ ~) X 
ma m2 3 a 1'(- 212) 

~ [
" " + ' + J)1/2 ]o-],-<1-],-}z m a,-11 ml 

l' -jo-j, <1-j, -j+m,j+m+1,ja+ma+1,jl +ml +1 

(4.5) 

The CGC for Dja Q9 Djl is obtained from this by the oper
ationj' . 

By using the expansion (4.1) we have obtained a com
plete solution of the CG problem for the coupling of two 
representations of the positive (or negative) discrete 
class. In other cases of coupling the rhs of (4.3) con
tains unwanted values of j, and, for obtaining the cor
rect expansion it becomes necessary to apply the SWT. 
We write the rhs of (4.3) as a sum of residues at j 
= <1- n - 1 of the analytic function 

" [-j_m,jo-j,_<1+ j +1,-<1- j ] 
2rrif(j) =1' 2' 1 + 1 2' - (/ - , - <1- m , - (/2 

X3F~1)(1-x)"-j-1F(-j_m,jo_j,_2j, 1-x). (4.6) 

This sum is equal to the value of f f(j) dj on a suitably 
defined contour in the j-plane. However, instead of this 
contour it is more convenient to choose a larger one 
consisting of the infinite semicircle on the left and the 
line R1 j=-~. Besides the poles at <1-n-1 the larger 
contour C may enclose other poles originating from the 
1'-functions in the numerator of the integrand. If ja be
longs to D+ and jl to If', then the additional poles occur 
at j = - m + k (k = 0,1, ... ), and, hence, lie within C 
only if m > k ~ O. The poles at jo + k, - <1+ k, clearly, 
lie outside C. Hence, 

I j(j) dj = x ja
+
ma + (sum of the residues at - m + k). 

A study of the asymptotic behaviour of j(j) for large Ij I 
(see Paper I, Appendix) shows that the integral vanishes 
for the semicircular part of C. Evaluating the residues 
at - m + k and folding the integral about the real axis 
we, therefore, have 

xjz+ma = (Z + i Lil/~a+1 ~\ 1)(j)* 3F~1) E(l) 
~=_l /Z(-3 /Z) ) 

xr[jO-j, - <1+j + 1, - <1-j,jo +j + 1, - 2j l 
- u- m + 1, - 2ja,j + m + 1, - j + m,jo - m + 1, - 2j - ~ 

(4.7) 
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where 

1)(j) = 1 for discrete j, 

= - cotrr(j + m) for continous j. 

The factors involving the r - functions in b~: and b~t 
are positive, and 

(4.8) 

by Slater's identities. The quotient b~i* / a~i is, there
fore, positive for both discrete and continuous j, and the 
CGC, apart from a phase factor, has the value 

3F~1) [-(2j + 1)1)(j)]1 /2[1'(_ u- m + 1)1'(- 2ja) ]-1 

x([jO~], - <1+j + 1, - <1-],jo +j + 1, -jz + m2J)1/2 

-11 - m l 

ja +ma + 1,j1- m1 + 1,j +m + 1, -j +m (4.9) 

In writing this a phase factor, equal to the square root 
of the coefficient of 3F~1) in (4.8), has been omitted to 
make the expression look like (4.5), 

Equation (4.7) and the equation obtained from it by 
the operationj' give the structure of the CG series for 
the products Dja Q9 DJ

1
: 

D' r{; '" D' + f -1 /a+1 ~ NO d' 
jaQ9Vjl= L.J j -l/a V j ]. 

j=-l (-3 /a) 
(4.10) 

Here, L: denotes a direct sum, f denotes a direct inte
gral, and the values of j in the sum decrease from a 
maximum(- 1 or - t) to - 00 in steps of unity. Since the 
poles of 1'(- j ± m) and r(- 2j - 1) cancel at the point j 
= - t, and since the point j = 0 lies outside C, the re
presentations Do and D_1/Z do not occur in the 
decomposition. 

The last case of coupling to be considered is that of 
D;a and DJ1 . To determine the range of j-values and the 
CGC in this case we have to use both the solutions of 
(2.4). We shall use Eqs. (2.6), (3,2), (4.6) if ma attains 
the value - ja, and the corresponding equations obtained 
after the operation j' if ml attains the value jl' The 
function j(j) and the function j (j) (obtained after the op
erationj') have a set of simple and double poles lying 
along the real j axis. With the double poles and the 
poles in the right half of the j plane we are not con
cerned. The simple poles of j(j) lie in the region 

O-jo ifm,,;jo";O 
and 

O--m if jo~m?O, 

The simple poles of .t(j) lie in the region 

O--m ifjo,,;m,,;O, 

0- - jo if m ~ jo ~ O. 
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Therefore, the spectrum of j has a discrete part only 
if m and jo have the same sign, and the CG series has 
the form 

-(smaller of liol,l ml) 

Dj2 (9 Djl =:0 Dj or - + J.iW+i" ~ dj. 
J=-l (-3 /2) 

Expressions for the CGC are derived in the same man
ner as in the previous cases. 

Unnormalized CGC for three continuous series have 
been already obtained in two different forms in Sec. 2 
by solving the recurrence relations (2.5). The deter
mination of the NF and the spectrum of j-values pre
sents difficulties in this case because of the apparent 
absence of a compact analytic form of the coupled state. 
However, the difficulties can be circumvented and the 
above technique extended to this case also if the domain 
of variation of the complex variable x is suitably re
stricted. Calculations for this case are under way and 
the results will be communicated shortly. 
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New identities on the Riemann tensor* 
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A set of new identities which involve second covariant derivatives and quadratic forms of the Riemann 
tensor are proved. These new identities can be thought of as integrability conditions derived from the 
equations that define the Rieman tensor in terms of the affine connections. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We all know the system of equations which define the 
Riemann tensor RLk in terms of the affine connections 
r~j' These equations are 

(Ojr~k - i\r~) + (Pjkr!j - I'ijr!k) = R~jk" (1) 

It is obvious from Eqs. (1) that R~jk is antisymmetric 
with respect to the indices .i and k, that is 

RLk= - R~kj' (2) 

If we assume that the connections are symmetric, that 
is r~j = r~i (from now on we all assume that the con
nections are symmetric), then we have 

(3) 

Equations (3) involve no derivative of the Riemann ten
SOl'. The famous Bianchi identities which involve first 
order covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor are 

(4) 

Equations (4) can be proved to be independent of Eqs. 
(2) and (3). That is, Eqs. (4) can not be obtained from 
the derivatives of Eqs. (2) and (3). We can give these 
identities some meanings if we regard RLk as given 
functions and Eqs. (1) as partial differential equations 
for r~j' 1,2 From this point of view, Eqs. (2), (3), and 
(4) are integrability conditions for Eqs. (1). NOW, be
sides Eqs. (2), (3) and (4), are there any other in
tegrability conditions? The answer to this question is 
yes if the Riemannian space is of high dimensions. For 
example, in the two-dimensional space, Eqs. (3) and 
(4) are trivial. But in three-dimensional space, Eqs. 
(3) and (4) are not trivial at all. It is the purpose of this 
paper to derive new integrability conditions of Eqs. (1) 
for high-dimensional space and in turn they are the new 
identities on the Riemann tensor. We give the new iden
tities in Sec. 2 and some discussions and comments in 
Sec. 3. We prove the identities in Appendix A. 

2. THE NEW IDENTITIES 

We can obtain the Bianchi identities, Eqs. (4), from 
the following procedure: 

Step 1: Differentiate Eqs. (1) and get 

cm(l jr~k - ?mckr~j = ilmRLk + (lm(PLr!k - I'ik r !). (5) 

Step 2: Change the order of indices .i, k, m, from 
Eqs. (5) using the rule.i - k - m -.i and get 

Cj(\r~m - 2j2mr~k= i\R!km+ 0j(Qkr!m - I'imr!k)' (6) 
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Step 3: Repeat step 2 from Eqs. (6) and get 

0komrL - akajr~m= akR~mj + 0k(qmr!j - r~jr!m)' (7) 

Step 4: Add Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) together and get 

lhs = rhs. 

The lhs is equal to zero since 2mOjr~k= ajamr~k' and the 
rhs contains first derivatives of the Riemann tensor. 
After some algebraic manipulations, we can convert 
the rhs into covariant form. The covariant form version 
of the rhs is the famous Bianchi identities. 

Now we can use this procedure again. 

Step 1: Differentiate Eqs. (5) and obtain 

Step 2: Change the indices .i,k,n, and m from Eqs. 
(8) using the rule.i - k - n - m -.i and get 

Step 3: Repeat step 2 from Eqs. (9) and get 

Step 4: Repeat step 2 from Eqs. (10) and get 

(10) 

(11) 

Step 5: Add Eqs. (8), (9), (10), and (11) all together 
and get 

Ihs = rhs. 

The lhs is equal to zero since anamajr~k= (lj,\cmr;k' The 
right-hand side contains second order derivatives of the 
Riemann tensor. We can convert the rhs into covariant 
form. The covariant version of the rhs is 

+ R;km; nj + R~km; jn + R~jkR!nm + R~nmR;aj 

+ R~mn ;jk + R~mn; kj + R~kmR!jn + R':njnR~ak 

+ R~nj;km + R;ni;mk + R~mnR!kj + R~kjR~am = O. 

Or, in short hand notation, 

(12) 

F(R;jk; mn + RLk; nm + RinjR!mk + RjmkR~an) = O. (12') 

Equations (12) are the new identities on the Riemann 
tensor. 
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3. DISCUSSIONS AND COMMENTS 

(1) The identities, Eqs. (12), mal be derived from 
differentiation of the known identities, such as 
Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). These new identities can 
be thought of as integrability conditions derived 
from Eqs. (1). 

(2) These identities become trivial when Eqs. (1) 
become linear, that is when the (rr - rr) terms 
are absent. So these identities are a kind of mea
sure of the nonlinearity of Eqs. (1). 

(3) For three-dimensional space, Eqs. (12) can be 
derived from Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). (See Appendix 
B.) 

(4) For five-dimensional space or higher, there are 
still new identities on the Riemann tensor. 

(5) Perira2 derived some identities on the Riemann 
tensor which from the point of view of the author 
are all dependent on Eqs. (2), (3), and (4). 

APPENDIX A 

We define the notation F( ••• ) first. F(···) is an 
operator which acts on the indices j, k, m, and n with 
the following property 

F(nmjk) = (nmjk) + (mjkn) + (jknm) + (knmj). (13) 

For example, 

With this definition, we can easily derive two useful 
properties of the operator F(· •• ): 

(i) F(A + B) = F(A) + F(B), 

(ii) F(nmjk) = F(mjkn) = F(jknm) = F(knmj). 

Since 

we get 

F(R!jk; mn + R!jk;nm) 

199 

= F( a nR!jk; m + r~nR~jk; m - qnR!jkm - Pj.R!ak; m 

- r~nR~ja; m - r~nR~jk; a 
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(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

+ terms with nand m interchanged). (18) 

But 

F(rjnR!ak; m + I1.R!ja; m + r:!mR!ak; n + r~mR!jal n + r::'.RLk; a) 

= F(PjnR!ka;m + r~jR!ak; m) + F(r::'j(R!,..; k + R!ak; n + R!kn; a» 

=0. (19) 

Thus Eqs. (18) become 

F(R!jk; mn + R!jk; nm) 

= F(cnRLk;m - r!nR~jk;m - qnR!jk;m + ilmRLk; n 

+ r!mRjjk; n - ~mR!jk; n - ~mR!jk;.J· 

Substituting the following equation 

into Eqs. (20), we finally get4 

F(RLk; mn + RLk; nm + RjnjR!mk + R::'njR!ak) 

= 2.F(cncmR ijk + cncm(rjjr!k - ~kr!i)) 

=0. 

APPENDIX B 

For three-dimensional space, at least two of the 
indices n, m, j, k, must be equal. Let us say n = m, 
then the lhs of Eqs. (12) become 

R!jk ;mm + RLk ;mm + Rlkm;jm + R!km;mj + Rlmm;kj + Rlmm;ik 

(20) 

(22) 

+ Rlmj; mk + Rlmj;km + RjmjR!mk + RjmkR!am + RimkR!jm 

+ R~jmRlam + RjimR!km + R::'kmR!aj + RjkmR!mj 

+ R~mjR!ak= (R!jk;m + R!km; j + R!mj); m x2 = O. 

Thus we prove the statement that Eqs. (12) are derivable 
from Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) in the three-dimensional 
case. 

*Work partially supported by the National Science Foundation 
Council of Taiwan. 

tC. M. Pereira, J. Math. Phys. 13, 1542 (1972). 
2C.M. Pereira, J. Math. Phys. 15, 269 (1974). 
3Thanks to Professor C. M. Pereira and the referee for 
pointing out this possibility. 

4We can use normal coordinates to simplify the calculation. 
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The semi-Euclidean approach in statistical mechanics. I. 
Basic expansion steps and estimates * 

Paul Federbush 

Department of Mathematics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
(Received 29 April 1975) 

The semi-Euclidean formulation, developed in constructive quantum field theory to handle boson-fermion 
models, is adapted to the statistical mechanics setting. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1 Do Brydges and I presented a formulation for 
treating boson-fermion models, taking powerful tech
niques for using Euclidean fields to study Boson models 
in constructive quantum field theory, and combining 
these with operator methods to handle the fermions. 
This, the semi-Euclidean approach, now seems like 
a useful framework to study such theories. In Ref. 2 
Brydges studies the generalized Yukawa model using 
semi-Euclidean methods. In Ref. 3 techniques patterned 
after those in Refs. 1 and 2 were applied to prove the 
classic theorem of Dyson and Lenard 4 on the stability 
of matter. In the present series of papers I intend to 
introduce a full semi-Euclidean formalism into statisti
cal mechanics, furthering the flow of ideas from con
structive quantum field theory into more classical fields 
of physics. 

Ginibre has made beautiful applications of functional 
integration techniques in statistical mechanics. 5 The 
formalism to be presented here will have many points 
in common with that of Ginibre. The interlacing we will 
see between the viewpoints of Refs. 1 and 5 seems very 
satisfying. The interactions in the stability of matter 
problem- - l/r forces between positively and negatively 
charged particles-would not lead to stability in the 
absence of the kinetic energy generated by the exclusion 
principle for the negative charges. 6 This effect may be 
difficult to make explicit in the formalism of Ginibre, 
and the potentials considered in Ref. 5 exclude such 
forces. Our first long range goal will be to obtain the 
existence of the infinite volume correlation functions 
for the matter problem with the interaction l/r modified 
to exp(- nr)/r (this interaction still is excluded in Ref, 
5). The extension to the long range l/r interaction is 
deferred. 

Our avenue to the infinite volume correlation functions 
will hopefully be the adaptation of the cluster expansion 
of Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer 7 to the present formalism. 
In the present paper the cluster expansion is not de
veloped. However, we do present some of the expansion 
operations to be used-differentiation of the exponent 
and a pull-through formula. The pull-through formula 
is used to generate a Ginibre-like expansion for cor
relation functions. We also present operator estimates 
substituting for the "defermiation" estimates of Ref. 1. 
These estimates-to be used in the proof of convergence 
of the cluster expansion-convert operator expressions 
to a context with commutivity. As an example we esti
mate some terms in the expansion of a correlation 
function. 
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The field theory of boson models, the field theory of 
boson-fermion models, and the field theory of second 
quantized matter in statistical mechanics provide three 
types of field theories-with striking similarities and 
striking differences-that will develop with mutual en
richment. 

1. NOTATION 

We work with H of the form 

H =Ho + 1s J dz 1 dZ 2 : ~I/J(z 1) V(z 1> z2) /iiI/J(Z2): (1. 1) 

with V symmetric in z 1 and z2 and Ho the sum of a multi
ple of the number operator with the kinetic energy form 
for Di~ichlet data on the boundary of a fixed volume V. 
I/J and I/J are annihilation and creation fields for a fermion 
or boson particle. The extension to more general po
tential interactions and more than one species of particle 
is straightforward (such as for protons and electrons 
moving in a fixed background charge). The objects from 
statistical mechanics we will study are of the form 

(1.2) 

where the Ii correspond to imaginary times, the Ii de
creasing 0 <' t i <' (3, and the I/J(x;, t;) are obtained from 
I/J(x) by progagation under H for an imaginary time Ii' 
We now expunge this definition of the I/J(Xi, Ii) from our 
memory and follow an alternate line of development. 

We define I/J(x, l) "" I/J(x) , the I introduced only as a label 
to enable us to time order. H(L) is H expressed in terms 
of the I/J(l) and Ifj(t): 

H(I) = (- 1/2111) Ifj(z, l) '72I/J(z, L) + tJ.1Jj(z, t) I/J(z, t) 

+ 1 : 1fjI/J(z 1, t) V(z 1, z2) 1fjI/J(z 2, t): (1. 3) 

(integrals are suppressed). (1. 2) becomes 

Tr[Texp[- t H(t)dtllfj(xj,1 1) oooI/J(xn, In)l (1.4) 
. 0 

with T the time-ordering operation familiar to physicists. 
In fact (1. 4) is essentially the interaction representation 
with the interaction taken to be the full Hamiltonian-so 
the interaction fields have no true time dependence, as 
our I/J(x, t). Taking (1. 4) as a serious expression to 
manipulate and perform estimates with is the heart of the 
semi-Euclidean approach. 

We also want an expression for the path space mea
sure generated by the one-particle free Hamiltonian 

(exp[ - 5(-1/2M" '7
2 + tJ.) lI/J)(v) = J dx J dtJ.~.y I/J(x) , 

(1. 5) 

where J dtJ.~.y is a measure on paths xp(l), 0 <' 1-:; 5, 
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connecting x and y (and lying in V). 

2. EXPANSION STEPS 

In this paper we consider only two operations. The 
first of these, differentiation of the exponent, assumes 
H(t) depends on a parameter A, and so we write H~(t). 
This happens by allowing V(Zj,Z2) to depend on A, and 
so, V~(Zj,z2)' We write (1.4) as 

Tr[T exp(- tH~(t) dt)R]. (2.1) 
o 

R a polynomial in fields. 

Differentiation of the exponent 

d Il 
- Tr[T exp(-j H~(t)dt)R] 
dA 0 

i ll ( rB dH~(s) ) 
= ds Tr Texp(- ~ H~(t)dt) ~R . 

o 

(2.2) 

The other operation is a pull-through operation. (The 
pull-through operation used in Refs. 1 and 2, different 
from the one presented here, may be useful in some 
circumstances. ) 

Pull·through formula 

T exp(- t H(t) dt) Ifj(x, a) 
a 

=T JdyJdrN:;a)Ifj(y,b) 

X exp (- t [H(t) + V(xp(t) , z) Ifjzp(z)] dt). (2.3) 

We will not write the similar expression for zp and more 
general potentials. 

This pull-through formula provides the connection 
between the semi-Euclidean formulation and the work 
of Ginibre, as we will see in the next section. 

To prove (2.3), we consider the equality 

T J dy J dIN:;a) Ifj(y, b) exp (- f[H(t) + V(xp,Z)IfjZP(Z)]dt) 

- T exp( - t H(t) dt) Ifj(x, a) 
a 

X exp (- [ (H(t) + V(xp, Z )lfjzp) dt) ] (2.4) 

and verify that the differentiation with respect to s in 
the brackets gives zero. 

3. GINIBRE-TYPE EXPANSION 

For clarity we confine our attention to the following 
correlation function F(X2, t2, Xj, tj): 

F = Tr(T exp[ - tH(t) dt] ZP(x2' 12) Ifj(xu tj» (3.1) 
o 

with (3 -, t2 'tl '> O. We now use the pull-through formula 
(2.3) to move Ifj(x, t) to the left. We may also use the 
relation 

Ifj(x, 0) =Ifj(x, (3), (3.2) 

following from commutativity of the trace-see (4. 1) in 
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(3 

FIG. 1. Graphi
cal representa
tion of G,. 

the next section-giving rise to well-known periodicity of 
our correlation functions. As Ifj is continuously moved 
to left, and re- entered at right by (3. 2), a series of 
terms is generated by the possibility of contraction with 
zp after any number of sweeps. 

zp(x) i(Y) - EIfj(y) zp(x) = Ii(x - y) (3.3) 

with E = 1 for bosons and E = - 1 for fermions. (3.1) then 
becomes 

(3.4) 

The G; are represented graphically in Fig. 1. Expres
sions for Go, Gu and GN follow: 

Go=Tr[T J df-L;;;:;I) exp (-.( H(t)dt) 

x exp(- {2 [V(xp(t),Z)iP"ZP(Z)]dt)], (3.5) 

G = (E) TJ T J dw J df-L(Il-tj) J df-L t2 exp(- r'l H(t) dt) 
1 L 1 Xl'W t W t 'X2 Jo 

x exp (- tl V(xp ,z)1fj </!(Z)dt)expL t V(xp ,z)iP"</!(z)d~ o I \ t2 0 [J 

Xexp(-l2 [V(xp ,z)Ifj</!(z) + V(xp ,z)Ifj</!(z) 
t lot 

+V(xpo,xpt)]dt)], (3.6) 

GN= (Et Tr{T J dWj ooodWN J df-L;Il-~I) 000 df-L~. w. 
l' 1 z' 1+1 

x exp [- ft (E V(xPj' z) zp</!(z) + 

xexp[- ~ (Pol V(xpj,z)iP"</!(z) 

+ 6 V(xp.,xp .) dt 
N-t ) ] 

OEi(i 'J 

xexp[- {2(t V(xp.,z)iP"</!(z) + 
t j J=O J 

N 

6 
l~i< j 

t 
o ~ i < j 

(3.7) 

This expansion may be compared to the expansions of 
Ginibre in Ref. 5. We will not here make explicit an 
expression for R N • However, in Appendix C an explicit 
expression for RI is given, and estimated as an example 
of the operator estimates given in the next section. In 
Appendix B Go is Similarly estimated. Future applica
tions of the semi-Euclidean formalism depend on our 
ability to control estimates- - Appendix B and Appendix 
C are simpler than the estimates needed in the cluster 
expansion, but use the same basic techniques. 
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4. OPERATOR ESTIMATES 

We collect here, first, well-known estimates we will 
use concerning traces; recall an operator estimate 
from Ref. 1; and finally present a cute new estimate for 
traces in a theorem. 

We begin with the well-known facts: 

Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), (4.1) 

~
A ~ B =* Tr(e-A ) ~ Tr(e-B

), (4.2) 

A? 0 =* Tr(A) ~ 0, (4.3) 

A ~ B =* Tr(CAC*) ~ Tr(CBC*), (4.4) 

ITr(AC) I ~ [Tr(AA*)]1/2 0 [Tr(CC*)]1/2, (4.5) 

I Tr(ABC) I ~ [Tr(AA *)]112 ·IIBII • [Tr(CC*)]1 12. (4.6) 

We recall from Ref. 1: 

Estimate: Let H(t) ~ C(t) with C(t) a numerical function. 
Then 

(8 Il 
IITexp(-ll H(t)dt)ll~exp(-~ C(t)dt). (4.7) 

The following theorem is an estimate similar to this 
last estimate, but for traces. 

Theorem: Let H(l) ~Jl + C(t) with C(t) a numerical 
function and Jl a i-independent operator. Then 

ITr(Texp[-.f H(t)dt]) I ~ Tr(exp(-{3Jl)·exp(- .(C(t)dt). 

(4.8) 

A proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix A. 

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF TIME-ORDERED TRACE 
INEQUALITY 

The inequality follows by taking limits in a discrete 
form of the result, stated in the following lemma, and 
using (4.2). The lemma is a special case of Corollary 
3. 2 in Ref. 8. 

Lemma: 

I Tr(A1 ..,A2N) I . .,; If {Tr[~An2N-I ]}1I2N. (AI) 
• 

(The restriction of the product of A/s to contain a power 
of two elements is a function of our method of proof. ) 

Proof: We prove the result by induction on N. First 
forN=l: 

I Tr(AIA 2) I ~ [Tr(AIAf)]I 12 0 [Tr(A0f) ]112. (A2) 

This is just (4.5). Assume (AI) holds for N and proceed 
to the N + 1 case: 

N-I N I 
Tr[(B1Bf)z ]=Tr[(AfAIA0f)2 -]. (A5) 

(4.1) was here used. By the induction hypothesis, 

~{Tr[(AzAt)2Nn1l2{Tr[(AfAI)2NJ}lIz . (A6) 

Substituting (A6) back in (A4) we obtain the (N + l)th 
relation, completing the induction. 

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATE FOR Go 

Go is given in (3.5). To obtain an estimate for Go, we 
require two estimates; we write as follows: 

HoI2 + ± J dz I dz z : if;</J(z I) V(z 1 ,zz) i)i</J(zz) : >Ko, (B1) 

Ho/2+ i J dz l dz 2: ~</J(ZI) V(ZI,Z2) 'iP</J(zz): 

+ J dz V(x,z) if;</J(z) >KI. (B2) 

We do not discuss evaluation of Ko and Kl here, as de
pending on V, the volume, and the interaction. However, 
it is important to note that in these evaluations the 
kinetic energy arising in the Fermion case may be ex
ploited (see Ref. 3). We now use (4.8) to obtain 

x exp[ - Ko({3 - (12 - tl» J 

(M/27T) 3 12 (AI Ix2 -x I 12
) 

• 112-t113/2 exp -2" (t 2-11) 
(B3) 

APPENDIX C: Estimate for R I 

We graphically represent Rl in Fig. 2. For definite
ness we require 2/3{3 ~. t2 :> 11 " (3/3, this is not essential. 
Having pulled-through if; past 12 without contraction with 
</J, we stop at 2/3{3 and then pull-through </J to 1/3{3. The 
resulting expression for R 1 is 

J J (2/38-tl) J <12-1/38) 
R j =E dWl dW 2 dll x l' wI dll w2 • X2 

x Tr[Texp(- t H(t)dt)~(wI,2/3{3) 
2/31l 

• exp(- t /31l
[H(t) + V(xp ,z)~</J(z)ldt) 

t2 I 

oexp(-l2[H(t)+V(xP ,z)~IjJ(z) 
tl 1 

+ V(xP2 ,z)/PIjJ(z) + V(XPI,xpzlJdt) 

.exp (- tl[H(t)+V(xp ,z)if;IjJ(z)]dl\ 
11/3 z ) 

X IjJ(W2' 1/3(3) exp(- .f/3H(t)dn]. 

We abbreviate this as 

RI = E J dW I dW 2 J dll j dll 2 exp (- {2 V(xPI ' xP2 ) dl) 

x Tr[T EI ~(wI)E2E3E41jJ(W2)E5]' 

(C1) 

(C2) 

with 

(A3) where the Ei are the obvious exponentials, except that, 
as indicated, a portion of E3 has been separated out 
explicitly. We use (4.6): 

B i =A2i _1 A2i 

~ I1 {Tr[(B i Bf)2
N

-
1

l}1I2
N 

i 
(A4) 

by the induction hypothesis. We consider one of these 
terms, i = 1, for notational simplicity: 
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FIG. 2. Graphical representation of 
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IRjl .;; f dw jdW 2 f d/-Lj d/-L2 expt ~:2 V(l, 2)dt) 

x {Tr[(TE j) ~(Wj) iJI(Wj)(T*Ef)]}1/2 IIE2EgE411 

using 

2xy .;;x2 +y2, 

we get 

2IRjl';;A+B 

with 

A = f dWj f dW2 f d/-Lj f d/-L2 exp(- ~:2 V(l, 2)dt ) 

x Tr[(TE j) ~(Wj) iJI(wj)(T*Ef)] IIE2EgE411 

and a similar expression for B. 

Let 

t2 If d/-Lj f d/-L2 exp( - f V(l, 2)dt) I .;; C 
tj 

(C3) 

(C4) 

(C5) 

for all Wj and W2' This inequality, a statement con
cerning two particles interacting by a mutual potential, 
can be estimated by standard methods. We get 
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A.;; C Vexp{- [(2/3/3 - t2)Kj + (t2 - t j)K2 + (tj - /3/3)K j J) 

x Tr[exp(- 2/3i3Ho)N] . (C6) 

K2 is defined similarly to Ko and K j • The methods of 
Appendices Band C can be applied in much more com
plicated situations, and can, very essentially, include 
localization. 

*This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GP-17523. 
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The semi-Euclidean approach in statistical mechanics. II. 
The cluster expansion, a special example * 

Paul Federbush 

Department of Mathematics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
(Received 29 April 1975) 

A form of the Glimm-laffe-Spencer cluster expansion, adapted to the statistical mechanics setting, is 
shown to converge for certain two-body potential interactions. The theory treated corresponds to negatively 
charged fermions and positively charged bosons interacting by a modified Coulomb interaction-the 1/ r 
potential, cutoff at high and low momenta, becoming (ll r)(e- Q, -e- Y'). 

INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1 a formalism was presented to adapt the 
semi-Euclidean approach from constructive quantum 
field theory to statistical mechanics. In the present pa
per the Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer cluster expansion2 is 
shown to have a close analog in this setting. The theory 
treated corresponds to negatively charged fermions and 
positively charged bosons interacting by a modified 
Coulomb interaction-the 1/r potential, cutoff at high 
and low momenta, becoming (1/r)(e-ar 

- e-rr
). For suit

able values of the parameters the cluster expansion 
patterned after ReL 2 will be shown to converge. We 
hope to come back in a later paper to the y == 00 case, 
whose treatment should require only technical improve
ments over the present procedure. The methods of Ref. 
3 apply to the interaction treated in the present paper, 
but not to the y = 00 situation. We have no definite ideas 
on how to treat the physically interesting case with Ci 

=0, y=oo. 

A knowledge of Ref. 2 is required to read the present 
paper. Space is cut into unit cubes-the greater flexi
bility of allowing other size cubes is sacrificed to agree 
most completely with Ref. 2. Before presenting fUrther 
details we point out the following similarities and dif
ferences to orient the reader. 

(a) The potential (1/r)(e-ar - e-rr ) is interpolated by 
exactly the same procedure as in Ref. 2. 

(b) Unlike Ref. 2 we here interpolate Hamiltonians 
rather than covariances. 

(c) The interaction portion of the Hamiltonian is inter
polated as indicated in (a). The kinetic energy portion is 
interpolated by erecting parameter dependent barriers
an infinite barrier giving Dirichlet data. 

(d) Estimates of integrals of functions on Euclidean 
space are replaced by operator estimates from Ref. 1, 
characteristic of the semi-Euclidean approach. 

We anticipate extension of the present work to more 
general interactions, as well as the development of a 
cluster expansion for boson-fermion field theory models 
within the semi-Euclidean formalism. 

1. THE CLUSTER EXPANSION 

Space is filled with unit cubes {.c./}. Each.c. i is of the 
form ai <S Xi <S a i + 1, i == 1,2,3 for some set of integers 
(al, a2, as). A union of such cubes is said to be intimately 
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connected if it remains connected after removal of all 
edges and vertices (i. e., contacts must take place 
across faces). The set of faces is denoted by {Ft}, the 
indexing of .c. j and Fi being unrelated. If W is a union 
of cubes, we define 

(1. 1) 

for a small parameter I). 

With a given Was above, we associate the Foch 
Hilbert space, Hw, constructed of functions vanishing 
outside W. Trw is the trace over this Hilbert space. 
Our interaction will be made up of Yukawa interations 
e-rrr /r, in the infinite volume. For a union of cubes W 

we define y:;"(x, y), x and y in W, by 

(1. 2) 

and 

y:;"(x,y)==O ifYEOW. (1. 3) 

Note that 

y~3(X, y) == exp(- n \x - y \)/ \ X - y \. (10 4) 

With a union of cubes W, we associate .c.w, the 
Laplacian on functions defined in W satisfying Dirichlet 
data on oW. A is a fixed finite intimately connected 
union of cubes. -;jJ, <J; and (jj, ¢ are fields describing 
fermions and bosons, respectively. H == HA is the 
Hamiltonian defined on H A: 

HA ==H~ + VA, (1. 5) 

1 - 1 - Jl- Jl-
H~ == - 2M <J;.c.A<J;- 2m ¢.c.A¢ +13l/Jl/J + 73 ¢¢, (1. 6) 

VA=~: (/[Jl/J- ¢¢)vA(-;jJl/J_ ¢¢):, (1. 7) 

VA == q2lv~ _ y~). (1. 8) 

Integrals have been suppressed. If it is clear, the A 
indicators may be omitted. For any union of cubes, W 
say, a similar expression HW may be constructed. Using 
the notation of Ref. 1, we want to consider an expres
sion of the form 

(1.9) 

with A a polynomial in the fields. For simplicity we 
will also assume all the fields in A localized in a fixed 
cube .c.o• 
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We now proceed to consider the interpolated Hamil
tonians. A chanracteristic function for a neighborhood 
of the face F j is defined as follows: 

Xj ={x I d(x, F j) < o} (1. 10) 

With each F j is associated a parameter S j, 0"" S j "" 1. 
We define 

h(s)= (l/s)-l (1.11) 

so that h(O) = 00 and h(l) = O. The barrier potentials are 
given by 

(1. 12) 

(1. 13) 

v s is v interpolated by the same definition as in Ref. 
2. This makes sense since exp(- nr)/r has a Fourier 
transform with the same form as a covariance. Thus 
we have 

(1. 14) 

Time dependences are introduced as in Ref. 1. Finally 
we have the interpolating Hamiltonians: 

Hs(t) = Ho(t) + Vs(t) + Es(t). (1. 15) 

Note Hs(t) =H(t) if, for all i, Sj = 1. 

Weare now set to define the cluster expansion. For 
any union of cubes X define 

X"=A_X (1. 16) 

and Zw by 

(1. 17) 

Our substitute for (3015) of Ref. 2 is the following: 

Tr A[T exp(- ]oBHA(t) dt)A]/Z A 

= 6 Jar Trx[Texp(- J:H~(t)dt)A]ds(r) 'Zxc/Z. 
x 10 Co 
l10eX 
rex (1. 18) 

The notation L c. means that X must be intimately con
nectedo r, as in Ref. 2, is a subset of the faces in the 
interior of X, such that the faces not in r but in the in
terior of X do not separate the interior of X. The result 
we claim is that for fixed /3, m, M, and y- O!, if IJ. and 
O! are large enough and If and 0 are small enough then 
(1. 18) converges uniformly in the volume A. From this 
result follows analogs of all the results in Ref. 2. 

2. UNIFORM STABILITY OF THE POTENTIALS 

The two-body potential v (x, y) is said to be stable if 
for any set of N points {Xi} 

N 

L v(xj,x) '" - CN 
jv 

(2.1) 

for some constant C independent of N and the {Xj}. Ap
plying this definition to our problem, we claim there is 
a constant L such that 
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'" - Lq2Jwdx(~1/! + ¢cp)(x). (2.2) 

We say the v~ are uniformly stable. L is independent of 
W, q, and {Sj}. In fact, L can be picked equal to 
t(y- O!). Without loss of generality we set q = 1 in the 
remainder of this section. 

For orientation we consider the free case, W=R3 

ands j =l, alli. Thenv=exp(-O!lx-yl)/lx-yl 
- exp(- ylx-y 1)/ Ix- y I. There follows 

tIl dxdy: (~I/!- ¢cp)v(~I/!- ¢cp): 

=i f J dx dY(~1/! - ¢cp) J ~ exp(ik 0 x) exp(- ik· y) 

x (k2 ~ 0!2 - k2 ~ Y) (~I/! - ¢ cp ) 

-i f dX(~I/!+¢CP)(x)(y- O!) 

",..:..t(y- O!) f dx(~I/!+¢CP)(x). (2.3) 

We have used the fact that a positively weighted integral 
of operators times their conjugates is positive. 

In the general case v~ is constructed as a positively 
weighted sum, with total weight one, of {v~, in which s 
the values of the Si are restricted to one and zero. It is 
sufficient to prove the result for a single v~. Say the 
Sj in s equal to zero are those for which iEI. Let{cpJ} 
be the set of eigenvectors of A in W satisfying Dirichlet 
data on a Wand F j for i E I: 

ACPj = - AjCPj, 

Assume the CPJ are normalized: 

Jwcp~=1. 

Then 

and 

t J Jw dx dy : (~I/! - ¢cp)v~(~1/! - ¢cp) : 

'" - i Jw dx(/pi/! + ¢cp)v';(x, x) 

as in (2.3). There follows 

'" - i J dx(~1/! + ¢cp) 0 sup v~(x, x). 
x 

We are reduced to estimating v~(x, x): 

w 47T 47T 
vs= _A+0!2- -A+Y 

for the Laplacian satisfying the data in (2.4): 

So 

v~(x, x) = 47T 10" (exp(- 0!2t) - exp(- /32t) Jj dlJ.~.x dt, 

paths (W, s), 

Pau I Federbush 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2.11) 
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where dJJ.~.x is the path space measure constructed for 
mass 1/2 and the paths summed over lie in Wand avoid 
oW and U 1E1 F i • Clearly this is ~ the value of the sum 
over all pathso So 

v'f-(X, x) ~ y- Q. 

3. A GRAND CANONICAL ESTIMATE 

We define local number operators N i : 

Ni = [t::..("!PI/J+¢¢)dx. . , 
For a set of integers {QI} we want to estimate 

G(Q) = Trw[exp(- (3Hf /2)rrN;'i~]. 
i 

(2.12) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

We claim if I W I is the volume of W, and if JJ. is large 
enough, there is a Cl such that 

G(Q).:s (~Q~i) . exp(cll WI). (3.3) 

Letting D(z, V, T) be the grand canonical ensemble par-
tition function, we see 

~ 

D=:L,ZNQN(V, T) 
o 

= (ze2)N QN(V, T) exp(- N) exp(- N) 

= (ze2)N QN(V, T) (~exp(- N i ») exp(- N). 

(3.3) follows from 

and D(ze2 , V, T).:s exp(cl V) for z small enough. 

4. CONVERGENCE 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Convergence is achieved basically the samE: way as 
in Seco 10 of Ref. 2. In (10.1) of Ref. 2 one must 
estimate 

(4.1) 

we have been led to consider 

(4.2) 

To compare the two expressions note: 

(a) The A in (4.1) is an arbitrary volume, and the 
use of X instead of A would have been clearer. 

(b) Our A abbreviates II~¢(xi) (rather an essentially 
equivalent expression); in fact, for the sake of conver
gence we can pick A = 1 as this factor enters 
unessentially. 

(c) The trace substitutes for the Euclidean space in
tegration J d¢ s(r ). 

The differentiations if are performed in (4.2) using 
(2.2) of Ref. 1. Thereafter, a polynomial in the fields 
is downstairs in the trace. We now use (2.3) of [1] to 
move the fields according to the following steps. 
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Step 1: One at a time move each annihilation field ¢, 
I/J to the right [using (3.2) of Ref. 1 to re-enter at left] 
until either it contracts with a creation field, or moves 
without contracting from t = {3 to t == {3/2, in which case 
stop the field at t == {3/2. 

Step 2: One at a time move each creation field cp, l[! 
to the left until either it contracts (with one of the an
nihilation fields at t = {3/2), or else having passed t == 0 
just once, stop the field at t = {3/2, to the left of all an
nihilation fields at t = {3/2. 

At the end of this finite, noninductive, process all the 
fields downstairs in the trace are at t = {3/2, with cre
ation fields all to the left of annihilation fields. With a 
field that has moved from (Xl' tl ) to (xz , tz ) and then con
tracted (for Simplicity without passing t = 0) there is 
associated 

(4.3) 

With a field ¢ that has moved from Xl, tl left to re
entry at t == 0, and then brought to rest at t == {3/2 at 
(x2, (3/2) there is associated 

(4.4) 

These are representative of all possibilities. As in Ref. 
2, we localize-but only the space variables. Thus for 
(4.3) there are two localization indices (h,jz)' That is 
Xl E Ail' x 2 E Aj2 • For (4.4) there are three localization 
indices Vbj2,ja), with Xl E Ajl' WE Ah , XzE Aja · 

There are now sums (over j's, partitions of .r, and 
contractions) and integrals (over s's, x's, t's, and path 
space), the portion of the integrand we now consider is 
of the form 

Trw (E1 ll"!P(X/)fII/J{Yi)E2). (4.5) 

Here El and E2 are time-ordered expone~ials from {3/2 
to i3 and from 0 to 13/2 respectively. The I/J's (I/J's) stand 
for ~'s and '¢'s Ws and ¢'s)o In doing estimates we will 
take absolute values of the integrands, and use 

t Trw (E1 IT ~(Xi) IT I/J{y i)E2) t 

.:s tTrw ~lrr~I/J(Xi)Et) +tTrw (E~ll~l/J{yi)E2)' (4.6) 

Of these terms, that can be estimated alike, we con
sider the first term. All the "!P(x/) in this term have as
sociated to them, by (4.4), a path space integral 

(407) 

From the integrals to be performed we isolate the fol
lowing portion of present interest: 

Trw [El i~ (Jt::. i 3
i 

dX i f dJJ.~~\"!PI/J(Xi») Er] . (4.8) 

We have used the key fact, largely motivating our de
velopment to now, that El does not depend on the inte
grals in (4.7). There are c2 and ca such that 

sup f dJJ.~~~Xi ~ c2 exp[ - cad(Ajzj ' Aj3j )]· 

WiEllj2i 

XiEt::.jai 

Pau I Federbush 
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(Exponential falloffs are good enough for us; we sacri
fice the actual Gaussian falloff.) Using (4.7) from Ref. 
1 and (303), we find that (408) is less than 

c~exp (- ca6d(Cl.j2' Cl.Ja )) exp(cl/ W/)II clt/ exp(cslr I), 
1 1 1 I 

(4.10) 

where IIi a~1 is the product over squares Cl. i , and ai is 
the number of ja' s in Cl.1 • By changing the free param
eters as stated at the end of Sec. 1, c2 and Cs can be 
made arbitrarily small and ca arbitrarily large. Cl is 
not chosen to vary. The factor e" in (3. 2) and exp(csl r 1 ) 

arise as estimates of the exponent 

H(t)? iHo- (N+ 81 r 1 )t(y- a)lf (4. 11) 

using the uniform stability of the interaction. 81 r 1 is 
an estimate of the maximum number of "particles" add
ed to the exponent by (2.3) of Ref. 1. We have kept ~Ho 
in (4.11) rather than Ho to anticipate a development for 
more general interactions. 

Propo 5.1, Propo 5.2, and Prop. 8.1 (for v~) are 
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the same here as in Ref. 2. The completion of estimates 
for convergence are parallel to those in Ref. 2, Seco 
10. There is a mild novelty in the treatment of the bar
rier potentials. 
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Stability of nonlinear parametric-decay interactions in finite 
homogeneous plasma 
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We prove the existence and uniqueness of a stable steady state of stimulated backscattering from a bounded 
homogeneous lossless interaction region, with boundary conditions corresponding to a steady incident pump 
wave-mode Poynting flux and zero-flux input to the decay wave modes. In steady state, once the excitation 
of the interaction region exceeds a certain critical value, the boundary value problem is characterized by a 
finite number of eigenvalues, and associated nontrivial eigenfunctions equilibria of the system, 
corresponding to mutually distinct states of anomalous reflection of the pump wave. A stability analysis of 
these equilibria with respect to small phase and amplitude perturbations reveals that (i) in the vicinity of 
the nonfundamental equilibria the phase perturbations exhibit singUlarities, preventing phase locking from 
occurring, and (ii) in the vicinity of the fundamental equilibrium both the phase and amplitude 
perturbations asymptotically vanish. A WKBJ phase-integral stability condition is derived to show that 
growing normal modes of the amplitude-perturbation boundary-value problem cannot propagate in the 
potential formed by the field of the depleted, spatially inhomogeneous, pump of the fundamental 
equilibrium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We will study the process of stimulated backscatter
ing of radiation from a bounded homogeneous nondissi
pative plasma, resonant for the parametric decay of an 
incident electromagnetic wave, C1> into a backward 
electromagnetic wave, [,2, and a forward electrostatic 
plasma wave, C3' For coherent plane waves, 

CO/ =EO/(x, t) exp(wO/I-kO/ • nxx); 

Ci=l, 2, 3, 

interacting at resonance, 

WI ="'2 +W3 , k1 =k2 +k3 , 

(1) 

(2) 

the slow space-time modulations E",(x, t) due to cou
pling of the electric field amplitudes and phases are 
described, to lowest nonlinear order, by the system of 
coupled equations, 1-4 

'JE1 eEl _ 
-- +1)1 ----M1E2 E 3' at ax (3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Here, the pOSitive x direction is oriented along ku 
which is parallel to k3 but antiparallel to k 2 • Thus, for 
the wave group velocities, 1)0/' determined by the re
spective mode dispersion relations, we have '\ >0, 
v 2 <0, "3 >0. The MOt are positive coupling coefficients. 
Their explicit form for stimulated Raman and Brillouin 
backscattering are presented, for example, in Refs. 
5-6. The plasma is bounded between x = ° and x = L, 
with free space elsewhere. At the boundaries we re
quire EO/ real, 

E/O,t)=E lO >0, E 3(0,t)=0, 

and we specify 

E 2(L, t) = 0, 

(4) 

(5) 
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in order to eliminate convective backward amplification 
of nonzero background thermal noise. 7 

The given two-point boundary value problem has been 
studied analytically as well as numerically by several 
authors, using various approximations. Linear theory 
is due to Bobroff and HausS who, assuming a constant 
pump wave-amplitude, E 1 = E 10 , predict absolute in
stability of the decay waves E 2 ,3 when the gain of the 
interaction region exceeds a certain threshold. Namely, 
when 

(6) 

Manheimer 7 shows that this threshold is identical with 
that for steady reflection, as described by nonlinear 
theory. 

The nonlinear case has been studied analytically in 
steady state by Andersson and Wilhelms son, 5 and 
Andersson,9 who shows that the boundary value problem 
leads to a countable spectrum of eigenvalues and asso
ciated steady eigenfunctions. The analySiS is then con
tinued to obtain a reflection coefficient, under the 
assumption that there is no way to single out one of the 
eigenfunctions as the unique steady-state solution. As 
a consequence, the reflection coefficient is then defined 
as a mean over a certain distribution of eigenvalues. 
The transient numerical analySiS of Harvey and 
SchmidtlO presents a different picture of the interaction. 
First, the solution evolves in time towards an aperiodic 
monotonic structure in space, independent of the initial 
conditions. Second, surprisingly enough, even when the 
amplitudes were placed initially into one of the available 
periodic steady eigenfunctions, they again evolved to
wards the aperiodic steady solution. Since amongst the 
steady eigenfunctions there is just one which is aperiod
ic, the authors concluded that it is just that which rep
resents uniquely the steady state. Finally, to further 
support this conclUSion, the equations were linearized 
around the eigenfunctions and noise was added. In the 
aperiodic case the noise subsided, whereas in the 
periodic one the perturbations grew. 
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The results of Harvey and Schmidt indicate that the 
actual, physically observable, state of anomalous re
flection is represented by the fundamental, aperiodic, 
equilibrium. In the present study we therefore, propose 
to support this assertion analytically, by analyzing the 
stability of the spatial equilibria of system (3) with 
respect to phase and amplitude perturbations. The re
sult is that the fundamental equilibrium is asymptotical
ly stable, whereas the nonfundamental equilibria are 
unstable. In Sec. II, we describe the equilibria. In Sec. 
III, we clarify the concept of stability to be applied, and 
we show that phase perturbations are not coupled to the 
amplitude perturbations. The analysis of phase-pertur
bations, in Sec. IV, shows that in the vicinity of the 
nonfundamental equilibria the wave phases cannot lock. 
In Sec. V, we derive a WKBJ phase-integral stability 
condition to show that the amplitude-perturbations sub
side in the vicinity of the fundamental equilibrium. 

II. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS 

In this section we present, for further reference, the 
steady state solutions of Eqs. (3). Writing E" 
=A", exp4>", , with E", and 4>" real, Eqs. (3) become 

(7) 

(8) 

(G', (3, y) =(1, 2, 3) cycl., 

where ( )°=0/01, ( )'= a/ax, 0"1=-1, 0"2=0"3=1, and 
4>=4>2+4>3-4>1" We now assume ( )°=0, renameA",by 
S" to distinguish between the transient and steady state 
amplitudes, and introduce the normalizations 

If", =S",(MBM,/ivBv y i)I/2. (9) 

We obtain, with 51=52=-1 and 53=1, 

U~=S"UBU,COS4>, 4>~=-(uBuju,,)sin4>. (10) 

The solution of Eqs. (10), subject to conditions (4) and 
(5), is 

4>", =0, 

ul=ulOdn(~,k), U2=u20cn(~,k), U3=u20sn(~,k), 

with 

~=UI0X, k=u20/U 10 . 

(11) 

(12) 

The modulus k of the Jacobian elliptiC solutions is seen 
to be equal to the (transverse action) reflectivity of the 
slab, and is given by boundary condition (5), that is, 

cn(r, k)=O, r=ulQL. (13) 

Equation (13) is only satisfied when 

(14) 

where K(kn ), the quarter period of the Jacobian elliptic 
functions, is equal to the complete elliptic integral of 
the first kind. Since K(k) increases monotonically from 
1T/2 to co, as k runs from 0 to 1, we see that if r <1T/2, 
then k = O. If, on the other hand, r > IT/2, there exist 
unique solutions k n of Eq. (14) such that 

(15 ) 

where 2N -1 = highest odd integer part of (2r /IT). 
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The fundamental solution u~O), associated with ko, 
consists of one quarter period of the Jacobian functions. 

Remark: The fundamental mode is the only eigenfunc
tion which is defined and is continuous for all r E (0,00). 
We recall that for r E (0, IT/2) the solution is trivial. 
For r > IT/2, as r- 00 and k-l, the fundamental mode 
evolves continuously into 

(16) 

which is the unique solution of the boundary value prob
lem for a semi-infinite plasma, L-oo. 

III. STABILITY-BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

A number of stability concepts developed for an 
autonomous system of ordinary differential equations, 

(17) 

can be transferred directly to the (hyperbolic) system 
of first-order partial differential equations (7) and (8). 
Let us therefore recallll ,12 that the stability of system 
(17) is related to the stability of its Singular points 
Ym=O, given by Fm=O. 

In the follOwing, we will analyze the stability of sys
tems (7) and (8) in the spirit of Lyapunov's first method, 
that is, we study the linearized equations in the vicinity 
of the equilibria A" = <f, '" = O. Let us first denote the 
equilibrium solutions of (7) and (8) by ~mnl, m = 1, ... , 
6, n=O, .•. , N-l, withNgivenbyEq. (15). The 
vector Ym is defined as 

Y.,=(A",4>,,), m=I, ... ,6, G'=I, 2, 3. (18) 

Correspondingly, 

(19) 

the solutions being given by (11), and (12) complemented 
by (9). Then, in terms of y"" a variable meaSured from 
equilibrium, 

(20) 

the variational equations corresponding to (7) and (8), 
that is, to 

Y., +v",Y~ =j"'(Yll ••• , Y 6 ), 

are (in matrix form), 

y +By' =J(n)y. 

Here, J(n) is the Jacobian matrix, 

J(·~)=~I ' 
!J a Y j Yj"Yjnl 

and 

B=diag(V, V), V=diag(vl>v2,v3 ). 

The matrix J is quasidiagonal, 

J = diag(Ja , J<t», 

where 

J'+~S" 
-M1S3 -M,S, J 

0 M3S1 

M 3S2 M 3S1 0 
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(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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and 

le. 
-C[ 

-C l J</) = C2 -C2 - C: , 
C3 -C3 -C3 

(27) 

with 

C,,=M,,(SBSjS,,), Ct, /3, y=(I, 2, 3) cycl. (28) 

We thus obtain the important result that in the vicinity 
of the equilibria the amplitude variations are not coupled 
to the phase variations. Namely, with 

ym=(a",<p,,), m=I, ... ,6, fli=l, 2,3, (29) 

Equation (22) becomes 

subject to the boundary conditions, 

aI ,3(0, t) = a2(L, t) = 0, 

(30a) 

(30b) 

(31a) 

(31b) 

and to arbitrary, but not all identically vanishing, ini
tial conditions consistent with (31), that is, 

(32a) 

limcp[ 3(X, 0) = lim<P2(x-, 0) = 0. 
X'" 0+ • x"'L_ 

(32b) 

The variational Eqs. (30) represent a Significant 
simplification with respect to the nonlinear system of 
Eqs. (7) and (8), solely because of the decoupling of the 
aa from the <Pol' Otherwise, since J is a function of x, 
exact integration is still not possible. Furthermore, 
general stability criteria for hyperbolic systems, to the 
best of our knowledge, have not as yet been developed, 
except for the case of identical characteristics 
(VI = 112 = 11 3 ) treated by Zubov. 12 Consequently, we have 
to resort to approximations. In this respect, it is useful 
to realize that since the interaction region is finite, 
with no excitation at the boundaries and initial conditions 
identically zero outside \0, L), asymptotic stability is 
guaranteed whenever the perturbations remain bounded 
at all times, that is when the systems (30) are not abso
lutely unstable, and do not possess Singular solutions. 
Then, namely, Since the systems (30) are linear hyper
bOlic, the response to an initial perturbation eventually 
propagates out of the interaction region. 

IV. PHASE-LOCKING 

In the vicinity of nonfundamental modes, s~n), n > 0, 
the hyperbolic system (30b), 

;p", +1J",<p~ = MOl (SBS/Sa)<P "" -Ca<p, 

Ct,/3,y=(I, 2, 3)cycl, rt>=<P2+<P3-1>I' 

cannot have continuous bounded solutions I3 inside x 

(33) 

E (0, L), since the coefficients C'" are discontinuous and 
singular inside the interaction region. The easiest way 
how to demonstrate the singularity of the solutions is 
to solve the Cauchy problem'3 in the absence of non
diagonal terms in J </)' We obtain 
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1>",(X, t) =g",(x -1J",I) S",(x)/Sa(x -nOlI), 

where 

XE(O,L), 

elsewhere. 

(34) 

(35) 

We now consider the fundamental mode. We Laplace
transform (33), integrate with respect to x, and apply 
the boundary conditions (31b). We obtain 

1), 3(X,P) =_1_ (X expL.J!......(x_~)\ 
• V 1 ,3 Jo \" 1\,3 ) 

X(pg,,3W - ¢(~,P)C,,3W Id~, (36a) 

- 1 fL (P ~ 1>2(X,P)=v
2 

x exp -~(x-~J(pg2W-(j)(~,P)C2Wld~. 

(36b) 

The functions C",(x) are now definite in sign and bounded 
inside (O,L), so that the integrals (36a) and (36b) are 
guaranteed to exist. The inverse Laplace-transforms 
of ¢a therefore also exist and we may interchange the 
order of integration. It follows that: 

1 
<PI 3(x,r)=g, 3(X-1JI 31)---, , 1J 

',3 

x IX <P it - ~, -~ ,~) c, j ~ ) d ~ , 
o \ ',3 

1 
<P2(X, t) = g2(X - 1'2 t) + -;;-

2 

(37a) 

xfL <P(l- '~2~ '~)C2Wd~. (37b) 

On the other hand, we have for 1> = <P2 + <P3 - <p" as 
follows from (33): 

(38) 

(39) 

with the ua given by (12). For the fundamental mode, 
Q(x) is positive definite on (0, L). It follows that 1> is 
not a grOwing mode, and neither are the <Pc; as given by 
(37). Therefore, there exists a time asymptotic solu
tion, and it is easily obtained as follows. Let I>', L / 
In", I. Then g",(x - "",I) = 0, since the argument falls into 
a region where originally g",(x) vanishes identically, and 
the temporal argument of <P under the integral sign in 
(37) becomes just t. Thus, 

, 1 
<p~as) = _ - rt>(as) C",(x). 

l' .'" 
(40) 

The only solution of (40), satisfying the boundary condi
tions (31b) is, 

(41 ) 

so that finally 1>(as) =0. We conclude that in the vicinity 
of the fundamental mode the phases relock. 

V. AMPLITUDE PERTURBATIONS 

Since the instability of the nonfundamental equilibria 
already follows from the behavior of phase perturba
tions, it remains to be shown that the amplitude pertur-
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bations are stable in the vicinity of the fundamental 
mode. In what follows, we establish a suffiCient condi
tion for the stability of system (30a), in terms of a 
WKBJ phase-integral stability criterion for the decay 
wave perturbations a 2 and a3 • This procedure enables 
us to ascertain that the nonlinearly depleted pump wave 
S1) appearing in Eqs. (30a) as the background driving 
field of the decay wave-perturbations, cannot sustain 
growing modes. 

Let us first note that a rigorous stability analysis of 
the system (30a), 

(42a) 

(42b) 

(42c) 

cannot be carried out in closed analytical form. A suffi
cient stability condition can, however, be obtained if 
we notice that, due to the absence of diagonal terms in 
J a , stability is guaranteed if pairwise coupling of the 
equations is stable. Let us consider, for example, the 
coupling of the decay wave-amplitude perturbations a2 

and a3 • From the point of view of the respective Eqs. 
(42b) and (42c), a 1 appears as a source term, which, 
as is clear from (42a), is not a growing mode if lLz and 
a 3 are not growing modes. Thus, in the first iteration, 
if we establish stability of the system (42b) and (42c) in 
the absence of the source, subsequent iterations will not 
lead to growing modes. Consequently, a sufficient and 
necessary condition for the stability of the system, 

(43a) 

(43b) 

(44a) 

(44b) 

is a sufficient condition for the stability of the system 
(42). 

To prove that the system (43) admits as solutions 
only temporally decaying modes, we first have to find 
the dispersion relation for the normal modes of the 
system. Let us therefore Laplace-transform (43), 
neglecting initial conditions, eliminate 312, and substitute 

Y3(X,P) = ZIT exp [- P-(.!... + '!"')xJ. . 2 1}2 1}3 
(45) 

We obtain 

(46) 

with 

ufo=-A~oM2M3/V2~13' a=l/v3 -1/v2• 

We now Subject the WKBJ solutions of (46) to the bound
ary conditions (44). The requirement Rep <0, then 
entails a stability threShold condition. To simplify the 
analySiS, we will look for solutions with p real, in the 
vicinity of p = O. The construction of the WKBJ solutions 
of (46) in the vicinity of p = ° depends on the degree, k, 
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of pump depletion, as given by (44b). This is seen as 
follows: The function K=K3(X,O) is 

K = tu~o(3 dn2 -I - k'2 + 3k' /dn2
) '= tU~o</l, (47) 

with k' = (I - k2)1/ 2 the complementary modulus. The 
function </I, defined on ~ EO (0, K> and k' Eo: (0,1>, has the 
following properties: 

(1) ,~is even with respect to ~=K/2. For k'=I, 
>./!(~,k')=4. When k' <1, til has a minimum at 
~=K/2, equal to </Jm=6k'-I-k,2. Thus: 

(2) When k' >k;=3 -VB, then 'P >0. When k' <k;, 
</I(~) has two zeros, which we denote by </J(a) 
=</I(b)=O, a <b. Clearly, a +b=K. The function 
</JW is shown in Fig. 1. 

Therefore, 

(i) when k' > k~, the boundary conditions can be 
directly applied to the WKBJ solution14 

Z = K~/4[A exp(inp) + B exp(- in p)], (48) 

where 

n/o,x)=.r K~/2(x1,P)dx1' (49) 

(ii) when pump depletion is strong, k' <k;, Eq. (46) 
has two turning points and we must apply con
nection techniques. 

Let us first consider case (0. Applying the boundary 
conditions (44a) to (45), with Z given by (48), and mak
ing use of the fact that !'(L) = 0, we obtain the dispersion 
relation 

t[Pa - ~(lnK3) L] sinn/O, L) + (Kj! 2)L cosn/o, L) = 0, (50) 

with Slp(O,L) given by (49). More explicitly, 

(q/2)R(q)sinSlq(0,L) +S(q)cosSlq(O,LhO, (51) 

with q = ap and 

(52a) 

S(q) = (u~o - u~o k2 /2 _ q2 /4)3/2. (52b) 

It follows from (51) that when q=O, then 

FIG. 1. The null-growth (p~O) potentiall/J(~,k), as given by 
Eq. (47), for the propagation of the decay wave-amplitude 
perturbations in the field of the spatially inhomogeneous pump
wave Eq. (44b). For weaker reflection (or pump depletion), 
specifically when k' > k~ ~ 3 -.,[8, I/J is positive-definite. A small 
negative growth rate shifts the potential downwards. 
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n(0,L)",nq=0(0,L)=(2n-l)7T/2, n=l, 2, .... 

Let us first establish bounds for n(O,L), to show that 
the threshold excitation is just 71/2. The function ,p, 
defined by (47), satisfies the inequality 

<J!2/4<; <J!<;2dn2+2k,2/dn2, 

so that further, 

<J!/2 <; </;1/2<; {2(dn +k'/dn)' 

Upon integration over (0, L), we obtain 

[6E(k)-(1 +k,2)K(k)l!4<;n(O,L) <71/12, 

where E(I?) is the complete elliptic integral of the sec
ond kind. Thus, 

0.74 <nco, L) < 71/12 (53) 

for all k' >k~. We note that the bounds (53) for n(O,L) 
are established very conservatively, since they are 
derived from inequalities valid locally. The phase
integral n(O,L) thus lies in the neighborhood of 71/2 and, 
due to the continuity of the functions Seq), R(q) and nq, 
the only acceptable solutions, q", of Eq. (51), are those 
which lie in the vicinity of q = 0, corresponding to values 
of n(O,L) in the vicinity of 71/2. Now, we obtain the 
stability threshold condition as follows. Writing 

nq=n +(dnq/dq)q",n +Dq, 

we define an implicit function of q and n, given by (51). 
Thus, 

dq I S(O) 
dn q=O ("H/2 = ~R(O) -DS(O) 

This expression can be shown to be always positive 
(Appendix A), so that finally q <0 if and only if 

n(O,L) <71/2. (54) 

We now turn to the case (ii) /;;' <J?~. Equation (46) now 
has two turning points, which we denote aq and bq , 

corresponding, respectively, to the zeros 'pea) and ,pCb), 
as shown on Fig. 1. The regions I"'<O,a.) and III"'(bq,L) 
are "wells" and II'" (oa, Dq) is a barrier. Proceeding by 
standard techniques, 14 we join together the WKBJ 
approximations in regions I and III through Oq and bq , 

and apply the boundary conditions (44a). We obtain, in 
analogy with Eq. (51), 

(55) 

where 

(56) 

D 1 , 2 = exp( - s )/4 ± exps, (57) 

s = r q 
(- K3)!/2dx. (58) 

"q 

Since DI >0 and D2 <0, it is easy to show, similarly as 
in case (i), that q <0 if and only if 

2n(0, a) < 71/2. (59) 

This concludes the first part of the stability analySiS. 

It remains to be shown that conditions (54) and (59) 
are indeed satisfied. Since the condition (59) is more 
easily satisfied than is (54), it suffices to prove the 
latter, that is, 
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(60) 

with <J!given by (47). To start with, when k=O, then 
'p=4, and n(k)=K(0)=71/2. This is seen to be the sta
bility threshold condition (6) for the constant pump 
approximation. Now let k > 0. Making use of Schwarz'S 
inequality, 

CCfgdx ]2<; U;'bf2dx ] [fa" g2dxj, 

we obtain, with f = 'pl/2 and g = 1, 

n(k) <t[K(k)foK(k) kdxjl/2",/(k). 

The integral I(k), evaluated as 

I(k) = ~Kl/2[6E _ (1 + k'2)Kjl /2, 

decreases on the interval kE <O,kO>, and 1(0)=71/2. 
This concludes the analysis. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(61) 

(62) 

From a linear point of View, the asymptotic stability 
of the fundamental mode guarantees that the transient 
solution of the system will approach this equilibrium 
from any given initial state. This, unfortunately, is not 
necessarily true for a nonlinear system. However, 
inasmuch as we can rely on physical intuition, the ini
tial conditions for the decay interaction should lie in the 
region of attraction of the fundamental mode. Namely, 
let r > 71/2 with an initially uniform pump and zero 
decay wave-amplitudes. Since at these conditions the 
decay-waves are driven absolutely unstable, they will 
grow within the entire extent of the interaction region 
but not uniformly, since the boundary conditions define 
the electrostatic wave at the front edge of the slab, and 
the backscattered electromagnetic wave at the back 
edge of the slab. Thus, the decay waves will build up in 
the directions, respectively, of their group velocities. 
In turn, transverse action conservation requires the 
pump-wave to be depleted in the direction of its propa
gation. The transient response thus evolves towards the 
fundamental mode. 

There is no doubt that the steady state is acceSSible 
in the case of weak eXCitation, when the fundamental 
mode lies in the vicinity of the initial conditions. How
ever, the perturbation method applied in this study to 
analyze the stability in the small of the equilibria is 
inadequate to provide any information pertaining to the 
behavior of the system initially far from equilibrium. 
A more profound understanding of the interaction, based 
on Lyapunov's direct method, is therefore required. 
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APPENDIX 

We will prove that if k' > kc = 3 - /8, then 

~R(O) -DS(O) > 0, 

where R(O) and S(O) are given by (52 a) and (52b) 
respectively, and 
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Do= dn.(O,L) I . 
dq 0"0 

(AI) 

Let us first calculate D. We have, with n. given by 
(49), 

D= - t JL K-1/2(lnf)' dx, 
a 

(A3) 

and with K given by (47), 

D= 1 f 1(f4 _ 1 +k'2 f2 +k I2 )-1/2 df. (A4) 
2u10f3 k' 3 

When (1 +k'2)/3 <2k', which is just equivalent to the 
assumption I?' >k~, the elliptic integral (A4) is equal 
to15 

(A5) 

where F is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first 
kind, with 

al = arccos[(l - k ')/(1 + k'»), P = (6k' - 1 - k'2)/12. 

(A6) 

We can now prove (Al). We first estimate15 that when 
k'>k~, thenK(k)-F(auk) <1. Therefore, 

D «3k')-1/2/2u lO =H/u10' 

and consequently 

iR(O) -DS(O) >iR(O) -HS(O)/u lO ' 

But 
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(A7) 

(A8) 

R(O) - 2H S(O)/ulO > ufo[l - 2H(1 - k2 /2)1/ 2J > 0, (A9) 

since the inequality 1 - 4H2(1 - k2/2) > 0, is equivalent to 
the assumption k' >k;. This completes the proof. 
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Gurtin-type properties associated with wave propagation in a 
superfluid 

J. C. Murray 

Mathematics Department. University of Southampton. Southampton. England S09 5NH 
(Received 2 July 1975) 

Variational and reciprocity principles of the Gurtin type are established for the initial-boundary value 
problem associated with wave propagation in a superfluid. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Variational and reciprocity principles of the Gurtin 
type have been obtained by several authors l

-
4 for the 

linear initial~boundary value problems associated with 
the classical wave equation. These properties have also 
been derived for the initial-boundary value problems 
which arise in other areas of mathematical physics 
such as those in which the governing equation is the 
Schrodinger5 or Klein-Gordon3 equation. The results 
obtained for the classical wave equation in Refs. 1-4 
are applicable to the acoustic problem for an inviscid 
gas. However, at low temperatures quantum effects be
come important and the gas exhibits superfluidity prop
erties. It then becomes necessary to employ two equa
tions to characterize the wave motion. 

It is the purpose of this paper to establish variational 
and reciprocity principles for the linear initial-boundary 
value problem associated with superfluid acoustics. 

2. FORMULATION OF INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEM 

The propagation of sound in a superfluid is governed 
by the equations6 

32p (i2T 
Q(it2 -6P-P2j2=j(x,t), (x,tkDx(O,oo) (2.1) 

and 

where p and T represent the small changes in pressure 
and temperature from their constant equilibrium values. 
The coefficients Q, P, Y, M are the constant equilibrium 
quantities (apo!apOlTO' [(Pn)/(Ps)So2](oSo!oTo)p , - (opo! 
aTo)p , - [(Pn)o!(ps )oSo2)(aso!apO)To' where Po=oPn + Ps and 
(Pn)a,o(Ps)a, So, To, Po are the equilibrium values of 
normal density, superfluid density, entropy, tempera
ture, and pressure. The possible effects of sources are 
accounted for by the prescribed functions j(x, t) and 
g(x, t). 

The quantities p and T are functions of position x 
"'(Xl>X 2 , ••• ,x) and time t defined on DX[O,oO), where 
D is a bounded n-dimensional domain in the Euclidean 
space R" with closure D and a boundary aD which con
sists of the disjoint union of two (n - 1) -dimensional 
domains aD1 and aD2 • The outward normal to aD is de
noted by v and the n-dimensional gradient and Laplacian 
operators are denoted by \J and 6, respectively. In what 
follows we will employ well-behaved real-valued func-
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tions defined on DX[O,oO), and we will assume that cD 
is sufficiently smooth to justify all mathematical opera
tions throughout the analysis. 

To complete the formulation of the initial-boundary 
value problem, we impose the following initial and 
boundary conditions on p and T: 

p(x,O) =fl(X) , T(x,O) =f2(X) , xED, 

ap(x, O) 

at 
() OT(x, 0) _ () . D-

gl X , at -g2 x, X E , 

p(x,t)=h1(x,t), (x,t)EGDx(O,oo), 

T(x, t)= h2(x, t), (x, t) E aD1 x (0, 00), 

aT 
~+kT=h3(X,t), (x,t)EaD 2 x(O,oO), 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where fpgp i= 1,2, hi' j= 1,2,3, are prescribed and 
k (?- 0) is a prescribed function of x. 

3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

It is not difficult to show that Eqs. (2. 1) -(2.4) are 
equivalent to the pair of integro-differential equations 

QP-t*6p-pT=F, (x,t)EDx(O,oo), (3.1) 

yT-t*6T- J.Lp=G, (x,t)EDx(O,oO), (3.2) 

where the convolution of any two functions v(x, t), w{x, t) 

is defined in the usual way by 

v*w(x,t)= f v{x, t1)u;(x,t- t 1ldtu (3.3) 
° and 

F(x,t)=t*j(x,t) + Q[tg1(x) + fl(X)]- !:{tgZ(X)+f2(X)], (3.4) 

G(x,t)=t*g(x,t) -1l[tg1(x)+ fl(X») + y[tg2(x) + f2(X»). (3.5) 

We introduce the functional <pt(p, T) defined on some 
function space L by 

<pt(p, T)= LM[~(QP*P + t*\Jp*' \Jp)- f5p*T - F*p)dT 

+ ~ f5[t(yT*T+ t*\JT*.\JT) - G*T)rI T 

_ ( J.Lt*(p-h
1
)* ap rIa-i f5t*(T-h2)*~T ria J, 0V C'V 

W WI 

+f tf3kt*(T-2h 3 )* Tria, tdO,oo), 

JaD2 

(3.6) 

where, for any two functions v(x, t) and H.J{x, t), 
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..f!.. ov* (lU' 
\7V* • 'ill(' '" LJ - -. 

id 2xj (lx i 

A variational principle can now be stated in the form 

(3.7) 

for a particular pair of functions (p, T) if and only if 
(p, T) is a solution of the initial-boundary value problem 
(2.1)-(2.7). 

Proof: By proceeding in the usual manner of the varia
tional calculus and using the divergence theorem we find 

+ f3 Iv (yT - t* t:. T - IlP - G)* 15 T d T 

- 11 ( t*(p - h1)* -1- (l5p) du 
JaD uV 

+ f3 !aD 2 t* (~~ + kT - h3)* I5T du, t do, 00). 
(3.8) 

If (p, T) satisfies the initial-boundary value problem, 
then (3.7) holds. Conversely, if (3.7) holds, then, 
setting I5pjO onDx[O,co), I5T(=O on DX[O,ao),(a/av)(l5p) 

=0 on (lDx[O,oo), (a/2v)(I5T)=0 on aD1x[0,ao), and I5T 
=0 on ilD 2 x[0,ao), we obtain 

1 (!J'p-t*t:.p-f3T-F)*l5pdT=O, tdo,ao), 
D 

(3.9) 

so that by the fundamental theorem of the variational 
calculus1 Eq. (3.1) follows. Similarly Eq. (3.2) can be 
obtained by choosing I5T(=O on DX[O,ao), (a/av)(l5p)=O 

on ?D x[O,oo), (il/ (lv)(I5T)= ° on ilDl x[O,ao), and I5T= ° 
on aD2 x [0, co), and again appealing to the fundamental 
theorem of the variational calculus. Also by the ap
propriate choice of (a/2v)(l5p), (a/av)(I5T) and I5T on ilD 
x[O,oo) we can obtain the boundary conditions (2.5)
(2.7) and the proof is complete. We remark that all the 
boundary and initial conditions are natural for this 
variational principle. 

It has been shown recently4 that variational principles 
of the Gurtin type can be simplified by reducing the 
number of convolutions used in the construction of the 
appropriate functional. For the problem under investiga
tion in this paper we can accomplish this by introducing 
the functional X)p, T), where 

(3.10) 

Since 15<1> t = ° if and only if I5X t = 0, the variational princi
ple (3.7) can be stated in the same form as in (3.7) with 
<1> t replaced by Xt • 

To obtain XI' we differentiate (3.6) twice with re
spect to t and find 
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Xt(p, T) 

= I 11 U[!J'P*P + 2!J'p(x,0)p(x, t) + 'ilp* 0 'ilp] 

-f3[p(x,O)'f(x,t) + T(x,O)p(x,t) -p*f] 

- F*p - p(x,O)F(x,t) - F(x,O)p(x,t)}dT 

+ I f3{Hyi'* r* + 2yT(x, O)'f(x, t) + 'ilT* 0 'ilT] 

- G* T - G(x, O)T(x, t) - T(x,O)G(x, t)}dT 

_ ( ll(p-h1)* op du- ( (3(T-h2)* (IT du 
J, 2v J" av m m 1 

+ f 1f3T*(T - 2h3) du, t do,co), 
aD 2 

(3.11) 

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to 
time. 

4. RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLES 

We can set p = IT + q and T= e + It, where the functions 
IT and e satisfy the equations 

a2 IT 32 e 
O';if - t:.IT - {3a7 = 0, (x, t) E: D x (0, ao), (4.1) 

a2 e a2 IT 
y""ij2-t:.e- Il ;if=o, (x,t)E:Dx(O,ao), (4.2) 

together with the conditions (2.3)-(2.7) and the functions 
q and u satisfy the initial-boundary value problem 

-

q(x, 0) =u(x, 0)= 0, x E:D, 

aq(x,O)_ou(x,O)_O -D 
at - at -, x E: , 

q(x,t)=o, (x,t)E:oDx(O,ao), 

u(x,t)=o, (x,t)E:cD1x(0,oo), 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

ou 
GV +ku=O, (x,t)E:oD 2 x(0,co). (4.9) 

The solution of the initial-boundary value problem for 
q and u is unique 7 so that if (q p U i) is the solution of 
equations (4.3)-(4.9) associated with the source pair 
(Jpgi)' i = 1,2, then a reciprocity principle can be 
stated in the form 

J (llfl*q2+{3g1*u2)dT=J (llf2*ql+{3g,*u1)dT. (4.10) 
D D 

Moreover, in the special cases fi '" 0, gi f= 0, i= 1,2 or 
fi f= 0, gi '" 0, i = 1,2, the reciprocity prinCiple reduces 
to the form 

(4.11) 

or 

1 g/u2 dT= 1 g,*u1dT. (4.12) 
D D 

These latter statements of the reciprocity prinCiple are 
similar to those associated with the classical wave 
equation. 2,3 
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To prove (4.10), we use the pair of integro-differen
tial equations equivalent to (4.3)-(4.6) which have the 
form 

C'iq - t* Aq - #u= t*j, (x, t) E (0,00), 

and 

Yu-t*t::.u-fJ.q=t*g, (X,t)E(O,OO). 

We have 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

J (fJ. Clqtq2-fJ.t*t::.qtq2-fJ.#U1*q2)dT=J fJ.t*jl*q2 dT, 
D D 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Subtracting (4.15) from (4.16) and using the divergence 
theorem together with the boundary condition (4. 7), we 
find 

(4.17) 
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Similar ly, by using (4. 14), we obtain 

J fJ.{3(U 2*ql -U1*q2)dT= J (3t*(g2*U1 -g/Uz)dT. (4.18) 
D D 

By differentiating Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) twice with 
respect to t and adding, we obtain (4.10), and the re
ciprocity principle is established. 

lM.E. Gurtin, Quart. Appl. Math. 22, 252 (1964). 
2Ll. G. Chambers, Quart. Appl. Math. 28, 391 (1970). 
3J. C. Murray, J. lnst. Math. Appl. 10, 305 (1972). 
41. Herrera and J. Bielak, Arch. Ratl. Mech. Anal. 53, 131 

(1974) • 
5M.E. Gurtin, J. Math. Phys. 6, 1506 (1965). 
6L.D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Fluid Mechanics 
(Pergamon, London, 1959) 

7J.C. Murray, Phys. Lett. A (1975) (to appear). 
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A geometric formulation of the Taylor theorem for curves 
in affine manifolds* 

StanisYaw L. Bazanski 
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The paper contains a theorem from differential geometry which exhibits the geometrical content of the 
classical Taylor expansion theorem applied to curves in a differentiable manifold, It also presents a review 
of a slightly modified version of the calculus of affine extensions, necessary for the proof of the theorem. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE THEOREM 

In certain applications of differential geometry to 
general relativity one meets Taylor expansions of the 
form 

X"(T)=X"(TO)+(~;)O (T-To)+2~ (~~"\ (T-To)2+ ••• , 

(1. 1) 

where x"( T) (0< = 1, ... ,n) are coordinates of a point p 
= y( T) on an analytiC curve Y, parametrized with T be
longing to a certain interval Ie lR, in an n-dimensional 
differentiable manifold A n' The subscript 0 in (1. 1) de
notes that the coefficients are evaluated at the point q 
= y( To), i. e. , for T= To' A particular example of such a 
situation will be given in a subsequent paper on the con
cept of generalized geodesic deviations and their dynam
ical meaning in the theory of general relativity. 

In general the coefficients of (T- To)k in (1.1), (dkx"/ 

drk)o for 0< = 1, ... , n, are not components of any 
geometric object at the point q. This is inconvenient for 
some applications of the expansion (1. 1) despite the 
fact that all coefficients up to the kth taken together are 
components of an inhomogeneous geometric object-
the k-jet j:Y. The purpose of this paper is to reformulate 
the Taylor theorem in a form which exhibits its geo
metric content and removes the above mentioned incon
venience. Its essential result is expressed in the fol
lowing theorem: 

Theorem: Let Y: lR - n cA n be an analytic curve in an 
open region n of an n-dimensional differentiable mani
fold A n endowed with a symmetric affine connection, 
analytic in n. Then in the tangent space To at a point q 
= y( To) E n there exists a vector curve l: lR - To defined 
by 

1 (JI t) T~l(T)=I(q)+- - (T-T)+'" 
2! dT 0 a 

(1. 2) 

- where (3~t/dT~)o E To (J? = 1,2, ... ) is the absolute 
kth affine extension along Y at the point q of the vector 
t tangent to Y and the series (1. 2) is convergent for T, To 
E Ie lR-such that the exponential map 

(1. 3) 

maps the vectors (T - To)l( T) E To into points y( T) of the 
curve Y for T, To belonging to a certain interval!' c I. 
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Remark 1: The concept of the absolute affine exten
sion of a geometriC object was introduced to differential 
geometry by O. Veblen and T. Y. Thomas. 1,2 A short 
review of definitions and properties concerning this con
cept will be given in Sec. 2 of this article. The coeffi
cients of the series (1. 2) may also be defined by induc
tion as vectors with the following components in the 
natural frame corresponding to coordinates x" (0< 
=1, ... ,n): 

JIt" Dt" 
For k = 1: --=-

dT dT 

(D/ dT-absolute derivative along y); for k = m: 

JIm-j-i- 1 :gi (Djf' ) 
x drm _j-i_l (r~,J dTi d Ti tIL , (1.4) 

where 

X:gf"1 •• • JIf"j :glt"1 JIt"k 
dT dT 0" dTI 000 dTI (1. 5) 

with 

C' '- - - '0'_ ( l)i(l)h (l)k r! 
ijh'''k'- 2! 3! l! i!j!h! "ok! 

and N;1L"l"o.k. being the components of normal tensors 
(cf. Ref. 3 and Sec. 2) which are known functions of the 
curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. The 
summation above runs over all the sets {i,j,h, ... ,k} 
of nonnegative integer solutions of the equation 

i + 2j + 3h + • 0 0 + lk = r. 

From (1. 4) and (1. 5) a few first coefficients in (1. 2) 
may be found as 

:gt'" Dt" 
dT"='dT 
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(1. 6) 

Remark 2: Readers not familiar with the concept of 
the exponential map may treat (1. 3) as a shorthand way 
of saying that the geodesic r l which for 7= 70 passes 
through the point q and for which its tangent vector at 
q (i. e, for 7= 70) is equal to l( 7) will intersect the curve 
yat the point p with coordinates x"'( 7) for the value 7 of 
the affine parameter along r I. If A n is additionally en
dowed with a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) struc
ture, it means the geodesic distance between q and p 
along r l is equal to (g",~l"'l~)1/2(7 - 7 ol. 

The proof of the theorem will follow in Sec. 3. 

2. THE AFFINE EXTENSION OF A GEOMETRIC 
OBJECT 

In the proof of the theorem formulated above, certain 
properties of the notion of the affine extension, in
troduced to differential geometry some fifty years 
ago, 1,2 will occur. Nowadays, however, they are not 
widely known and will, for reference purposes, be here 
shortly reviewed, leaving aside the rather simple 
proofs which may be found in the literature. 3,4 The no
tion of the affine extension was originally introduced by 
means of a construction connected with a special co
ordinate system and it will be here referred to in the 
same way, but the whole construction and its results 
are coordinate independent. One may also execute the 
construction in a wholy coordinate independent manner, 
as will be pointed out in the concluding remarks of this 
section. 

Let {x"'} be a certain coordinate map valid in a 
neighbor hood n cA n of a point q EA n and r;y (x'') a field 
of components of the symmetric affine connection in the 
natural frame corresponding to this map. This field is 
assumed to be analytic in n. 

As is known, an affine geodesic r inAn is a curve de
scribed in the map {x"'}, after an appropriate choice of 
its parameter 7, by the equations 

d2~'" + r'" (~,,) d~~ d~y = 0 
dr Ilr dT d7 ' 

(2.1) 

where 

!;"'(7):=X"'or(7), r~(!;"):=r:y(e,e, ... ,~n); 

all Greek indices range from 1 to n and summation is 
indicated by repeated indices. 

Differentiating (2.1) r - 2 times (r= 2,3, ••• ) with 
respect to T, we get 

dT~'" + r'" d~~1 d~~2 ••• d~IIT = 0 
d7T ~1112·ooIlT d7 dT d7 ' 

(2.2) 

where 

r'" ·-r'" -(r-1)~ r'" ) ~1~2.··IIT· - (~1112,oo~T_1'~T) (~1~2 113'''~T 0 
(2.3) 

and thus for any integer r> 2 the field r:1~2" '~T is de.
fined in n by induction. The comma represents partIal 
differentiation with respect to x'" and the round brackets 
denote the complete symmetrization over all indices in-
side them. 
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Let us take a geodesic r passing through a point q 
with coordinates ~"'(70)=: ~g and let us consider another 
point p on r characterized by the value 7 of the param
eter. For q,prc. n the following Taylor expansion holds: 

~"'(7)=~g+ (~~7"'\ (7-To)+2~ (~~"'\ (7-70)2 

1 (d3~"') +31 drS 0 (T-70)3+ 00 
•• (2.4) 

The index 0 denotes that all derivatives of ~'" are 
evaluated for T= 7 0 , i. e., at the pOint q. From (2.2) 
and (2.3) they can be expressed by means of the values 
of the fields r;1 ••• IIT at the point q and by means of the 
components l"': = (d~'" / dT)o of the vector 1 tangent to r 
at the point q. Therefore, 

~"'(7)=~g+l"'(7-70)-(1/2!)raQ (q) 
1"2 

X l~1l~2( 7 - 70)2 - (1/3! )r'" ~ ~ ~ (q) 
1 2 3 

(2.5) 

For given r;y in n all the coefficients in the series 
above are given. The series (2.5) determines then a 
solution of (2. 1) as a function of 7 in terms of the initial 
conditions ~g and l'" and is convergent in a certain 
neighbor hood U of q, wher e U en. It is a result of the 
analyticity of ray in the region n and of the Cauchy 
theorem on analyticity of solutions of a set of ordinary 
differential equations. 

If one introduces in U a new coordinate map {y"'} such 
that 

x'" -xg=y'" - (1/2! )r; ~ (q)y~1yIl2 
1 2 

- (1/3! )r'" (q)yIl1y~2yB3 -'" 
111112~3 ' 

Eq. (2.5) will, in this new map, take the form 

17"'(7):=y'" 0 r(T)= (T - 70)l"'. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The coordinates y'" are called normal coordinates at the 
point q (or with the point q as their origin). They are 
valid in a neighborhood U of q. Generally, a normal 
coordinate system at q may be defined as one in which 
all geodesics passing through the point q are described 
(possibly after a suitable change of their parameter) by 
a linear equation (2.7). The formula (2.7) also implies 
that any point p rc. U may be connected with q by only one, 
geodesics, i.e., U is a star-shaped neighborhood of q. 

Here is a list of basic properties of normal 
coordinates. 

(i) The pair (U,y"') belongs, under the assumptions of 
this section, to the analytic subatlas onA n. 

(ii) A coordinate map {y""} will be normal at q if and 
only if it can be obtained from a normal coordinate map 
{y"'} at q by means of a nondegenerate linear transfor
mation with coefficients being constant in U. 

A normal coordinate map {y"'} is called associated 
with a map {x"'} at the point q if at q 

(OY"') y'" = 0 and axil = 6;. (2.8) 
q 

Geometrically the coordinate lines of the normal co
ordinate system associated with a system {x"'} are 
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geodesics tangent at q to the coordinate lines of the 
system {xc>}. 

(iii) Let {y"'} and {y"'} be the normal coordinate 
systems associated, respectively, with systems {x"} 
and {x"'} at the point q; then 

y'" = e:;'). I (2.9) 

holds for the normal coordinates of any point P E U -the 
star -shaped neighborhood of q. 

(iv) In the normal coordinate system {y"} at q at any 
point P E U 

r:r"lyr = 0 
(2.10) 

for any integer r> 2. The star is to indicate that the 
components of considered fields are taken in a normal 
coordinate system. (The first of these equations is also 
sufficient to characterize the normal coordinates. ) 

Expanding (2.10) in Taylor series around q, we im
mediately get that 

(v) At the point q, in the normal coordinates at q, 

r;r"(q) = 0 

(2.11) 

for any integers r~ 2 and s ~ O. 

Both the map {xc>} and the normal map {y"'} asso
ciated with it at q define in the tangent space T. at the 
point q the same natural frame 

(a:'" ). = (a~"').' cr= 1, ... ,no 

From this observation and from (2.9) the next property 
follows. 

(vi) If at the point q, in the normal coordinate system 
{y"'} associated with a system {x"'}, a set of components 
A! (L is a collective index) is given which under a trans
formation to another normal coordinate system {y"'}, 
transform like components of a relative tensor, then 
At are numerically equal to components AL in the map 
{x"'} of a geometric object A defined at the point q of An' 
The object A transforms under a change of coordinates 
{x"'} -{x""} (where {y"'} is associated with {x""} at q) 
like a relative tensor of the same weight and kind as A* 
under {y,,} .. {y""}. 

This last property provides the foundation for the 
following constructions. 

Let T be a relative tensor field defined in a neighbor
hood of a point qEA and T';1"'."k be its components in n PtG" ...... , 
the natural frame corresponding to coordinates {x"'}. 
The rth affine extensiongrT(q) of T is defined at the 
point q as a geometric object whose components Yr r",r1 
T:S::8~k(q) in the coordinate map {x"'} are defined as 

(2.12) 
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where T!1~~:S''''k are components of the field T in the 
normal coordinate map {y"'} associated with {x"'} at q. 

Thus, the rth affine extension yrT of a relative tensor 
field T of the type (k, l) is a relative tensor of the same 
weight as T and of the type (k, 1 + r); further 

(2.13) 

The procedure of constructing the affine extension 
may be applied not only to relative tensor fields but also 
to fields of some other geometric objects. One of the 
more important examples is provided by the affine con
nection field of the manifold. Since under a change of 
normal coordinates {y"'}-{y""} the re;. are transforming 
like components of a tensor field, the quantity Y r-2r(q) 
(r= 3,4, 0") defined at the point q in a coordinate sys
tem {x"} by the components 

Nt; (q)' - (a r
-

2
Il1%2) r= 3, 4, "', 

81 ••• 8, . - a y8 r 0 0 • ay83 • ' 
(2.14) 

where I1r'" are the components of the affine connection 
field in the normal coordinate system {y"'} associated to 
{x"} at q, is a tensor called the (r- 2)th normal 
tensor. 

It fulfills the following symmetry conditions 

N'" -N'" -N'" -N'" 818283" ·8r - (8182)83 ... 8, - 8182(83' •• 8,) - (81 8283" .8r ) • 

(2.15) 

The last of them follows from (2. 11). 

Another important object of this kind is provided by 
the concept of the absolute extension of a relative tensor 
field in the direction of a given curve. Let y: I-A n (I 
C lR) be a curve passing through a point q EA n and let 
x"'(<r):=x"'oy(<r) be coordinates in a map {x"'} of points on 
y which belong to a star-shaped neighborhood U of q. 
In the normal coordinates {y"'} associated with {x"'} at 
q the coordinates of the same points on y will be denoted 
by y"'(<r). Let T be a relative tensor field defined in a 
neighborhood of q. The rth absolute extension of T in 
the direction of y at the point q E Y is a relative tensor 
(yrT / d<rr)(q) at q, of the same weight and type as T, 
whose components in the coordinate map {x"'} are defined 
as 

(2.16) 

The formulas (2.12) and (2.14) have defined the ob
jects grT(q) and YT-2 r(q) at a point q. Application of 
these definitions at every point of a convex region of A 
leads to corresponding fields of affine extensions yTT n 

and yr-2 r in that region. These fields may be expressed 
in terms of the field T and its covariant derivatives as 
well as of the curvature tensor of the manifold and its 
covariant derivatives. The corresponding formulas are 
given in the literature. 3,4 Here only some more im
portant examples will be quoted. 

The first normal tensor: The following relation be
tween the curvature tensor and the first normal tensor 

R" 816 = N'" 86Y - N'" 8r6 (2.17) 
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follows from the definition of R'" Bro in the normal co
ordinates and from the tensor character of all the quan
tities involved. Equations (2. 17) and (2. 15) for N'" 8ro 

may be solved algebraically to yield 

N'" 8ro = - hR'" Bro + R'" r85) 

= - t(2R'" Bro + R'" 58r l. (2. 18) 

The second normal tensor: By differentiation of the 
Riemann tensor and by Eq. (2.14), 

R
OI

8rO ;6 = N
Oi

Bore - ~ Bro.' (2.19) 

which together with (2. 15) determines 

6NOI8ro• = - 5ROI
8rO ;E - 4ROI

BoE ;r 

- 3R''.80;r - 2R'" 5.r;B - R"'rE6;8' (2.20) 

It may be shown by induction that the nth normal tensor 
is determined by the curvature tensor and by its 
covariant derivatives up to the order n - 1. 

The extension of a vector: By definition the compo
nents of the first affine extension of a vector Tare 

3~ T" = (o2:~'" ). (2.21) 

However, 

21'*'" = (V' T"')* _ 1"'*"'1'*cr 
oyl' /J. /J.cr· 

(2.22) 

Since the second term here vanishes at the origin q of 
normal coordinates, we see that the first extension of 
a vector (as well as of any other tensor) equals its co
variant derivative 

3T= V'T. (2.23) 

For the second extension, inserting the right-hand 
side of (2.22) into the definition, we obtain 

"'_ (-;P1'*'" ) ._ (_2 (V' TOI)*) 
3 vl'T - oyVoy/J. • - oyV /J. • ( a 1"'*"1'*cr) - ayv /J.a q 

= V'VI" T"'-N"a/J.vT"· (2.24) 

This formula shows (since V' V/J. T'" = 3 v 3/J. T"') that 3 /J.V 
*- ZI ZI , which was also evident from (2.18) and (2.20). 

/J. v 
Similarly 

3 pV I" TOI := V' pV/J. T'" - N'" a/J.v V' p ycr - NOI apv V' I' T cr 

-NOI"p/J. "vTa - N"pv~ "aT" - N"'crpv/J. T a
• (2.25) 

The absolute extension of a vector: The same pro
cedure applied to the absolute extension of a vector 
along a curve y (parametrized by a) leads to (t being the 
tangent vector to y) 

ZIT'" = DTOI. = t~V' TOI 
da da 1"' 

(2.26) 

ZI2T'" := D2T'" _ NOI TPt~tV 
da 2 da2 Pl'V , (2.27) 

(2.28) 
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Generally, for the nth absolute extension, using the 
Leibniz rule for the nth derivative of a product, we get 

ZInT'" ZI"-I DTOI 3 n-I 
------- - --(r'" TPt") dan - da n-I da da n-I P" 

3 0 - 1 DTOI. 0-2 ~n _ 1) 3 n-I-1 3i 
----- - ~ ---(rOl. )-(TPt") 
- da n-1 da i=O i do- n- l - 1 PI' da l • 

Now the formula above can be applied to its first term. 
Repeating this procedure n - 2 times (in the last step 
ZI/do:=D/do-), we come to 

----~~ (r) 
3"T'" D"T" "-2 "_j_2 (n _ j _ 1) 3 "-i-i-1 01. 

dO"" - dan i=O i=O i da n - i - i -1 P~ 

x ~ (DiTPtl") 
du i doi . (2.29) 

Here, for any integer r, 1.; r'; n - 1, we should 
insert 

ZI r ( 1 V (1 ) h ( 1) k r! 
do- r (r;,.,.l= (i,j,h~ ... k) 2f) 3! ... l! i!j!h!" 'k! 

ZI~1 ZI~i ZIIt"1 3 1t"k X __ ••• __ ••• __ ••• __ 

do du dOl dol' (2.30) 

where the summation runs over all the sets {i ,j, h, 
. ,k} of nonnegative integer solutions of the equation 

i+2j+3h+ "·+lk=r. 

In the considerations above use has been made of the 
fact that the Leibniz rule and the formula for the nth de
rivative of a composed function, 5 which led to (2.30), 
apply without any change to the nth absolute extension. 

Formula (2.29) is then a recurrence relation for the 
nth absolute extension in terms of extensions of lower 
order applied to the vector T, its first n - 2 absolute 
derivatives and the tangent vector t. For a particular 
case of T= t it reduces to (1. 4) and (1. 6). Neither (2.29) 
nor (1.4) has been published before. 

In the review presented in this section special co
ordinates have been extensively used. Such an approach 
has made it possible to perform the desired calculations. 
For the very definition of the objects introduced here, 
however, it is not necessary to call for special co
ordinates. These objects may be defined purely geo
metrically, for instance, in the following way. 

Consider the exponential map at the point q, 

exp.: O(T.) -A", 
that is defined as a mapping of an open neighborhood 
O(T.\ of the zero element of the tangent space T. into 
A" under which for any tE O(T.) 

t o-exp.(t) = rt(l), 

where r
t 

is a geodesic such that rt(O) = q with t being 
its tangent vector at q. As it is known,6 expo is a dif
feomorphic mapping of O(T.) onto an open neighborhood 
U cA n of the point q. Under its inverse mapping, In., 
tensor fields on U are dragged along onto tensor fields 
on O(T.) (since dln. is one to one for the domain con
sidered here). Thus to any tensor field T on U there is 
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assigned a tensor field 1'* on O(Tq). Since the partial 
differentiation of tensor fields on a vector space leads 
to tensor fields, the value of the nth partia.l derivative 
of the field 1'* evaluated at the origin of Tq gives the nth 
affine extension of T at q. Similarly, the nth derivative 
of the field 1'* taken in the direction of a curve lnq Y 
(which is passing through the origin of Tq) and evaluated 
there leads to the nth absolute extension of T in the 
direction of y at q. 

3. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Since (1. 1) holds in any coordinates from an analytic 
subatlas, it may be written in the normal coordinates 
{y"'} associated at the point q with the coordinates {x"'} 
originally used in (1.1). Thus, denoting by y"'(T): 
= y'" 0 Y (T), for a point p = Y(T) such that p E Uc fl., where 
U is a neighborhood of q= Y(To) in which (2.5) is con
vergent, we have 

Y"'(T)=tt"(T-TO)+2~ (d;'''')o (T-To)2+ ••• 

+_1_ (d"t*"') (T_T)"+I+ ooo • (3.1) 
(n+1)! dT" 0 0 , 

here tt"': = (dy'"(T)/dT)o are components in the normal 
map {y"'} of the vector t tangent to yat the point q and 
besides that according to (2. 8) the coordinates of the 
pOint q are equal Y"'(Toh: O. 

A geodesic r , passing for the value ao of its affine 
parameter a through the point q with t as its tangent 
vector at q is, according to (2.7), in the map {y"'} de
scribed by the equations 

n'" (a) = (a - ao)t* '" , 

where n"'(a): = y" 0 rl(a). 

(3.2) 

The question for which t the pOint p = y( T) will be lying 
on r t leads to the equation 

n"(a) = y'" (T), (3.3) 

which may have solutions for a set of values of the 
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parameters a and T. We shall limit the number of solu
tions by demanding that a - ao = T - To. Then (3. 3) to
gether with (3.1) and (3.2) determines 

Z*"'= ~'" +..!. (dt*OI.) (T- T ) + ••• 
o 2! dT 0 0 

+_1_ (d"t*") (T- T )"+ •.• 
(n+1)! dT" 0 0 • 

(3.4) 

The series (3.4) is convergent if and only if (3.1) is 
convergent. Formula (3.4) gives a relation between 
components in the map {y"'} of vectors defined at the 
point q. Due to the definition (2. 16) it is equivalent to 
the following vector relation at q 

1 '3t 
t=t(q)+2f d"T(q)(T-To)+'" 

+ __ l_'3"t (q)(T _ T )"+ 000 

(n+ 1)! dT" 0 , 
(3.5) 

and that completes the proof. 
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We use the multiple time scale perturbation method to study the lattice dynamics of an anharmonic 
crystal. The Heisenberg equations of motion for the creation and annihilation operators are solved, and the 
frequency shift and the decay constants are found to the second order. We also discuss briefly how to 
apply our solution to calculate the correlation function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider here the problem of a three-dimensional 
anharmonic crystaL In the second quantized form, the 
phonon creation and annihilation operators obey a sys
tem of coupled nonlinear equations. Techniques of study
ing these coupled phonon problems are plentiful. For 
example, the phonon frequency shifts and lifetimes have 
been calculated by Kokkedee,l using a diagrammatic 
technique, by Maradudin and Fein, 2 using phonon propa
gators, and by Cowley, 3 using the thermodynamic 
Green's function. Later, Wallace4 developed a method 
using undetermined coefficients to renormalize the pho
non creation operators to first order, and it was found 
that the method worked well and was simple compared 
to some of the complicated diagrams summations. 1-3 

In the quest for simple yet powerful techniques to 
solve this many body problem, it is surprising how rare
ly one resorts to methods that abound in nonlinear me
chanics. The authors5 have recently shown how an al
most trivial zeroth order solution of the equations of 
motion lead to the Wigner-Weisskopff approximation 
frequently used in quantum optics. Our primary purpose 
here is to apply a method from nonlinear mechanics, 
that is, the so-called multiple time scale analysis, 6,8 

to the anharmonic crystal problem and show how the 
method easily gives the phonon frequency shifts and life
times to second order, in comparison with the complex
ity of the methods employed in previous treatment. 1-4 

Working directly with the operator equations of motion, 
we show how the successive higher order solution may 
be achieved without encountering the usual secular terms 
in Hamiltonian perturbation theory. Incidentally, the 
subject of secular terms and its removal by a new per
turbation theory has recently been studied by HeIleman 
and Montroll.7 The multiple time scale analysis has 
been applied to many problems. Lee, Lee, and Changa 

applied it to the spontaneous radiation process. Varga 
and Aks9 applied it to the ¢4 model of quantum field 
theory and obtained a first order renormalized Hamil
tonian, while Frieman10 applied it to irreversible ap
proach to equilibrium in gases. We attempt to fill in the 
gap here and apply the method to solids and specifically 
to coupled phonons in an anharmonic crystal. 

In Sec. II, we shall illustrate the principle of multi
ple time scale analysis by applying it to a problem of 
a nonlinear oscillator so that our paper is more or less 
self-contained. The equations of motion for the creation 
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and annihilation operators of the crystal are solved in 
Sec, III. As an application of our general solution, we 
shall apply it to calculate the correlation function in 
Sec. IV. 

II. THE MULTIPLE TIME SCALE PERTURBATION 
EXPANSION (MTSPE) 

Before we go to the more complex analysis of the an
harmonic lattice problem, let us give a simple example 
to illustrate the prinCiples of MTSPE applied to non
linear oscillations. The example is well known, but we 
present it here to make the paper more self-contained. 
Consider a nonlinear equation 

(2.1) 

with w being the frequency (real) and E: a perturbative 
parameter. 

It is well known that the ordinary perturbation theory 
cannot be applied to (2.1) due to the so-called secular 
terms of the form t exp(iwt) , t 2 exp(iwt) , "', etc., in 
the higher order expansions. This divergent difficulty 
can be avoided by introducing the MTSPE as we shall 
illustrate. Let us replace the original single time vari
able t by a collection of variables 7 = (7 0,71,72, ••• ) 

defined by 

7 0 =t, 

7 n = Ent + x"' n?c 1. (2.,2) 

The {xn} in (2.2) are considered independent of each 
other, and hence the new variables {Tn} are also inde
pendent of each other. We shall now generalize /(t) in 
(2.1) into a function of many variables /(7) "" /(7IJ' 7 1, ••• ), 

and require it to obey the following equation: 

;;'f(70, 7 1, ••• ) + w2f(TO' 7 1, .•• ) =~./(7 0,71, ••• )2, (2.3) 

If such a function /(7) is found, then, by simply setting 
all xn = 0, or equivalently all Tn = Ent, we can recover 
the originalf(t). This is the basic principle of MTSPE. 
The generalization to /(7) gives us a partial differential 
equation (2.3), which itself cannot determine f(7) uni
quely. In fact, in the search for such an f(7), we have 
the freedom to impose certain extra conditions upon f. 
As we shall see later, if we choose these conditions 
properly, the secular terms can be systematically re
moved and give rise to a renormalized frequency. 
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Let us expand f(T) into a power series of E, 

f(T} = fO(T} + Efl (T) + ••• , 

then, 

of 0 0 
-=-f+E-f+'" 
ot OTO OTI 

and 

02f 02 02 02 

""'O"il!t =~f+EOT OT f+ E2 0T oT f+··· 
U Uo 01 02 

02 02 

+ E---f + E2~f + ... 
OT10TO OTl 

+ .... (2.5) 

Substituting (205) into (203) and comparing the coeffi
cients to each order of E, we get 

02 

O(E O
): ~fo + w2fo = 0, 

uTo 

02 02 

O(El): ~fl +2 0T OT fo+w 2fl=.fo, 
u 0 0 1 

02 02 02 
0(E2): ij?f2+20T oT fl +~fo 

o 0 1 0 2 

The solution for (2. 6) is Simple, namely, 

fO(T) =A(Tl1 T2, ••• ) exp(iwT o} + c. c., 

(206) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where A(T1 , T 2' o .. } is an arbitrary complex function of 
T 1 , T 2, ••• , etc., and c. c. means its complex conjugate. 
To the next order O(E), we shall substitute (209) into 
(2.7), and find 

02 

~fl + w2fl = [A(T1 , T 2' .•• ) exp(iWT 0) + Co c. J2 
OTO 

- 2 e~1 iw exp(iwT 0) + co Co) . (2.10) 

By integrating (20 10), we can see that the term 
exp(iwT 0) will contribute a secular term of the form 
TO exp(iwT 0) in the fl' To remove this term, we are 
forced to impose an additional condition on A, 

oA 
OTI = 0, (2.11) 

which implies A =A(T2, T3, •• 0), With (2.11), the f1 can 
be integrated to yield a well-behaved function, 

(2.12) 

Proceeding to the next order 0(E2), we shall substi
tute (2. 9) and (2. 12) into (2. 8), 

02f2 2 (101A1 2 . 2A3. ) 
~ + wf2= 3'--wr A exp(zwTo} -3W2exp(z3woT} + c. c. 

+ [- 2iW( :~ )exP(iWT 0) + c. c.] . (2.13) 

Again, the terms proportional to exp(iwT 0) will give rise 
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to secular terms. Hence we shall require the coefficient 
to exp(iWT 0) equal to zero, 

~~A-iW oA=O. 
3 W OT2 

The solution of (2.14) is in the form, 

A(T2' Tg,"') =B(T3' T4, ••• ) exp(iaT 2), 

where 

or 

(2.14) 

A(T2,T3, ••• )=B(Tg,T4, ••• )exp[-i1(IBI 2/W 3)T2 ] 

(2.15) 

From (2.9), (2012), and (2.14), the functionf(T) 
becomes 

f(T) =f(To, T2, Tg, 0") 

= (B(T3 ••• ) exp{iw[To -i(IBI 2/w4 )T2]}+ c. c.) 

+ E( IB 12 /W - (B2/3w2) exp{i2w[ T 0 -i (IB 12/ ~4)T 2]) 

+c.c.)+0(E2)0 (2.16) 

The perturbation scheme can be carried out in a sim
ilar fashion to any order, although the complexity is 
formidable. To the second order, we can set all higher 
order time scale variables T 3 , T 4 , ••• , etc., equal to 
zero, and B(T 3' T 4, ••• ) becomes a constant (independent 
of T 3, T 4, ' •• , etc.). The perturbative equations (2.6), 
(2.7), "', etc., are correct to 0(E2) only. 

The lowest order term fo becomes 

fO(T) = B exp{iw[ T 0 -1 (IB 12 /w4 )T2]) + C. c. 

Setting X 2 = 0, we have 

fo(t) = B exp[i(w + Aw)t] + co co 

with 

Aw = _ E2i I B 12/ w3 
• 

(2. 17) 

(2.18) 

The constant B can be obtained by initial condition. Let 
us suppose 

f(O) = 1, f(O) = 1; 

then 

B=i+O(E) 

and, therefore, 
5 1 

Aw = - E2 12 wa + 0(E3). (2.19) 

We thus see that, by properly choosing these addi
tional conditions in MTSPE, we can systematically re
move the secular terms. Also, from the second order 
solution (2.16), we see that there are two time scales 
involved in the function f(t}, namely the inverse of fre
quency w-1 and shift Aw-1

• The removal of the secular 
terms defines the behavior of f(t) in these time scales. 
Higher order Tk'S, k::" 3, corresponding to larger time 
scale can be set equal to zero as far as the calculation 
is carried out up to second order only. In the next sec
tion, we shall use this MTSPE method to the more com
plex problem of anharmonic lattice dynamics. 
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III. THE MTSPE ANALYSIS OF THE ANHARMONIC 
LATTICE 

The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian of an anharmo
nic crystal can be seen in the standard texts of Born 
and Huangll or Peierls. 12 We follow here the notation 
of the paper by Wallace. 4 The total Hamiltonian H, ne
glecting the quartic interaction in Wallace's treatment, 
is given by 

H=Ho+H1 , (3.1) 

where, in second quantized form, 

(3.2) 

and 

HI =,\ E BKK •• ,,(a. + a:.)(a •• + a:'.)(a." + a:' .. ). (3.3) 
/(I('/(" 

a. and a~ are the usual phonon annihilation and creation 
operators; w;s are the normal modes frequencies of 
the crystal; K= (K, s), where K is the phonon wave vector 
and S is the phonon polarization; B ••••• are the coupling 
coefficients and depend on the type of crystal structure 
under study. It is completely symmetric in its indices, 
and contains a factor 6(K + K' + K"). Furthermore, 
B .... _ = B~._ •• _ ... ; ,\ is a perturbation parameter to be 
set equal to unity eventually. 

In the absence of the cubic interaction HI, the normal 
modes are not coupled and the phonons propagate in the 
crystal independent of one another. The introduction of 
nonlinearity leads to scattering between the phonons and 
each phonon is associated with a life time r;l. In this 
problem there are thus two distinct time scales: One 
is associated with the period of oscillation W;I, and the 
other is the phonon's lifetime, and we denote them as 
To and T 2 respectively. 

In the Heisenberg picture, the equations of motion for 
a. and a! are 

Following the MTSPE, we introduce the variables T 
= (T 0, TI , ••• ) as before, 

~ =_3_ + ,\_a_ + ,\2_3_ + ... 
at 3To aTI 3T 2 ' 

and expand the operator a.(T) in powers of ,\: 
~ 

a.(T) = L ,\na~n)(T). 
n=O 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) into (3.4) and (3.5), 
and equating like powers of '\, we get 

(3.8) 

O(A): ~a(O)(T) +_O_a(l)(T) =_ iw a(I)(T) 
aT 1 • aT Q • • • 

_ ~ .0 B,t'K"- [a~~)t (T) + a~2~(T) ][a~9)t (T) + a~~/(T)], 
ft I('K" 

(3.9) 
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X{[a~~)t(T) + a~2~(T) l[a~~)t (T) + a~/(T) 1 
+ [dJ.lt(T) + a~~(T) ][aj9)t(T) + a~21(T)]}, (3.10) 

We can immediately integrate Eq. (3.8) to give the 
zeroth order solution: 

aj°)(T) = a~O)(O, T1, T 2, ••• ) exp(- iw. TO) 

=a~O)(O) exp(- iW.To), (3.11) 

where we have abbreviated a~O)(O, T1, T2, ••• ) by a~O)(O) 
as long as no confusion arises. If we substitute (3.11) 
into the first order equation (3.9), we can integrate it 
to get a~l)(T). To avoid the complication that some of 
the denominator in the expression ap )(T) may go to 
zero, let us introduce a small imaginary part E to the 
frequencies w., L e., 

w. - w. + iE, for all K, 

and let E - 0 in the final result of our calculation. Sub
stitute (3.11) into_(3. 9) with w. replaced by w. + iE, we 
find 

(1)() (1)( ) (. ) 3i v B* a. T = a. 0, 0, T 2' • •• exp - lW. T 0 - -.;: L..J ...... 
f( I<'K" 

X ~ a~~)t (O)a;~)t(O)[exp[i(wK' + w •• )T 01- exp(- iw. To) 1 
l i(w.+w ... +w •• +3iE) 

+ (O)t(O) (O)(O)exp[i(w.--w"".)Tol-exp(-iw.To) a... a.. .( + + . ) 
- 1 WI( W,,1f' - W-J(' ZE 

(3.12) 

Note that, with the introduction of E in the frequencies 
w., the rhs of (3.9) does not have secular terms, so 
that, in deriving (3.12), we must set (il/aT1)a~0)(0, T1, ••• ) 

equal to zero. In other words, a~O)(T) does not depend 
on T 1 : 

a~O)(T) = a~O)(O, 0, T 2, T 3' ••• ) exp(- iw. T 0), (3.11') 

which implies (0 /oTl)a~l )(T) = O. The operator a~1)t (T) 
can be obtained in a similar fashion by integrating the 
corresponding complex conjugate of Eq. (3.9). The solu
tion for a~l)t (T) is, of course, just the complex conjugate 
of Eq. (3. 12). 

To proceed to the second order 0(,\2), let us consider 
Eq. (3.10). The second term on the rhs of Eq. (3.10) 
contains terms of the form a~~)t (T)a~!)t (T), a~~)t (T)a~~i(T), 
.. " etc. In expanding them by (3.12), there appear 
terms behaving like exp( - iw. T), Hence, after integrat
ing (3.10), these terms will give rise to terms pro
portional to Toexp(-iw.To) (i.e., the secular terms). 
The method of MTSPE enables us to choose (0/oT2)a~0)(T) 
so as to exactly cancel these terms. In particular, con
sider the term a~9.)t(T)a~~)t(T) on the rhs of (3.10). USing 
the Hermitian conjugate of Eq. (3.12) for a~l)t(T), we 
have 
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- 3i B* (O)t(O) " B (0)(0) (0 )(0) -n 1(1('I(IIal(" L.J 1('1(11(2a 1(2 aiel 
'1'2 

x exp[i(- w" - W'2 + W,_)] 

- i(w,. + W'l + W'2 + 3iE:) 

+ other terms which will not give exp(- iWT 0) 
dependence. (3.13) 

In the above expression, the exp(- iWT 0) terms are ob
tained if (K1 = K" and K2 = K) or (K2 = K" and K1 = K), and 
are equal to 

oi B* B (O)t(O) (0)(0) (0)(0) --;j I(K'K" K"K'KaK- ag" a K 

(3.14) 

which is one of the undesirable secular terms that we 
intend to remove. Similarly, the contribution to the 
secular terms from a~~)t(T)a~)(T) is 

oi B* B* (O)t(O) (0)(0) (0)(0) -Ii" 1(1(''':- _K..J<'..x.·aK" aKH OK 

x exp(- iw,T o)/i(w •• - w." - w, - iE:) (3.15) 

and so on. Proceeding through similar arguments, we 
can collect those secular terms from the rhs of (3. 10) 
which we shall denote by 52' 

~ (3i) (Oi) '~B* (o)() .) 
S2 = - If If .?:.. • ..... a. 0 exp(- tw. T ° 

B* n-l(_+n,.+l) 
- -I(',.J(- -K • • , 

t(w-". + W-l(_ - W. + tE:) 
(3.16) 

where n. = a;O)t(O)a~O)(O). Now, there are still other 
secular terms on the rhs of Eq. (3.10), namely when 

" , 
- K = K or - K = K 

in the expression 

Using a~~)t and a~) from Eq. (3.12), we get the secular 
term in the case of - K" = K, to be 

(3. 17a) 

On the other hand, when - K' = K, the secular term can 
be similarly obtained as 
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9 ~ B* (o)() ( -~ L.J • _ ••• a. 0 exp - iw.To) n- 1<'1(" 

[( *)( n.. n-/(. + 1)] X B.- .... x' + B .......... , .( + . ) + .( + .) . t w." tE: t w._ ZE: 

(3.17b) 

Collecting (3. 17a) and (3. 17b), we get the contribution 
to secular terms after some rearranging as 5~: 

S2=-~a. exp-tw.T o LJ KK'-K 
~, 9 (0)(0) (. ) '\' (B* 

If K'I(" 

(3.18) 

USing Eqs. (3.10) and (3.18) for 52 and 5~ respectively, 
we can write the equation of motion (3.10) as follows: 

a a ~ ~ 
- a(2)(T) +- a(O)(T) = _ iw a(2)(T) + S + s' 
aT ° • aT 2 • • • Z 2 

+ terms which do not give rise 
to secular terms. (3.19) 

To remove the secular behavior in a~2)(T), the MTSPE 
consists in choosing the term (il/ilTz)a!O)(T) so as to 
cancel 52 +5~ in Eq. (3.19), 

~ a~O)(O) exp(- iWKT 0) = - i~.a~O)(O) exp(- iWK TO)' 
uT 2 ' 

where we have written 

S2 + S~ = - i€Ka~O)(O) exp(- iWK T 0) 

and the operator ~. is given by 

~ 18" B* (B n ... +n_ •. + 1 
~K:::::: - ~ L..J KK'I(- IC"K'IC . 

ti .'." (w. + WK' + wK_ + 3zE:) 

(3.20) 

+ B* (B + B* ) n •• + n-/(. + 1) (3.21) 
K -I( K" K" -4<' K' ...K" -K' K' i(w

K
" + iE:) . 

In the thermodynamic limit of N - 00, the operator 
t commutes with a?)(O). Hence Eq. (3.20) can be in
tegrated to give 

° ~ a~ )(0,0, T2, T3, ••• ) = a;O)(O, 0, 0, T3, ••• ) exp(- i~.T2)' 

(3.22) 

As before, to the second order O(A2), we can set Tk = 0, 
for k'" 3, and 

(3.23) 

The expectation value of ~. is, of course, dependent on 
the state of the system. 

For a general state I {n.}) , we have 
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x ( n." - n-/(, + 1 + n_." - n-/(, 
W. + W.' + W." + 3iE: W. + W.' - W." + iE: 

+ n., - n." _ n...,,, + n., + 1 ) 
W. + W." - W.' + iE: W. - W.' - W." - iE: 

(3.24) 

where we have used the facts that B~.,." = Boo/( ../(, 00/(" and 
that B •• ,." are completely symmetric in their indices. 

We shall now let E: - 0; to take care of this singular 
behavior, we use the identity 

lim[ 1/(x ± iE:)] = (l/x)p =F i7TI5(x) 
E -0 

with p denoting the prinCipal part. The operator ~. can 
therefore be written as 

- - -
~. =~. -irK 

and its average as 

a.) = (.&.) - i(r.). 

From (3.24) we get 

and 

- 18 (~.) = - J;]"" 6 B •• ,." Boo/( 00/(' -1(" 

ft 1<'1<" 

+ nl(' - nl(U 
(w. + W." - w.')p 

noo/(" +n., + 1 ) 
(w. - W.' - w.")p 

- 18 -, 
(r.) =~ 11 ~ B."K"B-/( _.' -/(" n- K'I<" 

x [(n." +n-l(' + l)O(w. + W.' + w.,,) 

+ (n-l(H - n_.,) O(WK + W.' - w.") 

+ (n., - n.,,)o(w. + W." - w.,) 

+ (n-l(H + n., + 1)0(- WK - WK' - W.H)]. 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The above results for the frequency shift «.&.» and 
the phonon lifetime «r.» agrees with the results ob
tained by Wallace4 and others. 13 It is obvious that the 
present formalism can be employed to solve the same 
problem with cubic and quartic interaction. Equation 
(3.22) now becomes 

a~O)(t) = a~O)(O) exp[- i(wK + '&.)t]exp(- f..t), (3.28) 

which shows that, in the long time limit, the phonon 
operators decay exponentially with decay constant (f.), 
while, in the time scale (To-w;l), they are oscillatory. 

IV. CORRELATION FUNCTION 

As a simple application of our general formulation, 
let us calculate the correlation function of the phonon 
creation and annihilation operators in the von Hove's 
">h" limit. 14 By definition, we want to calculate the 
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ensemble average at temperature T of the quantity 
(a!(t)a.(O» in the limit that the coupling constant A is 
very small (A- 0), but time t is very large (t _00), such 
that A2t is finite. Other correlation functions such as 
momentum-momentum correlation function can be ex
pressed in terms of them through the normal coordinate 
transformation. 

The simplification in the A2t limit is enormous, be
cause, in that limit, a!(t) becomes 

(4.1) 

and all higher order terms go to zero. Furthermore, 
the ensemble average (a!(f)a.(O» can be evaluated using 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0; i. e. , 

lim (a!(t)a.(O» 
A2t 

= Tr{a!(O)a.(O) exp[- i(w. + ilK)t - i\t] exp(- (:lHo)}. 

(4.2) 

Note that we can change the order of a.(O) in the above 
formula in the limit N _00. 

Let ~n.}) be the eigenstate of H o, so that 

a!(O)a.(O) I {nK}) = n. I {n.}) , 

ilK l{nK}) = (il.) I{n.}), 

r. I {n.}) = (r.) I{n.}), (4.3) 

where (ilK) and (r.) are given by (3.26) and (3.27). The 
trace (4.2) can be written in the form 

(a!(t)a.(O» 

=6 n. exp[- i(w. + (ilK»t - (f\)t]exp[- (:lL;lfw.n.]. 
In.) 

(4.4) 

To O(A2), both (il.) and (r.) are linear functions of 
the occupation number {n.}. The summation in (4.4) can 
therefore be carried out easily. Let us write 

(il.) =6 ~(K, K')n., + ~2(K), .' 
(r.)=6r1(K, K')n., + r 2(K) .' 

and substitute (4.5) into (4.4); we get 

(a!(t)a.(O» = n. exp{i[w. + ~2(K)]t - r 2(K)t 

x n f(K, K't) .' 
with 

1- exp(- (:llfw.,) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

and n. = [exp({:llfw.) - 1]-1 is the average number of pho
non at temperature T. The expression (4. 7) is the gen
eral formula for the correlation function, and is very 
complicated. We shall try to analyze it for some very 
simple one-dimension model later. 

In conclusion, we have presented here a very simple 
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nondiagrammatic method to solve the equations of mo
tion for an anharmonic lattice. In our opinion, the meth
od is not only straightforward but very useful. 
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Two infinite families of simple graded Lie algebras (GLA's) over the complex numbers are described: the 
special linear algebras SL(mjn) [whose Bose sector is the direct sum of a one-dimensional algebra with 
the ordinary Lie algebra SL(m)XSL(n)], and the orthosymplectic algebras OSp(2~s) [with Bose sector 
Sp(2r)XO(s)]. The GLA's of physics fit into these two families either directly or via Iniinii-Wigner 
contraction. These algebras along with further exceptional GLA's constitute all the classical GLA's, i.e., all 
GLA's with a nondegenerate metric (not necessarilly Killing) form. The existence of infinite families of 
hyperexceptional GLA's, i.e., of GLA's that are simple but not classical is pointed out. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The super symmetries discovered in dual mOdels and 
in quantum field theories are expressed in terms of 
graded Lie algebras (GLA's) of conserved charges. 1-4 

The graded Lie bracket of two charges is not always a 
commutator as for ordinary Lie algebras; for two 
fermionic charges it is an anticommutator. Supersym
metries mix bosons with fermions. Progress in the 
field of super symmetries has been somewhat hampered 
by the lack of information on the structure of (at least) 
the finite-dimensional GLA's. Since all work on super
symmetries has thus far been quite divorced from ex
periment, a classification of GLA's may spur the choice 
of a more realistic candidate for the purposes of parti
cle physics. Motivated by this and by the purely mathe
matical interest of the problem we describe two infinite 
families of simple GLA's (i. e. , GLA's that have no 
invariant subalgebras) over the complex numbers. The 
extent to which these account for all simple GLA's is 
discussed in Sec. 4. 

2. SPECIAL LINEAR GLA's 

An algebra of this family is determined by two positive 
integers m and n and is written SL(m I n). We write the 
members of SL(m I n) as (m + n) x (m + n) matrices, 
divided into blocks as indicated: 

(

111 x 111 

I1 X m 
IIlxn) . 
nXn 

A boson (even element) B has the form 

tr B '" tr a - tr d = 0 . 

A fermion (odd element) F has the form 
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The bracket of two F's is an anticommutator (Jordan 
product), 

The dimension of SL(m I n) is (m + n)2 -1. For m"* n, 
SL(m I n) is a simple GLA, with Bose sector a direct sum 
of a one-dimensional algebra and the ordinary Lie al
gebra SL(m)xSL(n). For m=n (we call this the 
"balanced" case) the identity unit matrix lies in SL(m In) 
and constitutes its one-dimensional center. To get a 
simple algebra one must divide by the center, getting an 
algebra PSL(ml m) of dimension 4m2 

- 2. (The "P" 
stands for projective). For m?2, PSL (mlm) is simple 
[its Bose sector is SL(m)xSL(m)]. The case m=l is 
exceptional and SL(lI1) is nilpotent. 

SpeCial linear GLA's are also describable by creation 
and annihilation operators a~(E=±, i= 1, ... ,m + n). 
The first m pairs are fermionic, while the remaining n 
pairs are bosonic. The canonical quantization relations 
are 

As above, this bracket denotes commutator except when 
both operators are fermionic in which case it is an 
anticommutator. 

Introduce (m + n)2 operators 

(2.2) 

Of these, m 2 + n2 are bosonic (those with i ,j ~ m and 
those with i,j > m) and the remaining 2 mn are fermio
fermionic. The G's close under bracketing and span a 
GLA. This GLA corresponds to the GLA of all (m + n) 
x (m + n) matrices in the block form given above (and 
not just those of trace 0). To implement the correspon
dence, make G Ii correspond to the usual matrix unit e jj' 

3. ORTHOSYMPLECTIC GLA's 

In describing orthosymplectic GLA's one starts with 
a graded vector space V with a fermionic component of 
even dimension 2r and bosonic component of dimension 
s. A metric is imposed which is antisymmetric on the 
Fermi sector and symmetric on the Bose sector. This 
metric can be brought to the form 
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2r s 

2r 

s 

where C is the antisymmetric 2r x 2r matrix 

C= 
o 1 

-10 

(3.1a) 

and I is the s x s identity matrix. The inner product of 
two vectors x and y of the graded vector space is given 
by 

(x,y) =xTGy, (3.2) 

x and y being treated as column vectors. 

Consider the linear transformations on V. It is mean
ingful to grade them, and in particular a linear transfor
mation may be Bose or Fermi (even or odd). We im
pose on U the condition of "antisymmetry." This means 

(Vx,y) + (x, Uy)= 0, 

except when x and V are both fermionic when it is 
changed to 

(Vx,y) - (x, Vy)=O, 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

since the passage from the first to the second term in 
(3.3) involves an interchange of x and V. 

Write V in matrix block form as 

2r s 

U~ (: :) :r 
Then Eqs. (3. 3a) and (3. 3b) become 

aT=CaC, bT=_b, q=_pTC 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

so that the a's are 2r x 2r skew-symplectic (the Lie al
gebra of the symplectic group), the b's are s Xs skew
symmetric (the Lie algebra of the orthogonal group), 
and p is an arbitrary 2rxs matrix which completely de
termines the s x 2r matrix q. 

The set of all such V's forms a graded Lie algebra. 
We call it orthosymplectic and write it OSp(2rl s). The 
dimension of OSp(2rl s) is r(2r + 1) + s(s -1)/2 + 2rs and 
it is simple for every r and s. Here is a table of the 
first few dimensions: 

r 1112121231 

s 1231425316 

dim 5 8 12 14 17 19 23 25 27 30 

2 3 1 234 1 234 

4 2 753 1 8 642 

32 34 38 40 42 44 47 49 51 53 
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The Bose sector of OSp(2rl s) is the ordinary Lie alge
bra Sp(2r) X O(s). The GLA's OSp(212) and SL(211) are 
isomorphic; there are no other "accidental" 
isomorphisms. 

4. THE KILLING FORM AND FORMS ARISING 
FROM OTHER REPRESENTATIONS 

The Killing form on a graded Lie algebra with basis 
G i is defined by 

giJ = (Gp Gj ) = Tr(Ad(G j ) Ad(Gj))o 

Here Ad(G j ) is the adjoint representation, and, as in 
Sec. 2, the trace is taken positive on the Bose sector, 
negative on the Fermi sector. For the above algebras 
the Killing form is nondegenerate except in what we 
call the "balanced" case, i. e., m = n for SL(m I n) and 
2r+2=s for OSp(2rls); in the balanced cases the 
Killing form is identically O. 

The Killing form generalizes to any representation 
S by using Tr(S(Gj)S(G j » and it is advantageous to do so. 
For example, in the case of a balanced orthosymplectic 
GLA the matrices occurring in the definition furnish a 
representation and for this representation the induced 
form is nondegenerate. 

As remarked above, the balanced cases SL(m I m) of 
the special linear GLA's are not simple and it is neces
sary to divide by the center so as to get PSL(m 1m). 
Now there is no longer a useful representation in sight. 
But this is easily remedied. As in Ref. 5 we introduce 
projective representations, this meaning homomor
phisms into an algebra PSL(m I m). Attached to any pro
jective representation there is a form, for we can un
ambiguously calculate the form modulo the center. 

We propose to call a GLA classical if it is simple and 
possesses an ordinary or projective representation for 
which the induced form is nondegenerate. The algebras 
SL(m I n) [to be replaced by PSL(m I m) if n = m land 
OSp(2rls) are classical. One of us O.K.) is studying the 
classification of classical simple GLA's. At this writing 
the evidence suggests that in addition to the special 
linear and orthosymplectic GLA's there may be an in
finite family of 17 -dimensional ones, a 31-dimensional 
one, and a 40-dimensional one. The prospective 31-
dimensional one has G2 x SL (2) as its Bose sector. The 
other exceptional ordinary Lie algebras (F4 , E 6 , E7 , E B) 

do not make an appearance. 

In addition there exist nonclassical simple GLA's. 
The most obvious of these is the algebra of all deriva
tions of a Grassman algebra (or in other words the al
gebra of general coordinate transformations in a space 
with fermionic dimensions only). This is incidentally a 
perfect analogue of the first of Cartan's four families 
of infinite pseudogroups, 6 and the situation shows a 
remarkable resemblance to what is known and con
jectured in characteristic po 7 Warren Nichols is in
vestigating nonclassical simple GLA's. 

Pais and Rittenberg8 study GLA's subject to the 
strong restriction that the Killing form is nonsingular 
both for the whole algebra and for its boson part (this is 
their "definition" of semisimplicity). After developing 
the theory to a certain point they make the further tacit 
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assumption that the boson part is simple (and not just 
semisimple). It is as a consequence of this extra as
sumption that they find only the algebras OSp(2r 11). 
Indeed of all the classical algebras these are the only 
ones that meet all the restrictions of Pais and 
Rittenberg. 

The nature of the representations of classical GLA's 
remains to be investigated. It would be desirable to de
termine all the irreducible representations and settle 
for which simple GLA's the general representation is 
completely reducible (it is easy to see that this is true 
for some and false for others). 

5. REAL FORMS 

It must be emphasized that all the above discussion 
referred to algebras over the complex numbers. A 
study of the real forms of these complex algebras has 
yet to be made. 

Two real forms deserve special mention. The first 
are designated special unitary and written SU(m I n) [not 
to be confused with the ordinary Lie algebras SU(m,n)]. 
In matrix form (with t denoting complex conjugate 
transpose), SU(m I n) consists of all matrices 

m n 

m, 

n 

where a and d are skew Hermitian (at = - a, at = - d) 
and tr(a-d)=O. The Bose sector of SU(mln) is SU(m) 
x SU(n) x U(l) for m * n. On extending the coefficients 
from the real numbers to the complex numbers, one 
converts SU(mln) to SL(mln). For m*n, SU(mln) is 
simple, but for m=n, SU(mlm) must-like SL(mlm)
be divided by a one-dimensional center to achieve 
simplicity. 

In the second real form we change the orthogonal part 
of an orthosymplectic GLA so as to allow an indefinite 
metric and leave the symplectic part unchanged. Write 
s =sl +s2 and let g be the diagonal matrix with s1 one's 
and S2 minus one's down the diagonal. The matrix G 
giving our metric is now 

2r S 

(~ ;) ': 
and the GLA 08p(2r \ s1' S2) consists of all 

with 

aT = -CaC, 

bT = -gbg, 

q= _gpTC. 

Its Bose sector is Sp(2r) XO(SpS2)' All these real al
gebras become OSp(2rl s) over the complex numbers. 

6. GRADING BY THE INTEGERS 

It is to be noted that we have been discussing only 
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GLA's which are graded "mod two." It is desirable also 
to study GLA's which are graded by the integers. Such 
an algebra L is a union of subspaces LI where i ranges 
over all the integers (positive, zero, and negative). A 
member of L; is said to have degree i. The bracket of 
an element of degree i with one of degree j has degree i 

+ j. 

Of course from a GLA graded in this fashion we can 
derive one graded mod two by grouping together all even 
i to form the bosonic part, and all odd i to form the 
fermionic part. But this does not answer all questions, 
and at some future time it is hoped to make a 
comprehensive study. 

7. THE GLA's OF PHYSICS AS CLASSICAL GLA's 

The GLA's thus far encountered in physics are (after 
complexification) special linear or orthosymplectic or 
else they are Inonu-Wigner contractions of these GLA's. 

First of all, the five-dimensional GLA discovered by 
Neveu, Schwartz and Ramond1 is precisely OSp(211) 
after complexification. 

Wess and Zumin02 studied a 24-dimensional GLA with 
a 16-dimensional Bose sector spanned by the 15 genera
tors of the conformal transformations SO(4, 2) and by 
the U(l) of ys-transformations. Now 80(4,2) (the special 
orthogonal group on a siX-dimensional space carrying 
a metric with 4 one's and 2 minus one's) becomes on 
complexification the algebra of 4 x 4 matrices of trace O. 
Taking the direct sum with a one-dimensional algebra 
gives us the Bose sector of SL(411), and indeed the 
whole Wess-Zumino algebra becomes SL(411) on 
complexific ation. 

The more popular 14-dimensional GLA of Volkov, 
Akulov, Wess, and Zumin02

,3 has the lO-dimensional 
Poincar~ algebra as its Bose sector and is not semi
simple. It can be obtained however from the simple 14-
dimensional orthosymplectic algebra OSp(411) by Inonu
Wigner contraction. Indeed the Bose sector Sp(4) of 
OSp(4 11) is isomorphic after complexification to the 
de Sitter algebra9 SO(3,2). If, from the de Sitter genera-
tors M b(= - Mb ), a, b = 1, ... ,5 we define new genera-
tors M:b = Mab f~r a, b = 1, ... ,4, ii1as'" AAlaS ' the algebra 
of the iVtab (a, b = 1, ... , 5) will have A-dependent strtlc
ture constants and in the limit 11.-0 the Poincar~ 
algebra is obtained. If at the same time one defines 
barred Fermi generators FOI=.[~FOI' a=l, ... ,4, 
corresponding to the four Fermi generators of OSp(411) 
then in the limit 11.-0 the ten barred Bose and four 
barred Fermi generators span precisely the nonsemi
simple Volkov-Akulov-Wess-Zumino GLA. 

Finally, in the "graded" Riemannian geometrylO of 
super gauge theories one considers manifolds that can be 
locally mapped onto a flat graded space with orthosym
plectic metric. 

We thus see that the GLA's occurring in physics thus 
far are either classical GLA's or contractions thereof. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

We have defined two families of simple GLA 's, 
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special linear and orthosymplectic. Every GLA which 
has hitherto arisen in physics is either one of these 
algebras or a contraction of one of them. 

We call a GLA classical if it is simple and possesses 
an ordinary or projective representation whose induced 
trace form is nondegenerate. The classification of 
classical GLA's is under investigation. Evidence points 
to the possible existence of additional classical GLA's 
with dimensions 17, 31, and 40. 

In addition to these "exceptional" GLA's there exist 
still other ("hyperexceptional") simple GLA's which are 
not classical at all, i. e., for them the trace form at
tached to every representation is identically O. There 
appears to be a connection between these hyperexcep
tional algebras and Cartan's infinite pseudogroups, of 
the same kind as has been observed for ordinary Lie 
algebras of characteristic p. 

Note added in proof (Dec. 26, 1975): There have been 
numerous further developments, notably a comprehen
sive announcement by V. G. Kac, Functional Anal. Appl. 
9, 91 (1975). Several GLA "n.ewsletters" have been 
prepared in an attempt to keep interested people in
formed. They are available from the authors. 
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Approach of the statistical theory of light scattering to the 
phenomenological theory* 
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A fully statistical treatment of the spectrum of light scattered by a simple fluid is given. The results are 
shown to be in close accord with the phenomenological theory of the same process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Expressions for the spectral density of light scattered 
by a simple fluid may be obtained from either a phenom
enological or a statistical treatment of the problemo 

The phenomenological theory dates to the work of von 
Smoluchowski1 and of Einsteino 2 Later and fuller treat
ments have been given by Benedek3 and van Kampen4 

among otherso A distinguishing feature of these treat
ments is that the refractive index (or the dielectric 
tensor) of the medium appears explicitly in the expres
sion for the spectrum. 

Carrying over the work of van Hove, 5 Komarov and 
Fisher6 were the first to give a statistical treatment 
of the inelastic scattering in simple fluids. They used 
first Born approximation in the external field. This 
work was later extended by Tanakao 7 In these works, 
the dependence of the spectrum on the refractive index 
is not clearly exposedo This dependence has been, at 
least in connection with the corresponding elastic prob
lem, a subject of much discussion. 8 

In the recent literature, two works bear directly on 
this connection between the statistical and phenom
enological theories. First, Bedeaux and Mazur9 have 
given a detailed statistical treatment of the dielectric 
tensor of a simple fluido Their work, which is not re
stricted to dilute systems, has, from our point of view, 
the advantage that their choice for the effective field 
acting on a molecule of the medium gives the basic 
equations of the statistical theory a much simpler form 
than in previous works. They show that wave propaga
tion in the fluid can be described as propagation between 
density fluctuations through a medium characterized by 
the Lorenz-Lorentz value of the dielectric tensor. This 
is achieved by what amounts to a resummation of the 
basic series describing propagation between particles 
through a vacuum and represents the first step in the 
approach of the statistical theory to the phenomenologi
cal theory. 

In the second recent paper, Felderhof10 has reformu
lated and extended aspects of ReI, 90 He has determined 
in a fully statistical way the differential elastic scatter
ing cross section and turbidity for optical waves inci
dent on a simple fluid and has shown that these results 
agree precisely with the phenomenological expressions 
for a medium characterized by the Lorenz- Lorentz 
dielectric tensor 0 

In the present paper, we are concerned with the in
elastic scattering of light from simple fluidso We shall 
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not discuss any aspects of the absorption or turbidity 
problemo In Secso 2, 3, and 4, we again reformulate 
the statistical problem and compute the spectral den
sity to the same order as in ReL 100 This is shown to 
agree with the phenomenological resulto These sections 
are a more or less direct extension of Felderhof's work 
to the inelastic caseo The basic result of these sections 
is Eq. (2.25) which expresses the fluctuations of the 
electric field as a series in orders of density fluctua
tionso This series allows, in principle, the evaluation 
of all higher order terms in the spectral density in 
terms of the correlation functions of the density fluctua
tionso The "driving" term in this series is essentially 
the Lorentz effective fieldo 

In Secso 5 and 6 we take into account the effects on 
the spectrum of some of the higher order correlation 
functionso This is achieved by making a Gaussian ap
proximation to the distribution function of the density 
fluctuations and summing a certain subclass of dia
grams. The resulting spectrum is shown to be of the 
same form as that obtained in Sec o 4 but with an im
proved value of the refractive index, namely, the re
fractive index within the Gaussian approximationo This 
demonstrates, on a completely statistical basis, the 
justification of the phenomenological approach in which 
the refractive index is introduced from the outset. 

In order to conserve space, we refer frequently to 
Ref. 9 where derivations of several of the expressions 
used in this paper are given in detail. Wherever possi
ble, we use the notation of Ref. 9. 

2. FLUCTUATIONS OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD 

For a system of particles in vacuuo with charge and 
current densities Pel and J, the Maxwell equations read, 
in cgs units, 

V • E = 41TPe l> 

1 aB 
VXE=- -

c at' 

vXB= 41TJ +.! aE 
c c at ' 

V·B=O. 
For a molecular system, the charge and current densi
ties may be expanded in multipole moments as shown, 
eo g., by de Groot. 11 Retaining only the electric dipole 
contribution to the current and neglecting a small term 
due to the convective motion of the dipoles, the current 
density and electric polarization P of the medium are 
related by 
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J(R, t) == ap(R, t) 
at (2.2) 

where p;(t) and R;(t) are, respectively, the induced 
dipole moment and center of mass coordinate of the ith 
molecule at time t. Using Eqs. (1) and (2) together with 
the equation of continuity, we have, after Fourier 
transformation, 12 

E(R, w) == Eo(R, w) - f F(R- R', w)" PCR', w)d3R', 

(2.3) 

where Eo is the externally applied field and the tensor 
kernel F is given by 

( 
w2) exp[i(w!c) IR- R' I 

F(R-R',w)==- VaVa+cz IR-R'I • 

(2.4) 

In order to obtain closed equations for the fluctuating 
fields E and P, one requires an expression for the in
duced moments in terms of the field acting on a mole
cule of the medium. In most molecular theories of 
propagation and scattering one chooses, for the field 
acting on the ith dipole, the sum of the external field 
and the fields radiated by all dipoles except the ith. 
This choice neglects radiation damping. The choice of 
"effective" field used here will be that given by Bedeaux 
and Mazur9 in their recent work on the dielectric func
tion of fluids. This choice includes effects of radiation 
damping and (more importantly for our purposes) leads 
to a more symmetric form of the equations since the 
field of the ith dipole is not excluded. Without going into 
the details, which may be found in Ref. 9, the choice 
of effective field is defined by 

(2.5) 

and 

Eeff(R;(t), t) 

== Eo(R;(t), t) - 6 f H(R; (t) - Rj(t'), t - t')" Pj(t') dt'. 
j 

(2.6) 

Here 0'0 is the polarizability of each molecule, assumed 
scalar and frequency independent, and the kernel H is 
given by 

{ 
F(R, t), 

H(R, t) == t[F(R, t) _ Ft(R, t)], 

IRI >a 

IRI <a. 

The quantity a is an effective molecular hard core 
diameter and Ft is the adjoint of F. 

(2.7) 

Equations (5) and (6) now lead to an equation for the 
polarization of the medium 

peR, t) = (]Iop(R, t)(Eo(R, t) 

- f H(R - R' , t - t') • P(R', t') d3R' dt'), (2.8) 

where 

peR, t) =6 O(R- R;(t» 
i 

(2.9) 

is the number density. 

If we now combine Eqs. (3) and (8), we obtain an 
equation for E which may be iterated in terms of the 
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external field Eo. The utility of the resulting series is 
somewhat limited since the response of the induced 
polarization to the external field is described by a long
ranged kernel. For a discussion of this point we may 
refer to Felderhof. 10 It is therefore preferable to adopt 
a different procedure analogous to that used in Ref. 9 
and 10 which allows us to express the fluctuating field 
E in terms of the average or macroscopic field in the 
medium. 

We first define the fluctuation of any statistical 
quantity f by 

t::.f=f- (f), (2. 10) 

where the brackets signify a statistical average over 
an appropriate ensemble. In particular, we have 

t::.p(R, t) ==6 o(R- R;(t» - Po(R, t), 
; 

(2. 11) 

where Po is the average number density. Adopting the 
shorthand notation x= (R, t) and d4x=d3Rdt, we obtain 
from Eqs. (2.8) and (2. 10) 

t::.P(x1) = (]I ot::.p (xi) Eo (xi) - O'OPO(X1) f H(x1 - X2)" t::.P(X2) d4x2 

- t'lot::.p (xi) f H(x1 - X2)" P(x2) d4x2 

+ (]I 0 (t::.P(x1) f H(X1- X2)"t::.P(X2) d4X2), 

while from Eq. (2.3) we have 

(E(x1» = Eo (xi) - f F(x1 - X2)" (p(X2» d4X2 

and 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2. 14) 

Between Eqs. (2.12) and (2. 13) we may eliminate the 
external field to obtain 

f [o(X1 - X2) + (lIoPo(x1)H(X1 - X2)] "t::.P(X2) d4x2 

= (lI ot::.p (Xi) [(Xi) - O'Ot::.P(X1) f H(X1 -X2) "t::.P(x2)d4X2 

+ O'O(t::.P(X1) f H(x1 - X2) • t::.P(x2) d4X2)' 

(2.15) 

where 

t(x1) = (E(X1» + f [F(X1 -X2) - H(x1 -X2)]" (P(x2»a4X2 

(2.16) 

is a nonfluctuating field which will be interpreted 
shortly. 

The obj ect now is to invert the kernel appearing on 
the left side of Eq. (2.15) to obtain an expression for 
t::.P which may be iterated in a straightforward manner. 
Then with the help of Eq. (2. 14) we can obtain an ex
pression for the fluctuations t::.E of the electric field in 
terms of the density fluctuations t::.p. If the fluid medium 
is finite in extent, the average density will be constant 
inside the medium and zero outside. This makes inver
sion of the kernel difficult. Therefore, for simplicity, 
we shall assume the medium to be statistically homo
geneous, isotropic and infinite in extent so that Po(x) 
=Po is strictly a constant. (We will not discuss any dif
fraction effects.) To solve Eq. (2. 15) we define the 
tensor 

K(x1 - x2) = f H(X1 - X3)" (1 + O'oPoH)-1(x3 - X2) d4X3' 

(2.17) 
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and the fluctuating quantities 

u(x1) == J H (x1 - X2) • t..P (x2) d4x2 

and 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Then, omitting integration signs, Eq. (2. 15) becomes, 
after multiplication by K, 

U=5 °C - 5 ·u+ (5 ·u), 

with the solution 

u= {1 +5)-1 0 5 •C + {1 +5)-1. (5 ·u). 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Multiplying this last expression by 5 and averaging, we 
obtain 

(5 'u)= [1- (5' {1 +5)-1)]-1. (So (1 +5)-1· 5)·C, (2.22) 

and using this in Eq. (2.21) gives 

u= [5' (1 +5)-1_ (s· (1 +5)-1)]. «1 +S)-1t1·C 

=t..[5° (1 +S)-1J. «1 +5)-1t1·C, (2.23) 

where we have used the fact that (5) = O. 

Defining a kernel K' by 

K'(x1 - x2) == - J F (X1 - X3) • (1 + CiOPO H)-1(X3 - X2) d4x3' 

(2.24) 

we obtain from Eqs. (2,23), (2.18), and (2.14) our final 
expression for the fluctuations of the electric field 

t..E= K' • [Ci ot..p{1 + KCi Ot..p)-1 

- Ci o(t..p(1 + KCiOt..p)-1)]. «1 + KCi Ot..p)-1t1·C, (2.25) 

or in compact form 

~E = K' • t..[Ci ot..p(1 + KCi ot..p)-1] • «1 + KCi Ot..p)-1)-1 • C. 
(2,26) 

Again, we have omitted integration signs and variables 
of integration, 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE FIELD FLUCTUATIONS 

Let us now discuss the important features of Eq. 
(2.25) for the field fluctuations. We first examine the 
field C. Fourier analyzing C, (E), and (P), we obtain 
from Eq. (2.16) 

c(k, w) = (E)(k, w) + [F(k, w) - H(k, w)]· (P)(k, w). (3.1) 

Since (E) and (P) are the macroscopic, averaged polari
zation and electric field, their only Fourier components 
will be at w = Wo and I k I = I nwo/ c I where Wo is the fre
quency of the external field and n is the exact refractive 
index of the medium (evaluated at wo). As we are con
cerned with fields of optical wavelengths, we may safe
lyassume 

I Wt \' Inwoa/c 1«1, (3,2) 

where a is the hard core diameter, Now the tensors F 
and H have been evaluated13 with the result 

F (k, w) - H(k, w) =~ + o «ka)2 , (wa/c)2), (3.3) 

Thus, for optical fields (or in the limit a - 0) we have 
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from Eq. (1) 

C(R, t) ~(E)(R, t) +~(P)(R, t). (3.4) 

This is recognized as Lorentz's expression for the ef
fective field acting on a molecule of the medium. A 
more precise evaluation of C can be made but this hard
ly appears necessary and we shall henceforth use the 
expression (4). Two further points regarding C deserve 
special mention. First, we note that the difference be
tween the exact expression (2,16) and the approximate 
one (3.4) arises solely because the former includes 
effects of radiation reaction while the latter does not. 
That is, suppose in Eq. (2. 6) we had used instead of 
H, the dipole kernel F as is customary. 10 Then, in 
order to eliminate the divergence which arises when 
two dipoles are at the same point, it is conventional to 
cut out a small spherical domain surrounding the dipole 
at ~ (t) and take the limit as the diameter of this do
main shrinks to zero. This procedure leads exactly to 
Eq. (3. 4) and thus that approximation neglects the radi
ation reaction. Secondly, the Lorentz effective field is 
not the true field acting on a dipole. The true field 
[given by Eq. (2.6) in this model] includes effects of 
density fluctuations which are absent in Eq. (3.4). 
These fluctuations appear explicitly in Eq. (2.25). 

Introducing now the dielectric function e{k, w) of the 
medium, we have from Eq, (3.4) 

c{k, w) =%(e{k, w) + 2)' (E){k, wL (3.5) 

We now examine the second term in Eq. (2.25) and 
show that in the approximation given by Eq. (3.2) this 
term is precisely equal to minus (E). To see this, we 
first note that in the limit as Eq. (3,2) holds, we have, 
in Fourier transform, 14 

(Ci ot..p(1 + KCiOt..p)-1). «1 + KCI'ot..p)"1)-1 

= 3[ (e - 1)(e+ 2)-1 - (eo - 1)(eo + 2)"1], 

where 

eo = (1 + %Ci op 0)(1 - h~ oPo)-1 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

is the Lorenz-Lorentz value of the dielectric function. 
We further have, again in the limit of Eq. (3.2),15 

K'{k, wb - (E03:
0
2) [k2kk - EO (~) 2 ] [k2 - (~ + i~2Eo ] -1, 

(3.8) 

where 1) is a positive, infinitesimal quantity, Now, as
suming that (E) is purely transverse, L e" k' (E){k, w) 
= 0, we will require only the transverse parts of the 
tensors e and K'. We write 

e{k' w) = Etr(k, w)(1 - k~ H/(k, w) kk. (3.9) 

Then for the transverse parts of Eqs. (3.5), (3,6), and 
(3.8) we have, respectively, 

t(Etr(k, w) + 2)(E){k, w), 

9 (Etr(k, w) - EO)[(Etr(k, w) + 2)(EO + 2)]-t, 

and 

_(~) 2 (EO;2) {1?2_ (~+i1)) 2 EO} -1, 

Combining these three expressions, we obtain 
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- K'· (aoAp (1+ Ka oAp)-1). «1 +KQl oAp)-1)-1·C 

= _ (~) 2 (Etr{k, w) _ EO) [k2 _ (~ +i11) 2EO] -1 (E){k, w)o 

(3010) 

Now (E){k, w) being the average macroscopic field has 
Fourier components only at w = wo and I k I = I nwo/ c I 
where the refractive index is defined by 

At these values, however, expression (3.10) becomes 
simply minus (E) which proves the assertion, The first 
term of Eq. (2,25) therefore gives the full field as 

E = K'· a oAp(l + K('l'oAp)-1. «1 + K(lIoAp)-1)-1. C (3.12) 

which may be easily checked by averaging both sides 
and using Eq. (3 08) together with the fact that (E) is 
transverse, 

When the inverse operators in Eq, (3012) are ex
panded, we have the obvious interpretation of the field 
C propagating from one density fluctuation to the next 
via a propagator K and then to the observation point via 
a propagator K', The propagator K is characteristic 
of a medium with dielectric function Eo, L e" a medium 
in which all density fluctuations are absent, As pointed 
out in ReL 9 and 10 this is the first step in the approach 
of the statistical theory to the phenomenological theory 
in which the propagation is through a medium with the 
exact dielectric function of the model. In Seco 5 of this 
paper we will take the next step toward the phenom
enological theory by assuming a definite distribution for 
the density fluctuations-a Gaussian distributiono 

It might appear that a simpler, more compact expres
sion for E could be obtained by evaluating the averaged 
terms in Eq, (3.12), i. e. , 

(3.13) 

in terms of the exact dielectric function of the medium. 
This, however, is not possible since expression (3,13) 
has a zero at w = wo, I k I = In wol c I which is compen
sated by a pole in the factors which precede it in Eq. 
(3,12L Thus, the two factors cannot be separated, 
Bearing this in mind, the simplest controlled approxi
mation which one can make to Eq. (3012) is to expand 
the right-hand side in increasing orders of density fluc
tuations, Thus we have 

E= K'· (lIoAp(l - K(lIoAp + K(lIoAp· KQloAp 

- (K(lIoAp· K('l'oAp) + ••• ) • C, 

or 

4. THE SPECTRAL DENSITY 

(3. 14) 

(3. 15) 

Let us now compute, at a point within the medium, 
the spectral density of one component of the scattered 
field, We choose a unit vector U'" along the (lith direction 
and compute the spectrum of U'" • AE. If we observe at 
points for which (E)"* 0, we would have to include also 
the spectrum of fi", • (E)o This, however, will have com
ponents only at w = woo 
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The spectrum is defined by 

G (R )=01" (lu",·AE(~,w)12) 
'" £"O,w i-~ T ' 

where, as usual, 16 the fields AE{R, t) are assumed to 
be truncated for times I t I > T /2. It is evident from the 
form of Eqs. (401) and (3,15) that the spectrum depends 
on the form of the n-point space-time correlation func
tions of the density fluctuations for all n ~ 20 

To lowest order approximation the spectrum is ob
tained by retaining only the term in Eq. (3.15) with a 
single density fluctuation. We thus have 

G", (Ro, w) = lim r-1('l'5 f a3R 1a3R 2 af1 at2 exp[iw(f1 - t2)] 
T-"" 

x[u",' K(~ - Rt, w) ·C(Rt, t1)] 
x [u", • K' (Ro - Rz, w) • c(Rz, (2) ]*(Ap(Rt, l1)Ap(Rz, t2», 

(402) 

Now suppose that the external field is a narrow, well 
collimated monochromatic beam of the form 

Eo{R, t) = Eo cos{ko· R - wof + CPo). 

Neglecting diffraction effects at the boundary of the 
scattering medium, the average field in the medium will 
again be narrow and monochromatic with frequency wo, 
In general the average field will also be attenuated in 
the direction of propagation, The spectrum given by 
Eq. (4. 1) thus depends on the depth in the medium at 
which it is observed, In order to avoid this complication 
(see, however, ReL 10), we will consider only the case 
in which the imaginary part of the refractive index is 
negligibly small and thus attenuation may be neglected 
at any finite depth in the mediumo Under these condi
tions, the average field in the medium will be given by 

where nR(wO) is the real part of the refractive index of 
the medium at frequency Wo and A is the real, constant 
amplitude of the average field. [If refraction at the 
boundary is considered, the wavevector will have mag
nitude nR(wO) Iko I and direction determined by the 
Fresnel refraction formulas.] 

The integration points Rt and Rz in Eq. (4.1) are re
stricted to the domain where C is nonzero, i. e" to 
the narrow region in which the average field, Eq, (4), 
is nonzero. The points Rt and Rz are further restricted 
by the following consideration, In an experimental situ
ation, the field AE is detected by a device (system of 
lenses, etc,) which is so designed as to receive only 
those spatial Fourier components (of the radiation ar
riving at Ro) whose wavevectors lie within a small cone 
of solid angle aD, Within the limits of geometrical op
tics, this is equivalent to restricting the integration 
point R1 (or Rz) to lie within this cone. 17 These two con
siderations thus restrict Rt and Rz to lie within a small 
domain which is the intersection of the cone of observa
tion and the region occupied by the average field, Let 
this domain be centered at the origin of coordinates and 
have volume V. 

If we take the observation point Ro far from the origin 
so that I Ro I » I Rt I, I Rz I (for all Rt, Rz EO v), the kernel 
K' is easily approximated as 
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I(Ro) = T -1 J dt < I aE(Ro, t) 12) 

= f ~; ~ C,,(Ho, w). (4. 12) 

x exp (ino~ Ro - ino ~ Ro' Rt) (4.5) 
where no = EV2. We define the dynamic structure factor The two structure factors will be appreciable only in 
of the medium by the vicinity of W = ± woo This allows us to replace w4 by 

w% in the integrations. We then have, e. g. , 
Seq, n) '" J d3R dt exp(- iq • R + mt)(ap(R, t)ap(R' = 0, t' = 0». f 

(4.6) ~; s( no [~Ro~ko] ,w~ wo) 

Finally, if we again assume that absorption in the 
medium is negligible, we obtain from Eqs. (4.4) and 
(3.5) 

~ (nMw o) + 2] ( 
(.. (R, t) = 3 A cos nR(wo)ko • R - wot + cf>d. (4.7) 

Now combining Eqs. (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) with (4. 1) 
and remembering the restrictions on Rt and~, we 
have after a simple integration 

xf [s (no ~ Ro - nR(wO) ko, w - wo) 

+ S (no ~ Ro +nR(wO) ko, w + wo) ] ' (4.8) 

where we have omitted a term proportional to 5(wo). In 
this expression, the factor w4 is well known. The ap
pearance of two structure factors at the sum and dif
ference frequencies is a result of using a real average 
field and insures that the spectrum is an even function 
of w as required by its definition. The spectrum is 
completely polarized with aE lying in the plane formed 
by Ro and A. Summing over the components Ci = 1, 2, 3, 
we obtain the usual angular dependence 

(4.9) 

where {} is the angle between Ro and A. 

The factors involving EO and nR are of interest in com
parison of the statistical theory with phenomenological 
results. This has been discussed recently by 
Felderhof10 in the case of elastic scattering and our ex
pression is the extension of his to the inelastic case. To 
see this, we approximate nR(wO) by the Lorenz-Lorentz 
value of the refractive index no. We then have 

(a o (E
O;2) (n~(W;)+2]) 2 -c~oor, (4.10) 

giving 

'" C (R ) _ (~) 4 (aEo/ap 0)2 A2 . 2/l 7/ " 0, w c (41TR o)2 sm u 

xf{s (no[~Ro-kolw-wo) 
+s(no[~Ro+ko], w+wo)} • (4.11) 

The total, time averaged, intensity scattered to a point 
Ro is obtained by the usual formula 
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= f d3Rdt~t-no Ro;R) (ap(R,t)ap(O,O» 

x exp(± i (noko • R - wot)] 

= f d3R (a p (R,t=noRo;R) ap(o,o») 

(4. 13) 

Since the integration point R is confined to a small 
volume element, the time t=noRo' Ric is essentially 
zero, so that Eq. (4. 13) becomes 

f d3R exp [ ± ino ~o (lto - Ro) • R ]<ap(R, 0) ap(O, 0» 

where S is the static structure factor. Combining 
these results with Eq. (11), we have 

I(Ro) ~ (~ ) 4 (~~oo ) 2 (41TR o)-2 V10 sin2{} S (no ~o (ko - Ro») 

(4. 15) 

where 10 is the time average intensity of the average 
field. This is precisely the result of Felderhof10 and 
agrees with the phenomenological theory in this order 
of approximation. 

The important features of Eqs. (4.8) and (4.15) are 
the dependence of the amplitude on the dielectric con
stant (which is difficult to measure) and the dependence 
of the structure factors on the refractive index (which 
is experimentally accessible). In the phenomenological 
approach, these dependences are inserted in an "ad hoc" 
manner and the above equations provide the justification 
for this procedure. 

5. A GAUSSIAN MODEL 

In the previous sections we have seen that it is possi
ble to describe the propagation of the electric field or 
its fluctuations as a propagation from one density fluc
tuation to the next thru a medium characterized by the 
Lorenz- Lorentz value of the dielectric function. The 
spectral density, in lowest order, then depends in a 
natural way on this approximate dielectric function. 

It appears reasonable that further rearrangement and 
resummation of the basic equations (3.14) and (3.15) 
will lead to a spectrum of the same form but with an 
improved value of the refractive index replacing no' As 
the true refractive index depends on all orders of cor
relation functions of the density fluctuations, the next 
step would be to retain only the two point correlation 
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2. 

~' 

(2) 
(2) 

FIG. 1. Diagrams contributing to the spectrum through fourth 
order in ~p. 

function. It would be still better to have reasonable ap
proximations to the higher order correlation functions 
which would lead to tractable equation So For this pur
pose, we will adopt a model for the medium in which the 
density fluctuations have Gaussian distribution with 
mean value zero and covariance equal to the exact dy
namic structure factor S. This approximation becomes 
exact when the fluctuations are separated into pairs in 
such a way that each pair is far from every other pair 0 

The approximation is defined by 

(E!t AP(Xj)} = :0 f1 (AP(Xj)AP(Xj» n even, 
n 1 0, n odd 

(pairs) 

(5.1) 

where the sum extends over aU decompositions of the 
n indices Xt, 0 •• ,xn into n/2 unordered pairs. 

Suppose now that we use the definition (401) of the 
spectral density and insert into it Eqo (2025) for the 
field fluctuations. After expanding in orders of ~P and 
carrying out the averages by means of Eq. (5.1), the 
resulting spectrum can be represented by means of a 
diagrammatic series. For example, through fourth 
order in density fluctuations the diagrams are shown 
in Fig. 1. The elements of the diagrams are as follows. 
A wavy line connecting points nand 1 (called and S-bond) 
represents O!~ (AP(Xn) ~P(XI»o A straight line connecting 
points n and 1 (called a K-bond) represents K(Xn - Xl)' 

The uppermost line, originating at a point m, repre
sents 11", "~(Ro - R"., w) exp(iwlm), while the lowermost 
line, terminating at point l(or 1'), represents C(Xt)o 
The points are connected in pairs by S-bonds in all pos
sible ways with two restrictions: (a) there must be at 
least one S-bond connecting the two lines; and (b) it must 

'" n 

FIG. 2. Diagrams which violate condition (b). 
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must not be possible to cause the diagram to become 
disconnected by cutting a K-bond at any point below the 
lowest S-bond connecting the two lines. This is illu
strated in Fig. 2, where cutting the K-bonds labelled 
m, n would violate this conditiono All terms in the sum 
of graphs are taken as positive. 

We now consider all graphs which contain exactly one 
S-bond connecting the two lineso This constitutes the 
"single scattering" approximation. These graphs fall 
into four classes, examples of which are shown in Fig. 
30 In class Ct , the S-bonds neither overlap nor cross 
each othero This class can be summed by simple con
volution techniqueso In class C2, which includes class 
q, the S-bonds do not cross but may overlap. Class C3, 

which includes Ct and Cv contains all possible S-bonds 
which do not cross the one S-bond connecting the two 
lines. Classes Ct , C 2, and C3 are simply renormaliza
tions of the K-bonds with C3 leading to the completely 
renormalized K-bond, i. e., the exact propagator for the 
Gaussian model, Class C4, in which at least one S-bond 
crosses the S-bond connecting the two lines, may be 
thought of as corresponding to frequency dependent re
normalization of the elementary vertex O!oo 

The analysis can be extended to graphs which include 
two or more S-bonds connecting the two lineso These 
graphs will have as basic elements the renormalized 
K-bonds and vertices of the single scattering approxi
mationo The essentially new feature will be the simul
taneous renormalization of two or more verticeso 

6. RENORMALIZATION OF THE SPECTRUM 

Let us now examine the renormalization of the spec
tral denSity which arises from taking into account the 
diagrams of class C3 of Figo 30 We use Eqo (2.25) in 
Eq. (4. 1), expand in orders of ~P and take the average 
retaining only class C3 diagramso We then obtain 

x [11" • K'(Ro - Rt, w)" 1/I(Xt -X2) "C(X2)] 

x [11", • K' (Ro - Hi, w) '1/I(Xi- x2} "C (xD]* 
x (~P(X2) ~P(X2». (6.1) 

Here, the new tensor 1/1 is defined by 

c, 
FIG. 3. The four classes of diagrams in single scattering 
approximation. 
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I/J(k, w) '= ((1 + 0'0 ApK)-l)G(k, W) 

= «1 + a OI(Ap)-l)G(k., W), (6.2) 

and the subscript G indicates that the average is taken 
according to the Gaussian prescription given by Eq. 
(5.1). 

If we choose for [ a complex field and again neglect 
attenuation, we may write 

~( ) [n~(wo)+2] [. ( ) .] (.. R, t = 3 A exp znR Wo ko - R - zWot • (6.3) 

The integrations on time and the intermediate space 
points may be carried out giving 

G (R w) = 0'5 (n~(wo) + 2) 2 f d3R d3R'd3q 
'" 0, (21T)3 3 2 2 

X exp{i[q + nR(wo)ko] ' (R2 - HZ)} 

x[u", -T'(Ro-~, w) -A] 

x[u", 'T'(Ro- HZ, w) 'A]*S(q, w - wo), 

where T' (R, w) is the Fourier transform of 

T' (k, w) '= K' (k, w) , z/!(k, w). 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

In order to carry out the final integration in Eq. (6.4), 
we require an explicit expression for T'. Whatever this 
expression, isotropy requires 

T'(k., w) = T:r(k, w)(l- kk) +T; (k, w) kk, (606) 

where T:r and T; depend only on the magnitude of k and 
on w. The Fourier transform is then given by 

T'(R, w) = 2;2 10 ~ k2 dk Si:;;R [T(r(k, w)(l- RR) 

+T;(k'W)RRJ+O(~2) • (6.7) 

Since the integration points ~ and Rf are restricted to 
a small region around the origin, we may ignore terms 
of order 1 Ro - R:! 1-2 , set 1 Ro - ~ 1 - R ° in the denominator 
and also set (Ro - ~)/ I Ro - ~ I - Ro. Since the component 
of the far field parallel to Ro is zero, only the term in
volving T:r surviveso Thus, we obtain 

G (R )=_1_ (aolu", 'AI [n~(Wo)+2]) 2 
'" 0, W 21T5 41TRO 3 

x f d3R2d3R2d3q ~~ kdh fo~ h'dk' 

x exp[i (q + nR (wo) ko) - (~ - Rf)] 

x T(r(k, w) T:: (k', w) sin(k I Ro - ~ I) 
x sin(k' I Ro - Rf I) Seq, w - wo). (6.8) 

To evaluate T:r , we return to Eq. (3.6) and write 

3 (e - 1)(e + 2)-1 '= r= 0' oPo 

+ (a oAp(l + !<tYoAp)-I) - «1 + ~ttYOAp)-ltlo 

(6,9) 

Multiplying this equation by 1(, we easily find 

(6. 10) 

If we make the Gaussian approximation to the averages 
in Eq, (6,9), then Eqo (6,10) becomes 
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(6. 11) 

We now decompose the tensors K, K', and rG into their 
transverse and longitudinal parts. In the limit as the 
hard core diameter becomes zero, we may usel8 

K = EO ; 2 [( EO ~ 2) k2 kk - (k2 + 2 ( z r) J [h2 

- (~ + i1J) 2 EO r1 
(6.12) 

together with Eq. (3 0 8) to obtain 

T: r (l?, w) = EG' t3 + 2 ( ~ ) 2 [k2 _( ~ + i1J) 2 EG,tr J -1 (6.13) 

where EG,tr is the Gaussian approximation to the trans
verse part of the dielectric tensor, 

NOW, to evaluate the integrals in Eq, (6,8), we ob
serve that the singularities of the integrand occur at 
the points k=±f(w) wheref(w) is the solution of 

f= Z [EG,tr(f, w)]1/2 (6. 14) 

and thus 

w 
few) = - nG(w) 

c 

where no(w) is the refractive index (in Gaussian approx
imation) at frequency w. Therefore, using this in Eq. 
(6.8) and carrying out the integrations, we have 

(R ) == (0'0 lu", -A I [n~(wo) + 2] [n~(w) + 2] (~) 2) 2 
G", 0, w 41TRO 3 3 c 

xvs(zna(w)Ro-nR(Wo)kO,W-WO)' (6.16) 

Comparing this with Eq. (4.8) (except for the use of a 
complex field here) we see that the two expressions 
differ only in that nG replaces no everywhere, Thus our 
approximate calculation with the Gaussian model leads, 
in accordance with the phenomenological theory, to the 
same spectrum, but with an improved value of the re
fractive index. 

It should be clear that the main feature of the 
Gaussian approximation is that it enables us to split 
the correlation between the two fields from the corre
lations which occur within each field separately. Had 
we not made Gaussian approximation but, instead, 
arbitrarily split these correlations, then all the formu
las of this section would hold but without the subscript 
G. In particular, in Eqo (16), the exact refractive in
dex replaces nG' 

APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we discuss briefly some uncom
pleted work on the vertex renormalization of the 
Gaussian modeL 

In the "single scattering approximation", the two 
fields which form the spectrum will be connected by 
only one S-bondo This means that we may average each 
of the two fields separately provided we hold one den
sity fluctuation fixed, This fluctuation will than be aver
aged last with the corresponding fluctuation from the 
other field, Let us denote the average of AE with one 
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FIG. 4. Lowest order vertex corrections. 

,..J 
fluctuation fixed by AEo Expanding the expression Eq. 
(2.25) for AE and averaging with one fluctuation fixed, 
we may write 6!' in either of three ways: 

AE(xo) 

= a o J T'(xo - Xl)' v(.xl' X2, Xa) 0 C(X2) Ap (X2 ) fi4x1 0 •• fi4x3, 

(AI) 

or 

AE(.xo) 

= a o J U(.xo, Xl' X2) 0 C(X2) Ap(Xi) d4xl d4x2' (A2) 

or 

AE(xo) 

= a o J W(xo, Xl' x2)«1 + a oKAp)-1)-i(.x2 - Xa) 

0C(X3) Ap(X2) d4xl 0 o. d4X3' (A3) 

In Eqo (A. 1), the tensor V is defined by 

V (.xl , X2' Xa) 

= «1 + Ci oApK)-1(Xl' X) (1 + Ci oKAp)-1(X2,X3»G,L' (A4) 

The average is a Gaussian average. The subscript L in
dicates that only linked diagrams are counted. That is, 
in the diagram series for V we discard all diagrams 
which would become disconnected if any K-bond were 
cuto Note that the order of Ap and K is reversed in the 
two factors constituting V. This form of ~ is the most 
convenient for calculations because it clearly separates 
the vertex correctiono According to (1), the effective 
field C undergoes a vertex modification and then propa
gates to the observation point via the propagator T' 
which we have shown is characteristic of the Gaussian 
mediumo The first term in the expansion of V is simply 
o(x1 - X2) O(.x2 - X3) [which leads immediately to the spec
trum given by Eqo (60 1)], while the next few terms are 
shown in Figo 4. 

In Eqo (A2), the tensor U is defined by 

U (xo, xi> X2) 

= «K'[l + fi' oAPK]-l)(xo, Xl) (1 + ooKAp)-1(xl , X2»G, L' 0 

(A5) 

Here the subscript L' indicates that the diagrams are 
partially linked in that it must not be possible to cause 
the diagrams to become disconnected by cutting a K
bond between the points Xl and X2' Finally, in Eqo (A3), 
the tensor W is given by 

wexo, x1' X2) = «!e'[l + fli oAplt']-1)(xo, x1)(1 + fi'oKAp)-i(xI' x2»G, 

(A6) 

where the diagrams may be either linked or unlinked. 
Clearly, we have the relations 
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U(XO, x1' X2) = J d4y T'(.xo - y) 0 V( y, x1' X2) 

= J d4yW(xo, Xl' y)«l + flioIt'Ap)-ltl (y - Xz)o 

(A7) 

The spectrum can be written formally by using either 
Eq. (Al), (A2) or (A3), e. g., 

G",(Ro, w) =~~r:! ~5 j[u" 0 T'(Ro- Hi, w) 0 V(.xt>X2,X3) ·C(.x3)] 

x [u" 0 T'(Ro - R1, w) 0 Vex;, xf, X3) 0 C(.x3)]* 

X exp[iw(tl - tp] (Ap(X2) Ap(xm d4xl 0 00 d4X3' (AB) 

Further evaluation depends upon making specific ap
proximations to the tensor V and is quite difficult. 

Without doing an explicit evaluation we would like to 
indicate the procedure which should bring Eqo (AB) into 
line with the phenomenological theory 0 If one writes 
the coordinate representation of the tensor Y [Eq. (6.9)] 
in Gaussian approximation and takes the functional 
derivative of that expression with respect to Ap(y) [or 
what amounts to the same thing, with respect to p(y)], 
one has the result 

o 
op(y) YG(.xl- Xa)=a OV(xl,y,Xa)o (A9) 

Now, since,.. is simply related to the dielectric tensor 
via Eq. (6.9), the vertex part V can be related to the 
functional derivative of the dielectric tensor 0 In this 
manner, one should be able to express the spectrum 
in single scattering approximation in terms of the dy
namic structure factor and the functional derivative 
of the dielectric tensoro This would be the appropriate 
generalization of the factor OE/Op which appears in the 
phenomenological resulto 

Finally, let us indicate the general calculation of 
the spectrum in single scattering approximation in 
terms of the vertex function V. As the required inte
grals are difficult to perform rigorously, we shall ar
bitrarily restrict the spatial integrals to a small volume 
around the origin and take Ro in the far zoneo We can 
then write for the transverse part of T', follOWing the 
calculation of the previous section, 

T'(R _ R. ) ~ _1_ n~(w) + 2 
o £"1' w 41TRO 3 

X exp [inG (w) ~ (Ro - Ro • Rt) J (1 - Rrlio)' 
(AID) 

In 4-vector notation, we will write the Fourier trans
form of V as 

V(x1,X2,X3)== (2!)12 j expIi(k1x 1 +k2x2 +k3x 3)] 

(All) 

Then, using Eq, (6 0 3) for t and the notation 

kin = (nR (wo)ko, wo), kout == (nG (~ ~ Ro, w) , (A12) 

we can carry out the integrals in Eqo (AB) to obtain 
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= lim l [~ [n~(w) + 2] [n~(wo) + 2] (~) 2J 2 
T~~ T 41TRo 3 3 c 

x (2;)4/ [u",·V(kout,_q,_kiD)·A[2S(q)d4q. (A13) 

In order to check this result, we may use the zeroth 
order approximation to V, i. e. , 

v< 0) == 0 (xt - X2) 0 (x2 - X3), (A14) 

We then obtain for the Fourier transform 

V(O) (kout, _ q, - kiD) = f exp[- i(kout - q - kiD) ·x]d4x. (A15) 

Thus, for the square of the transform which appears in 
Eq. (A13), we can write 

[u", • V· A [2 = [u", • A [2 f exp[ - i(kout - q - kiD) • (x - y)] d4x d4y 

= (21T)4[ U'" • A [2 V To(q _ kout _ kiD». 

(A16) 

We thus recover the previous result, Eq. (6.16) ex,,-ctly. 

In the more general case, conservation of the "4-mo
mentum" in the vertex part requires that 

V(kout , _ q, _/?iD)= (21T)4V(q) o(q _ (kout _/liD», 

U sing the same procedure as in Eq. (A16) for the 
square of the delta function, Eq. (A13) becomes 

G (R w)= [~n~(w)+2 n~(wo)+2 (~) 2 2 
'" 0, 41TRO 3 3 c 

x V[u",'v(kout _ kiD). A[2S(llout _ kiD), 

which is the general result in single scattering 
approximation, 

(A17) 

(A18) 

Note added in proof: Since the completion of this re
search, the authors learned of recent work along simi
lar lines by Boots, Bedeaux, and Mazur, 19 The reader 
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is referred to this paper for a comparison of techniques 
and results. 

*Based on a dissertation submitted by V. V. to the Department 
of Physics, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, 
November 1974. 
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Construction of quantum fields from Euclidean tensor fields 
Te Hai Yao* 

Mathematics Department. Bedford College. Regent's Park. London NW1. England 
(Received 10 June 1975) 

We define Euclidean tensor fields over SOR·). from which we construct quantum tensor fields satisfying all 
the Wightman axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum. By a process of reduction. it is possible to 
obtain, from some suitably chosen Euclidean tensor field, a quantum field satisfying all the Wightman 
axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum and transforming according to any arbitrarily chosen one
valued finite-dimensional irreducible representation of the restricted Lorentz group L!. We give a 
Euclidean vector field and a Euclidean tensor field of rank two as examples, leading respectively to the real 
Proca Wightman field and the free electromagnetic Wightman field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1, Osterwalder and Schrader give a set of 
necessary and sufficient conditions on Euclidean Green's 
functions in order that they define a unique Wightman 
theory of some arbitrary spinor field. In Ref. 2, 
Nelson defines Euclidean scalar fields over S(JRd), for 
d ? 2, and show that, under certain hermiticity, inte
grability, and continuity conditions, they lead to scalar 
quantum fields in d-dimensional space-time satisfying 
all the Wightman axioms except the uniqueness of the 
vacuum, assuming a result of Ref. 1. In Ref. 3, a 
Euclidean covariant (in the sense that the expectation 
values of the fields are Euclidean covariant) Markov 
vector random field over D (JR4) is found which leads to 
the real Proca Wightman field. Here we extend the no
tion of the Euclidean fields of Nelson from the scalar 
case to tensor cases, for the case of four -dimensional 
space-time. We find that these Euclidean tensor fields, 
which are Euclidean covariant (defined in terms of a rep
resentation of the full Euclidean group on a probability 
space by automorphisms of the measure algebra) tensor 
random fields over S(R4

) satisfying a Markov property 
and a reflection principle, lead to, under certain her
miticity, integrability, continuity, and growth condi
tions, quantum tensor fields satisfying all the Wightman 
axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum. In Secs. 
II and III we shall define Euclidean tensor fields and 
give the proof of the above statement (again using a re
sult of Ref. 1). In Sec. IV, we shall consider a reduc
tion procedure whereby quantum fields satisfying all the 
Wightman axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum 
and transforming according to any arbitrary one-valued 
finite-dimensional irreducible representation of the re
stricted Lorentz group L! are obtained. In Sec. V we 
give examples of Euclidean tensor fields of rank one and 
two, respectively. 

II. EUCLIDEAN TENSOR FIELDS 

A Euclidean covariant lth rank tensor random field 
over S (ffi4) is a collection of random variables 
¢" ... Il)/! on a probability space (n,B, 11) [we assume 
thal 8 is the smallest a-algebra with respect to which all 
¢" ... " C/! are measurable] indexed by 1 indices 11;=0,1, 
2,3, i~l, . .. ,Z, and by the elements of S(ffi4), such 
that ¢"l"'/J (/! is linear and such that ¢" ... " (Jot) 
- ¢" ... "zeh in measure if fot - f in the u~ualltopology of 
S (ffi4~, and such that there is a representation T of the 
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full Euclidean group on ffi4 on the underlying probability 
space2 such that 

where T(a,A) is the representative of the element (a,A) 
of the full Euclidean group in the representation T, with 
a being a translation and A a rotation [ defined here as 
an arbitrary element of 0(4)], and f(a,A) is given by 

f(a,A )(x) = j{A -l(X - a), X= (x(O), X (l)' X(2)' X(3)) E JR4. 

If we write <I>(j) for the set ¢"1"'''1(j), 111=0,1,2,3, 
i= 1, ... l, where ¢j.Ll"'/J. (/! is called the 11 1

000 III com
ponent of <I>(/!, and if we ~efine an operator T(a,A) on 
<I>(j) as 

{T(a,A)<I>(/!}" ... " 1 I 

then the above statement of Euclidean covariance can be 
written as 

T(a,A )<I>(j) = T(a ,A)<I> (/! 

with 

{T(a,A)<I>(j)}"1'" "I = T(a,A)¢"l'" "I(j). 

In particular, if we let (p) = (0, A p) with 

then 

A= p 

-1000 

o 100 

o 010 

o 0 01 

I 

{T( p)<I> (j)} "1'" "I = (- 1) 1.: j "1 6"j'O¢ "1'" "I (Jp)' 

We now define an Euclidean covariant Markov tensor 
random field of rank lover S(JR4

). We let U be an open 
set in ffi4, and we let a(U) be the a-algebra generated by 
the random variables ¢" ... ,,/j) with 11;=0,1,2,3, i 
= 1, ... l, and supp fC (). For any arbitrary subset V 
of ffi4 we define a(V) = n a(U) with the intersection taken 
over all open sets containing V. Then an Euclidean co-
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variant tensor random field <I>(j) of rank 1 is called 
Markov if 

E(u I a(U')) = E(u I a(aU)) 

where E( I ) denotes conditional expectation, U' is the 
complement of U, and aU the boundary of U, for all 
positive random variables u measurable with respect to 
a(lj} . 

The Euclidean covariant tensor random field <I>(j) is 
said to satisfy the reflection principle if 

T(p)U=U 

for any u belonging to L2(0, ao' 11), where ao= a(m3
) , 

with 1R3 being the hyperplane xCO) = O. We have 
z 

T(p)<t>"p •• ",/j) = (_l)L j =iO"j'O <t>"'I"'''Z(tp)' 

We now define an Euclidean tensor field of rank 1 
over S(1R4

) to be an Euclidean covariant Markov tensor 
random field of rank lover S(1R4

) satisfying the above 
reflection principle. We further introduce the following 
assumptions: 

(0 <I>(j) is Hermitian, i. e., <I>(j) is real when f is 
real. 

(ii) For all f E 5 (1R4) , <t> "P" ",/j) is in L
P 

for 1 ~ P < 00 

and for 111 =0,1,2,3, i=1, ... , l, and the 
mapping 

fI:S) 0 • • :S) fn - E<t>~l (tI) 0 0 0 <t>~ (tn) 

is separately continuous, where each Ak is a set of in
dices III ••• Ilz' and further we have 

where c i and c 2 are some positive numbers and 

Ilfi lis = sUP
4 

1(1 + ~)s /2D"'j(x) I 
xEIR 

I ad ~s 

for some positive integer s. 

We note that (i) guarantees that <1>* (j) = <I> (t*) for all 
fES(1R 4

). 

We now define a Schwinger field ~(j) with components 

<Ii "'1"'" Z (j) defined by 

Assumption (ii) guarantees that there exists a 
tempered distribution S, ,on 1R4 such that 

""1·· • ..... n 

We further define SQ= 1. 

We now claim that the sequence of distributions So, 
S~ "'~n satisfies the axioms (EO")-(E3) of Ref. 1 for 
arbitrary spinor fields and hence leads to a theory of 
quantum tensor fields satisfying all the Wightman axioms 
except the uniqueness of the vacuum. 
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III. CONSTRUCTION OF QUANTUM TENSOR FIELDS 

We now show that the sequence of distributions So, 
S~ .•• A , satisfies the axioms (EO")- (E3) of Ref. 1 for 

I n 
arbitrary spinor fields. First we note that (EO") is 
satisfied by assumption. 

To show that (E 1) is satisfied, we note that for R 
ESO(4), the maxtrix A(U, V) of [1] satisfies 

A(U, V)=PRp-I 

where 

o 
o 

100 

010 

o 001 

Hence we have 

A(U-I , V-I) = PR-Ip-l . 

If we let A(U-I , V-I)I be the direct product of A(U-I , 

V-I) with itse If, taken 1 times, and if we define pi, 
(R-I)I, (p-I)l in a similar way, then we have 

A(U-I, V-I)I = PI(R-I)I(p-I)I. 

We have 

and 

Consequently, we have 

T(a,R){¢~ (tl) 00 0 ¢~ (tn)) 
I n 

= z:; (A(U-I V-I)I) • (A(U-I V-I)I) • 
A~ ••• A~ , AlAI··· , AnA n ' 

¢)..(t(a.R))·· '¢)..(tCa,R)) 
I n 

and therefore 

SA ••• A (Xl' ... , Xn) 
I n 

XSA~ ••• A~ (Rx i + a, .•. , RXn + a). 

To show that (E2) is satisfied, it is sufficient to show 
that the following inequality 

N 

n ~=o ~~ S).l···).nXI···Xm(ef,,'~l"··).n X fm,xI"'''') ~ 0 

(here fa = 1) where 

(el,;,).I"'An)(XU ... ,xn)=f-:',).I ••• l.n(exu .•. , eXn) 

with 

is satisfied for 

fn,AI"'~n (Xl' ... , Xn) = fnl'AI (Xl) ••• fnn'An (Xn) , 
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where 

fnl "I (XI)E S(1R4
) and = 0 unless xi(O) > O. 

To prove the above inequality we proceed as follows. 
We define 

N 

~=6 6 ¢x Un!>'l)' "¢, Unn,,). 
n=O A 1 n n 

(Here the empty product is by convention 1. ) Then we 
have 

- Nib ._ 1: 1 & 
0'= 6 6 (w)tj=l 1"/'1),0 ... (..r.:.. 1) j=l 1"/'n)'O 

n=O ). 

- -
x ¢A1 Un1,A1)'" ¢AnUnn,,) 

using hermiticity of cP CtJ. Consequently, we have 

with 
- -

(8fn1,A1)(x)=fn1"l(8x), etc .. 

Hence we have 

E( T( p)a)a) 

Following Nelson, 2 we have, using Euclidean co
variance, Markov property, reflection property, and 
assumption (ii), the relation 

E« T( p)(i)a)? O. 

Hence (E2) is proven. (E3) follows from the commuta
tivity of random variables. We note that the quantum 
tensor field constructed from the Wightman distributions 
obtained as analytic continuations of the distributions 
So, SAl'''' , transform according to the tensor represen
tation A (Y, 1")1, i. e., the direct product of the represen
tation A( Y, y) taken 1 times, of the restricted Lorentz 
group L:, where Y is one of the two SL(2C) elements 
corresponding to a given element of L:. 

IV. REDUCTION 

We now introduce a natural ordering in the set of 
tensor indices /11 ••• /11' Let /11 ••• /1 1 and /1~ ••• /1~ be 
two such tensor indices. We call (/11'" /1/) > (/1~ ••• /1;) 
if starting from the left, the first unequal subindices /1; 
and /1i is such that /1; > /1i. We can then put the set of 
indices /1 1 '" /1 1 into one-to-one correspondence with the 
set of integers j = 1,2, ... ,41, with the integer j cor
responding to the tensor index /11 ••• iJ. I being greater 
than the integer j' corresponding to the tensor index 
/1~ ... /1~ if (/11 ... /11) > (/1i ••• /1~). 

Now since RI is the direct product taken 1 times of 
the element R of SOC 4), there exists a real 4 I X 4 I non
singular matrix W which fully reduces RI to one-valued 
finite -dimensional irreducible representations M[l J , 

=1, ... ,p, of SO(4), i.e., 

243 

P EEl 
WRIW-1=~ M[iJ=M. 

; =1 
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We define 
41 

Qj(fJ= 6 WJj'¢J,(j), 
j~ =1 

and defining Q(j) to be a column vector with components 
Qj(j) and w(j) to be a column vector with components 
¢ /j), we have 

M-1Q(j) = W(W1)IW(j/. 

If we define 

M=PIM(P-1)1, 

W =pIW(p-1)/, 

Q(j)=pIQ(j), 

~(j)=pIW(j), 

we obtain 

T(a,R)Q(j/= T(a;R)wi(j) = M-1QU<Q,Rl)' 

since 

v 

W is not real. However, it is possible to choose a 
quasidiagonal matrix 

P 
B=6 EEl B[il 

i=l 

with B[il n~nsin~lar and of the same order as M[iJ, 
such that W = B W is real and 

P 

M=BifB-1=6 EEl Mlil 
i=l 

with 

Defining 

Q(j)=BQ(j), 

we have 

We also have 

WA(U-1 V-l)lW-l- M- I , -, 

and 

We note that 

M[i 1= B[i ICM[ ilC-1 B[1I-1 

where C is a nonsingular submatrix of pi, and that Mlil 
is a one-valued finite-dimensional irreducible represen
tation of SO(4) equivalent to M[i). 

Since 
p 

M= 6 EEl M[lI, 
i=l 

Q(j) splits up into parts Q[lJ(j), i= 1, ... , p, each of 
which has its components transformed into a linear com
bination of its components under the action of M. Thus 
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We now assert that a quantum field satisfying all the 
Wightman axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum 
can be constructed from the field QIIJ(j), i= 1, ... , p. 
We define 

Slil (f J,)-EQIll (f) .•. QIi] (J,) "1-··Y n 1,···, n - r 1 1 Y n n' 

Sll 6 =' 1. 

Then the sequence of distributions S[iol, Slil , satis-rI" ·r 
fies the axioms (EO") - (E3) of Ref. 1 for arbitrary 
spinor fields. Again (EO") is satisfied as can be easily 
seen. (E 1) is satisfied since we have 

r(a R)Q~[i]( +'1- Mln-IQ~ Iil(f ) 
,jJ- CarR) 

and 

r(a,R){Q[i~l (f1)'" Q[i~n(fn)} 

= .0 M[il-1 
... Mli]-lQlil(j ) ... QltJ(J, ) 

0l,eoo(jn rI 61 Yn 6n 61 HarR) on n<a,R)' 

Taking expectation values and noting that r(a,R) is 
measure preserving, we have 

SI;I' .. r (xu' .. ,Xn ) 
1 n 

xSI~:".on(RxI + a, ... ,Rxn + a), 

which is E(1) of Ref. 1 for arbitrary spinor fields. 

To show that (E2) is satisfied, we put 
N 

a=.0.0QliJ(J, ) ... QliI(J, y). 
n:::O Y "1 nI''}'l rn nn' n 

(Here again the empty product is by convention 1.) Then 
we have 

Consequently, we have (where, again, fo=1) 

N 

n~=o Po SI;: ... rn01".6)S!,;,r1 ... rn X fm,01'''o) 

=E«r(p)a)a) ~O, 

where 

f n,r1 ... rn(x1, ... ,Xn)=fn1,rI(xI) 0' 'fnn,rn(xn), 

with 

f ,. r (Xi) E 5(IR4) and = 0 unless Xi > O. 
n , i (0) 

Hence, by the same reasoning as before, (E2) is satis
fied. (E3) is satisfied since Q~il(j) are random vari
ables. Hence we get a quantum field theory satisfying all 
the Wightman axioms except the uniqueness of the vacu
um, from the random field Qlil(j) over 5(IR4), for each 
i= 1, ... ,po 

Now any of the one-valued finite-dimensional ir
reducible representations of 80(4) [L e., any of the 
Di,k class of 80(4) withj,k~O and both integral or half-
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integral] is equivalent to some Mill obtained in the com
plete reduction of a tensor representation R' of 80(4) 
with suitable l, and conversely, any MI 1I obtained in 
the complete reduction of any tensor representation RI 
of 80(4) is equivalent to some one-valued finite-dimen
sional irreducible representation of 80(4). According to 
Ref. 1, the quantum field constructed from QI i J (j) 
transforms according to some one-valued finite-dimen
sional irreducible representation of the restricted 
Lorentz group L: (Le., equivalent toDi,k of L: withj,k 
~ 0 and both integral or half-integral). Furt~er, by this 
process of reduction, we always get a field Q[i1(j) which 
gives rise to a quantum field satisfying all the Wightman 
axioms except the uniqueness of the vacuum and trans
forming according to some arbitrary one-valued finite
dimensional irreducible representation of the restricted 
Lorentz group L:. 

V. EXAMPLES 

A. A Euclidean vector field 

We consider the vector random field <1>(j) over 5(1R4) 
obtained by extension of the Gaussian vector random 
field <1>(j) over 5r (1R4

), the space of real elements of 
5(IR4), defined by 

E¢,,(j)=O, 

E¢,,(j)¢v(g)= <t, 
where ¢.,(.f) and ¢)g) are the components of <1>(j) and 
<1>( g), respectively, with Il, lJ = 0,1,2,3, and where 6 is 
the four-dimensional Laplacian operator and ( , >L 2 (JR4) 

is the scalar product in L 2 (IR4) . 

The vector random field <1> (j) over 5 (IR4) can be shown 
to be Markov in a way exactly parallel to what is done 
in Ref. 3. Further, assumptions (i) and (ii) of 8ec. II 
are satisfied as a consequence respectively of the Gaus
sian nature of the field when restricted to 5 r(1R4) and of 
Wick's theorem for jointly Gaussian random variables. 
We now demonstrate that the vector field <1>(j) satisfies 
Euclidean covariance in the sense of 8ec. II and the re
flection principle. 

We consider the Hilbert space H obtained by complet
ing the pre-Hilbert space H' = 54r(1R4) = 5 r(IR4

) x5 r(IR4) 
x5 r(IR4) x5 r(IR4) equipped with the scalar product 

(F, C> = ,,~=o f dPi.,(P)gv(p) l5"v +p~l~ :2}P"Pv 

where F={Jo, f1' f" f3}EH' and C={go, gu g2' g3} 
EH', and the tilde denotes Fourier transform. We let 
J(a,A) denote the transformation in 

J(a,A)] =AJ(a,A)' ] EH 
with 

] (a,A) =](A-1(X - a», 

then we have 

(J(a,A)] , J(a,A)]>=<],]>. 

Htnce J(a,A) is an orthogonal transformation in H. 
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Since H is real, and since B is the a-algebra gener
ated by cpifl), the Gaussian process over H defined by 

for FEH', and CPG)= the fundamental sequence {cp(FI ), 

cp(F2),'" } E L2(n,B, /1) when] is a fundamental 
sequence {Fu F 2 , oo.} with Fi EH', there exists an auto
morphism T(a,A) of the measure algebra of (n,B, /1) 
such that 

T(a,A)cp(]) = cp(J(a,A)]). 

Consequently, we have 

T(a,A)(!:o cp,,(] It)) = ,,~=oA-~vCPv(] ",(a,A») 

where] " are the components of] and 

] ",(a,A)(X)=] ,,(A-I(X - a)). 

Hence we have, for fE5 r(1R4
), the relation 

3 

T(a,A)rp,,(/I="EA:~rpv{f(a A»). 
v=o ' 

The same relation holds for fE 5 (JR4
). Further, T is a 

representation of the full Euclidean group on 1R4 on 
(n,B, /1). Hence we have demonstrated Euclidean 
covariance. 

To show that <1>(/1 satisfies the reflection principle, 
we let 

Ho=~Ha 

where Ha is the completion of the pre-Hilbert space Hs 
= {FEH', supp FeUa, Ua being any arbitrary open set 
containing the hyperplane 1R3}, equipped with the scalar 
product < , ). We know that fla and Ho are real Hilbert 
spaces. We have 

Fock space over flo = n (Fock space over Hal. 
a 

Hence, if we let 0'0= a-algebra generated by the Gaus
sian process rpiflo) over Ho, and O'a= a-algebra generated 
by the Gaussian process rpifla) over fla, then by Segal 
isomorphism we have 

F(n, 0'0' /1) = ~L2(n, O'a, ~) 

since fI a and flo are subspaces of H. Hence we have 

where aa is the a-algebra generated by rp,,(/I, /1 
=0,1,2,3, fE5(JR4), suPPfeUa' Hence L 2(n,ao,/1) is 
Segal isomorphic to the Fock space over flo. Now the 
space Ho consists of certain distributions over 54r(1R4

) 

with support on the hyperplane 1R3. They are elements 
of fI of the form 

where fi belongs to a subspace of LZ(1R3), with the tilde 
denoting Fourier transform. 
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If we let T p be the operator on H 0 defined by 

(Tp])" = (_l)o",o(] J" 
with 

for 

J EHo, 
then we have 

3 

rp(~])= "E rp,,«~]),,) 
~=O 

= T(p)(fd rp,,(] ,,)) 

= T(p)rp(]) 

by Euclidean covariance. 

Since ~ leaves Ho pointwise invariant, we have 

Hence T( p) = r(~) on L 2(n, 0'0' /1), where r(T,) is the 
operator on L 2(n, 0'0' /1) corresponding to the operator 
~ on flo via Segal isomorphism. Consequently, we have 

T(p)U=U 

for all U E LZ(n, 0'0' /1). Hence we have proved that <1>(/1 
satisfies the reflection property. We note that this 
Euclidean vector field leads to the real Proca Wightman 
field via the procedure discussed in Sec. II. 

B. A Euclidean tensor field of rank two 

Here we construct an Euclidean tensor field of rank 
two which leads to the free electromagnetic Wightman 
field via the procedure of Sec. II. 

To do so, we first construct a pre-Hilbert space fI' 
of antisymmetric 4 x 4 matrices F whose elements F "1"2' 
/11' /12 = 0,1,2,3, belong to 5 r(1R4) with scalar product 

3 

(F,G) =(1/4) "E J dpF" " (p)K" " v v (p)G v v (p) 
J.Ll. J.L2 1 2 1 2' 1 2 1 2 

"1,112=0 

where F, G EfI', F "I" and GV1V2 are respectively the 
Fourier transforms of F " and G ,and where 

"'-1 .... 2 "1""2 

K"I"Z'V1VZ(p) = (1/ p2)(P"IPV/)"2V2 + P"zPV/j"lv I - P"lV/)"ZVl 

-P";V/j"IV)' 

We have 

(F,G)=( "E)C J dpF"I"2(P)K"I"Z,VIVZ(P)GVIV2(P) 
U1 ,J.L2 c..I 

(v l ,v2)EI 

where I={(O,l), (0,2), (0,3), (1,2), (1,3), (2,3)}, and 
where the matrix K"11J>2,VIV2(P), for (/1u /12) and (vu v2) 
E I, is of the following form: 
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(0,1) (0,2) (0,3) (1,2) (1,3) 

P02+PI2 P1P2 P1P3 -POP2 -POP3 

P1P2 P02 + P22 
PZP3 POP1 0 

P1P3 P2P3 Poz + P32 0 POP1 

- POP2 POP1 0 P12+ p/ P2P3 

- POP3 0 POP1 P2P3 P1
2 + P3

2 

0 - POP3 POP2 -P1P3 P1P2 

We let H denote the completion of H', and we define a 
Gaussian process ¢(H) over H with mean zero and co
variance given by 

E¢(J )¢«(j) = <J,cj) 

for J ,(j EH, such that ¢(J ,,) - ¢(J) in measure if J" 
- J in H. For fE Sr(IR4

) , we define 

¢I"1 l"/iJ= ¢(J) 

where J is an element of H with 

J xx =0 for (\,~)*(11-1>11-2)' (\,~)*(11-2,11-1)' 
1 2 

J 1"1"2 =f, 

J "2"1 = - f· 
Then ¢"11"2(/J, for 11-1> 11-2= 0, 1,2,3, fE Sr(IR4

), are 
jointly Gaussian random variables and further we have 
¢"1"2(J,,) - ¢"1" (/J in measure if f" -fin Sr(IR

4
). For 

fES(lR4), we define ¢,.. ,.. (/J through linearity and we 
1 2 

have the same continuity property. 

We define an operator J(a,A) on H by 

J(a,A)J = (AXA)J (a,A) 

with 

J(a,A)(X) =J (A-1(X - a)). 

Then we have 

(J(a,A)J ,J(a,A)J) = <J ,J). 

Consequently, J(a,A) is an orthogonal transformation in 
H. Hence there exists a representation r of the full 
Euclidean group on IR4 on (n,B, 11-) such that 

r(a,A)¢(J) = ¢(J(a,A)]) 

and hence 
3 

T(a,A)¢1"1"2(/J= 6_ A~11V1A~12V2¢v1v2(J(a,A») 
Vl'V2-0 

for fE Sr(lR4) and hence also for fE S(lR"). Hence we 
have shown that ¢"1"'2(/J, for fES(m.4

), are components 
of an Euclidean covariant tensor random field <I>(/J over 
S(lR4

) of rank two. 

We now let U be an open set in IR4
, and let U' be its 

complement, aU its boundary. We let 

ttl = {J EN, supp J c U'}, 
N ={J EH, supp J c aU}. 

We let J be an element of H with supp J c U and J 1"11"2 
= 0 except for (11-1> 11-2) = (0, 1) and (1,0). Then the 
orthogonal projection J /rI of J onto /rI satisfies J /rI'I"11"2 
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(2,3) (j.l1> 11-2) = 

0 (0,1) 

- POP3 (0,2) 

POP2 (0,3) 

- P1P3 (1,2) 

P1P2 (1,3) 

P2
2 + P3

2 (2,3) 

I = 0 exceptfor (flu 11-2) = (0, 1) and (1,0) and J/rI,lo = 
-J/rI,Ol. We let (j EH with (j"'1"2=0 except for (11- 1,11-2) 

= (0, 1) and (1,0) and (j01 E[)r(U'O), the space of real in
finitely differentiable functions of compact support with 
support contained in U '0, the interior of U'. Then we 
have 

<(j,J/rI)=«(j,J) , 

Consequently, we have 

J dxg(X)(002 + °12)(°2
2 + 032)J /rI,01(X) 

= J dxg(X)(002 + °12)(02
2 + 032)J O1(X) 

for any gE[)r (U'O). 

Similarly, we let J' be an element of H with supp J' 
cU andJ~ "2=0 except for (11- 1,1/-2)=(2,3) and (3,2). 
Then the orlhogonal projection J/rl of J' onto /rI satisfies 
J~'1"11"2=0 except for (11-1> 11-2)=(2,3) and (3,2), and 
J/rI,32 = - JIff ,23' We let (j' EH with (j :11"2 = 0 except for 
(11-1> 11-2) = (2,3) and (3,2) and (j ~3 E[) r(U'O). Then we have 

«(j' ,J~) =«(j' ,J'), 

i. e. , 

Consequently, we have 

J dxg(X)(002+ 01
2)(02

2+ (32)JIff,23(X) 

= J dxg(X)(002 + (1
2)(02

2 + (32)J~3(X) 

for any gE[)r(U'O). 

If we chooseJ~3=J01> we have, for any gE[)r(U'O), 
and consequently for any gE[)(U'O), the space of infinite
ly differentiable functions with compact support with 
support contained in U'o, the equality 

J dxg(X)(002 + 01
2)(02

2 + (32)]/rI,01(X) , 
= J dxg(X)(Oo2+ 012)(02

2+ 032)J/rI,23(X), 

Hence we have 

(0 0
2+ 01

2)(022+ 03 2 )J/rI,01(X) 
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= (00
2 + (1

2)(0/ + (32)J;h ,23(X) 

as distributions on U'O. Consequently, we have 

J!YJ ,01 =JifJ ,23 + K 

where K(x) is a distributional solution of 

(00
2 + ( 1

2)(02
2+ (32)K(x)=O 

in U'O, and K(x) can be written [one way to see this is to 
notice that every distributional solution K(23)(XC2»XC3 ») 
of the Laplace's equation 

(0/ + 03 2)KC23) (X(2» X(3») = 0 

in U'O is a C~ solution of the equation in the same 
regionq as 

~ 

K(x) =6 k(01) (X CO ) ,X(1) )k~23) (X(2) , X(3») 
i=1 

in some sufficiently small neighbourhood of any point in 
U'O , where k~23)(X(2)'XCS») satisfies 

in that neighbourhood. Choosing gOI and g~s=g for some 
gEDr(U'O), we have 

and 

f (0 2 + ( 2 ) I 
= dxg(x) 2 _ ~ s J!YJ ,23(X) 

Hence we have 
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for any gEDr(U'O) and hence any gED(U'O). Consequent
ly, J!YJ,OI has support on oU, i.e., J!YJEN. 

By an extension of this argument, we can show that 
the orthogonal projection J!YJ of any JEll with supp J 
c U, onto !YJ , is in N. Hence, following Nelson,2 we 
can show that the Euclidean covariant tensor random 
field tfJ(!J over S(1R4

) is Markov. 

The proof that the field tfJ(j) satisfies the reflection 
principle is similar to that of the previous example in 
Sec. V. A, noting that the corresponding subspace 110 
here consists of elements of the form 

o o o o 
o 0 f 12 @ () flS@ 0 

o f23@ 0 

where ~i belongs to a subspace of L 2 (lRS
), wIth Iii being 

the Fourier transform of flj' 

Assumptions (i) and (ii) of Sec. II are satisfied in this 
case for the same reason as they are satisfied in the 
previous example. 
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A derivation of the classical Hilbert space model of quantum theory is given (including superselection 
rules) based (i) on various axioms on the behavior of events and (ii) an explicit formula for the 
superposition of two pure states in terms of transition probabilities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present a derivation of 
the classical representation scheme for quantum logics: 
a family of pairwise orthogonal Hilbert spaces (one for 
each atom in the center of the logic) the rays of which 
correspond to the pure states, while the decomposable 
self-adjoint operators correspond to the observables. 

This derivation is based on a set of several plausible 
axioms concerning the behavior of events and states, 
and also on the use of an explicit formula for the super
position of pure states. In this respect we have gone 
beyond the ideas studied, e. g., in Ref s. 1 and 2, by 
providing specific properties of superpositions rather 
than a general qualitative definition. In particular it ap
peared desirable to differentiate between mixtures and 
superpositions. The former is a strictly classical con
cept arrived at by considerations regarding ensembles; 
the concept of superposition, however, involves a sense 
of interaction between two pure states, apparently due 
to the nonzero probability of spontaneous (noncausal) 
transition between pure states. We have tried to make 
this interaction clear in our formulation. 

Section 2 lays the general background on which the 
derivation is based. In Sees. 3, 4, and 5 we develop the 
first consequences of our hypotheses on the behavior of 
superpositions. In Sec. 6 we obtain the structure of the 
pure state space and in 7 the structure of the logic it
self. The last section gives a geometrical criterion for 
the validity of our superposition axioms. 

2. GENERAL BACKGROUND 
The class of logics L we are concened with shall be 

assumed to satisfy the properties listed below. We shall 
refer to the elements of L as "events." The undefined 
terms shall be, as usual, the relation <; which we inter
pret as implication between two events, and the opera
tion I of orthocomplementation which we interpret as 
negation. 

Axiom (i): (a) For all A, B, eEL we have:A<;A; A 
<; B and B <; A imply A = B; and A <; B, B <; e imply A <; e. 
There exist events 0, IE L such that 0 <; A <; I for A E L . 

(b) Furthermore, (A')' = A, A <; B implies B' <; A' and 
A /\A' = 0, A VA' = I, where /\, V denote infimum and 
supremum relative to the partial order <;. 

We are not assuming A/\B, A VB to exist universal
ly; we shall be able to establish this later on. 

An atom of L is an event A such that 0 <; B <; A implies 
B=O or B=A. 
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Axiom (ii): (a) If A <:; B, then A' A B exists and B 
=A V(A' /\B). 

(b) Furthermore, if B=A ve with A, 
e atoms, then A' 1\ B is also an atom. 

The first part is the classical orthomodularity, while 
the second is a weak form of Piron's covering axiom. 1 

Notation: In case A <; B' (or equivalently B"S A') we 
write Ai B and say that A, B are disjoint. 

Axiom (iii): If A i ,A2 , 00' is a (finite or infinite) 
sequence of pairwise diSjoint events, then their supre
mum exists. 

Notation: For traditional reasons we shall write this 
as 2;Aj rather than V Aj' or as Ai + A2 + " ,+ An in case 
of a finite sequence. 

A state of L is a map m: L - [0,1] such that (a) m(O) 
=0, m(I)::d, (b) m(2;A j )=2;m(A i ). The interpretation 
is, of course, that m(A) is the probability of occurrence 
of A, while the "system" is in the state m. We shall 
write /YI for the set of all states. 

Axiom (iv): If for each state m for which m(A) = 1 we 
also have m(B) = 1, then A <; B. 

The physical meaning of this is quite obvious and 
gives a precise contant to the otherwise vague word 
"implication. " 

A state m is a mixture of the states {mx}xEX if there 
is a positive measure 11 on X of total mass 1 such that 
m(A)=Jxmx(A)dll(x). We shall abbreviate this to m 

= J m,dll(x). 
x 
A state is pure if it is not a mixture; we shall write 

/YI p for the set of pure states. 

Axiom (v): The pure states generate all states by mix
tures. Specifically, there exists a measurable space X 
such that for every m E/YI we have a family {mJxEx with 
mx E/YI p for all x E X and a positive measure 11 on X with 
IlX= 1 such that m = J m dll(x). x x 

There is certainly no need to defend the plausibility 
of this hypothesis on physical grounds. 

Axiom (vi): If, for some pure state m, all events Ai 
(any family) occur with certainty, then the infimum A of 
the family {Ai} exists and occurs with certainty in 111. 

Again, the physical interpretation of this is im
mediate; indeed one is tempted to assume this for any 
state, not just for the pure states. We do not really need 
to go that far. One of the consequences of these axioms 
shall be the completeness of L. 
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We shall now present our first conclusions; any proofs 
omitted can be found in Ref. 4. 

Proposition 1: For any A '* 0 in L, there exists a pure 
state m with mA = 1. Furthermore, the set {m EM p: m(A) 
= 1} determines the event A. 

Corollary: L is a complete lattice. 

Proof: Consider any family {A j} in L. If the only event 
,,; each Ai is the 0, then the infimum of {AI} is O. So let 
o ,*A,,; Al for all i; then there exists a pure state m with 
mA= 1. Hence we also have m(AI )= 1 for all i and 
Axiom (vi) provides us with the desired infimum. 

Notation: For a given m EM p the set {A: m(A) = 1} has 
an infimum which we shall write as Lm; note that we have 
m(Lm) = 1 also. 

By our interpretation of ,,; as implication, the event 
Lm is the ultimate cause of any event that occurs in the 
state m. Thus, for any state n, the number n(Lm) is the 
probability of our system switching "spontaneously" 
from the state n to m. We therefore call n(L m ) the prob
ability of transition from n to m and write it as <n I m). 
The hypothesized absence of causal elements in such 
transitions leads us to: 

Axiom (vii): For any pure states n, m we have <nl m) 
= <ml n). 

Now consider two states n, m EMp with <nl m) = 1; 
there is then no way of distinguishing them, since our 
system is forced to switch back and forth between them. 
An alternate argument is that any event that occurs with 
certainty in one of them also occurs with certainty in the 
other. We shall thus accept: 

Axiom (viii): The set of all events occurring with cer
tainty in some pure state determines this state. 

We shall use this in the form: <n I m) = 1 implies n = m 
(for n,mEM p ). Equivalent statements are: Ln=Lm im
plies n=m, or <mlmi>=<mlm:J for all mEMp implies 
m i = fn 2 • 

Proposition 2: For any pure state m, the event Lm is 
an atom of L; conversely, for each atom A of L there is 
a (unique) pure state m such that A = L m' Furthermore, 
any event A is a disjoint union of atoms Lmj and hence 
for any pure state we have meA) = L; <m I m j >. 

We shall only establish this last point, namely that if 
A=sup{Ai }, Ai any family of pairwise disjoint events, 
and if m is pure, then m(A)=L;m(Ai ). Note that for any 
finite set A. , A. , ... ,AI we have "'k m(Aj ),,; 1, hence 

II 12 n i.J k 
that 2: m(A j ),,; 1 too. Thus all but a countable number of 
m(A j ) are nonzero; let those Aj's with nonzero probabil
ities be denoted by Bj' and the rest by Ck • Since m(C/) 
=1 for all k, we have m(infC/) = 1, and hence mC=O, 
where C = sup Ck • Since {Bj } is countable and suprema 
associate, we have A= sup{L;Bj' C}; but Bj ,,; C

k
' for all 

k, hence L; Bj 1 C, and thus 

m(A)=m(6Bj ) +mC 

=6m(B) 

=6m(Aj ). 

Finally a word about the center of L which is the set 
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of all A E L such that A commutes with all events in L . 
Here we say that A, B commute if there exist Au Bu C 
pairwise disjoint so that A = Ai + C, B = Bi + C. 

Proposition 3: A is the center of L iff for each pure 
state m we have meA) = 0 or m(A) = 1. 

Proof: If A is in the center and m is pure with Lm not 
contained in A, then LmI\A=O; since they commute, we 
shall also have Lm 1 A, and thus m(Lm) + m(A),,; 1, and 
hence m(A) = O. If Lm"; A, evidently m(A) = 1; since Lm is 
is an atom, these are the only possible cases. Converse
ly, assume meA) = 0 or 1 for every pure state m. Take 
any BEL; we want to show that A, B commute, Le., A 
I\(AI\B)' 1 B I\.(AI\.B)'. This means B 1\ (A I\B)' ,,; A' V(A 

B). We shall use Axiom (iv), which is easily seen to 
hold even for pure states [with the aid of Axiom (v)]. 
Thus let m be a pure state with m (B 1\ (A I\B)') = 1, so 
that m(B) = 1 and m(AI\B) = 0; since m(A) = 1 or 0, we 
see that m(A) must be 0, since otherwise we obtain 
from Axiom (iv) that m(AI\B) = 1. But then m(A')=1 
and hence m{A1 V(A/\B» = 1 also. 

3. SUPERPOSITION OF PURE STATES 
A mixture of two states m, n is given by the formula 

A - Am(A) + Iln(A), where A + Il = 1 and A, Il ~ O. Rewrit
ing this in the form [a2m(A) + b2n(A)J!(a2 + b2), where not 
both a, b are zero will help to motivate our formula for 
superpositions. The idea is to change this a little, by the 
the addition of a term representing the coupling of m, n, 
in such a way that it shall reduce to a mixture iff this 
coupling term vanishes. 

We shall assume that two pure states m,n can be 
superposed in any given "proportion" a, b to produce a 
state am e bn given by: 

A - [a2m(A) + b2n(A) + 2ab(m xn)(A)]/(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In]). 

Here [min] is just (mxn)(I), and is needed in the de
nominator to make am EB bn have value 1 at the certain 
event. The term (mxn)(A) is (by necessity) a countably 
additive functional in A and represents, as mentioned 
above, the coupling of the two states m,n. We shall as
sume m x n = n x m, since we should have symmetry for 
the whole superposition: amEBbn=bnEBam. We do not, 
however, need to assume any explicit form for m x n; 
the axiom to follow provides us with all necessary 
structure. 

So we have assumed, for m '* n, that all superpositions 
am EB bn are defined except in case both a, b are zero. 
For m = n we should not expect to obtain any new state, 
since there is nothing for m to "interact" with; thus we 
assume am EB bm = m for all a, b except in case a + b = 0 
(since then the two terms should "cancel out"). 

Now consider m '* n and the formula for am EB bn; since 
the denominator does not vanish for any a, b we must 
have I [m I n]1 < 1, and so its sign is always +. Hence the 
numerator is also nonnegative for all a, b, and so I (m 
xn)(A)l2,,; (mA)(nA). In case m=n, we obtain at once 
(m xm}(A) = [ml m 10 (mA). 

We can now state our basic hypotheses. 

Axiom (ix): (a) For any pure states m, n, s there is a 
proportionality a, b such that the states am EB bn and s 
are orthogonal, Le., (amEBbn)(Ls)=O. 
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(b) If m(A) = n(A) = 1, then (am EfJ bn)(A)= 1 also, for 
anya,b. 

It is perhaps worth mentioning now that part (a) shall 
be used for the analysis of the state space, while part 
(b) shall give use the representation for L. 

We have at once from this axiom that, given m, n, s, 
there exist a, b for which 

a2(m I s) + b2(n I s) + 2ab(m xn)(Ls) = 0. 

Thus the discriminant, which is anyway,,; 0, must 
vanish, i.e., [(m x n)(Ls)]2=(mls)(nls). 

Now consider the state p = m EfJ bn; we have 

p(Lm) = (1 + b2(n I m) + 2b(m x n)(Lm)) (1 + b2 + 2b[m I n ])-1. 

Since p is a state, this is maximized at b = 0, and by 
setting its derivative zero, we obtain (mxn)(Lm)=[mln]. 
Combining this with the previous equation, we get 
([mln])2=(mln), or [mln]=E(m,n)f(mln), where E(m,n) 
=± 1. In particular [ml m]=± 1, but it cannot be -1, be
cause then the state m EfJ m is not defined; hence [m 1m] 
=1. 

Going back to (m x n)(L s)' we see that it has the form 
dm, n, s)f(m I s)f(nl s) with dm,n,s) = ± 1; our final as
sumption is that the coupling of m, n in m x n is not too 
strong in the sense that dm,n,s) will be allowed to fac
tor into E(m, s )E(n, s). Thus we obtain 

(m xn)(L s)= [m Is l[n Is]. 

A useful corollary of this is that if {s i} is a maximal 
orthogonal family of states in!l1 p (i. e., (s il s j) = ° for i 
i-j), then 

[m In]=6[m IsJnls i]. 

We shall call this the "Parseval relation." 

Finally note that for p = am EfJ bn we have 

p(L s) = (a[m Is] + b[n I s ])2(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-1. 

4. PURITY OF SUPERPOSITIONS 

The following regularity property is of fundamental 
importance. 

Proposition 4: Let p = am EfJ bn be pure. Then there 
exists an 1) = + 1 or - 1 such that for all s E!I1 p we have 

[p IS]=1)(a[m Is] + b[n Is])(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In])-1/2. 

Proof: First note that equality of absolute values has 
just been shown at the end of Sec. 3. Then observe that 
by Parseval's relation it suffices to obtain an 1) for 
which the desired result holds for all s in a maximal 
orthogonal set ini1l p • We thus have for each s Ein p , a 
number E(S) = ± 1 such that 

[p Is] = ds )(a[m Is] + b[n Is]) • (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In ])-1 I 2 . 

N ow choose some maximal orthogonal set {s I hEI in 
!I1 p and let I. = {il ds i ) = I}, I_= {iIE(S i) = - I}. We take a 
q E!I1 p and calculate as follows: 

E(q )(a[m I q] + b[n I q ])(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In ])-1 / 2 

= [p Iq] =6[p I Si][q lSi] 

= (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-1 / 2{a i~. [m I Sl][q lSi] 
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-a 6 [mlsl][qlsj] 
IEI_ 

-b.6 [nlsl][qlsi]}; 
.EI_ 

since 

and similarly for [nlq], we obtain 

U sing these for q = m, we obtain 

with analogous conclusions for E(n) = ± 1. 

Thus, in case E(m) = dn) = 1, the formula for p = am 

EfJ bn gives 

6 (plsl)=(a2+b2+2ab[mln])-1 
iEI_ 

x {- a
2 i~_ (m lSi) + b

2 l~_(nlsj)}, 
and also 

= (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-1 

x {a
2 j~_ (m I S i) - b

2 i~_ (n I S i)} . 

Hence all (p I S i) with i E I_ are zero; this means that for 
[pISi]i-O we have iEI. and 1) can be chosen + 1. The 
case E(m) = E(n) = - 1 is similar, and we turn to E(m) = 1, 
dn) = -1. We obtain as above that 

and 

whence 

On the other hand, 

[pI m]=E(m)(a + b[mln])(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In])-1/2 

= (a + b[m In]) 0 (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m In ])-1 12 
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and similarly 

[p [n] = - (a[m [n] + b)(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m [n])-1/2, 

which imply 

1 = [p [p] =dp}(a[m [p] + b[n [p])(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m [n ])-1/2 

=dp}(a2 _ b2 }(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m [n]t1/ 2
• 

But this means 

and as the sum of these two is also 1 and each is ~ 0, 
one must be zero. Thus again all E(S) for which [pi Sj] 
'* 0 have the same sign and 1/ can be chosen appropriately. 

We shall now supply this to the analysis of whether 
or not am EB bn is pure. 

Theorem 1: Let m, n be pure and p = am EB bn. Then p 
is a mixture iff (m I s) (n Is) = 0 for all s Ehi p' In such a 
case we have in particular <m I n) = 0, and also that any 
superposition of m, n is mixed. 

Proof: Let us first consider the case where (m I n) = 0; 
we shall reduce the general case to this. Now suppose 
p = ixPxdJ.l(x} is a decomposition of p into pure states Px' 
and write A=Lm+Ln (since (mln)=O we have Lm1Ln)' 
Then mA = nA = 1, hence pA = 1 also; but this means that 
Px(A} = 1 for almost all x, and we shall ignore this ex
ceptional null set. Choosing a maximal orthogonal set 
of atoms Ls. in A', we see that {m, n, Sj} is a maximal 
orthogonal set of pure states, and thus we have 

[Px[sJ=6 [pxl Sj l[s lSi] + [Px [m][s [m] + [Px [n][s [n]; 
j 

but Px(Ls ) = 0 since Px(A} = 1 and therefore 
j 

[Px [s] = [Pxi m][s [m] + [Px [n][s [n], 

or px=j(x)mEBg(x)n, where we set j(x}= [Pxl m], g(x) 
=[Pxln]. Expanding (pis) in two ways we obtain that 

(a2(m [s) + b2(n [s) + 2ab[m [s ][n [s ])(a2 + b2)-1 

= J ([j(x)F(m [s) + [g(x)]2(n[s) 
x 

+ 2j(x)g(x)[m Is ][n I s ]}dJ.l(x) 

for all s Ehi p' Replacing s by m and n, we obtain 

a2/(a2 + b2) = J f(x)2 dJ.l(x), b2/(a2 + b2) = 1 g(X)2 dJ.l(x) 
x x 

and 

{ab - if(x)g(x) dJ.l(x)}[m Is ][n Is] = 0, 

for all sEhip. Thus, if [mls]lnls],*O for a single sEhlp , 

we get 

(j j(x)2dJ.l(x))(J g(x)2dJ.l(x))=(J j(x)g(x)dJ.l(X))2, 
x x x 

which implies j(x) = kg(x) a. e. for some constant k. But 
since px=j(x)mEBg(x)n, this means that almost all Px 
are identical to km EB n and hence p is not a mixture! 
Hence, in case (m I n) = 0, a superposition will be pure, 
unless <m I s)(nl s) = 0 for all s Ehi p' Note that, then, any 
superposition shall be mixed, by the very formula for 
superposition. Now consider (m In) '* O. By Axiom (ii) 
(b) there exists a state q with L V L = L + L , and by m n m q 

the above argument we have n = [n I m]m EB [n I q]q. A 
direct calculation gives p = (a + b[m I n])m EB (b[n I q])q, 
but since (m I q) = 0 and p is assumed mixed, any other 
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superposition of m, q is also mixed; in particular n is 
mixed-which is absurd. Thus p is pure whenever (m In) 
,*0. 

5. DECOMPOSITION OF THE PURE STATE SPACE 

We shall write m - n if some, and hence all superposi
tions of m, n are pure. 

Proposition 5: The relation - is an equivalence; the 
equivalence classes are mutually orthogonal and closed 
under superpositions. 

Proof: The conditions m - m and m - n implies n - m 
are trivial; so let m-n, n-q and assume mEBq is a 
mixture. As a first step we shall show that for a suitable 
choice of a, b we have mEBq={a(mEBn)}EB{b(-nEBq)}; 
note that by hypothesis m EB nand - nEB q are pure, and 
the right-hand side does make sense. Now for any a, b 
we have that 

({a(m EBn) EBb(- nEBq)}[s) = (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m EBnl - nEBq 1 )-1 

• (a[m EBn[s] + b[ -nEBq [s])2. 

By Proposition 4, we have E, 1/(= ± 1) such that 

[m EBn Is] =d2 + 2[m I n])-1/2([m [s] + [n I s]) 

and 

[- nEB q [s] = 1/(2 - 2[n [q ])-1 /2( - n[n [s] + [q [s]). 

So, if we choose a=d2 + 2[ml n])1/2, b =1/(2 - 2[nl q])1/2 
we have at once that 

a[ m EB q [ s] + b [ - n EB q [ s] = [m [ s] + [q [ s] • 

Also note that 

[m EBq [- nEBq]=E(2 + 2[m [n])-1/2([m [- nEBq]+ [n [ - nEBq]) 

= E(2 + 2[m [ n])-l /21/(2 _ 2[n [ q ])-1/2 

X(-[m[n] +[m[q]-I+[n[q]), 

and so a2 + b2 + 2ab[m EBql - nEBq] becomes 2 + 2[ml q]. 
Therefore, our choice of a, b will produce 

({a(m EB n) EB b( - nEB q)} [s) 

= (2 + 2[m [q])-l([m Is] + [q[s])2 for all s. 

But this means a(mEBn}EBb(-nEBq)=mEBq. Now since 
m EB q is not pure, we have by Theorem 1 that [m 
E!7 n I s][ - n Ell q Is] = 0 for all s, or by Proposition 4 that 

- [m [s ][n [s] - (n [s) + [m I s ][ql s] + [n I s ][q Is] = 0 

for all s. Since m EB q is not pure, we also have the third 
term zero; hence [nls]([mls]+[nls]-[qls])=O. Take 
s =q to obtain [nl q](l - [nl q])= 0, i. e., [nl q]=O or else 
n = q; but n '* q because m EB n is pure and m f8 q is not. 
Hence [n I q] = 0 and we take s = n to find [m In] + 1 = 0, or 
m = n; again this makes m EB q = n EB q with the fir st mixed 
and the second pure. 

Thus the pure state space decomposes into equivalence 
classes which are mutually orthogonal because of 
Theorem 1. Now, if m - n and am EB bn falls in some 
other class, we have [amEllbnlm]=O, [amEBbnln]=O, 
or a + b[m I n] = 0 and arm In] + b = 0, which makes (m In) 
+ 1 = 0 a contradiction. 

This decomposition of hlp is closely related to the 
center of L. Indeed we have: 
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Theorem 2: Let A be one of the equivalence classes 
ini11p and A~ = sup{Ls:s E A}. Then A~ is an atom of the 
center C of L, C is atomic and each of its atoms has the 
above form. 

Proof: First note that A~ is defined since L is com
plete. Then observe that m(A~)= 1 or ° according to m 
I'=: A or m ri A, because m I'=: A implies Lm ~ A~ while m ri A 
implies L m 1 AI. (by Theorem 1). Thus by Proposition 3 
we have AI. E C. To show that A" is actually an atom of 
C, let O,*B~ Ax, AI. ,*BEC; then there exist Lm ~ Band 
Ln~AAI\B'. Now, sinceBECwehave, forallsEi11 p, 
that s(B)=1 or 0; thus either s(Lm) or s(L n) is zero, 
i. e., (m I s)(nl s) = ° for all S 1'=:;11 p' But this implies that 
all superpositions of m, n are mixed, which cannot be, 
since m, n E A. This contradiction implies that AI. is an 
atom of C. Finally, note that the supremum of all the 
A~ is the unity I of L, since the union of all A is just;11 . p 
Since C is a Boolean a-algebra, it must be atomic; and 
since there is no room for other atoms, they all have 
the above form. 

6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPONENT SPACES 

Consider again one of the classes constructed in Sec. 
5, say A, and recall that it consists of pure states; it is 
closed under superpositions and is maximal as such. 
We shall associate to this A a Hilbert space H con
structed as follows. 

The set H shall consist of all pairs (a, m) with a ER. 
and mEA, considered distinct, except for the pairs 
(O,m) which are all identified to each other; we shall 
write 8 for this particular element of H, and abbreviate 
(a, m) to a' m. The elements of H shall be called vectors 
and written as cp, w, w, 00' • 

For i/J= a' m and C ER. we define ci/J to be (ac) , m; for 
i/J == a ' m, cp = bon we define i/J + cp to be the vector C' p, 
where p=amtBbn and c ==TJ(a2 + b2 + 2ab[ml n])1/2 (TJ==± 1 
is the sign obtained from Proposition 4, i. e., such that 
for all 5 Ei11 p we have 

[p 15] == TJ(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-1/2 (a[m 15] + b]n I 5]). 

There is still left a case to consider: m == n and a + b == ° 
do not produce a superposition; but c = ° in this case and 
we set i/J+ cp= 8. Finally we define (i/JI cp) to be the 
number ab[m In]. 

Theorem 3: The set H is a Hilbert space under the 
operations defined above. 

Proof: The argument is long but straightforward. 
First we consider addition. It is easy to see that i}J + 80= 
= i/J: Since 8= (D,n), we have (writting </J+ 8= C' p) that 
[p 15] = TJ(al I al )[m 15] (with </J = a' m) so that (p 15) = (m 15) 
and hence p = m: on the other hand, we get TJal I a I = 1 
and since c = TJ I al we end up with c = a, i. e., i}J + 8= i/J. 
By our definition we also see that for </J = a 'Tn and cp 
= (- a) ° m we obtain i/J + cp = 8. The commutative law is 
trivial, so we now consider the associative: (</J + cp) + W 

=i}J+(CP+w), where i}J=a'm, cp=b'n, and w=c'q; we 
may assume a, b, c,*O, as in this case our first re
mark renders the desired result trivial. Now 

w + cp = TJ(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I nJ)1/2 '(am @bn), 

where TJ is chosen to make 
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[am tB bn Is] = TJ(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-1/2(a[m Is] + b[n Is]) 

valid for all s Ei11 p-provided </J + cp '* e. But i/J + cp = e im
plies m = n and a = - b, and we shall verify associativity 
first for this case. We have to calculate cp + w; if this is 
also e, we have at once i/J = w and it holds. So let cp + W 

'* e. Since cp=(-a)'m, we have 

cp + w=E(a2+ c2 
- 2ac[m IqW/2, «- a)m tBcq), 

where E is such that 

da2 + c2 - 2ac[m Iq])1/2[(_ a)m tBeq Is]= - arm Is] + c[qls] 

for all 5. We must show w = I,b + (¢ + w), so we calculate 
this sum: it has the form d ' p, where 

d = 6(a2 + (a2 + e2 _ 2ac[m I q]) + 2ada2 + e2 - 2ae[m I q ])1/2 

X[(-a)mtBqlm])1/2 

and 

d[P I 5] = arm 15] + E(a2 + c2 - 2ae[m I q ])1/2[( - a)m tBeq Is]. 

U sing the above to calculate [( - a)m tB eq 1m], we find 
that d = 61 e I and hence [p Is] = (6el I c I )[q Is]; so we get 
again p = q, ell e I = 6 and finally d = e, i. e., w = d ' p. 
Now for the general case where i/J + cp '* e,* cp + w, we 
have the previous formula for I,b + cp and also 

cp + w == E(b2 + e2 + 2bc[n I q ])1/2(bn tB eq), 

with 

[bntB eq Is] = E(b2 + c2 + 2bc[n I q ])-1/2 0 (b[n Is] + c[q Is]). 

Again letting d' P equal </J + (CP + w), we have 

d= 6(a2 + b2 + c2 + 2bc[nlq]+ 2aE 

x (b2 + c2 + 2bc[n I q ])1/2[m Ibn tB cq ])1/2 

and 

d[p Is] = 6(a[ml s] +db2 + e2 + 2bc[n I q ])1/2[bn tB eq Is n. 
Again, as before, we obtain 

d= 6(a2 + b2 + c2 + 2bc[nl q] + 2ab(n 1m] + 2ac[q \ m])1/2 

and 

[p Is] == (11 d)(a(m Is] + b[n Is] + c[q Is]). 

This shows that (Pls)=(pls]2 is symmetric in i/J, cp, 
w, hence so is p; therefore, d is symmetric and finally 
6. But this means </J+ (CP + w) is symmetric in JJ, cp, w, 
which does it. 

We shall now verify that c(1,b + cp) = cl,b + ecp and omit 
the remaining properties of scalar multiplication; they 
follow analogous patterns. Using the previous notation, 
we have 

ci}J+ecp=(ac)om+(bc)' n 

= 6(a2c2 + b2e2 + 2abc2[m I nJ)1/2, «aclm tB (bc)n) 

= 6\ e I (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])1 /2(am tB bn), 

where we have 6 chosen so that 

[(ae)m ffi (be)n Is] 

= 6(le l(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])112)-1/2(ac[m Is] + bc[n\s]). 

But since (aclm tB (bc)n = am tB bn, we obtain 6el I c I = TJ, 
so that finally 
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eifJ + ecp = el1(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m 1 n])1/2(am EEl bn) = e(ifJ + cp). 

For the inner product we see that 

(ifJ + cp 1 w) = 11(a2 + b2 + 2ab[m 1 n])1/2c[am EEl bn 1 q] 

= c(a[m 1 q] + b[n 1 q]) = ae[m 1 q] + bern 1 q] 

=(ifJlw)+(cplw), 

and similarly for the remaining properties. Also (<PI ifJ) 
=a2, so IlifJlI =0 implies <p= B. 

Finally we verify that H is complete. It suffices (see, 
e. g., Ref. 5) to show that any maximal orthonormal set 
{ifJ l } is a basis. Now ifJl=a l °mp and since IlifJlII =1 (Le., 
lall =1), we can assume a l =1 without loss. Also, it 
suffices to expand a vector ifJ of the form 1 • m. First 
note that {m l } is a maximal orthogonal set of pure states 
in the given class A; next, that (nl m l ) = 0 for all i implies 
(n I m> = 0 also, because if this is not the case we have 
n - m by Theorem 1. Hence n E A and thus {m l} is not 
maximal orthogonal. Thus, if we augment {m

l
} to a set 

{m I' n,}, maximal orthogonal in Ii1 , we have (m I nl ) = 0 
for all j. Therefore, l: {m I m i> = 1~ Now we can calculate 

/I<p - t (ifJ 1 ifJ j )ifJ l /l2 = 1 - t (m 1 mj) 
Id Id 

for any finite subset in {ml}, and since this last term 
can be made as small as we like, we have ifJ=l:j (ifJl ifJl)ifJl . 

7. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 

Let /\ be the set of all classes of Ii1 p obtained in Sec. 
5, and for each AE A let H~ be the Hilbert space con
structed in Sec. 6. By Theorem 2 we have also asso
ciated with A, an atom C~ in the center of our logic. 
Now, given A E L we construct the family {A~tEA' where 
A~ = A /\ CA, and note that A = l:A A~ (since CA are in the 
center); conversely, any family {AI.} with A~ ~ CA pro
duces by summation an element of L. Since the CA are 
the atoms of the center, we obtain at once that L is the 
orthogonal sum of the logics L ~ = {A E L: A ~ CA}. We 
shall therefore restrict attention to L ~ for some fixed A, 
and note that A is precisely the set of pure states of L ~. 
From now on we shall write L and H instead of L A and 
H~. 

Consider any A ELand write H A for {a ° m:m(A) = I}; 
by our fundamental hypothesis on superpositions [Axiom 
(xi) (b)] we see that HA is a linear manifold in H. 

Proposition 6: For any A EL, HA, is the orthocomple
ment of H A in H. 

Proof: Let ifJ E H A and cp E H A> with ifJ = a ° m, cp = bon; 
then m(A)=l, hence m(A')=O while Ln~A', i.e., m(Ln) 
=0 or (ml n)= O. Thus (ifJl cp)= 0 and HA, c;;. (HA)L. 

fix CPE (HA)L; for any ifJEHA we have (mln)=O, or n(Lm) 
= 0, hence neAl = ° (since A is the disjoint union of 
atoms Lm). Thus n(A')=l and cpEHA , or HA' ==-(HA)J.. 

In particular HA = (HA,)J. and is therefore closed. We 
shall write PA for the orthogonal projection on H with 
rangeHA • Note that for IlifJlI=l, i.e., ifJ=(±l)omwe 
have IIPAifJI12=m(A), because if Is,} is a maximal orthog
onal set of states with sj(A)=l, we have m(A)=l:<mls j> 
= l: [m I sd2; so writing <Pi = 1· s" we obtain on the one 
hand {ifJ j} in H A, and on the other the relation l:( ifJ I ifJ 1)2 
=IIPAifJII2. Since (ifJlifJi)=±[mlsl] we are done. 
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Theorem 4: The map A - P A is an isomorphism of the 
logic L onto the lattice of all projections in H. 

Proof: First we verify that A ~ B iff P A ~ P B • The first 
holds iff meA) = 1 imples m(B) = 1 for all pure states, 
i. e., iff the range of PA is contained in the range of PB • 

In particular, the map A - PA is one to one. 

We have already seen that PA' =1 -PA. Next we show 
that if A = l:Ap then PA = L PA (in the weak topology of 
H): For any ifJEH, lIifJll=1[Ll, ifJ=(±l)°m] we have 

/lPAifJ/l2=m(A)=6m(AI )=6/iPA ifJW 
I 

=6(PA ifJl ifJ)= «i::PA )ifJl ifJ)= /I(6PA )ifJ/l 2. 
I I I 

We shall use this to show that the map A - PA is onto. 
Consider any subspace K of H and a basis {ifJ l} in K; we 
can assume ifJl = 1 ° mi. Write PI for the projection on the 
space spanned by ifJp so that the projection on K is l:PI . 
But the space spanned by ifJ1 is HA , where AI =Lml ; 
hence the projection on K is simply PA with A=l:Aj' 

8. A GEOMETRICAL CONDITION 

We shall now translate the hypotheses in Sec. 3 con
cerning superpositions of pure states into properties of 
the functional ( I ) on the state space. 

To avoid mentioning events, we introduce the following 
terminology: Two families {SI}, It,} of orthogonal states 
are "equivalent" if for each m we have l:1(ml SI) 
=l:/ml tj)' This means that l:Lsl =l:L t ., but knowledge 
of ( I > is suffcient to determine equiva'lence. 

Theorem 4: Suppose that to each pair m, n of pure 
states there corresponds a number [m I n] in such a way 
that: 

(0 [mln]=[nlm], [mln]2=(mln), [mlm]=l; 

(ii) for any pair of equivalent families {SI}' It,} we 
have l:1 [m Is I][n S I] = l:, [m I tj ][n I tj] (for all m, n). 

Then the map m Xn: A -l:1 [ml sl][nl sl] [where {SI} is a 
maximal orthogonal set of states with S I(A) = 1] is single 
valued and countably additive on L. Finally, unless m 
=n and a+b=O, the map 

am EEl bn = (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m 1 n])-1(a2m + b2n + 2ab(m x n» 

is a state of L for which all hypotheses in Sec. 3 hold. 

Proof: Hypothesis (ii) is designed to guarantee the 
single valued of m Xn. However, let us first verify that 
the series actually converge: We have 

( i:: 1 [m ISI][nl SI] 1)2 ~ ( 6[m 1 Sj]2)( 6[n ISI]2) 

by Schwartz; hence we obtain the bound (l: (m I S I» 
(l: (nl S I» = m(A)n(A). Thus, we also have I (m xn)(A)1 2 

~ m(A)n(A). To verify countable additivity of mXn, let 
A = L; {Aj:j E J} and choose {sjkhEK maximal orthogonal 
with s'k(A,) = 1; then {sjk:k E Kj' j d J} is maximal or 
orthogonal inA, and 

(mxn)(A)= 6 [mlsjk][nlsjkl 
j ,k 

= 6 "[; [mls'k][nls'k] jEJ kEKj 

by absolute convergence. But the inner sum is just (m 
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xn)(Aj ). Choosing a maximal orthogonal set in/J}p con
taining m, we see that (mxn)(I)=[mlm][nlm]+O 
= [m In], and so the value of am EEl bn at I is 1. Since I (m 
xn)(A)12~m(A)n(A), the numerator is:;, 0, and since 
I [ml n]l ~ 1, the denominator is also, and am EElbn final
ly becomes a state. 

Given any s, we have by our definition (m x n) (L s) 
= [m Is ][n Is], and this gives Axiom (ix)(a) at once. To 
verify the second part, first note that "Parseval" holds: 
For any maximal orthogonal set {sl} of states, we have 

[m In] = (m xn)(I)=6[m I sj][n lSI]' 

Next, observe that m(A) = 1 implies <ml t) = 0 for any 
t for which L t 1 A; thus, choosing {s j} maximal orthogonal 
in A [i. e., sl(A)= 1] and {t j } maximal orthogonal in A' 
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[tj(A') = 1] we argue as follows. Given m(A)=1, n(A)=1, 
we have [mltj]=[nltj]=O; hence 

[m I n]=6[m I sj][n I SI]= (m xn)(A), 

which implies 

(am EEl lm)(A) = (a2 + b2 + 2ab[m I n])-l 

x (a2m(A) + b2n(A) + 2ab(m x n)(A)) = 1. 

1V.8. Varadarajan, Geometry of Quantum Theory (Van 
Nostrand, Princeton, 1968). 
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The renormalization group for a field theory on a lattice, or equivalently, in the language of statistical 
mechanics, a system of continuous spins on a lattice, described by Wilson, is considered in detail. The 
conditions under which a class of transformations are renormalization group transformations are studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern formulation of the renormalization 
group1 by Wilson offers promise of enabling one to com
pute, perhaps using numerical approximations, the 
short distance behavior of a field theory. Various field 
theories in 4 - E dimensions2 have been solved in an 
expansion in E; scalar field theory in three dimensions 
has been solved in a qualitative way. 3 On the other hand, 
lattice problems like the Ising model have been attacked 
numerically by renormalization group methods4

-
6

; the 
approximation involved is a restriction to a small num
ber of lattice sites. A lattice formulation of field theory 
therefore deserves study. Such a formulation has been 
provided by Wilson. 7 After a brief discussion in Sec. II 
of renormalization group transformations in continuous 
space-time, the lattice formulation of Wilson is ex
plained in Sec. III for a boson system, and whether or 
not a class of transformations is allowed is discussed 
in detail. 

The action principle for a field theory with Euclidean 
metric can be expressed in terms of a path integral 
formulated on a lattice. 8 In the language of statistical 

mechanics, we will be dealing with a system of con
tinuous "spins" on a lattice. The "spin" variable which 
varies from - 00 to + 00 is just the field variable at a 
lattice site. The Hamiltonian appearing in the exponent 
of the Boltzmann factor is, in field theoretic language, 
the action (integral of the Lagrangian). We will use the 
terms spin and hamiltonian. (Our remarks here are 
oversimplified. For a further discussion of the-connec
tion between field theory and statistical mechanics, see 
Wilson and Kogut, Ref. 1, Chap. X.) 

II. RENORMALIZATION GROUP IN THE CONTINUUM 

For orientation purposes, consider a renormalization 
transformation in continuous space. 9 It takes a 
Hamiltonian H(S.), a function of the spin-variable S. in 
momentum space, to a Hamiltonian H'(S'.,); the trans
formation integrates out the degrees of freedom cor
responding to high momenta (say, momenta?- exp( - t) 
where t is a continuous variable) while preserving the 
low momentum behavior. A detailed discussion is 
found in Ref. 9. An explicit example is given by10 

exp[H' (S' q')]= I exp (~ 1 f exp(dt){S' q' - S. exp[ - j3 (q\ t)]Q S~q' - S_q exp[ - J3(q2, t)])~ . exp(H(S.l, 

s. l-exp[-20!(q2,t)] ) 

where f s is functional integration, q' = qe t , and a:(q2, t) 
= p(q2, t) + dt/2. Roughly speaking, S'.' behaves like 
S. exp[ - J3(q~ t)]; thus, we would like exp[ - J3(q2, t)] to be 
small for q?- exp( - t), and of the order of unity for q 
<s exp( - t). A particular choice is l1 

f3(q2, t) = q2(exp(2t) - 1) - pt (2.2) 

Here p is a constant which is constrained as noted 
below. (The pt term is essential to impose a suitable 
normalization condition on S' ." ) In Eq. (2.1) only a 
linear combination of S' and S appears. For this reason 
we will call (2.1) a linear renormalization transforma
tion. 12 This linearity leads to a linear relation between 
the initial and transformed correlation functions. A 
critical system has infinite correlation length and the 
correlation function for small momenta falls off like a 
power13 say q-2+n. Imposing this condition on the correla
tion function before and after the transformation gives1 
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(2.1) 

d-2+7J 
p= 2 . (2.3) 

Equation (2.1) can be written in configuration space as 

exp[H'(S')]= exp{-tJ F(x-y)[s'(x')-(s(x»] 
s x,:y 

x [s'(y') - (s(y»]} 0 exp[H(S)], 

where 

x' =xexp(- t), y' =y exp(- t), 

s(x) = (27T)-d J Sqexp(-iqx), 

(s(x» = J Wt(x - zls(z), 
z 

J Wt(x) eXp(iqx) = exp[ - J3(q2, t)], 
x 

F(x) = f exp(iqx)j{l - exp[ - 2 a:(q2, t)}. 
a 
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(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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(s(x) is a weighted average of s around x with weight 
function W t • One can choose this weight function to be 
constant in a cube of side (e t -1) and zero outside. This 
gives (2.8) 

exp(-,B)=exp(pt) ~ sin(qj(e
t
-1))/lqj(e

t
-1)). 

.=1 2 \; 2 

Equations analogous to (2.3) and (2.8) will appear in the 
lattice formulation. 

III. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ON A LATTICE 

Renormalization group transformations on a lattice 
formulated by Wilson7 will now be explained. Consider 
a lattice in a d-dimensional space with unit spacing. 
The lattice provides an ultraviolet cutoff: the momentum 
components lie in the interval (- 'IT, 'IT). Let Sn be the 
spin variable at the lattice site n, - 00 <S Sn <S 00. Let Ho(S) 
be the hamiltonian of the system. A renormalization 
transformation will now be defined. 14 Divide the lattice 
into cells, each cell being a hypercube with side two 
units (Fig. 1); the nth cell has 2d sites, labeled 2n +m 
where each component of m has the value 0 or 1. 
Associate a spin S~ with the nth cell. Let H1(S') be the 
hamiltonian for the new lattice. The transformation 
taking Ho(S) to H 1(S') is a renormalization 
transformation, 

exp[H1 (S/)]= J DdS. T1 (S' ,S)exp[Ho(S)]. (3.1) 
I • 

The transfoI·ll1d.tion will be required to have the property 
that the correlation length of the new system (in units of 
the new lattice spacing) is half that of the old system (in 
units of old lattice spacing). If the initial system is 
critical, L e., if it corresponds to infinite correlation 
length, then the new system also has infinite correla
tion length. In this case, by a repeated applic ation of 
transformation (3.1) one can expect to reach a fixed 
point of the transformation. Linearized perturbations 
around this fixed point then give critical exponents or 
anomalous dimensions in the usual way. 1 

A simple choice of Tl (S' ,S) is15 

1 

T1(S' ,S) =exp[ - i.0 al(S~ - .0 b1,mS2n+m)2], (3,2) 
n m=O 

where a l and the b l •m are parameters. 

If Hk is the hamiltonian obtained from Ho by applying 
transformation (3. 1) k times, then one can write, for 
l<Sk<Sl, 

Choice (3.2) makes Tk a simple function, Le., 
L-l 

T (S' S) = exp[_l..0 a (S' - .0 b S )2] (3.4) 
k , 2 n k n m=O k,m Ln+m , 

where 

(3.5) 

Let us look at Eq. (3.3) with 1 = k. Each cell is a cube 
of side L and the Ld sites of the nth cell are labeled by 
Ln + m where each component of m runs from 0 to L - 1. 
One can show that 
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a!=ai(l-B)/(l-Bk), 

where 

(3.7) 

One can solve for bk,m similarly; for brevity the result 
will be given later only for two special cases of in
terest. Is transformation (3.1) with (3.2) an acceptable 
renormalization transformation for all the values of the 
parameters? To find out, consider the relation between 
the correlation functions corresponding to Hk and Ha, 

L _1 

rk(n)= .0 bkmbkmro(Ln+tnl-tn2)+-i-0na' (3.8) 
ml' nt2=O • 1 ' 2 ak 

It might seem that for large n, one can replace Ln+ tnl 
- tn2 by Ln to conclude that rk(n) ""B2r o(Ln); since ro(Ln) 
behaves like I Lnl-(d-2

+n), r k(n) also seems to have the 
same n dependence thus preserving long distance prop
erties. This argument is incorrect. The large n limit in 
the left hand side of (3.8) corresponds to long wavelength 
limit. However, waves of wavelengths which are sub
multiples of L on the old lattice look like waves of 
infinite wavelength on the new lattice. Such wavelengths 
are present on the right side of Eq. (3.8) and cor
respond to the various values of tnl and tn 2 • In other 
words, the long wavelength behavior of r k depends not 
only on the long wavelength behavior of r 0 but also on a 
sequence of smaller wavelengths; however, if the de
pendence on these shorter wavelengths is weak enough, 
the long wavelength behavior of r k will be the same as 
that of roo 

To see this clearly, let us go to momentum space 
where we introduce the Fourier transform So of Sn' 

So=.0Snexp(iqn). (3.9) 

Equation (3.3) now becomes 

Tk(SI,S)=exp{-~(2~)d 0 a~[s~ 

where 

L/2 (q+2'ITl) J 
- .0 Uk -L-- S(0+2vn /L 

1=-L/2+1 

X[q - -q] , 

Uk(p)=.0 bk,mexp(iptn). 
m 

Comparing (3.10) with (2.1) we see that Uk plays a 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

role analogous to that of exp( - p) (k plays the role of t). 
Roughly speaking, from (3.10) it follows that S~ behaves 
like 2:z U k«q + 2'ITZ)/ L )So+2.0 /L; thus S' 0 depends not only 
on So / L but on S (0+ 2< /)/ L' We would like the transfor ma
tion to preserve the small momentum properties; this 
means that S' 0 should depend primarily on SoiL> and 
the weight factors associated with S(q+2rZ)/L for 1 *0 
should be small compared to the weight factor for 1 == O. 
In order to make this quantitative, look at Eq. (3.8) in 
momentum space (momentum components, whether they 
refer to the old or the new lattice, vary from - 'IT to 'IT), 

rk(q)=2-dk~ IUke+L2'ITl) 12i\e+~'lTl)+ a~' (3.12) 

If the small q behavior of r k is the same as that of r 0' 

then one can look at the limit k - 00 to reach a fixed 
point, and obtain information about r 0 by studying only 
the fixed point and its neighborhood. If one starts from a 
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00 
00 
FIG. 1. Part of an infinite two-dimensional square lattice 
divided into 2 x 2 blocks. 

critical hamiltonian, f'o(q) behaves like 1/q2-n for 
small q where 1) is a critical exponent. Knowing this, 
and for any specific choice of b1 ,m in Eq. (3.2), com
puting Uk(p), one cap take the limit of k- oO in Eq. 
(3.12) and check if rk(q) also behaves like 1/q2-n. 

We will now consider two specific cases, one of which 
is a good transformation, the other being unacceptable. 

Case 1: b1 ,m = b1 independent of m. All site spins are 
given equal weight [see Eq. (3.2)]. One can show that 

(3.13) 

a~ = ai(l - 2dbi)/[1 - (2d bi)k], (3.14) 

k d. sin(p j L/2) 
Uk(p)=b1 n exp[zPi(L -1)/2] . (p /2) 

i=1 sm i 
(3.15) 

A graph of sin(PiL/2)/sin(p/2) for O<Pi< 71 is sketched 
in Fig. 2 for L = 8. Crudely speaking, transformation 
(3.10) thins the degrees of freedom16 in the following 
way: The degrees of freedom16 in the interval (71/L,371/ 
L) are folded over the interval (- 71/ L , 71/ L) by the l = 1 
term; similarly for other intervals. Since Uk is large 
in the interval (- 71/ L, 71/ L) compared to its value in any 
other interval, one can expect this folding over not to 
foul up the small q behavior. Thus this transformation 
acting on a critical Hamiltonian should lead to a sensi
ble fixed point. In the limit k - 00, Eq. (3. 12) gives 

f* () (n 1 . 2~) '" n 1 .,.--_1--=-=-=-
q = i 4" sm 2 ~ i (qi + 271lj)2 (q + 271l)2-n 

It is also necessary to choose17,18 

bi = 2-(d+2 -n) • 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.19) 

The series diverges as k - 00 for all cases of interest 
if d ~ 2. Another way to see this trouble is to look at Eq. 
(3.8) which for this case is 

(3.20) 

Since r(Ln) behaves like ILn l-d+2-n for large n, one has 
to choose bi = 2d-2+n• For all cases of interest in d ~ 2, 
bl is greater than unity. Equation (3.20) for n = 0 reads 

k bik 
- 1 1 r k (0)=b1 r O(0)+-b2 1 2' 

1 - a1 

This diverges as k - 00. 

(3.21) 

There are, of course, any number of intermediate 
situations between Cases 1 and 2. In Case 1, all of the 
2d spins of a block were given equal weight; in Case 2, 
only one of the 2d spins was given nonzero weight. For 
intermediate situations, the above discussion is readily 
applicable with the obvious modifications. As one de
creases the number of spins which are given nonzero 
weight from 2d , it takes an increasing number of itera
tions to get rid of the effect of the overlapping of the 
high momentum degrees of freedom on the low momen
tum behavior, resulting in a slower convergence to a fixed 
point. Eventually a stage will be reached when the over
lapping fouls up the low momentum behavior leading, if 
at all, to an unphysical fixed point. 

It is also clear from the above discussion that if one 
eliminates the overlapping completely, i. e., if one 
chooses the function Uk such that it vanishes outside the 
interval (-71/L, 71/L) , the convergence to the fixed point 
is expected to be faster. In this case the block spins 
will be linear combinations of spins extending beyond 
the block. 

Niemeijer and van Leeuwen4 have done very success
ful finite lattice calculations for the two-dimensional 
Ising model using a nonlinear renormalization transfor
mation. The transformation used in this paper is a 
linear renormalization transformation. A nonlinear 
analog of Eq. (3.2) is 

For small q, the l = 0 term in (3. 16) dominates, ensur - L 
ing that the small q behavior of r*(q) is 1/ q2-n. 

Case 2; bI m = bI for one of the 2d site spins, 0 for the 
rest. This gives bk m = b~ for one of the 2M site spins, 
o for the rest. 

a~=ai(1-bi)/(l-W). (3.18) 

Also I Uk(p)1 =bf and is independent of po Hence the 
folding over of the degrees of freedom should foul up 
the small momentum behavior leading, if at all, to an 
uninteresting fixed point. Taking the limit of Eq. (3.12) 
as k- oo , and replacing ro«q+271Z)/L) by [L/(q+271Z)]2-n, 
we get 
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o 7T 27T 37T 47T 
LLTT 

Pi 

67T 
T 

FIG. 2. A graph of the function sin(pl-/2)/sin(p;!2) for 
L=8. 
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(3.22) 

If c=O, then b is constrained to be equal to 2-<d+2-")/2 

(Eq. (3.17); one might guess that if c is not zero, then 
b (as well as c) is unconstrained (just as it presumably 
happens in the Ising case) at least over some region. 
(For a discussion of this see Bell and Wilson, Ref. 12). 
For this reason the above transformation may indeed be 
very deSirable, but it is too complicated for the sort of 
analysis done for linear transformations in this paper. 
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For an arbitrary Bravais T lattice in an m-dimensional Euclidean space amd for 0 < a < 00 • we present an 
extension of the Chaba and Pathria method of evaluating the lattice sums !.' TT- 2k exp( - aT2) from integral 
k values to all positive k values. We use the extension to study the asymptotic properties of these sums as 
the parameter a approaches zero. The leading term is given by 7r",/2 [r(k)(m/2- k)a'" 12-,,] -1 for 
O<2k< m, by 7r",/2r(k)-1 In(1la) for 2k = m, and by !.'TT- 2k for 2k> m. Thus 2k = m gives a transition 
point from structure independence to structure dependence. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let {T} be a unit Bravais lattice in an m-dimensional 
Euclidean space with a unit reciprocal lattice {y}, let 
0< a < 00, let 0 < k, and then consider the class of lattice 
sums defined by 

(10 1) 

Chaba and Pathria (Cp)l have recently supplied a pro
cedure for evaluating these sums for the subclass where 
k is a positive integer. They give detailed expressions 
for the special case where the T lattice is m-dimension
al simple-cubic, for which the two lattices are identi
cal and some expressions are specialized, but they also 
give a sufficient outline that permits one to extend any 
of their equations for the general T-lattice. In addition, 
CP discuss earlier related work of Glasser2-4 and 
Zucker5,6 and point out many areas of applications. 
These areas include Bose- Einstein condensation in fi
nite systems, 7,8 the stability of an array of quantized 
vortices in Type II superconductors and in rotating 
superfluid helium, 9 and certain Madelung sums. 10 

We have been studying the larger class of sums for 
which k is any positive number, and we have determined 
the asymptotic properties of them as the parameter a 
approaches zero. Using Ewald's theta function method 
(TFM), 11-14 we derive expressions for JT(a, k, m) valid 
for aU 0 < a < 00 and all 0 < k and cast these in a form 
similar to those of CP but void of Cp's integration con
stants. Then we use these to determine the asymptotic 
properties. For three reasons we think these results 
may be of interest: (1) In the areas of application of 
CP sums with integral k values mentioned above7- 10 

there may be interest in modifying the theoretical mo
dels such that nonintegral k values enter; (2) The CP 
sums may be used to study or evaluate other sums that 
are expressible in terms of integrals containing the CP 
sums as a portion of the integrand. (3) The generalized 
CP sums provide another example of a class of sums 
whose asymptotic properties are independent of the lat
tice structure over a certain domain of some parameter 
and dependent on the lattice structure over the rest of 
the domain except for the "boundary" point where the 
properties are somewhat special. This special point 
acts somewhat like a "transition temperature ... 15 
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As a approaches zero, the leading term for JT(a, k, m) 
is simply given by setting a = 0 in Eq. (10 1) provided 
2k > m, which clearly depends on the structure of the 
T lattice. For 0 < 2k < m, the leading term diverges in
versely as a power of a in a manner that is independent 
of the type of lattice; for 2k = m, the leading term di
verges logarithmically as In(lla), again in a manner in
dependent of the structure of the lattice. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE EXTENDED FORMULA 

The TFM suggests writing JT(a, k, m) in one of the 
various forms, 

=~: J "'(x - alkol exp( - XT2) dx 
a 

= i'" (x - a)k-1 ~~ exp(- XT2) dx, (2.1) 

where interchanging the order of summation and inte
gration may be justified by applying the Weierstrass 
M-test for uniform convergence. The TFM would also 
lead to a consideration of the quantity 

= 71 m / 2a k - m /2[;: J1(t _ 1)k-lr m /2 
o 

x exp(- 712')'21 at) dt. (2.2) 

The second expression in Eq. (2.2) may be rewritten as 

= fo1[d(t - W-16 T exp(- atT2) - (t _ 1)k-l(71 I at)m- 2] dt 

= k-ld(_ 1)k+l + 10 a (X _ a)k-l[2:~ exp(- XT2) 

- J ... J exp(- Xj32)dm j3]dx, (2.3) 

where use has been made of the Poisson summation 
formula (pSF).16 We extend Cp's results by combining 
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the above relations so as to yield for 0 < k, 

L;; 'T-2.Ii! exp(- a'T2) + Hy(a, k, m) 

= [kr(k) ]-lct(_ 1)k+1 + PT(a, k, m) + A(a, k, m), 

where 

and where 

b=l~: 
0, 

- J ... J exp( - x/32) dm/3] dx 

+ 6; J "'(x - a)k-l exp(- X'T2) dx 
1 

+ f(x- ajk-l (1T/X)m/2dx, 

k< m/2, 

k=m/2 

k >m/2. 

For the special case k = 1, Eq. (2.4) reduces to 

6; r 2 exp(- a'T2) + 1T2-m/2 6: y-mr(m/2 - 1, 1T2y fa) 

= a + PT(a, 1, m) + 1 b(1T/X)m/2 dX, 
a 

where 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2,8) 

PT(a, 1, m) = 1,I[L;; exp(- X'T2) - J ... J exp(- x/32) am/3]dx 
o 

+6;'T-2 exp(_'T2)+ t(1T/X)m/2dx (2.9) 
b 

is independent of a and reduces to Cp's constant em 
when the 'T lattice is simple-cubic. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 

Suppose that 0 < a« 1T and that 0 < 2k.;; m. Then Eq, 
(2.4) yields 

JT(a, k, m) 

"'A(a, k, m) '" 1Tm 12r(k)-1 j.b 0-m/2-1 dx 

_{1Tm/2[r(k)(m/2_ k)am/2 ..... ]-t, 0< 2k < m, 

- 1Tm/2r(k)-lln(1/a), 2k=m, (3.1) 

Thus for 0 < 2k.;; m, the asymptotic behavior of 
JT(a, k, m) is, to first order, independent of the struc
ture of the 'T lattice. 

N ext suppose that 0 < a «1T and that m < 2k, Then 
clearly we have 

which is structure dependent, 15 

(3.2) 

Clearly, one might have guessed the results of Eq, 
(3,1) from examining Cp's results for integral k values, 
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but it is useful to know for certain the dependence on k 
(especially for small k) as well as the dependence on a. 

4. TH E CASE a ::: 11" 

If a=1T we have 

JT (1T, k, m) = r(k)-I1T"L;; ~ "(x _l)k-l exp(- 1TX'T2) dX, 

Hy(1T, k, m) = (- l)k-lr(ktl~ L: 
(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Thus JT (1T, k, m) and Hy{1T, k, m) may be comparable in 
magnitude, especially if 2k = m - 2. There are both dif
ficulties and useful features associated with this fact. 

A difficulty arises if one wishes to use Eq. (2.4), or 
Cp's method (for integral k-values), to evaluate 
JT(a, k, m) for a'" 1T, because one may have to sum over 
many terms in evaluating Hy(a, k, m). However, in this 
domain of a-values direct use of the defining expression 
of Eq. (1. 1) is feasible provided the dimension of the 
lattice is not too large. 

Even when interest is centered on evaluating JT(a, k, m} 

for a« 1T useful relations may be found by considering 
a=1T, as CP have illustrated with their Eqs. (9) and (10), 
With increasing degrees of specialization, consider Eqs, 
(4.1), (4.2), and (2.4) with a = 1T and first with 2k 
= m - 2, second with additionally k = 1, and third with 
the 'T lattice simple-cubic. The third stage reproduces 
Cp's Eqs. (9) and (10), the second stage extends Cp's 
Eq. (9) to general Bravais 'T lattices, and the first stage 
obviously leads to Simplifications, but we have not shown 
their usefulness within the general framework of the 
CP method. 
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The Dirac equation for motion in a central potential is generalized to include scalar potentials proportional 
to r and to r-'. It is solved by analytic methods. The linear dependence upon radius leads to spectra 
similar to that of the harmonic oscillator except that the approximately constant level distance applies to 
E 2 instead of E. A large negative term in the rest mass displaces the equilibrium point of the oscillator to 
a large radius. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A scalar potential in the Dirac equation is equivalent 
to a dependence of the rest mass upon position. Of par
ticular interest is the case in which the potential is a 
function of radius about a fixed center. Such potentials 
appear in the "quasi-independent" models1 ,2 and "bag" 
models3 ,4 of hadrons. It is known that the Dirac equa
tion is readily solved when a scalar l/r term is added. 5 

It is the purpose of this paper to present the properties 
of the solutions when the rest mass is generalized to 

m(r) = 11 + A/r + ,,21', (1) 

where 11 is the mass of the free particle and A and" 
characterize the scalar potential. 

The term in Eq. (1) proportional to r produces eigen
states all of which are bound. Its presence introduces 
a regular singular point in addition to the one at r = 0. 
Consequently the second-order differential equations 
for the Dirac amplitudes are of the same general type 
as those for spheroidal harmonics. Methods for finding 
eigenvalues for such equations are known6 ,7 and will be 
applied to the Dirac equation in Sec. III. 

The system of units which we use is that in which 

n=c=1. 

With the customary definition of the Dirac matrices Q 

and {3 the equation for i/J is 

(E + 1)/1')i/J = (a, p)i/J + m(r){3i/J. (2) 

The parameter 1) corresponds to e2 in the hydrogen atom 
and is positive for a negative potential. Equation (2) may 
be separated in spherical coordinates. When m(r) is 
given by Eq. (1) the two functions of radius, 8 i/J. and i/Jb 
called the large and small components respectively, 
obey 

[E + (1) - A)/r- 11- ,,2r ]i/J. + i/J; + [(j + l)/r]i/Jb = 0, 

[E + (1) + A)/r] + 11 + ,,2r ]i/Jb - i/J~ + [(;-l)/r]i/J.=O, 

where if 1 is the orbital angular momentum in i/J., j 
= 1 + 1 when the total angular momentum is 1 + i, and 

(3) 

j = - l when the total is 1 - i. The prime denotes differ
entiation by r. 

In the following section we review briefly the proper
ties of bound solutions when" = ° for which the general 
method of Sec. III is suffiCient, of course, but not 
necessary. 
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II. BOUND STATES FOR K = 0 

When K = 0, Eq. (3) is baSically the same as those 
for the hydrogen atom. 5 The solutions are of the form 

i/J. =fn(r)} 1 1 r S
- exp[ _ r(1l2 _ E2)1 2], 

zjJ" =gn(r) 
(4) 

where fn(r) and gn(r) are polynomials of degree n. 
index is readily found to be 

The 

S=02+A2_~)1/2, 

and the eigenvalues of energy are given by 

(n + s)(112 _ E2)1 12 _ E1) + IlA= 0, 

or 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Thus levels with the same nand i are degenerate ex
cept for n = ° for which there are no solutions with neg
ative j. 

Setting A= ° in Eq. (7) leads to the well-known formula 
for hydrogenlike spectra with 1) = Z e2

• The strongest 
binding occurs for n = 0, i. e. , 

(8) 

which approaches zero as 1) - 1, if j = 1. The next low
est level in that limit is doubly degenerate with quantum 
numbers n = 1, j = ± 1, viz., E1 ,l =i 1lf2. 

One sees from Eq. (6) that bound states for 1) = ° oc
cur when A is negative. The positive eigenvalues are 

E = 11[1- (A/n + S)2]1/2, 
(9) 

s=02+A2)1/2, A<O. 

When A is near zero the spectrum is the same to second
order as that for the H-like atom with A2 = 1)2. Strongly 
bound states arise as A - - 00; expanding in negative 
powers of I A I we find 

E2 = 112 [2n/ I A I + 02 - 3n2)/A2 + ... ]. (10) 

Therefore, all states for which n2 and l are small com
pared to A2 approach zero energy as A - - 00. Also, ex
cept for n = ° (the nondegenerates states) the eigenvalues 
approach independence of j. When n = 0, 

EO,} ==jll/I AI. (11) 

The resemblance of Eq. (10) to the formula for the 
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A 
FIG. 1. Curves of equal ground state energy when K ~ 0, in the 
"A-T) plane. They are straight lines terminating on the T) > 0 
branch of the hyperbola T)2 ~ 1 + "A2. Labels gi ve the values of E/ 
1'. 

harmonic oscillator spectrum is a consequence of the 
fact that when A < ° the effective mass becomes negative 
inside ro = I A I / J.i.. Therefore at r < ro the scalar poten
tial creates an outward acceleration. In effect the par
ticle is trapped in the neighborhood of r = roo This is 
verified by the nature of the wave function, Eq. (4), 
which when A2 is large, is proportional to the product 
of a high power of r and a decreasing exponential. Thus 
the low-lying wave functions are of the "bubble" type. 4 

The relation between states concentrated at a large ra
dius and those of the harmonic oscillator is discussed in 
detail in Sec. IV. 

Between the two limiting cases presented above there 
exists a continuum of values for T) and A that lead to 
bound states. The necessary conditions on T) and A are 
that 5 and (J.i.2_ E2)1/2 in Eq. (4) be real and positive. 
From Eq. (5) we see that the limitation is most severe 
when l = 1. Therefore, we consider the possible ground 
states (n = 0) for j = 1. Let us define the angle B to be 
such that 

E O•1 =J.i.sin8, (J.i.2-E~,l)1/2=J.i.cosB. 

From Eqs. (5) and (6) one readily finds 

s = sinB - A cosB, T)= A sinB + cos 8. (12) 

In order for (J.i.2 - E o/)l /2 and 5 to be positive, we need 

11/2> 8 > -11/2, A < tanB. (13) 

The linear relation between T) and A, Eq. (12), is illus
trated in Fig. 1, where the lines are labelled by their 
value of E O•1/ J.i.. The lines terminate at A = tanB = Eo,tI 
(J.i.2_ E O,1 2)1/2 on the 71 > ° branch of the hyperbola T)2 
= 1 + A2. 
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III. GENERAL SOLUTION 

We now consider the general method of solving Eq. 
(3). Letf(r) and g(r) be series in nonnegative powers of 
r with leading terms fo and go, respectively, and write 

The equations for I and g are 

[E + (T) - A) / r - J.i. - Ifr Jt + g' 

+ [(5 + j)/r- J.i. - K2r]g= 0, 

[E + (T) + A) / r + J.i. + K2r]g_/ 

- [(5 - j)/r- J.i. - ~r)/= 0. 

As r - ° we must have 

(T)- A)/a + (5 + j)go = 0, - (s - j)/o + (T) + A)go = 0. 

(14) 

(15) 

The vanishing of the determinant of these equations gives 
us 5 as expressed in Eq. (5). 

In developing the series it is convenient to define 

P == f + g, Q ==1- g, (16) 

whose differential equations as derived from Eq. (15) 
are 

Q' + [(5 + A)/rJQ = [E + (T) + j)/r]p 
(17) 

P' + [(5 - "A)/r- 2J.i. - 2K2r)P + [E + (71 - j)/rJQ = 0. 

Substituting 
~ ~ 

P='LPkl', Q='Eqkl' (18) 
o 0 

into Eq. (17) and applying the latter to the coefficients 
of 1', we obtain 

(19) 

(k + 1 + 5 - A)Pk+1 - 2J.i.Pk - 2K2Pk_1 + Eqk + (T) - j)qk+1 = 0. 
(20) 

Eliminating qk and qk+1 from Eq. (20) by using Eq. 
(19) and multiplying with (1< + 5 + A) (k + 1 + 5 + "A), we get 

AkPk+1 + BkPk + CkPk_1 = 0, 

with 

Ak == (k + 1)(1< + A + 5)(k + 25 + 1), 

Bk ==E(j + T)) + 2(1< + A +5)[E71- J.i.(1< + 1 +.\ +5)], 

Ck ==(k + 1 +5 + A)[E2_ 2(k + A+5)K2]. 

(21) 

(22) 

Since Pk vanishes for 1? < 0, we see from Eqs. (21) and 
(22) that Po is arbitrary and that 

(23) 

Equation (23) determines the eigenvalues E because P1 

is related to all Pk through Eq. (21) and the Pk must form 
a suitably convergent series for P of Eq. (18). 

When K*O and as 1<-00 Eqs. (21) and (22) show that 

Therefore, in order for i/Ja and c/;b to be normalizable, 
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of E2/K2 vs j when 'Y/=ft.=I-l=O. Lines at odd 
integers represent the energy eigenvalues for the nonrela
tivistic isotropic harmonic oscillator. 

the series for P must converge at large n like the 
series 

® 

.0(n!)"l /2(_12 Kr)". 

° 
Thus 

b'+1 =bk [1 +O(1/k)] <0, 

where 

b. =P./P.-1' 

When P."" 0, we may write Eq, (21) as 

from which we find 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The procedure for finding eigenvalues7 is to choose 
a trial value for E, select a sufficiently large Nand 
approximate Eq. (24) by bN +1 =bN • Equation (26) is then 
a quadratic equation for bN with the negative solution 

(28) 

For II < N each b. is determined from bk +1 by Eq, (27). 
If the trial value for E is such that Eq, (23) is satisfied, 
with P1 = btPo it is an approximation to an eigenvalue and 
will be designated as EN' The process involves approxi
mating an infinite continued fraction by a finite one so 
that the true E is bounded by EN and EN +1 , and as N be
comes greater ~(EN + EN+1) is an increasingly closer 
approximation to the true value, 

The parameters T}, ft., fl may be such that the true eigen
value being sought causes Ck in Eq. (22) to vanish for 
some k = v, where v> 0, Equation (27) shows that bv 

vanishes in such instances and hence Pv = 0, But the 
method entails division by Pv and thus formally does not 
apply. However, Eq, (21) for k=v shows that whenPv 
and Cv vanish, so does Pv+1 (Av "" ° for v> 0) and there
fore all PV+i = 0, i > 0, The resulting series for P, Eq. 
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(18), is then a polynomial of degree v - 1. One of the 
roots for E in the finite continued fraction must agree 
with one of those of Cv ' conversely one can find other 
values of the parameters for the same E and j as roots 
of polynomials, and use these discrete pOints to sketch 
out the continuum of solutions, Some care is required to 
connect the roots properly, 

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR" *- 0 

Bound states that are produced by the l/r terms alone 
in Eq, (3) have been examined in Sec, II, We now take 
up the investigation of solutions when K> 0. The asymp
totic form of Eq, (14) at large r is dominated by the 
factor 

The wavefunctions are therefore related to those of the 
harmonic oscillator of mass M and frequency w if we 
interpret K as (MW)1/2. 

The parameter K may be considered as the unit wave
number, but there remain three free parameters in Eq. 
(3), viz., T}, ft., and JJ., It is desirable to restrict study 
to a few key choices for these parameters, The obvious 
beginning is to determine the characteristic effect of 
a finite K and set 

T}=>C=JJ.=O. (29) 

Under these conditions we use Eq, (3) to derive the 
coupled second-order differential equations for ljia and 
ljib, L e., 

lji~ + (2/r)lji~ + [E2 - j(j - 1)/y2 - ~y2]ljia - ~ljib = 0, 
(30) 

lji: + (2/r)lji~ + [E2 - j(j + 1)/r2 - K4 y2]ljib - ~ljia = 0, 

These are to be compared with the equation for the non
relativistic, isotropic three-dimensional oscillator 
whose wavefunction we shall call ljio, 

lji~ + (2/r)lji~ + [2MW -l(l + 1)/y2 - M 2w2y2]ljio = 0, (31) 

where W is the energy. From the definition of j in Sec. 
I we have j(j - 1) = l(l + 1) so that the terms in r-2 are 
the same for ljio and the large component ljia. In the non
relativistic limit we can ignore the small component 
and the equations for ljio and ljia become the same if we 
set K = (M W )1/2 as noted above and replace E2 by 2MW. 

The eigenvalues of Eq, (3) under the conditions set 
in Eq, (29) were determined by the general method of 
Sec, III, Results for E2/ K2 in the ten lowest levels are 
plotted against j in Fig, 2, The levels are represented 
by short heavy bars, The corresponding eigenvalues of 
Eq, (31) are the horizontal lines representing 

2W/w=2n+3, (32) 

The similarity of the two spectra is evident. Spin 
doubles the number of levels when l > ° and there is a 
slight spin-orbit splitting which, of course, is "anom
alous, " Numerical values are presented in Table I 
where n is half the integer nearest (E2/ K2) - 3. This is 
the same n as in Eq. (32). Any positive E which belongs 
to a given j also represents a state of energy - E be
longing to - j. 

These relativistic "harmonic OSCillator" states are 
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FIG. 3. Three examples of the linear scalar potential. The 
dashed line shows the apparent potential energy inside ro when 
JL < O. 

quite different from those derived by postulating a lin
ear restoring force. 9,10 The results presented here are 
more closely related to the classical motion of a par
ticle whose mass is a linear function of position, In one 
dimension let x be the position and x the velocity of a 
"free" particle whose mass is 'lx, Its energy is then 

H = y 2x(1 _ i 2t l/2, (33) 

with an obvious solution in harmonic motion, 

x = Hy-2 sin(H-1y2t). 

Although the force is everywhere negative, when x < 0 
the mass is also negative and the acceleration becomes 
positive. Note that the time averaged mass is zero and 
that adding a constant in the numerator of Eq, (33) does 
not change the average mass but shifts the equilibrium 
point of oscillation, 

These considerations suggest that the next step in the 
investigation is to keep T) = A= 0 but take Il* 0, Three 
typical possibilities are illustrated in Fig, 3, The spec-

TABLE 1. Eigenvalues of the ten lowest states for TJ =X ~ JL= O. 
The quantum number n is the integer nearest ~(E2/K2 - 3). 

n j ElK E2/K2 

o 1.6194 2.6226 

-1 2.2940 5.2626 
2 2.1465 4.6076 

2 -2 2.7044 7.3138 
2.6026 6.7737 

3 2. 5693 6.6012 

3 -3 3.0560 9.3390 
-1 3.0310 9.1871 

2 2.9520 8.7141 
4 2.9322 8.5977 
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trum presented in Table I is that for the curve 11 = 0, 
A positive Il leads to a potential like the curve for 11 = K. 

Obviously its spectrum will be very similar to that for 
Il = 0 with some fraction of Il added to each term-value 
for E. As Il increases, the motion becomes less rela
tivistic and the fraction of Il which is added approaches 
unity, Thus a positive Il acts like a true addition to the 
rest mass, Results of calculation for some of the lower 
levels appear in that part of Fig, 4 corresponding to 
IlIK> 0, 

The situation that arises for negative Il is illustrated 
in Fig. 3 by the curve labelled Il = - 0, 75 K. Inside the 
radius Yo at which m(yo) = J1 + K2yo = 0, viz., 

(34) 

the scalar potential produces an outward acceleration. 
The apparent potential energy inside ro is shown by the 
dashed line. Just as in the classical example - Il acts 
as a displacement of the neutral point of oscillation, In 
the limit of large - J1 the motion approaches that of an 
oscillator in one dimension; the average mass approach
es zero and the states are highly relativistic. The states 
that arise in the SLAC bag model4 are of the same type 
but not identical because in that model the mass is not 
a simple linear function of radius, Also in this limit the 
radial function IjJb becomes almost equal to - cl!a. 

3 

n'=2 
;:;J 2f----===:...---

n'= I 

2 

J-Llt< 

FIG. 4. The lower energy levels as functions of JL when 1) = A 
= O. The dashed line is one example of the spurious results 
from the method of infinite continued fractions when JL < o. The 
open circles give a few results when the continued fraction is 
finite. 
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). 

FIG. 5. Curves of equal ground state energy when j.I= 0, in the 
X-7] plane. Labels give the values of ElK. The dashed lines 
show the limiting hyperbola, 7]2 = 1 + X2. Lines for ElK between 
1 and 3.5 are not shown to the edge of the graph because of the 
very large N (> 2000) required for convergence in that region. 

Let us put 

y = (<Pa - <Pb)r, 

and derive from Eq. (3), with 7) = X = 0, the second-order 
equation for y, 

y" + [E2 + K2 -l /r2 - (Jl + ~r)2]y + (j/r )(<Pa + <Pb) = O. 

(35) 

When - Jl » K the wave function is concentrated about 
ro which, from Eq. (34), is much larger than K-1 and 
we may approximate r-2 in Eq. (35) by rr/. The inhomo
geneous term in Eq. (35) is the product of two small 
quantities and will be ignored to obtain the equation for 
the asymptotic form of y which is denoted by ¢, L e., 

¢ II + [E2 + K2 -lrr/ _ 0(r _ ro)2]¢ = O. (36) 

Equation (36) has the same form as that for the one
dimensional oscillator and may be solved in the familiar 
way to obtain the eigenvalues, 

E2=(2n' +j2 K2Jl-2)K2• (37) 

Here n' is a nonnegative integer which may be expressed 
in terms of nand j of Table I as 

(38) 

The close relationship between Eq. (37) and Eq. (10) 
is quite evident. Both arise from the effect of a negative 
mass inside a large radius. It will be noted that the 
ground state spectra (n = n' = 0) are formally the same 
when Jl2/X2 of Eq. (10) and 0/Jl2 of Eq. (37) are con
sidered to be equivalent. Also, from Fig. 4, we see 
that states belonging to n' = 0 all have total angular mo-
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mentum I + ~, i. e., j > O. This agrees with the results 
for l/r potentials in which the only solutions for n = 0 
belong to positive j. The weak dependence upon j2 in the 
asymptotic limit is the result of the motion becoming 
essentially one-dimensional. 

The curves in Fig. 4 for Jl < - 3K were calculated 
using Eq. (37). Between Jl = - 3K and Jl = 0 the general 
method of Sec. III cannot be applied because for all 
Jl < 0 that method converges to eigenvalues for non
physical states. More specifically the curves obtained 
for E vs Jl, Jl < 0 have negative slope and that is not 
acceptable in states of positive energy for which the ex
pectation value of the operator {3 cannot be negative. 
One sees from Eq. (2) that the average values of {3 and 
of oE/oJl are the same. A single example is given in 
Fig. 4 by the dashed line which is a locus of eigenvalues 
for j = - 1 and is the mirror image (about Jl = 0) of the 
acceptable locus for j = 1 and Jl > O. 

The gap between Jl = - 3K and Jl = 0 was filled in by 
several means. For one thing some of the polynomial 
solutions fall in that gap as shown in Fig. 4 by open cir
cles (only a few such solutions are shown). Secondly, 
for the lowest states of each j the calculus of variations 
was applied to the expectation value of E2. In fact, mini
mizing the expectation value of E produces very good 
results when f and g are approximated as quadratic func
tions but then one has no guarantee that the result is an 
upper bound. Mostly the curves in this region of Jl were 
calculated by numerical methods on finite matrices. 11 

Also shown in Fig. 4 are a few examples of the poly
nomial solutions for P. When X = 7) = 0 and j = ± 1, s = 1, 
Ck of Eq. (22) becomes 

Ck = (k + 2)[E2 - 2(k + 1) K2]. 

Since Co never enters the calculation there is a poly
nomial solution whenever E2 / ~ is an even integer great
er than 2. Thus when C1 = 0 the positive eigenvalue is 
E = 2K and P1 = O. Equation (23), by using Eq. (22), is 
then 

Bo=Ej-4Jl=O, j=±1. 

Hence Jl =~K for j = 1, i. e., the IS1/2 state and Jl = - ~ K 
for j = - 1, which is the IP1/2 state. Both solutions ap
pear in Fig. 4 as the lowest pair of open circles. When 
C2 = 0, Eqs. (27) and (22) show that 

b1 = - Cd B1 = 3(E2 - 4K2)/(Ej - 12Jl), 

which when used in Eq. (23) produces a quadratic for 
Jl. The larger solution Jl = 1. 0537 K appears as the sec
ond point on 1S1 / 2 and its negative is shown on 2P1/2. 
The other solution, Jl = - O. 2372 K, falls on the curve 
for 2S1/2 and its negative on 1P1 / 2 but these are not 
shown in Fig. 4. The selection of such points to be dis
played was made in order to emphasize the fact that 
polynomial solutions also fall on curves for spurious 
eigenvalues as they do here on the dashed line and that 
one must take care in using them to construct energy 
curves. 

In Fig. 5 are shown the loci of admissible ground 
states as functions of 7) and A for Jl = O. The curves are 
labelled with the value of E / K to which each belongs. 
The limiting hyperbola is shown by the dashed curves. 
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"I 

FIG. 6. Positive ground state spectra for E/K as a function of 
1) when /l = K. The curves are labelled with their value of A. 
Note that all those for nonpositive A converge at E = 0, 1) = 1. 
The solution which appears in Fig. 4 is marked with a cross. 

The loci are no longer the straight lines of Fig. 1 for 
K = 0 except for 11 = 1 which persists as a singular locus. 
This arises from the fact that when 11= 1, S = I AI so that 
s+A=OwhenA<O. Then, inEq. (22), Ao=Bo=Co=E 
= 0 for all negative A. That E = 0 is the limiting value 
under these conditions is shown in a different way in 
Fig. 6, where the loci of positive ground states for 
J.l = K are shown in the E - 11 plane. The curves are la
belled with their values of A. It is to be noted also that 
Bo = 0 for all negative A whenever 11 = - j. This merely 
implies that one must avoid such input data. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Energy eigenvalues for the Dirac equation in which 
the mass has been generalized as in Eq. (1) are readily 
found as roots of infinite continued fractions. In prac
tice one finds the roots of finite continued fractions. The 
results converge upon physical solutions, however, only 
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when J.l, the constant term in the mass, is not negative. 
Other means of computation are needed when J.l < 0 (ex
cept for isolated polynomial solutions which arise when 
the continued fraction is truly finite). 

A positive linear scalar potential in the Dirac equa
tion appears in the Klein-Gordon form as the quadratic 
potential for harmonic motion in the nonrelativistic 
limit. As a result the eigenvalues for E2 bear a close 
resemblance to those for energy of the three-dimen
sional oscillator, although the physical origin as a ra
dially dependent mass is quite different from the ordi
nary prescription. The isotropic oscillatorlike spectrum 
dominates when J.l is not negative. 

Large negative values of J.l, or a large negative l/r 
scalar potential, lead to highly relativistic, one-dimen
sional (radial) harmonic motion about a finite radius. 
The corresponding wave functions are concentrated 
about that radius and are thus of the "bubble" type. 
When both scalar and vector l/r attractive potentials 
occur all ground states have zero energy for 17 = 1. 

Detailed consideration has been limited to states in 
which the average value of Dirac's {3 operator is posi
tive. Corresponding solutions for states in which ({3) < 0 
(the negative energy states for a free particle) are 
readily deduced from the obvious symmetry of Eq. (3) 
under interchanging 1jJ. with IjJb and reversing the signs 
of E,j, and 11. 
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The quantization method developed by Hammer and Tucker, which is based upon a set of equations of 
motion and their conserved currents rather than a canonical formalism. is extended to interacting systems. 
The operators of the theory are bilinear and are essentially self-adjoint on a dense domain which is spanned 
by a suitably chosen subset of the coherent states. Both proper and improper gauge transformations of the 
second kind are discussed. For the proper case, the connection is given between these transformations and 
coherent states, which are discussed in detail. One interesting result is that a "smeared" Fock space can be 
constructed for a system where the particles have the same average quantum numbers. For the improper 
case, the gauge transformation of the second kind is related to the purely absolutely continuous measure. 
The formalism is applied to two examples. One is a Dirac field minimally coupled to a massive vector field, 
and the other is Klauder's ultralocal models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A basic problem in quantum field theories is the 
formulation of a theory which can, at least eventually, 
lead to a nontrivial scattering matrix. While field theo
ries based upon a Lagrangian formalism may have this 
property, there are a number of mathematical reasons 
for seeking an alternative approach. In fact, for some 
rigorous soluble field theories no Lagrangian nor ca
nonical theory exists. 

However, the formalism originally developed by 
TakahashF and Hammer and Tucker2 (HT) which is 
based upon free field equations and the conserved cur
rents which are derivable from them does not suffer 
from these same difficulties. Furthermore, the sym
metry operators derivable from the conserved cur
rents are bilinear forms. This has important mathe
matical consequences. Reeh3 and Kastler, Robinson, 
and Swieca4 have shown that any symmetry operator 
must diverge at least as fast as r, r - 00, in the weak 
limit. This suggests investigating the coherent states 
as a possible domain for symmetry operators for bras 
and kets of matrix elements. In his study, Klauder5 

showed that the most general self-adjoint field opera
tors are simple bilinear expressions in terms of crea
tion and annihilation operators. These methods and 
techniques are directly applicable to the HT formalism. 

In this paper the HT formalism is extended to include 
interacting systems. Bilinear objects, called gener
alized currents, including q-number-q-number, q
number-c-number, and c-number-c-number will be 
used throughout. Various symmetry operators are con
structed from these forms and their properties are 
investigated. Of particular importance is the gauge 
transformation of the second kind 

(1. 1) 

where L:", is a q-number-c-number bilinear form. This 
transformation can be used to construct coherent states 
from the vacuum whenever cp E: L 2 (RS, dJ.J.). For suit
able non-L2 functions, (p, the transformation is related 
to a purely absolutely continuous measure. 

The organization of this paper is the following. In Sec. 
2, the Hammer-Tucker quantization procedure is gene-
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ralized to include interactions. Then in Sec. 3 this pro
cedure is illustrated by the example of a Dirac field mini
mal coupled to a massive vector field. This example is 
nontrivial because no Lagrangian exists which gives all 
of the field equations. In Sec. 4 the gauge transforma
tion of the second kind is introduced and coherent states 
including their relationship to c-number-c-number 
forms are discussed in some detail. A smeared Fock 
space is developed which has a discrete spectrum of 
average quantum numbers, rather than the usual "sharp" 
eigenvalues. In Sec. 5 we discuss the c-number Hilbert 
space, operator extensions, and a distinguished family 
of non-L2 solutions to the field equations. These solu
tions give a representation of the fields which is unit
arily inequivalent to the Fock representation. In Sec. 6 
we use the extended HT method to reproduce the ultra
local model solutions of Klauder. 6-10 In Sec. 7 our con
clusions are listed. 

2. METHOD OF QUANTIZATION 

One essential feature of including nontrivial inter
actions is that a general field operator must be at least 
bilinear in the Fock-representation operators Ij/(x), 
ZP(x), Since the conserved current is a naturally occur
ring bilinear, the method of quantization first proposed 
by Takahashi! and Hammer and Tucker2 (HT hereafter), 
which is based upon conserved currents, will be used 
here. This quantization method has been discussed 
primarily within the context of free fields, excepting the 
arbitrary spin electrodynamics constructed by Tucker 
and Hammer. 11 The purpose of this section is to review 
the HT formalism and to extend it to the interacting 
case. 

Let zP denote an operator valued solution to the con
figuration space partial differential equations, 

D(a)1/J=j(x), and Jji5(-a)=j(x), (2.1) 

where j(x) is a source term, D(a) is a configuration 
space differential operator, and 

(2.2) 

and 
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The quantity 1'4 is the [2(2s + 1) x 2(2s + 1) ]-dimen
sional generalization of the Dirac matric 1'4 only when z/! 
is a field constructed from symmetric spinors of like 
indices. Otherwise it is a matrix which is chosen to in
sure the Lorentz transformation properties of the con
served current. A general four-vector A,. is written in 
terms of real quantities AI (i = 1, 2, 3) and Ao as 

The functions ur(p, x) and vr(P, x) are homogeneous 
c-number solutions to 

D«(J)ur(p, x) = 0 (2.5) 

and 

D«(J)vr(p, x) =0, (2.6) 

where r is a set of discrete quantum numbers, p is the 
three-momentum, and x is a space-time point. Their 
charge conjugation properties are 

Ur(P, x)=Cv~(P, x), 

vr(p, x) = Cu~ (p, x), 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where * denotes complex conjugation and C is a c-num
ber matrix which satisfies C2 = 1. We consider that 
class of theories for which a conserved current 
J,.(z/!t> z/!2) exists with 

d,.J,,(z/!t> z/!2) =0, (2.9) 

and which is bilinear in the operators z/!t> z/!z. In general, 
z/!1 and z/!2 are two independent solutions to Eqs. (2.1) and 
(2.2), and factors of i are chosen in J,. such that 

J!(z/!t, z/!2) =Jj (z/!2, z/!t), 

Jb (z/!1, z/!2) = J O(z/!2, z/!t)· 

(2. 10) 

(2.11) 

The Hermitian adjoint of any c-number operator q is 
defined as 

(2. 12) 

We know of no general proof that such a conserved cur
rent must exist although all known successful theories 
do have this property. 

We further assume the existence of a free limit with 
a free conserved current, Jt, which satisfies 

d,.Jt(z/!t, z/!2) 

={~tin(outli5«(J)z/!2in(outl _ 1ft in(outl D( - O)z/!2 in (outl} = O. (2.13) 

Note that 1'4 must be chosen such that Jt transforms as 
a four-vector under Lorentz transformations. 

The creation and destrl'ction operators for particles 
A, At and antiparticles E, Et are defined in terms of the 
zeroth component of Jf,. according to 

and 
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Az(P, xo)=jdxYo(uz(P, x), z/!(x)), 

Ai(p, xo) = j dxJ{(z/!(x) , uz(p, x», 

Bi(p, xo) = j dxJb(v/(P, x), z/!(x», 
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The reader is especially reminded of an implied Hermi
tian conjugation of operators (complex conjugation of 
c-number solution functions) in all left arguments of 
Jb(, ) or J,,( , ). Also, we call attention to the fact that 
the particular bilinears in Eq. (2.14) all consist of 
mixed pairs of one q-number and one c-number. The 
"in" and "out" creation and destruction operators for 
particles and antiparticles are defined as 

1 

zl/2a ln(outl(p) =w-lim lAz(P, xo)], 
Xo~ _<Xl(oo) 

zt/2[aln(outl(p)]t =w-lim [Ai(p, xo)l, 
xo'" .00 (00) (2. 15) 

zi/2bln(outl(p) =w-lim [Bz(p, xo)], 
Xo~ ~oo(ool 

and 

zl/2[bln(outl(P)]t =w-lim [Bi(p, x o)], 
Xo'" _00(00) 

where zt /2 is a renormalization constant. 

The HT quantization postulates for Bosons (-) and 
Fermions (+) are 

and 

j da,,(x)~(v/(p, x), vm(q, x» 

= _ [b:n(out )(p), b~n(out)t (q»)", 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

where da" (x) is an integration variable over a spacelike 
surface a,,(x) which contains the point x. In this con
struction as Xo - 'f "', an operator z/! has the limits 

z/!(X)=Zl/Z z/!in(x) + jd4yGR(x-y, m~)j(x), (2.18) 

z/!(X)=Zl/Z z/!0ut(x) +jd4yGA (X-y, Tn5)j(x), (2.19) 

where 

(2.20) 

and where GRand G A are the retarded and advanced 
Green's functions for D(il), respectively. 

Remark: The sets of functions {u z, ut} and 
{liZ, lit} need not be complete, orthonormal sets. For 
example, they could be wave packet solutions to Eqs. 
(2. 5) and (2.6) or c-number coherent states. In the 
special case where the u's and v's are a complete set 
of plane wave functions, the quantization postulates 
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) become 

and 

j da" (x)~(uz(p, x), um(q, x» = - p(Ep)oZmo(p - q), 

(2.21) 

j da" (x)J{.(v z (p, x), vm(q, x»=-p(Ep)oZmo(p-q), 

(2.22) 

where p(Ep) is an energy density of states factor, and 
HT reduces to the Yang-Feldmant2 formalism. Also, 
when the u's and v's are not a complete orthonormal 
set, Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) cannot be inverted to give 
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l/J and lP in terms of the A's and E's although a complete 
theory exists in terms of the bilinear .p".( , ). 

Some nonvanishing commutation relations which 
follow from the quantization postulate include 

[a~n(outl(P), ~in(outl(x)],. =u1(p, x), 

and 

(2.23) 

[l/Jin(outl(X), ~in(outl(y)]*=G(x_y, m~), (2.24) 

where G(x-y,m5)=~,u,(x)u,(y), If the sum on 1 is over 
a complete set of states, then G(z) = G A (z) - G R(Z). 

Following HT, a q-number operator Q r is defined in 
terms of a corresponding c-number operator qr as the 
q-number-q-number form 

(2.25) 

If, furthermore, qr = sr is a self-adjoint, c-number 
symmetry operator, then 

[Sn D(o)] = 0, (2.26) 

and the corresponding q-number operator s~n(out) is time 
independent. It follows from Theorem 3 of HT that 

(2. 27) 

and 

(2. 28) 

Therefore, s~n(outl, sr have the same algebraic proper
ties and they must generate corresponding symmetry 
transformations in their respective Hilbert spaces. 
These equations also imply that any l/Jin(outl(x) with a 
dense set of analytic vectors transforms finitely as 

e-lo<sin(outll/Jin(outl(x)ehSlll(Out) =elo<sl/Jin (out) (x) , (2.29) 

where O! is a real parameter. Since sin(out) is indepen
dent of x, this transformation can be used to show that 

_o<sln(outlQin(oUO( ) ;o<sln(out) 
e r Xo e 

= J dxJb(e-io<sin(outll/Jin(oU!l(x)eio<sin(out) , 
qre-I", sh.(ou!) l/Jin(ou!) (x)el 0< sintou! ') 

or that, infinitesmally, 

(2.30) 

[Q;n(out l, s~n(out)] = J ctxJb(l/'ln(ou!), [q .. , Sm]l/'ln(out». 

(2.31) 

Thus, Q~n(outl has the same tensor properties under the 
symmetry generated by the {s~n(outl}'s as qr does with 
the {sm}'s. 

It is important to note that the commutation relations 
between general operators Q;n(ou!)(xo) are fixed by the 
form given by Eq. (2. 25) once the qr are defined. Con
versely, a commutator algebra for the Q~n(ou!)(xo) 
suffices to define the operators qT' 

For example, if cPo(l/Jin(out), qrl/Jln(out» can be put into 
the "canonical form" described by Schweber13 as 
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cPo(l/Jln(out), qrl/Jln(out» =..6I1T~n(out)q .. l/':n(out), (2.32) 
, 

where l/J~n(out) and 1T:n(out) are the independent fields and 
their canonical conjugates, then it is easy to show that 

[Q!n(out)(xo), Q~(out )(xo)] = J ctxJb(l/Jln(out>, [q" qm]l/Jln(ou!). 

(2.33) 

These equations can be used to define qr if the q-num
ber algebra is given. The position operators of 
FlemingU and Sankaranarayanan and Good, 15 where 
qr is not the simple spatial variable x, are typical exam
ples. However, a qr satisfying Eqs (2.32) or (2.33) may 
not exist for a cPo of arbitrary form so that, in general, 
q .. and Qr may have different commutation properties. 

The free field Fock space generators of the Poincare 
group such as the energy-momentum p,.ln(out), the angu
lar momentum-rapidity M~"v(outl, and the charge opera
to Qln(outl, are given by 

and 

p~n(outl = J dxJo(<p 1n(out), p"l/Jin(outJ), 

.1I1!nv(out) = J dx.Fo(<pin(outl, m"v<pin(out», 

(2.34) 

These imply the corresponding equations of motion: 

[l/Jln(ou!l (x), p ~n(ou!)] = p "l/J in(ou!)(x), 

[l/Jln(out)(x), Al~nv(outl] =m"vl/Jln(outl(x), 

[l/Jln(outl(x), Qin(ou!l] = qol/Jin(out) (x), (2.35) 

where p" and m"v are the configuration space, c-number 
generators of the Poincare group and qo is the renorma
lized or observed electric charge. For example, p" is 
given by 

P,,=(-iV, -:i)' (2.36) 

The generalization to the interacting case is straight
forward. In parallel to Eq. (2.25), an operator is de
fined in terms of an interacting (not free! ) unrenormal
ized conserved current J" according to 

(2.37) 

Then if (q .. l/J) is also a solution to Eq. (2.1), Qr = Sr is an 
exact symmetry operator for the system. Since Sr is 
time independent, J o can be evaluated in the w-limit at 
t - ± 00, giving 

(2.38) 

where the proportionality constant K is some function of 
the renormalization constants. 

For a general interacting current J '" it is necessary 
to postulate that the fields <p transform according to 

(2.39) 

where S (and s) is a self-adjoint, exact symmetry opera
tor and Q is a real parameter. Infinitesmally, one has 
that 

[I/', S] =sl/J. (2.40) 

The transformation property of an operator Qr(xo) under 
the symmetry operator S is then 

(2.41) 
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This result can be used to show 

(2.42) 

Just as for the free particle case, the tensorial proper
ties of Qr follow from those of S. 

Note that Schweber's canonical form holds for inter
acting fields as well as noninteracting fields so that the 
discussion in the paragraph which includes Eqs. (2.32) 
and (2.33) also applies to the interacting case. Thus, the 
tensorial and algebraic properties of Qr(xo) are then in 
one-to-one correspondence with those of Q~n(out), since 

w-lim [Qr(xo») = KQ;n (out) , (2.43) 
xo" *' 00 

where again K is some function of the renormalization 
constants. The unrenormalized interacting Poincare 
generators and the charge operator become 

P = j dxJo(1/J, - iV1/J) , 

H = JdxJo(1/J, i :t W). 
M"v=jdxJo(1/J, m"v1/J), 

and 

(2.44) 

which is completely parallel to Eq. (2.29). The require
ment H be self-adjoint implies that substitution from Eq. 
(2. 1) can be made such that 

H = J dxJo((i :t 1/J) (x), 1/J(X~. 
While this discussion is adequate for the purposes of 

this paper, it is oversimplified to the extent that an inter
acting system may have more than one field equation and 
more than one conserved current. Then the various 
generators can be defined in terms of the sum of the 
independent currents. However, for the particular case 
of the system Hamiltonian operator, care must be taken 
to not multiply count the various interactions. See 
especially Tucker and Hammer11 on the electrodynamics 
of general spin vector mesons for an example of this. 

The commutation rules, such as Eq. (2.40), which 
symmetries impose on the system, require that 

jdy[1/J(x, f), Jo(1/J(y,t), s1/J(y,t»).=s1/J(x,t). (2.46) 

If we further assume that the independent fields are 
local, 

(2.47) 

or quasilocal, 

(2.48) 

as I x - y I - 00, then one expects that Eq. (2.46) is suffi
cient to derive the remaining equal time commutators. 
While no general proof for this exists, it is certainly 
true for canonical theories such as those which satisfy 
Eq. (2.32). Then Eq. (2.46) dictates, for the local case, 

[1/J;(x, xo), 1T j (y, xo)]. =i6;j6(x- y), 

the usual canonical rule. 

(2. 49) 

In summary, the form of J" ( , ) is determined by the 
equations of motion Eq. (2.1), and any relativistic field 
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theory requires Eq. (2.39) or (2.40). These equations 
together with Eq. (2.37), which defines the q-number 
operators, ensure the covariance of the theory. These 
requirements give necessity conditions for the equal 
time commutation relations, if any. The locality or 
quasilocality postulate is a separate and distinct assump
tion which is not required. Therefore, our approach 
does not requre the existence of a Lagrangian, a canoni
cal structure nor locality in general, although it can, of 
course, accomodate any of these notions. 

3. EXAMPLE, A COUPLED THEORY, DIRAC· 
MASSIVE VECTOR FIELDS 

For a nontrivial illustration of our formalism, we pre
sent a coupled system comprised of a Dirac field and a 
massive vector field. In particular, consider the system 
as specified by the field equations 

y"(p,, - qA,,),p(x) =im1/J(x), 

(O+M2)A,,(x) = iq"J;(x)y" 1/J(x) , 

with the "Lorentz condition" 

o"A,,(x) =0, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where it is clear from the Hermitian conjugation proper
ties of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2) that 

Ai = (A;)t, Ao =A6, 

and where 

D=i:l~_V2. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

This system poses some formal difficulties for a 
Lagrangian formalism, even for the free field case 
b~cause not all the components A" are independent. If 
Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are recovered from a Lagrangian, 
then Ao has no canonical partner. This makes the proce
dure for obtaining the Hamiltonian and other physical 
operators unclear, and at best, ad hoc. 

If the Lagrangian is defined with an auxiliary field 
which is the canonical partner of A o' then Eq. (3.2) is 
not the field equation for A". Equations (3.1)- (3.3) are 
recovered only after a series of complicated 
transformations. 

The free field conserved currents are given by 

Jt(1/Jtn(out), 1/J~n(out» =i~ln(out)Y,,1/J~n(out) (3.6) 

for the Dirac particle, and 

Kt(Atn(out)(x), A~n(aut)(x)) = _ i [At~(out)(o"A~~(out» 
- (0 ,)'l:(out»A~~(out)] = _ iAl~n(out)(x)'2"Ai~(out)(x) 

(3.7) 

for the massive vector particle. The Lorentz transfor
mation properties of K" require the inner product 
(AI ·A

2
) to be a Lorentz scalar for any two solutions to 

the free field equations. Thus, both AI" and A 2 " must 
be four vectors. This, along with the definition for Al 
implied by Eq. (2. 2) requires that 

L =1'4'1L*Y4, (3.8) 

where L is the Lorentz transformation 

Af(x'l = LA1 (xl. (3.9) 
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A suitable choice for Y4 is the metric 

g=(g"v)=diag(+I, +1, +1, -1), 

which defines At as 
- t 
AI =gA,. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

In either case, whether A,,(x) is a free or interacting 
field operator, Eq. (3.4) implies additionally that 

A"=A,,. (3.12) 

Thus A" is self-adjoint. However, the plane wave solu
tion to the free massive vector particle equation, 

(O+M2)qlA"(P, x)=O, 

with the Lorentz condition 

e"qlA"(P, x)=O, 
is given by 

qI>.,,(p, x)=(27)-)-3/2€,,(~)eip,x, (A=l, 2, 3), 

with 

(p 'f) =0, 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3. 15) 

(3. 16) 

(P . ) E (p2 . .2)1/2 where p" = ,lEt>, I> = + M , wnereas the adjoint 
solution is 

ih" (p, x) =g l'vqliv = (21ft 3/2g "vEt (A)e-1t> • x 

;: (21f t 3 /2;: (A)e-it>· X, 

where (p. e) = O. The Lorentz condition and 
normalization, 

2E[)>.:AI[)(P-q)=fdxK~(qI>.,,(p, x), qI>",,(q, x)), 

imply that the polarization vectors satisfy 

E(A) • f(~') = On' , 

and 

(3. 17) 

(3.18) 

(3. 19) 

for each A, A'=1,2,3 and for each Il, 11=1,2,3,4. Note 
that € = e only holds for the case of plane polarization. 

Additional information can be obtained by examining 
the charge conjugation properties of the fields. If the 
charge conjugation of the Dirac field is chosen as 

(3. 20) 

then the requirement that Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) be invariant 
under this transformation imposes the condition 

(3. 21) 

on the vector field. Comparing this to Eq. (3.11) shows 
that 

C=-g (3.22) 

is a suitable choice for the c-number charge conjuga
tion matrix C. Thus, the charge conjugation plane wave 
solutions become 

(3. 23) 
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and 

(3.24) 

It is easily verified that 

jdxK{/q{,,(P, x), qlf,(q, x»=-2EO>.>.,0(P-q), 

f dxKt(qI>.~(P, x), qI>.,,,(q, x» =0, 

and 

(3. 25) 

The solutions <PA,,(p, x) and <p~,,(q, x) would form a com
plete set except for the missing (time like) polarization 
direction. Thus, the homogeneous Green's function, 
which follows from the discussion below Eq. (2.24), is 

G(x-y, ;H
2)=t/2-1[<PA"(P' x) <P>.v(P, y) 

A=I p 

- <p[,,(P, x) q;~(p,y)] 

=-i[o"v- M-2 __ c_
2
_].<l(x_y, M2), 

cx"oxv 
(3.26) 

where 
31 r dn .• 

.<l(x, M2) = (21Tt J 7I;e'Jl Xsin(Epxo)' (3.27) 

The commutation properties for the free field vector 
operators now follow from Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.24) 
as 

[A~n(outl(X), A~n(outl(Y)l 

=-i[o _A1"2_a_2_]~(x_y lV[2). 
"V eX"exv ' 

(3.28) 

Finally, the in(out) limits for the vector field are de
fined as 

z~!2A~n(outl(p) = w-lim J dxKb(<p>.(p, x),A(x», 
%0" _'00(00) 

z~/2[A~n(out)(p)f =w-limj dxKb(q{(P, x), A(x» 
Xo'" _00(00 

= w-lim fdXK~ (A (x), <p),,(p, x», 
X'o" _00 (00) 

(3.29) 
with 

[A~n(out)(p), Ai,in(out)(q)] = J dx[(~(<p>.(P, x), <PA' (q, x» 

= 2EI>0>.>.' o(p - q). (3.30) 

Note that Eq. (3.26) can be used to invert Eq. (3.29) to 
give the usual result for AI' (x) and that it is unnecessary 
to define a timelike destruction operator for Ao in the 
present formalism. 

The Dirac field is quantized similarly. The u>. and 
v>. denote the usual plane wave Dirac spinors 

u),,(p, x) = (21T,-3/2u>.(P)e iP • X, (3.31) 

and 

l\ (p, x) = (21Tr3/2v),,(p)e-iPx = Y2ut(P, x). (3.32) 

Then the destruction operators are defined as 

zl/2a{n(outl(p) = w-lim f dx.u/(p, x) i/J(x) , 
t .. _coCco) 

and 

zj /2bin(out)(p) = w-lim J dxi/Jt (x)v)" (p, x). (3.33) 
t + .. CJO(oo) 
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The corresponding anticommutation relations become 

{a~n(out)(p), ai,ln(out)(p)} 

= f dxui(P, x)u;l.' (q, x) 

= S o).).,o(p-q), 
m 

= j dxvi (p, x)v;l.' (q, x) 

E = :::2 O,;\., o(p - q), 
m 

(3.34) 

with all other anticommutation relations zero. The 
anticommutation relation for the Dirac fields is the usual 

(3. 35) 

~hese b~cause the u's and v's form a complete set, 
S=SA - SR' The free field charge, momentum, and 
Hamiltonian follow Eq. (2.34) as 

(3.36) 

pin (out) = j dxl1>tin(out) (x) (_ iVI1> )In(out) 

+ (i/2) j dx {A;n(out)( _ iV)A;n(out) (3.37) 

Hin(outl = f dxl1>tin(outl(ioo)l1>in(out) 

+ (i/2)j dx{A~n(out)(ioo)A~n(out) _ A~n(out)(ioo)Atn(out)}. 

(3.38) 

The extra factor of t in the vector particle part of Eqs. 
(3.38) and (3.39) is required because Au is self-adjoint. 
These can be brought into more recognizable form by 
substituting the values of (i0 In (out)(x)) andA~n(out)(x» 
from the free particle equations. For example, the 
Hamiltonian can be rewritten as 

Hin(out) = j dxl1>t in (outl (X) {a' P + mtJ}l1>(x)in(out) 

+ t j dx[(VA;n(out)(x))' (VA;n(out)(x» 

+A~n(out)(x)A~n(out)(x) + A12A~n (out)(x)A~n(out)(x)}. (3.39) 

For the interacting case, the only obviously non-
vanishing conserved current is 

(3.40) 

which is derivable from Eq. (3.1), and which guarantees 
conservation of the unrenormalized charge operator 

(3.44) 

which coincides with the equal-time specialization of Eq. 
(3.35). 

For the massive vector field it is more complicated 
to work out the equal time commutators because the 
Lorentz condition, Eq. (3.3), relates the various com
ponents of Au. There are three independent components 
and we follow the usual convention by choosing them as 
the three spatial components Aj (i= 1,2,3). Thus for 
local fields the locality assumption is 

and 

[Ao(x), Ao(y)Jxo=yo" 0, 

[A/(x), Ah)lxo=yo =0, 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

Combining the Lorentz condition with Eqs. (3.46) and 
(3.47) yields 

(3.48) 

and 

(3.49) 

The other equal time commutators are obtained by re
quiring that the Poincare generators satisfy Eq. (2.46). 
For example, Eq. (2.44) defines the momentum and 
Hamiltonian generators as 

and 

P = f dxl1>t (-iV)11> + (i/2)j dX{Av( - iV)Av - Av( - iV)AJ, 

(3.50) 

H = f dx I1>t (i (0)11> + 1/2f dx{(VAv)' (VAv) +A~Av+ M2A,Av} 

(3.51) 

= f dx I1>t{a' (p - qA) +Ao + m{:l}11> 

+ t j dX{ VAv)' (VAv) +A"Av + M2A,AJ. (3. 52) 

(We always assume normal ordering of operator expres
sions. ) A natural way to proceed next is to postulate the 
free field equal time commutation relations and to see if 
they generate Eqs. (3.1)- (3.3) and the necessary 
invariants. But this procedure fails for the present exam
ple and it is necessary to use the specialization of Eq. 
(2.46), i. e. , 

[11>(x) , H] =iool1>(x), (3.53) 

and 

[A,,(x), H] =iooA,,(x), (3.53) 

in order to derive the remaining equal time commutation 
relations. For the spatial components fo the vector field, 
Eqs. (3.45)- (3.49) and Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) can be used 

Q =qjdxJo(l1>, 11» =qj dxl1>t(x)l1>(x). (3.41) to show 

The requirement that 

together with the locality assumption 

{11>(x) , 11>(Y)}xo' YO = 0, 

and Eq. (3.41), then imply that 
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[A/(x), H] = j dyAj(y)[A/(x), (Aj(y) + VjAo(Y))]xO'yo' 

(3.42) (3.55) 

Comparing this to Eq. (3.54) requires 

(3.43) [A/(x), (Aj(y) +VjAo(y))]xo=yo =ioijo(x=y), (3.56) 

so that 
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(3. 57) 

is the canonical partner to A J• The Lorentz condition 
and Eqs. (3.2) and (3.47) can be used to recast Eq. 
(3.56) in the form 

(3. 58a) 

or 

Putting Eq. (3. 58b) into Eq. (3.56) gives 
• 2 

[Al(x), AJ(y)]xo=Yo =i(oij - [vi '\ Vr)o(x- y), 

(3. 59a) 

and the Lorentz condition together with Eq. (3. 58b) gives 

[Ao(x), Ao(y)]ro=Yo=-iM-2V~o(x_y). (3. 59b) 

Equation (3. 53) can be used to show 

[</I(x), 1Tj(Y)J" =y =0. o 0 
(3. 60) 

Note that our locality assumption was made only for the 
independent fields. It is therefore gratifying that this 
expression occurs for the independent canonical partners 
without additional assumptions. Combining Eq. (3.60), 
the field equations and the Lorentz condition implies 
that 

(3.61) 

and 
• 2 

[</I (x) , A; (v) ]ro-Y = q ,'\!r I/J(x)v x .o(x - y), 
- 0 • 

(3. 62) 

both of which vanish in the free field limit (q = 0). Two 
useful commutators which follow from these results 
include 

[Ao(x), I/Jt(y )O(y ) </I(y) ]'o'Y
o 

= - qM-zl/'t(y )[0 (y), o(x - y) J</I(y), 

(3.63) 

and 

(3.64) 

This completes the list of equal time commutators and 
it is a simple exercise to verify that 

[Ao(x), Hl" =y = ~(x), 
o 0 

[A,,(x), Plvyo =- ivA,,(x), 

and 

[I/'(x), PJ" =y = - i VI/'{x). 
o 0 

4. COHERENT STATES AND GAUGE 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

The conserved current approach is also useful for 
discussing gauge transformations of the second kind, 
and for relating them to the coherent states. Consider 
the bilinear form Jo(ep, 1/') where ep is a c-number function 
(to be specified) and I/' is an operator valued solution 
to Eq. (2. 1). Specifically, when ep E L2(Rn) we have the 
case discussed by Klauder, 16 and when epri L2 something 
new and useful occurs. Until we state differently, ep will 
be taken to be U(R n

). We begin by defining an operator 

(4.1) 
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where 

(4.2) 

where for fermions 

{7)F, 1iF}= {ry F, 1)F}= {7)F' 7)F}= {7)F' </I} = {1)F' </It= 0, 

(4.3) 

and for bosons, 7)B = 1. The necessity for two independent 
objects 7)F and 1)F is well known and full construction of 
these quantities can be found in Rzewuski. 17 Since (1) 7) 

is real and commutes with 7), 1), and 1/', it is a real 
c-number. We choose conventions such that 

(4.4) 

for all integers n, n::,c 1. The c-number objects 7)F' 1)F' 
which also appear in heuristic functional approaches to 
field theories, are required for both at (ep)lJA and 1)Aa(ep) 
to satisfy the same commutation relationships regard
less of whether they represent boson or fermion fields. 

Note that L ~ is a conserved quantity and is time inde
pendent only if ep(x) satisfies Eq. (2.1). If a c-number 
solution exists only in the free particle limit, only 
L~n(out ) is conserved. It is then convenient to expand ep 
in terms of plane wave states, 

f dp 
ep(x) = L ~ K\(p)u\(p, x). 

\ P"'-pl 
(4.5) 

"Par an antiparticle c-number state, one replaces u\(p, x) 
by v\(p,x). Substitution for ep from Eq, (4,5) into Eq. 
(4.2) gives, in the weak limit, 

ain(out l( ep) = I dxJ~ (ep, I/Jin(outl) 

='f:/ P(~~) Kt(p)a~n(out l(p), (4.6) 

where we have used the definitions of a~n(out l(p) from Eq. 
(2.15). 

In some field theoretical models, ep(x) can be taken as 
a c-number solution to Eq. (2,1). In these cases, cr(ep) is 
conserved and Eq. (4.6) can be taken as an expansion in 
terms of a complete set of energy eigenstates {u\(p, x)}, 
each of which is also a solution to Eq. (2.1). 
Correspondingly, 

a(ep) ="f! P~p) Kt(p)a\(p), 

with 

(4.7) 

where a\(p) destroys a particle with quantum numbers 
p and A and satisfies the commutation or anticommuta
tion relations of Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17). In general, 
a(ep) is a particle or antiparticle destruction or creation 
operator if ep is a c-number particle (antiparticle) 
function. This follows from the fact that in any given 
Lorentz frame it is the momentum operator 

(4.8) 

which determines the x dependence of </I(x). Since it is 
the x dependence that determines the orthogonality of ep 
with </I, ep always acts to project onto either particle or 
antiparticle portions of </I. 

If L ~ is not conserved, we assume that J" ( , ) has 
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the form of Eq. (2.32). Then whether or not L:. is 
conserved, it satisfies the commutation relation 

(4.9) 

This in turn implies a gauge transformation of the second 
kind, 

(4.10) 

directly from Eqs. (4.1)-(4.5). If S is a time indepen
dent self-adjoint symmetry operator as defined in Eqs. 
(2.26)-(2.31) and (2.37)-(2.42), then it is easy to show 
that 

eiBSL:.(XO)e-iBS = L:., (x o), 

where 

rt'(x) = eiBSrt(X). 

(4. 11) 

(4.12) 

Two additional properties of this gauge transformation 
which follow from the commutation relations and 
Baker-Hausdorf-Campbell theorem are 

(4.13) 

and the multiplication rule 

[;!p +i,p (xo) 

= e '2 exp a 'if A 7JAI ax [JO(rt2' rtJ - Jo(rtl' rt2)]}. 

Note that if rt, and rt2 are orthogonal, 

I dxJO(rt2' rt,) = 0 

and 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

This is just a superposition theorem since if rt is 
expanded in terms of an orthonormal set of functions 
{uJ 

(4.17) 

with 

I dxJo(u" It,,) = au, (4.18) 

then a consequence of Eq. (4.16) is 

i:· .(xo) = II eLk,", (xo) , . (4.19) 

This is of particular importance for functional integra
tion purposes where one defines 

(4.20) 

The d2k'i integrations are over d [Re(k'i)] and d[lm(k'j)]' 
i. e., the real and imaginary parts of each k'i' 

The gauge transformation of the second kind also 
generates the coherent state which is defined as 
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I7JArt) '" eC·1 n), 

(7JA rt 1 '" (01 e-c., 

where 1 n) is the physical vacuum defined by 

p"In)=o. 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Because of Eq. (4.10) the average value of </J(x) taken 
over a coherent state is the usual result 

(4.23) 

and if </J.(x) is a pure particle destruction operator part 
of </J, then 

(4. 24) 

Similarly, if rt(x) is an antiparticle c-number L2 function 

(4.25) 

where </J~ is the antiparticle destruction operator. The 
inner product of two coherent states follows directly 
from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), i. e. , 

x exp{ -tTfA7JA r dX[JO(rt2' rt,) -Jo(rtl' rt2)]} 

= exp[ - tTfA 7JAJ dx J O(rt2 - rt" rt2 - rt,)] 

xexp{- tTfA7JAJ dX[JO(rt2' rt,) -Jo(rt" rt2m 
=exp{-tTfA7JAI dX[JO(rt2' rt2)+ Jo(rt" rt,) 

- 2Jo(rt" rt2)]}' (4.26) 

The inner product is normalized to unity for rt, = rt2 as 
it must, and never vanishes for rt" rt2 c=: L2. 

The transformation properties of the coherent states 
are obtained from Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13), i. e., 

e i cxS I7JA rt) = I7JA rt') = I7JA e
j CXS rt) 

and Eq. (4.26) can be used to show that 

(7JA rt, I eio<s I7JA rt?) 

(4.27) 

= exp[ - 'fiA7JAJ dxJo(rt" (1- e iO<S)rt2)1(7JArtll7JArt2)' 

(4.28) 

For small real a this reduces to 

(7JA rt,l S I7JA rt2) = J dxJo(rt" srt2)(7JA rt,I7JA rt2)' 

(4.29) 

so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
coherent state matrix elements and the appropriate 
c-number matrix elements. This is an important obser
vation since this means the domain of the q-number ope
rator S is restricted by the c-number operator s. 

If S is nonzero and 

(4.30) 

then 

(4.31) 

Then if I n) is the physical vacuum and S a physical 
observable, S 1 m = 0, and 

slrt)=o. (4.32) 
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This implies that I cp) is degenerate with the vacuum. 

An example of this is the gauge invariance of the 
second kind for the photon field. All physical operators 
are invariant under the gauge transformation generated 
by 

~d).LX = (i/2)j dx(al'xaaAl')' 

or equivalently 

~x = (i/2)j dx(Xaoa I'A,J. 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

The coherent state IX) is a coherent state of unphysical 
photons degenerate with the vacuum. 18 

The coherent state I X) is a coherent state of unphysical 
by an argument due to Klauder19 and Klauder, McKenna, 
and Currie20 who discussed coherent state representations 
for the CCR and the density operator. Let all states be 
considered discrete for simplicity purposes and let 
Ai(x 0) be the creation operator defined by Eq. (2.14). 
Then from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.19) one finds 

states, Eq. (4.39) always gives the average number of 
particles (or antiparticles) in the coherent state. 

For bosons, 1/B = 1. When ~ .. (xo) is conserved (time 
independent) Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) can be used to reduce 
Eq. (4.38) to 

where 

(N) = j dxJo(cp, cp) =~ j P(::) \K~(k) \ 2, 

and 

This is the usual result and was clearly known by 
Klauder, et al. 19

-
20 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

The connection to the coherent states described by 
Glauber22 is made by observing that Eq. (4.6) or (4.7) 
can be rewritten as 

z*a =~ jP(a:
k

) Kt(k)a~(k) 
('i)AA~)n2 ••• J = J dxJo(cp, <P), (4.43) 

vn;-r where z* is a c-number and a is a q-number destruction 

(4.36) 

This argument is completed by observing that the states 

(4.37) 

are complete. In this argument and in subsequent ones 
to follow we consider Jo(cp, cp) as a c-number. This is 
not true in general for interacting fields since Jo may 
contain some other q-number field besides <p, e. g., the 
fourth component of the photon field in a charged, scalar 
electrodynamics. However, such terms acting upon 
I n) leave a vacuum for <p, i. e., serve as a "dressing 
transformation" for the physical vacuum I n). Thus, we 
consider Jo(cp, cp) as a c-number with respect to the phy
sical vacuum I n). The mathematics required is just that 
given by Simon21 in his discussion of projecting onto a 
unique physical vacuum. 

In general, from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.21) a coherent 
state can be written as 

(4.38) 

where by Eq. (4.29) 

(4.39) 

and the number (charge) operator is obtained by setting 
s = 1. Because cp projects out only particle (or antiparticle) 
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operator. If z is normalized according to 

IzI2='ffp(~) IK~(k)12=fdXJo(CP, cp)=(N), 

(4.44) 

then the commutation relations for a~(k) which follow from 
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) and which apply for any conserved 
current determine that 

[a, at ]= 1 (4.45) 

and 

where 

(4.47) 

Thus, an n-particle state can be constructed according 
to 

with 

Nln>=nln>. (4.48) 

In terms of n-particle states the coherent state I cp) is 
given by 

Icp)=exp[-t\z\2JI: ~ In). 
n=omr 

(4.49) 

This is the Glauber form for a coherent state for which 
the completeness relationship is 
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where 

rFz = dxdy 

and 

z=x+ iy. (4.50) 

However, in the Glauber formalism the states I n) are 
states of n particles, each of which have the same quan
tum numbers. Here the 1 n) particle states are states of 
n-particles each of which have the same average quantum 
numbers. To see this, consider the matrix element of a 
q-number symmetry operator S 

(m I j dxJo(lji, slji) I n) = 
(l/rnT vm!)xjdx(njJo([a"', Iji), s[lP, atn]))m, (4. 51} 

where J o is assumed to be normal ordered. The defini
tions of a and at can be used to show that 

[a, a~(k) 1 = (z*rrx~ (k), 

and 

(4.52) 

These commutation rules applied to Eq. (4.51) give that 

(m)S)n>= mn jdxJo(cp, scp) (m-1)n-l> 
vmn)z )2 

_ mOmJ dxJo(cp, scp) 

r dxJo(cp, cp) 

= m(s)Omn' (4.53) 

For fermions, 1/},. = 0 and Eq. (4.38) reduces to the 
result 

I1/FCP> = exp[ - (1/2) I z 12~1/Fl{1 m + 1/F Z I l)}. (4. 54) 

Thus, these coherent states cannot contain two or more 
fermions with the same average quantum numbers. 
However, there may be more than one fermion in a 
state if some of the quantum numbers have different 
averages. Such a state can be constructed by taking a 
direct product of the different copies of Eq. (4.54). This 
type of coherent state can be constructed from the forma
lism leading to Eq. (4.54) by the replacement 

1/FCP - L1/FZKzUz, 
z 

(4.55) 

where now (1& z 1/F z)n == 0nl for all integers n;' 1, but now 
1/FI 1/Fm'" 0 when l"'m. 

All this is for the case where cp is an L2 c-number 
function. However, a useful property can be obtained 
when cp is not L2. As Klauder has shown, the measure 
dm of a field theory can be written as 

(4.56) 

where dmF ( ) is the free measure and dmAc { ) is the pure 
absolutely continuous measure. Nontrivial interactions 
"live on" dmAC< ). For the translation given in Eq. (4. 10), 

e-r;~;jJ(x)e-r;~ = 1jJ(x) + 7J
A 

cp(x), (4.10') 
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with cp €L 2
, we remain in the free (noninteracting!) 

measure dmF( ). To escape L2, we must translate accor
ding to a c-number function, specifically designated as 
c( ), which becomes non-Vas a function of a singularity 
parameter y. Then, it must be emphasized, L:c generates 
a transformation er;c which is improper rather than uni
tary. In the present approach, the same current J or J: generates both the unitary (er;~) and improper (;r:;c) 
gauge transformation of the second kind. The improper 
transformation will be discussed in the next two sections. 

5. HILBERT SPACE, OPERATOR EXTENSIONS 
AND BANACH SPACE 

So far, a good deal of heuristic formalism has been 
presented without mathematical rigor, In this section, 
we study the Hilbert space properties operators and 
solutions, including essential self-adjointness and 
domains. This will be based on the work of Reeh3 who 
gave a rigorous discussion of symmetries and symmetry 
breaking in the presence of a conserved current such 
as our Eq. (2.9), and of Klauder5 who gave a rigorous 
discussion of exponential Hilbert spaces and bilinear 
operators. However, in contrast to Reeh3 and Klauder5 

we have a differential equation which determines the con
served current JIJ. ( , ) and thereby the Lebesque measure 
dll of L2( , dll). 

The differential equations may also have solutions 
which are not L2, such as for example virtual or reso
nance eigenfunctions which have complex eigenvalues. 
Equivalently, the differential ope rator and the operators 
constructed from the current J o( , ), as in Eq. (2.37), 
may be non-self-adjoint. These operators "live on" a 
Banach space B and not a Hilbert space H. Some proper
ties of these operators will also be discussed in this 
section. 

One of the first tasks of constructing a rigorous quant
ized field theory is to take the "classical field ansatz" 
for a Hamiltonian and symmetry operators, such as Eqs. 
(2.37) and (2.44), and find self-adjoint extensions with 
a common dense domain. The pioneering work on essen
tial self-adjointness23 for the operators appearing in 
quantum mechanics was by Kato. 24 Two recent studies by 
Faris and Lavine25 and Schroeck26 are especially relevent 
to our work. Faris and Lavine25 have extended the essen
tial self-adjointness proofs to operators which are not 
semibounded, which is necessary for charge operators 
with positve and negative eignevalues. Schroeck26 has 
extended the essential self-adjointness proofs to the 
purely absolutely continuous measure. This is necessary 
for interacting systems? and for irreducible representa
tions of the Weyl algebra of the fields. 27 A number of 
other references can be traced through the bibliographes 
of these studies. 23-26 We refer the interested reader to 
their references for further discussion of these issues. 

In our approach the emphasiS is placed on the study of 
the c-number differential equation, Eq. (2.1), which 
simplifies matters considerably. Thus, whenever an 
operator s or h is self-adjoint on a dense domain, Eq. 
(4.29) implies that S or H is self-adjoint on C;. Further
more, Eq. (4.53) with the existence of a unique vacuum 
implies that the Fock representation exists and that the 
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eigenvalues of Sand H are average quantum numbers. 
Thus, if the partial differential operator D{o) is well 
enough behaved, wave packets with continuous spectra 
can be treated as well as point and absolutely continuous 
spectra. 

Although nonlocality will not be investigated in this 
work, our analysis seems to include this possibility 
since Sand H can be smeared over the spectrum of s 
and h without affecting our results. 

It follows from Eq. (4. 29) that the existence of a classi
cal c-number set of solutions is absolutely required for 
the existence of a quantized theory. One can ask what 
this implies about quantum electrodynamics, which is 
certainly one of the most successful second quantized 
theories at making accurate experimental predictions. 
Happily, thanks to the nice work by Gross28 the answer 
is that a classical solution exists. And from a study of 
Gross's work one expects that given enough strength and 
patience, his study could be generalized to the case 
M", 0 as in our example in Sec. 3. However, that is a 
worthy project for (possible) future study and we simply 
conjecture that Sec. 3 has an underlying classical theory 
and leave matters there, for the present. 

Next, let us turn to the non-U solutions. Let H" 
denote the c-number space of £2 solutions {un}, and let 
B denote the Banach space of all solutions {un' c} to Eqs. 
(2.1), not all of which are L2. ThusHucB properly. 
Define Co as the dual to B in terms of the conserved 
current, Eq. (2.12), sothatCocH.properly. For this 
case, there exists a one-one, continuous incluSion 
mapping 

CocH.cB, (5.1) 

both algebraically and topologically. This structure is 
called a rigged Hilbert space. 29 Thus, there will exist 
solutions C 6J3, c <tH", and at least one L2 solution, 
say uo' for which 

JdxJo(uo,c)-oo. (5.2) 

For example, this describes the case when the coupling 
constant reaches a value such that the pole corresponding 
to one of the u;s is driven into the unphysical sheet. 
Equivalently, the solution is driven out of Hu into B. 

A general c-number function <p EB can be written as 

(5.3) 

where the f3n's are constant, unEH., ccB and c rtHu 
and a transformation 

(5.4) 

can be defined in parallel to Eq. (4.13). This transforma
tion is now improper since by Eqs. (4.7), (2.16), (2.17), 
and (5.2), 

[(J(ep), at(cp)] = J dxJo(cp, cp)- "", (5.5) 

and is at best an isometry since by Eqs. (4.39), (4.40) 

(cpin)=o, (5.6) 

thereby making I cp) unitarily inequivalent to the Fock 
space {I m)}. In fact, it is easy to show that 

(5.7) 
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whenever 

(5.8) 

so that all of the I cP >' s are disj oint from H;, the Fock 
representation Hilbert space. 

It is also clear that I cp)' is not in a Fock representation, 
from the fact that30 

(5.9) 

by Eqs. (4.39) and (5.2). However, other operators 
S as in Eq. (4.29), or even a current algebra among the 
Si'S may be defined on the I cp)'s whenever Jo(cp, scp) or 
Jo(¢, lsi' sJ¢) exists. For example, given 

D(o)- ·(x)=- ~+y(y+1) 
r J dx2 x2 (5.10) 

and a solution 

~(x) = f3(1 + 1/ Ix 17) e-.. x2
/ 2 (5. 11) 

with 

(5.12) 

where (3, W, yare positive, real parameters, Eq. (5.9) 
clearly implies that the number operator is ill-defined 
fory? t. Equally clearly, for large enough real numbers 
r, 

(5. 13) 

Thus, operators and algebras of operators can be per
fectly well defined in such a non-Fock representation. 
Such constructs are prominent in Klauder's ultralocal 
model field theories which we discuss in the next 
section. 

6. ULTRALOCAL MODEL QUANTUM FIELD 
THEORIES 

The ultralocal quantum field theories which Klauder6- 1o 

has recently formulated and solved can be contructed in 
terms of bilinear forms derivable from differential equa
tions in an internal, space-time independent, variable 
X. Ultralocal models are non-covariant mode field theo
ries in which the spatial gradients have all been dropped 
from a covariant model. Since Klauder's results 6- 1D 

directly apply to our case, we shall omit the many proofs 
which make his work (and ours) mathematically sound. 

To establish the ultralocal analog of Eq. (2. 1), let 
A(x, X) be the field operator which satisfies the field 
equation 

D(o~, 00 , v(\))A(x, X) = 0, (6.1) 

where veAl is the c-number scalar "interaction potential" 
to be determined, x = (x, ixo), and A is a space time inde
pendent variable. We assume that a total set of stationary, 
L', c-number states exists which satisfy 

and 

D(o~, - it., v(:\))un(X) = 0, 

un(A, xo) =un(X)exp(- itnxo), 

and J o is the timelike component of the conserved 
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current in the variables (x, xo). If Vn(X)}' S are a 
total set of c-number solutions for the x-dependence, 
then a general c-number solution is of the form 

cp(x, X) = L: 13"fn(x)un(X, xo), (6.5) 
n 

where the 13; s are constants and n is (possibly continuum 
cardinality) the index set of allowed quantum numbers. 

As shown in Sec. 2, time independent q-number anni
hilation operators can be defined as 

and 

a(cp) = I dxI dXJo(cp(x, x), A(x, X)) 

=L I dxJ,.(x)an(x). 
n 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Following the basic quantizatIon postulate of Eq. (2.16), 
we require that 

and 

[a(cp,), a(cpo)] = ° (6.8) 

[a(cp,), at(cpz)] = I dxI dXJo(cp,(x, X), cpz(X, x». 
(6.9) 

The unequal time commutators which follow from Eq. 
(6.9), using the technique described in HT, are 

and 

[A(x, X), a(cp)]=O, 

[A(x, X), at(cp)]=cp(x, X), 

(6. 10) 

(6.11) 

[A(x, X), At(y, 11.)]= Lfn(x)un(X, xo)un(X', Yo)!n(Y)' 
n 

(6.12) 

A Hamiltonian operator H and a momentum operator 
P can be defined as 

H = fdXf dXJo ~(X, X), (i ~1 )(x, X)), (6. 13a) 

and 

p= I dxI dXJo(A(x, x), (- i'Y,A) (x, x))). (6. 13b) 

Since H is to be essentially self-adjoint, substitutions 
from Eq. (6.1) into Eq. (6. 13a) can be made such that 

H= fdXf dXJo (~~~ (x, X), A(x, X)) (6.14) 

on a dense domain. In fact if any operator S is closed and 
semibounded then by Theorem VIII. 15 of Reed and 
Simon23 it has a unique self-adjoint quadratic form. Since 
S must be semibounded for a stable vacuum, we need only 
to show closure on the coherent states to show that Eqs. 
(6.13) and (6.14) are uniquely self-adjoint. 

As a result of Eq. (6.11), a gauge transformation of 
the second kind may be defined for these fields as 

(6.15) 

where 

(6.16) 

with cp(x, X) given by Eq. (6.5). As discussed in Sec. 
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4, the coherent states, cp), cp..( ) E£2( , d/J.), can be written 
as 

! cp) = e"C<p ! n). (6. 17) 

Now following Klauder, 6 we introduce an improper trans
formation e"C~ as in Eq. (5.4) with 

Cp(x, X) = cp(x, X) + c(X), (6.18) 

where c satisfies the condition of Eq. (5.2) with c E: /3 
but c ¢ H c' The operators 

B(x, X)=e-"C;'A(x, X)e"C~ 

=A(x, X) + Cp(x, X), (6.19) 

can be defined which also satisfy Eqs. (6.1) and (6.12). 
Although B(x, X) satisfies the same differential equation 
and commutation rules as A(x, X), it cannot be used to 
generate a Fock representation because it is unitarily 
inequivalent to A (X, x) . Equivalently, a number 
operator 

NB=e-"C<p I dxdXJo(A(x, x), A(x, X))ec<p, 

does not exist. 

(6.20) 

To reproduce Klauder's formulation of ultralocal 
models, 6-10 choose J o with the canonical form of Eq. 
(2.32), speCifically he chooses 

Jo(A(x, X), q(X, aJA(x, X))=A t(x, X)q(X, a~)A(x, X), 

(6.21) 

and assume c(x) satisfies the time independent equation, 
Eq. (6.2), with En = ° 

D(o" 0, v(X))c (X) = 0. (6.22) 

In technical terms, 6 c must be real, even and nowhere 
vanishing with 

(6.23) 

and 

(6.24) 

Thus, c(x) '" 'X, -Y with y real and ~ "" y < t near the origin 
in X. A useful subclass of Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24) is 
Klauder's family of model functions, 6 i. e., 

c(X)=e-Y(Al/!xl\ (6.25) 

where y(X) is an even polynominal with degree (y)?o 2. 

Clearly, Eq. (6.22) determines the interaction poten
tial v(x) once c(X) is given. This is an interesting aspect 
of Klauder's work on ultralocal models. Any model func
tion c(x) can be choosen providing it satisfies Eqs. (6.23), 
and (6.24). This choice determines the energy spectrum 
{E",} and £2 eigenfunctions {un}' This together with Eq. 
(4.29) assures the closure needed to establish that S is 
unique and self-adjoint as a quadratic form. Note that 
the action of driving a state out of L2 is accomplished by 
continuous variation of y so that L<p - L;, becomes singu
lar as y >~. 

Of particular interest is the transformation generated 
L (rp = c) because the time independence of c(X) and Eqs. 
(6~ 13) and (6.14) insure the invariance of the Hamiltonian 
and momentum under 
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and 

P=e-I:cpeI:c =J dxJ dXJo(B(x, X), (-iVB)(x, X» 

=J dxJ dA Jo(A(x, X), (-iVA)(x, X». (6. 26b) 

Because the operators A and B satisfy the same dif
ferential equation, J o has the same form for both sets 
of operators. Thus one can formally define operators 
as in Sec. 2, 

QB(X)=J dXJo(B(x, X), qB(x, X)), 

QB(XO) = J dXQB(X), 

and, since J o has the canonical form, 

[QB1(X), QB2(Y)Jxo=YO 

= o(x - y)J dXJo(B(x, X), [ql> q2]B(X, X)). 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

For the form of J o used by Klauder, Eq. (6.21), two such 
formal operators are the ultralocal field 

if> (x) = J dX Jo(B(x, X), AB(x, X», (6.29) 

and its "canonical partner" 

1f(x) = fdx Jo(B(X, X), (- i:: )(x, X)). (6.30) 

Because of Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24), and the fact that 

j Xc2(X)dX = 0, (6.31) 

if>(x) is well behaved but 1f(x) is not defined. Furthermore, 

[<I> (x), 1f(Y)].o=Yo=iO(X-y)NB' (6.32) 

is not defined because of NB which contains the infinite 
field strength renormalization, J c2 (X)dX = "". Interesting
ly, Hegerfeldt and Klauder31 have shown that no partner 
to if> can exist on a dense domain and therefore no cano
nical partner to if> exists. Since their study was based 
upon the expectation functional, they excluded all possi
ble canonical partners not just those suggested by dy
namical considerations, such as Eq. (6.30). 

It is straightforward to show Klauder's result32 for 
a renormalized bilinear FR , 

F R =Z-1f(Zif>(x)) 

= J dxJo(B(x, X), f(X)B(x, X)), (6.33) 

where formally Z-1 = 0(0) holds for all Jo of the canonical 
form of Eq. (2.32) if f(X) is expandable in powers of X. 
This result is useful for discussing the ultralocal inter
action potential because the form of Eq. (6.1) used by 
Klauder is 

D(a., 00' v(X))=h(a., X)-ia~ , 

a2 

h=- - +v(X). 
ax2 

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.26) then becomes 

H = J dxJ dXBt(x, X)hB(x, X). 
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(6.34) 

(6.35) 

(6. 36) 

It is therefore reasonable to define the renormalized 
ultralocal interaction potential V R 

VR =Z-'v(Z<I>(x)) = J dABt(x, X)v(X)B(x, X). (6.37) 

This illustrates the fact that the choice of c(X) determines 
both the dynamics [through v(x)] and the representation 
of the fie ld if> (through exp L. c), linking the dynamics and 
the field representation Equations (6.28) and (6.33) are 
also useful for obtaining the ultra local form of equations 
of motion. A direct calculation using Eq. (6.34) gives 

which is undefined although 

[[ if> , H], H] = - ii> 

=Z-1V R '(Z<I» 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

is perfectly well defined as a quadratic form, where 
VR ' is the functional derivative of VR with respect to 
(Zif». The absence of spatial gradients in Eq. (6.39) is 
the characteristics feature of ultralocal fields. 

The,form equation of motion displayed in Eq. (6. 39) 
is inadequate for dynamics, because the construction of 
a solution requires powers of the field which is more 
information than the form contains. Klauder8 has solved 
this problem by constructing operator solutions. He 
found that a generalized field operator 

(6.40) 

is needed, with e = p + 2')1, P a strictly positive integer 
{I, 2, 3, •.. }, and ')I the singularity parameter. When e 
is a noninteger, Xe is defined as the odd extension, 

xe _{ Ixle, X>O 
- -Ixle, X<O' 

(6.41) 

Although it is far from obvious, if>~ has an operator equa
tion of motion, 

ii>~=-[H, [H, <I>~]] 

= 4H(x) -L w2Jif>A2n)(x) - (nl if>A2n ) (x)1 n)]. 

(6.42) 

The operator equation of motion specified by Eq. (6.42), 
although complicated, is trouble-free and specifies via
ble dynamics. We will not repeat Klauder's argument 
here, but refer to his paper8 for details. Clearly, ultra
locality is preserved under renormalization and time 
evolution. Thus, our formalism reproduces Klauder's 
ultralocal solutions6

-
1o when we require that our conser

ved current J o( , ) has the form of Eq. (6.21). Presum.
ably with the bilinear formalism presented here, 
Klauder's ultralocal models can be extended to include 
D(a) other than Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35). In general, this 
will require a different J,Jx) which can then be used to 
exploit the symmetries of the theory. 

Klauder7 has shown that the set of all 

1f>=ei~(f)ln>; if>(f)=Jdxf(x)if>(x), (6.43) 

is a non-Fock representation which spans H and is in 
the domain of H3!4-<1!2'rr-E (E>O). This is to be contrast
ed with the set of all 

(6.44) 
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which is a Fock representation of H and is in the domain 
of H. Observe that 

(6.45) 

as well as 

(elf>=O, (6.46) 

so that, e> is disjoint from both the Fock and non-Fock 
representation of H. Thus the disjoint state I c). which 
has the same quantum numbers as the vacuum, eondens~ 
es out of H. This is suggestive of some sort of "collec
tive exitation. " "Higher exitations" can be formed from 
other singular functions en which are solutions to 

(6.47) 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have extended the formalism of Hammer and 
Tucker2 to interacting cases. Within this formalism, 
coherent states are discussed including symmetry opera
tors on coherent state domains. The concept of a 
"smeared" Fock representation with spectrum given by 
average eigenvalues is developed. Singular or improper 
gauge transformations of the second kind, which follow 
from non-L2 solutions to the field equations, are shown 
to generate representations unitarity inequivalent to 
the smeared Fock space. Such representations are nece
ssary to support interactions. 

Two completely different examples were discussed, 
(i) a Dirac field minimally coupled to a massive vector 

field, and, (ii) J. R. Klauder's ultralocal models, as 
examples of our formalism. Neither of these examples 
have a canonical Lagrangian formulation. However, 
in each case the field equations determine very different 
conserved currents which give the structure of the 
theory. 

In discussing essential self-adjointness and domains, 
q-number operators S, H are discussed in terms of 
underlying "internal symmetry" operators s, h. This 
suggests an "induced self-adjointness," and may 
possibly be related to methods developed by Dashen, 
Hasslacher and Neveu. 33 

Some key concepts used in this work are taken from 
Klauder's studies5 of representations of CCR on an expo
nential Hilbert space. In that paper, bilinear "fields" 
occur naturally on a coherent state domain and infinite 
divisibility is shown to provide several interesting exam
ples. We show that these ideas can be used to generalize 
(and add rigor to) Hammer and Tucker2 as well. We 
therefore suggest that (noncurrent algebra) bilinear 
formalisms and ultralocal model quantum field theories 
still have a good deal to teach us about "quantized 
fields." We hope to explore this conjecture in future 
works, 

The formalism developed here may provide an alterna
te way to study many-body systems since analogs to 
both the L2 gauge transformation er;~, and the non-L2 
gauge transformation e C

" playa key role in the Boson 
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method which Umezawa and collaborators34- 36 are pre
sently developing with functional integration techniques. 
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It is shown that static electrovac spaces admit only static electric type Maxwell fields, and it is proved that 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a stationary electrovac space-time to be static is that the Weyl 
tensor and the Maxwell field tensor both be pure electric type. 

In recent work1
•
2 the connection between the magnetic 

part of the Weyl tensor and the rotational properties of 
stationary vacuum space-times and perfect fluid space
times has been discussed. Both classes of space-times 
have a preferred timeUke vector field with respect to 
which the magnetic and electric parts of the Weyl tensor 
are defined. It has been proved that a necessary and suf
ficient condition for a stationary vacuum space-time to 
be static1 is that the Weyl tensor be pure electric type; 
also a shear -free perfect fluid space-time is irrota
tional2 if and only if the Weyl tensor is pure electric 
type. 

This note extends the theorem on stationary vacuum 
spaces to include source-free electromagnetic fields. 
All equations here numbered with the prefix A refer to 
kinematic equations for the Weyl tensor which are col
lected in an appendix of Ref. 2. 

Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition for a 
stationary electrovac space-time to be static is that the 
Weyl tensor and the Maxwell field tensor both be pure 
electric type. 

Proof: Consider a stationary electrovac space-time 
with the Einstein-Maxwell field equations3 

R",v = K[F",,,,Fv
a - ~g ",vpa8 F",8]' 

* VvF'" v = VvF"'v= O. 

(1) 

(2) 

The space-time has a timelike Killing vector ~'" with 
norm rp2:= ~"'~",. The unit vector along~" is defined by 

u"':=rp-1~a. 

The Weyl tensor and Ricci tensor comprise the 
algebraically independent parts of the curvature tensor, 

R",v",8 = C,"v",8 - 2o["[aRvJ 8J + to'" [",ov8J R, 

and in this work R = O. 

The electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor 
and Maxwell field tensor are defined with respect to the 
unit Killing vector as follows: 

EIle: = F"vuv, (3a) 

* B",: = F".vuv , (3b) 

E"8: = C "",8vu"'uv, (4a) 

* Ba8 := Ca",8vu "'uv. (4b) 

All electric and magnetic vectors and tensors are 
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orthogonal to u"'. In addition, the electriC and magnetic 
parts of the Weyl tensor are symmetric and trace-free. 

The Ricci tensor expressed in terms of electric and 
magnetic fields is given by 

R",v = K[ - t(E2 + B2)U,"uv + 2u(",TJv)"8E" B8 + E",Ev + B".Bv 

+ tY,"v(E2 + B2)], (5) 

where E2:=-E"'Ec" B2:=-B"B""Y"v:=g",v-u",uv, 
and Y~ acts as a projection operator onto the quotient 
3-spaces to u". The operation of projection onto these 
3 -spaces will be denoted by 1 which projects all free 
indices. Maxwell's equations become 

V ",B'" + a",B'" + 2w"'Eu = 0, 

V ",Eu + a",E'" - 2w"'B". = 0, 

1 E'" - TJ",a8(w",Ee + V ",Be - a",Be) = 0, 

1 13", - TJ","8(w"Be - V "E8 + a"E8) = 0, 

where 

a",: = U8'\18U",= rp-2e V8~" = - rp-1v"rp, 

w": = ~TJ",v"8uvU";8 = (rp-2)~TJ"v"8~v~"';8' 
and a dot denotes the covariant derivative in the u" 
direction. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

The necessary part of the theorem follows when the 
twist of the Killing vector is equated to zero, i. e., w'" 
=0. Equation (A4) shows that B",v=O independent of 
field equations when the space-time admits a twist-free 
timelike Killing vector. In fact, the reflection symmetry 
of static spaces implies that Buv and B", must both be 
zero directly from their definitions. 4 Maxwell's equa
tion (7a) then requires that the electric field be constant. 
Thus the electromagnetic field in a static electrovac 
space must always be static electric type. 

To prove sufficiency, consider the divergence 
equation (A8): 

V"'B," " = (K/2)[E"';8B8 - ECIIB~;a + aa(ECIIB~ - B",E8) 

_ w,,(E2 + B2) - 2u"w"TJ",puEPBU] 

- aaBa8 - 3waEc:t8' (8) 

where Eq. (5) and the shear-free property of the Killing 
vector have been used, With B"v"",B,,=O, Eq. (8) yields 
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When the Weyl tensor is either pure electric or pure 
magnetic type it must be5 Petrov type I, D, or O. w", 
= 0 follows immediately for type O. For types I and D 

(9) 

(10) 

since a vanishing determinant implies E",a would have 
three equal eigenvalues, which is not possible. Thus 
w"'=O .• 
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Erratum: Gauge transformations and normal states of the 
CCR [J. Math. Phys. 16, 2086 (1975)] 

M. Fannes and A. Verbeure 

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium 
(Received 3 October 1975) 

As pOinted out by F. Rocca, Theorem 11.4 fails as it 
stands. The correct statement should be: 

Theorem 1I.4: Let wp be a normal state on t:..(H, a) 

such that there exists a dense set DeL 2(H, d0) with the 
property [l/w(Wo)]D xD C]L,(H,d0), where f Xg stands 
for the a-convolution and] for the a-Fourier trans
form. Then the linear hull of the set {w p 0 T x(1 X E F} is 
norm dense in the set of normal states on t:.. H, a . 

In spite of the less strong character of the conditions, 
the proof can be performed along the same lines as that 

CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX 

of F. Rocca in Ref. 3. It is easy to check that all states 
w such that w(W,J;< 0 and infinitely differentiable satisfy 
the condition. 

In Lemma II. 2, A should be a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator and the state w should satisfy w(W,,)* 0 for all 
If; r= H. 

By those changes Lemma II. 3 proves that span 
{T x p I X E K} is dense in the set of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators. 
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